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ABSTRACT
The thesis is an ethnography and interpretation of the Gamagai 
people's response to the Catholic mission in Rulna, Western Highlands 
Province, Papua New Guinea. The Gamagai saw the mission the way they 
viewed their own social universe, i.e. in a holistic manner in which 
individual conduct and the resultant health or sickness, personal 
success or defeat were interwoven in mutually reactive relationships 
with the ghosts and spirits. The Gamagai assumed a degree of 
responsibility and autonomy for their situation in the world by 
practicing techniques aimed at enhancing personal assertiveness and 
slarity of judgement. Their cosmology constituted a totality of 
meanings able to explain every aspect of experience. The Gamagai thus 
attempted to assimilate the mission by giving it a place in their 
world and so in their own terms.
The Gamagai perceived the differences between their and the 
nission's views and attitudes as being the same ones which separated 
:hem from the modern world they found so appealing. They strove to 
-hange their own culture, modifying their sociality, their practice of 
justice and group loyalties. A special problem the Gamagai had to 
race was the modern was the modern Western rationality in which 
particularly the issues of health and sickness are divorced from moral 
ronsiderations and group loyalties. The mission's activities in 
jenerai were grounded in this rationality. The mission conducted not 
pnly religious activities by introducing Christian teachings but also 
issisted in the development of local infrastructure, school, clinic 
md various successful economic activities, but it benyed the 
.ntrinsic interrelationship between all these elements, especially the 
relationship of piousness to sickness or misfortune.
_
In response to this ideological challenge the Gamagai started 
their own grassroots moral movement in which they combined Christian 
notions and characters (saints, God, Satan) with their own 
cosmological imperative of the interdependency of spirit-being with 
everyday experience and all human activities. They blended the 
originally opposing values and ethos of the clan and tribe with the 
elements of Christian teachings. The movement, centred around a big 
man Kints, achieved a cultural convergence by extending the strict 
moral code of the clan to the social formation of the tribe as a 
whole, making it into a basic Christian community. This was in 
response to the mission's demands. At the same time the movement 
preserved the consideration central to the traditional system, the 
inescapable responsibility of the individual conduct even though it, 
like the behaviour predetermined by the clan's moral code, or 
influenced by the "bad spirits"(tipokic) f was beyond the scope of 
individual choice. The Kints movement adopted the notions of God, 
saints and Satan and imbued them with a power to exercise control over 
tribes(wo)men's behaviour and fate much in the same manner as the 
clan ghosts, kur manga rapa, and the bad tipokit spirits had been 
doing prior to the arrival of the
mission . The newly developed powers, encompassing both the original 
clan and Christian notions, had larger social reference than the 
traditional spirit beings, concomitant with the transformation and 
restructuring of the tribal universe of human relationships. A
dualistic emphasis on good and bad spirits, tipokai and tipokit, was 
further articulated in reference to the Gamagai territory which also 
acquired good (kai) and bad (kit) determinations. The Gamagai, 
engaged now with powers (God, Saints, Satan) stronger than before, had 
created more demanding requirements for intratribal moral 
relationships and as such risked more personal damage. This was so 
oecause the transfigured spirit beings had the ability to send on them
ickness
Required
and misfortunes. Simultaneously, the Gamagai had also 
a sense of their own strength as the whole tribe and so the
Drospects of bigger than ever assertiveness on the local political
scene.
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CHAPTER 1
1. Introduction
This thesis examines the response of the Gamagai people to 
the presence of the Catholic mission on their territory in Rulna 
in the Western Highlands Province of Papua New Guinea. The 
mission has been permanently present in Rulna since 1965 and the 
response to it took place on several different levels of the 
Gamagai socio-cultural reality although all of its aspects were 
ultimately interconnected.
At one end of the spectrum of socio-cultural reaction was 
the Gamagai's pragmatic attitude to the various opportunities 
which the mission presented to them. The mission provided 
occasional employment, bought some garden surplus, assisted in 
the developments of roads and ran a health clinic.
At the other end of the spectrum was a complex cultural 
response initiated by forces at the grassroots tribal level. 
This response represented a Gamagai willingness to see the 
mission in cultural and moral terms, the way the mission 
primarily wished to be viewed. Although the response was a 
manifestation of local cultural dynamics and concerns, its aims 
and means were indigenous and not assisted by the mission in any 
direct way. The result was a remodelling of tribal socio­
cultural structures in a way that contained both the mission's 
moral and social teaching and traditional Gamagai values.
1
The assimilation of Christian teaching to traditional values 
was aimed at creating new kinds of intra-tribal relations, 
suited more then the old ones to confront modern times. This 
cultural assimilation was carried on by the Kints movement, a 
social initiative started by and centred around a Gamagai big 
man named Kints. The movement gradually worked towards the 
definition of a new social structure which would be compatible 
in terms of values with the mission's teachings.
The mission parish consisted of the members of one tribe, 
the Gamagai, and it was the human relationships within the tribe 
which were the subject of the transformation attempts launched 
by the reform-minded members of the Kints movement.
Culturally aware members of the Kints movement cognised the 
affinity of Christian and traditional clan values. The cultural 
changes which took place in Rulna under the auspices of the 
Kints movement aimed at the articulation of tribal relationships 
in terms of both clan relationships and the form of 
relationships stipulated by Christian moral teaching. This 
process was facilitated by the fact that the Gamagai social 
universe, which comprised among others the categories of clan, 
tribe, and the mission, was constituted in terms of moral 
criteria, i.e. the generalised, stereotyped forms of 
relationships which characterised each category. Additionally, 
this outlook on the social universe schematically located all 
relationships within the moral categories.
2
It was believed that the members of these categories, while 
interacting with each other, were the moral agents of their 
respective categories. While dealing with each other they were
expected to behave in accordance with the behavioural code 
stipulated by the system of Gamagai social classification. The
overall social structure can be seen as consisting of the matrix 
of stereotyped relationships between different categories. In
everyday life this categorisation informed the individual where 
(s)he could legitimately seek help and cooperation in time of
need, and where (s)he should be alert to the possibility of 
hostile assaults. The two aspects of relationships, within and 
outside one's own category, provided the basis for understanding 
and interpreting one's own and other people's behaviour in the
context of social relationships. In other words, the Gamagai 
socio-cultural world was divided into several moral categories of 
which the clan, the tribe and the mission were the principal ones.
Each moral category was characterised by assumptions about
the moral character of relationships within the unit and with
outsiders. These assumptions, specific to each of the moral
categories, formed the basis of sknowledge as to what made each
category unique. The Gamagai explanation for this was in terms of 
the history of the group, the nature of relations among them and 
the things which they considered dear. The assumptions were also 
utilised to interpret everyday experience, by means of which they 
became ingrained in individuals' minds.
Thus, socio-cultural change consisted in the transformation 
of assumptions about the social universe. This could occur only
after Gamagai values were restructured and the facts which would 
confirm for them that the changes had actually taken place could 
become available. The leading members of the Kints movement, 
primarily Kints himself and the healer Kowa, utilized the popular 
mood among the Gamagai tribesmen in favour of change while 
providing evidence to back their claims that the changes had 
actually already taken place.
This thesis documents the process by which the new 
assumptions pertaining to social classification were formulated 
and then made credible by empirical evidence produced by the 
cultural innovators of the Kints movement. New interpretations of 
the sources of diseases and the perceived success on the local 
political scene required the creation of a host of new 
assumptions. The movement leaders were in a position of 
sufficient authority to make their linkage between experience and 
interpretation seem plausible to their followers.
It was due to the internalization of the values and 
assumptions by which the clan, the tribe and the mission, the 
main interacting categories in the process of change were 
defined, that the new social outcomes containing rearranged 
elements of each of these three categories appeared credible and 
attractive to the Gamagai tribes (wo)men.
4
Socio-cultural change at Rulna proceeded by means of two sets 
of factors mutually reinforcing each other. One set was the 
tribeswo\men's expectation of change nourished by the belief that 
a better life and economic opportunities would follow.
The other set of factors was the change in ideology which 
overarched the social formation of the tribe and in which the 
assumptions explaining the character of relationships within the 
tribe originated. This ideology, which provided the legitimation 
for the behaviour among the tribes(wo)men, set out the conditions 
for ongoing relationships. The dangers and repercussions of 
transgressions were being transformed so as to meet or even to 
anticipate changes. By setting new conditions for relationships 
and tough repercussions for their violation, expressed in the 
language of the powers of the ghosts and spirits, change became 
inevitable and irresistible for those who accepted the new 
cultural interpretation.
According to informants and other evidence documented in the 
thesis, the accepted new interpretation was manifested in the 
authority of the traditional leadership and in peoples' attitude 
towards Christian teaching, symbolism and lore. It was due to the 
success of the leaders of the Kints movement that by linking 
everyday experiences to the new ideology by which relationships 
within Gamagai clans were interpreted they inculcated the change 
in the peoples' consciousness.
The thesis explores the power of ideology which legitimised, 
explained and enforced changes in the forms of relationships 
within the tribe. This was achieved by drawing analogies between 
the new (Christian) and the old (clan and tribal) symbolism, 
creating new ritualistic forms and setting sanctions for 
violations of new behavioural norms. The thesis documents these 
sanctions (the issues of health and sickness) and presents them in 
terms of the new knowledge and assumptions about intratribal 
relationships. The sanctions had the power to influence behaviour 
because they were extrapolated from the clan-based sanctions and 
as such they had been familiar to the tribes(wo)men and respected 
by them. They were further consolidated by Christian symbolism. 
It was the achievement of the Gamagai cultural innovators that 
they had cognized the affinity between the clan and Christian- 
based moral norms. The socio-cu1tura1 changes within the Gamagai 
tribe were the outcome of this re-cognition.
Christian lore as well as the authority and allure of the
Mission provided a convincing set of symbols by which the new
tribal relationship, modelied on the intra-■clan relationship,
could be expressed. The thesis also examines the overarching new
ideology of intra-tribal relationships and points to its obvious 
derivations from both Christianity and the ideology of the clan. 
While borrowing from Christianity would appear familiar to 
readers, the thesis portrays as well the ideology of the clan, the 
nature of the relationships within it, the negative sanctions and 
positive forms through which the relationship within the clan was 
represented.
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Furthermore, I discuss the socio-cultural conditions of the 
intra-tribal relationships which were subjected to change so that 
they could approximate the new clan model, felt by the Gamagai to 
be more appealing and to serve better the tribal interests than 
the existing model. The two formations (clan and tribe) varied in 
the ways that they structured human relationships, defined 
prestigious behaviour and articulated the qualities of their 
respective big men. The fact that each Gamagai tribes(wo)men was 
simultaneously a member of both formations did not form an 
insurmountable problem for the development of a different mode of 
global tribal relationship. It was the refiguring of the system 
of social classification, based on the moral generalization of the 
clan category, which produced the global transformation of the 
Gamagai tribal universe.
The ideologies which organises the experience of human 
interaction into various sets of behaviour expected to be 
practiced in everyday life also articulates the contextual 
behaviour, and thus were familiar to every Gamagai since 
childhood. The thesis documents the practice of such contextual 
behaviour and analyses the ideologies which justified it. The 
classification process itself is named in the thesis the practice 
of moral generalization, with the term 'moral' understood in the 
way it was used by M.Strathern (1 968), as a set of considerations 
influencing and informing human behavioural choices in the social 
shere .
The thesis also shows that the practice of the refiguration 
of the existing moral categories through the creation of special
relationships which bridge and transcend the hitherto established 
categories was widely present in Gamagai society. This make the 
efforts of the Kints movement to transform the category of the 
tribe into something different than what it was, into a legitimate 
practice. The creation of relationships based on the 
interpersonal modes characteristic of intra-clan relationships was 
a way of building a supportive social environment. Apart from 
the clan-based paradigm of relationships there existed an ethos of 
face-to-face relationships which provided the basis for this new 
environment. I discuss this and show it to parallel the other ways 
o f moral generalisation of the established order of organisation 
and classification of social experience. The Gamagai, like 
Kawelka Highlanders (A .St rathern, 1984), used the notion of the 
face to denote various personal attitudes towards others. 
Attitudes like 'friendliness' (showing the face), ' hostilities ' 
(hiding the face) and others (Ch.6) were considered to constitute 
an approach to social classification running parallel and 
sometimes in opposition to the prevailing categorisation based on 
moral generalisation .
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The socio — cultural changes were marked not only by new 
behavioural sanctions aligned with the new ideology of tribal 
relationships which formed the basis for articulation of those 
sanctions and belief in their efficacy. They were marked also by 
the number of people who proclaimed their belief in the content of 
this ideology, and by new forms of social meetings and ritual. 
The changes were also visibly marked by a shift in authority, away 
from the big men operating hitherto at the tribal-level (wu
kopong) , in favour of the big men hitherto operating on the clan- 
level (wu purwa) .
Kint s, the man at the centre of the reformist movement who 
was a purwa wu and who ascended to all-tribe political
significance, marked his newly gained position in the tribe by 
performing tasks, which hitherto he had performed within the clan, 
for the benefit of all tribes (wo) men. He was the man who 
primarily protected his own clan, the Rogombo, from the assaults 
of wild spirits, the sky spirits and human assailants, the members 
of the neighbouring tribes. He did the job by staking the borders 
of the sclan territory with special constructions designed to 
deter attacks. The power of the constructions to perform this
function rested with Hints' mental and emotional powers (numan) 
with which he was believed to imbue each of his constructions. A 
tangible sign that the cultural transformations by which the
intra-tribal relations had acquired the characteristics of clan 
relationships came when the whole tribal territory began to be 
treated similarly to the clan territory. Hints, who was now 
being viewed as a spokesman for the whole tribe, staked the
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borders of what became known as the 'a 11-Gamaga1 ' territory, in 
order to protect it from intruders.
Again, in 1982, Kints ceremonially constructed on the grounds 
near the mission station an effigy Tei ughl mi:, intended to 
repel the thunder and lightning assaults of the Sky Spirit, Tei.
He also made a konga mi : effigy on the border with the
neighbouring Paige tribe to repel human assassins f rom the
Gamagai territories,, and a tipokit mi : effigy on the border
between the Gamagai lands and the .Jimi forest, to keep the wild
spirits (tipokit) from entering and harassing the Gamagai people. 
Hitherto such monuments had guarded the clan lands borders and 
were constructed by the clan-based big men. The power of each 
monument derived directly from the spiritual powers (numan) of the 
man who constructed them.
The popular appreciation with which Hints' works met and the 
trust in their efficacy confirmed that his treatment of the 
whole tribe as if it were his own clan found wide support. This 
support sprung from tribes(wo)men embracing the new tribal 
ideology which legitimised and inspired Hints' dealings as binding 
and valid for them. The thesis details the characteristics of the 
clan-based big man and the basis for his social prestige, which 
contrasts with the ethos and characteristics of the tribal big 
man. The former was imbued with the power of numan indispensable 
to infuse the monuments with power while the latter was devoid of 
such power. I will also deal with the issue as to why it was that 
the clan-based big man rather than the tribal big man who could 
legitimately lead the reformist movement.
A sign reading "no passing for tipokit spirits" on the border 
with the Jimi forest, according to the Gainagai, demarcated the 
kai kona, 'good ground' from kit kona, the 'bad grounds'. The 
kai kona, inhabited by the Gamagai, was a 'good ground' because it 
was tamed, inhabited by people, animals (dogs, pigs) and spirits 
(tipokai) who had social consciousness (numan) . This was in 
contrast with the kit kona inhabited by creatures without such a 
consciousness: wild pigs, cassowaries and wild spirits (tipokit) .
The separation of the lands was accentuated by the fact that, 
according to Gamagai, wild pigs and cassowaries which until 
recently had roamed the lands between the clan territories have 
in recent times withdrawn away from Rulna into the Jimi forests.
There was a prohibition on mixing the produce from these two 
kinds of land which threatened dire repercussions. No game meat 
was to be brought back to the Gamagai lands from the Jimi forest, 
no domestic pigs could forage in the Jimi forest, and special 
transition rites had to be observed by any Gamagai traversing the 
border with the Jimi forest .
The good spirits (tipokai) which inhabited the kai (good) 
grounds were modelled on clan ghosts, the kur manga rapa, and the 
Catholic saints. They were invested with the power and 
prerogatives of the clan ghosts but were simultaneously considered 
as mediators with God on behalf of the Gamagai as a whole 
Occasionally they were thought of in a singular manner, resembling 
the notion of the Holy Ghost. The tipokai had the power to 
supervise the relationships among the tribes(wo)men. Like clan
ghosts they meted out sickness and misfortunes on trespassers. 
Like Catholic saints they interceded with God on behalf of the 
Gamagai who, by their own proclamation thrived on economic, 
demographic and political success.
The division of spirits and lands into two categories seems 
to be a new element in Gamagai culture. Its development must be 
traced to Christian influences which emphasised a sharp
differentiation between Heaven and Hell, God and Satan, Good and 
Evi 1 .
The Gamagai related to such a dichotomous vision with an 
enthusiasm not shared by the Rulna missionary, Fr. Joseph, who was 
working among them from 1975 to 1983. He never endorsed the 
notions of a fiery Hell and eternal damnation which fuelled the 
Gamagai imagination. Indeed, the mission's teaching and 
theological stance were never very carefully scrutinised by the 
Gamagai. Instead they felt free to shape their Catholic beliefs 
in terms of wider Christian lore, as it suited them.
The presence of the mission was cherished by the Gamagai for 
reasons of prestige on the local political scene, pragmatic 
benefits resulting from the mission assistance in infrustructural 
developments (roads, schools, hospitals, airfields) and a 
positive sentiment towards the missionary who inspired the socio­
cultural reforms. Without once challenging the mission on any 
point of theology (there were however altercations on issues such 
as polygamous marriages, broken promises, delays in church 
constructions, and thefts of mission property) the Gamagai
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developed an alternative form of worship centred around the 
adoration of the deceased Gamagai Pol Poia . He combined, 
according to popular memory, the personal qualities and ambitions 
of the church-based and the clan-based big man. The Gamagai built 
a small chapel on the site of Pol Poia's grave which through its 
round architectural features and the ways it was utilised invited 
a comparison with the traditional ghost house, until recently an 
important part of the clan-based ritual activities .
Pol Poia was considered the most distinguished tipokai (good 
spirit) . The decorations of the chapel dedicated to him, the 
stories told there, the analogies drawn between Christian lore and 
ritual and the traditional clan-based ritual form
a rich material through which one can view the forms and degrees 
of the Gamagai assimilation of Catholic teaching and symbolism. 
This assimilation varied from a superficial, literal acceptance of 
Christian pictorial and verbal iconography to sophisticated levels 
of interpretation which resulted in the cultural translation and 
synthesis of Christian lore and traditional Gamagai notions.
According to such translations the notion of personal mind 
(numan) was interpreted as Christian 'faith1, while the process 
whereby numan was achievable was interpreted as a Christian 
sacrament. The popular response to Christianity and the mission's 
presence found in the Hints movement its full articulation. This 
would not have been possible within the formal framework of the 
mission, due to the doctrinal and ethical restrictions and 
aesthetic considerations imposed by the missionary on the Rulna 
church. For instance Fr. Joseph preferred a plain cross instead
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of sumptuous decorations, unless locally made, and he endorsed no 
gaudy pictures of Satan and the Archangel fighting for the 
Melanesian soul, the sort of image much admired by the Gamagai.
Between the naive, 1pre-interpretative' modes of 
interpretations of Christian lore (e.g. God lights the torch at 
night while patrolling the sky, hence the moon) which I 
occasionally heard delivered in a deadpan manner and the 
intriguing interpretation of Christianity couched in terms of 
complicated indigenous concepts, one could detect different levels 
of assimilation of Christian lore as presented in stories based on 
Old and New Testament tales. These explained to keen listeners in 
a sincere manner issues of genuine concern to the Gamagai: Why 
there were so many tribes around Rulna, why people spoke different 
languages, why pig meat was more sought after than green 
vegetables and so on.
Recently introduced rituals celebrating the newly worked -out 
ideology of the united Gamagai tribe contained Christian elements 
which were there partly by design and partly as the product of the 
symbolic articulations of elements of Christian iconography which 
had unconsciously settled in the minds of the cultural innovators. 
The striking analogies of the mountain lake used as a baptism font 
in the ritual of the 'second baptism1 and the tipokai-owned red 
pigs which disappeared into this lake (ch.9 and 13) invited 
parallels with Biblical stories such as the sermon Fr.om the 
Galilean lake and the incidents with pigs, though none of the 
participants seemed to be aware of these analogies.
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The ultimate level of assimilation, however, seemed to be in 
the recognition that the content of Christian moral teaching which 
became applied in a creative fashion to the moral code observed by 
the members of the clan in their mutual dealings. An attempt to 
base intra-tribal relations on the moral standards characteristic, 
as the Gamagai observed it, of both the clan and the mission, 
should be viewed as a most interesting form of cultural 
assimilation. The different levels on which cultural translations 
of Christianity into Gamagai culture were executed can be given, 
following M. Strathern (1987), the following formulation. One 
level contains the literal, 'sign based' translations and the 
other pertains to the images and metaphors whereby connections 
with the familiar are articulated. Not incidently the same 
division can be made within the Gamagai political system. The 
clan-based big man, purwa wu, was renowned for his ability to 
deliver metaphorically constructed speeches, ik ek, with 
multilayered meanings and allusions. By contrast the tribal big 
man, so visible on the Gamagai political scene, was characterised 
by a "straight" talk, unsophisticated and not penetrating in its 
meanings. Consequently, the power of the tribal big men was 
overtly manifested, while the power of clan-based big men was 
concealed from easy observation and based on a behavioural ethos 
best manifested within the confines of the clan. The speeches and 
behaviour of the latter, by contrast with the former, were seen as 
not impinging on the sense of individual worth, as understood 
through the notion of numan (see Chapter 7) .
Two kind of big men similar to Gamagai division on clan and 
tribe based big men were reported in ethnographies of other area
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of New Guinea. W .H .Goodenough (1971) identifies similar
differences between kinds of big men among the Lakalai. C.Lowman- 
Vayda (1971) discusses the types of big men among the Maring with 
some of the characteristic features which I identified among the 
Gamagai . R.Glasse and S.Lindenbaum (1971) distinguish two 
categories of big men among the South Fore using the criteria of 
personal aggressiveness as the distinguishing factor. Godelier 
(1986) distinguishes the 'big man' Fr.om the 'great man' societies 
while Sahlins in his classic paper (1963) also based his
classification on the degree of 'heroism' associated with a given 
individual. A. Strathern (1971) writes about 'retired big men' 
versus 'active big men'. And M. Strathern (198 ) juxtaposes the 
big manship ethos of the Western Highlands with the one among the 
Wiru people. She contrasts the display of the motivated, assertive 
style of the Western Highlanders, often coupled with coercive 
methods in the quest for supporters, with the Wiru image of a big 
man based on merit and personification of cherished social and 
personal values. She names the former the "metonymic" mode of 
power and the latter the "metaphoric" form of power. Her
theoretical circumscription of various forms of leadership also 
seems applicable to the Gamagai political system, which manifests 
both the "metonymic" (the tribal big men) and "metaphoric" (the 
clan-based big men) forms of leadership. Consequently, the
different social basis for the forms of assimilation of
Christianity into culture, and the forms and styles of conducting 
leadership could also be viewed as either "metonymic" or
metaphoric".
Even the popular perception according to which tribal big- 
manship was legitimised by association with the mythical Gamagai 
brothers and clan-based bigmanship by "autonomous behaviour" 
{purwa) , utilises metonymic and metaphoric language. Tribal 
leadership was based on nonimb tenia , the authority based on the 
"penis line", a metonymic expression indicating the connection 
with the three mythical brothers, the founders of the present 
Gamagai tribe. Clan-based bigmanship, by contrast, articulates 
authority in terms of the metaphoric ka: nt purwa, which means 
"seeing the things from which all consequences spring", which is 
an effect of the big man's numan attuned to the power (muglamp) of 
the clan as a whole.
I further pursue this theoretical characterisation in the 
conclusion but its validation is not germane to the project of 
this thesis, whose scope is ethnographic from the beginning to the 
end. As I see it, the wider significance of this thesis is in the 
region-centred ethnographic comparison, in that it provides new 
information on the nature of the person, clanship political 
leadership, and the cosmology of a fringe Melpa group. It thus 
provides a new vantage point on Melpa culture as a whole. And 
beyond the bounds of this Western Highlands cultural universe, the 
descriptions of the Gamagai offered here could provide a point for 
comparisons with the Maring-sspeaking groups (Rappaport, 1967; 
Lowman-Vayda, 1971; MacLean, 1985; Lipuma, 1988) and, further, 
with the Kuma tribes (Reay, 1959; O'Hanlon, 1989) .
Two final clarifications are in order. The dynamic socio­
cultural changes among the Gamagai make the expression
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'traditional' a term with a floating meaning. In the thesis it 
denotes the social situations which characterised the years prior 
to the developments which took place in the late 70s and early 
80s, when the Kints movement became prominent on the Gamagi scene.
I have adopted the convention of putting in brackets the 
names of various informants from whose statements a particular 
section of my discussion derives and/or is a direct quotation. I 
believe that the recurrence of these names will create an overall 
impression of the concrete identities of these men, a sort of 
tacit physiognomy of their personalities which intertwines with 
the identity of the Polish missionary Fr.Joseph Wycisk, and my 
own. Together they constitute a particular frame for this text. 
In order to enhance this effect I have included photographs of 
some of these men who shaped my understanding of the Gamagai as a 
whole.
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CHAPTER 2
THE RULNA AREA, THE GAMAGAI PEOPLE AMD THEIR NEIGHBOURS
2.1 Location (Map 1 App.A)
I conducted my field work in Rulna in the Western Highlands 
of Papua New Guinea. Its geographical location is 5 degrees 32 ' S 
and 144 degrees 39'E. It is 800m above sea level on the southern 
slope of the basin of the Jimi river which flows at 400m above sea 
level. The northern side of the basin is defined by the Bismarck 
Range and the southern side by the Sepik-Wahgi Range. Both 
mountain systems, gently undulating, have peaks some of which 
exceed 2500m.
The southern side of the basin is carved by swift streams 
which divide the slope into numerous small valleys situated in the 
direction of the Jimi river and towards the region of the Bismarck 
and Sepik-Wahgi ranges. Rulna is situated in the water catchment 
of the Winimp creek which flows into a bigger river, the Muglipin, 
which itself, like Winimp, carves up an adjacent small valley to
the east of Rulna.
The Winimp creek catchment, which I will henceforward call 
the Winimp Valley, and the upper part of the Muglipin river are 
separated, in the Rulna area, by a range having an average 
altitude of 1500m with the Pupi Komga peak reaching 1800m. The 
western side of the Winimp Creek Valley is delimited by the Orop 
Ow range which is also an eastern border for another small valley 
shaped by the Elgh Creek.
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The Elgh Valley is closed on the western side by the Arpila 
Pana range. Further towards the west, stretching parallel to the 
Winimp Valley and the Elgh Valley lies the Waipa Creek Valley, 
limited on the western side by the Umbin Ow range. The highest 
mountains in this range are called Umbin Komga, south of Rulna and 
Rekyhi Komga to the north, closer to the Jimi river. Looking 
towards the west from the Umbin Ow range one sees the prominent 
mass of Nhyndi Mountain, and further on the Yhyn mountain with a 
flat spacious plateau on top.
Winimp Creek springs from a place near the top of Tiki 
Mountain (2300m) which is a part of the Sepik-Wahgi range. It 
goes for about 6km, in a straight line, between the Sepik-Wahgi 
range and the Rulna air strip. The size of Winimp Valley from
east to west is about 3-4 km as the crow flies. There is a road 
negotiable by a four wheel drive, linking Rulna with Kotna and Mt. 
Hagen.
Rulna was created by the missionaries. There was no 
settlement in this part of the Winimp Valley before the arrival of 
the Lutherans in the early 1960's. The Catholic mission's
decision to build a station in 1965, permanently manned by a 
missionary, placed Rulna on the map. This particular spot was 
chosen because of its suitability to accommodate an airstrip and 
because of the availability of water from the Winimp and the Elgh 
creeks.
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When talking about Rulna one can have in mind either the 
dwellings and facilities which were developed by and around the 
mission, or the wider area outlined above and inhabited by people 
from four tribes traditionally occupying lands in the Rulna area. 
This latter identification with the name Rulna has been used by 
the people living in the Winimp Valley and adjacent places while 
away from home, e.g. in Mt . Hagen. The Rulna road was the only 
access to the middle Jimi Valley from the Mt Hagen-Kotna region. 
The Jimi Valley had the reputation amongst the dwellers of the 
Wahgi Valley, in which Mt Hagen is situated, as being a source of 
the valuable plumage needed for ceremonial self decoration. Some 
kinds of food, for example the fruits of the marita, red pandanus, 
betel nuts and various forest products like possum furs, the juice 
of bush fruits called weo, used as food spice, etc. are commonly 
associated with the Jimi Valley. Rulna is a nodal point on the 
way to and from the Jimi Valley.
Coffee is grown in the Rulna area since early 60s which made 
it one of the destinations for coffee dealers who purchase coffee 
from the producers and sell it in Mt. Hagen to wholesale 
enterprises.
2.2 Climate
There are two distinguishable seasons: dry and wet. The 
former lasts from April to September-October; the latter from 
October to March-April. 1981 was a wet year with 2862mm of rain 
(Rulna mission meteorological station). The rainiest months were
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December and January with 410 and 409mm of rainfall. The driest 
months were July and August with 60mm and 72mm of rainfall. 1982 
was an exceptionally dry year with only 34'lmm of rainfall, without 
data available for December. The wettest month was January with 
120mm and the driest months June and September with 5mm recorded 
for June and no rain recorded in September.
2.3 The patterns of habitation in Rulna_(Map 2 App.A )
The house in which the Catholic missionary lived in Rulna 
stands on a small hill, called Mission Hill, bulging on the gentle 
slope of the Winimp Valley, which descends into the Jimi river. 
The upper parts of the Winimp Valley are steep. It takes only 
about six kilometres no descend from the Sepik-Wahgi Divide at 
2000m to 800m which is the elevation of the airstrip stretching 
along the bottom of the Mission Hill. In this spot the Winimp 
Valley is narrow with the ranges closing the valley from east and 
west less than two km apart. Mission Hill backs straight on to 
the Western Drop or, as some call it, the Olgop Range.
A creek called Mente Creek flows rapidly through a rocky 
gorge situated between Mission Hill and Crop mountain. Towards 
the north the Winimp Valley opens up providing an undisturbed view 
of the Bismarck Range which stretches from east to west on the 
other side of the Jimi River some 60 km away from Rulna. One can 
see the scarcely differentiated body of the range from Mission 
Hill over a stretch of about 50km. Half way towards the Jimi 
River one sees Mt Orimp, a mountain with a distinctive mound-like 
shape. This is a landmark in the area, about 500m in altitude, 
occupied only once, for a period of five years, by the Gamagai now 
living around Rulna. It was abandoned about 25 years ago after a 
few seasons of enforced residence there proved to have a negative 
impact on the health of the people of the Gamagai tribe. After 
the hostilities which resulted in their migration down the Winimp 
Valley ceased, the Gamagais returned to the higher parts of the
valley.
The mission house is made of stone, and roofed with 
corrugated iron. It is on two levels, has wooden floors on one 
level and slates and linoleum in the basement sitting room and the 
kitchen. The upper level walls are panelled with wood and pit pit 
grass woven mats. There are five bedrooms. The house is equipped 
with solar energy batteries and water tanks. There is hot and 
cold running water and canalisation. Next to the house is a 
chapel mainly designed for the private use of the residents of the 
mission house, big enough for a congregation of 12-16 people. 
There is an elongated, 12m high glass wall behind the altar so 
that the worshippers in the chapel can catch a view of the hills 
and clouds outside. The presence of this chapel was important for 
the direction of socio-cultural changes in Rulna. It eventually 
became the model for the construction of the Pol Poia chapel in 
the Rulna Road cemetery. The Pol Poia chapel was to become a 
focal point for the indigenous Pints movement (Ch. 13).
Next to the mission house was a concrete pig-sty big enough 
for 12 grown pigs. The pigs were kept totally confined and fed on 
locally bought produce enriched by some feed booster transported 
from Mt. Hagen. There was a fowl-pen nearby with several hundred 
chickens and ducks offered for sale in season. The road linking 
Rulna with the rest of the world originated at the doorstep of the 
mission house. The other way was by means of steeply descending 
steps running the whole way down to the bottom of the Mission 
Hill. There was also a mission workshop where all carpentering 
jobs were done by the lay missionary and his assistants.
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A new clinic was built by the mission to modern standards, 
using concrete, wood planks and corrugated iron. The clinic was 
built at one end of the airstrip. The other end was occupied by 
the new Catholic church built concurrently with the clinic, and 
out of the same materials. Construction of these two edifices 
rendered the airstrip unusable, but the missionary argued that the 
airstrip was obsolete since the road, not present in the early 
days of mission activity in the area, provided the opportunity for 
much cheaper transport. Behind the former airstrip was a Lutheran 
village with its own church, and two small shops, the old Catholic 
church and the Rulna primary school. The Lutheran village was 
established in 1962 as the permanent station-outpost for the Kotna 
Lutheran Headquarters. It was built specifically for evangelical 
purposes. People wishing to convert to the Lutheran version of 
Christianity had to build their houses in the tight villäge-type 
manner and be available for daily religious teachings and communal 
prayers. Successful applicants were baptised after two years of 
schooling. Only adults and teenagers were considered suitable for 
teaching and subsequent baptism.
At the time of my fieldwork the Lutheran mission was headed 
by a pastor from the Chimbu area. He got his religious 
preparation in a Lutheran school which accepted boys who had 
completed primary school. Their Catholic counterpart, as far as 
the level of education was concerned, were called catechists.
There were two types of houses. In one the wife cooked meals 
on the earth floor. The other was a house built on poles, with
walls and floor made of woven pit pit grass. These houses are
called haus kol ('cold house' because there is no fire place
inside) or haus kiap (built for the visiting kiaps, i.e.
government patrol officers). There was one house for the pastor 
and of the remaining 10 houses for the parishioners, six of them 
were of the kol kind and the rest were either traditional, with 
bark covered walls, thatched roofs with no smoke exits, and the
fire in the centre, or a modification of this type in the form of 
walls made of woven pit pit grass. Three of those traditional 
houses had compartments for pigs 'where the animals stayed
overnight. All of the village dwellers had gardens and second
houses not far from the station down in the Winimp and Elgh
Valleys.
Adjacent to the Lutheran mission station was the 
Catholic church made of pit pit grass and with a thatched roof. 
Next to the church was the primary school . The school was 
government run but it was managed by the School Board with the 
Catholic missionary, Father Joseph Wycisk, as the Chairman. B
ack on the other side of the airstrip, which in the meantime had 
turned into an oversized football field covered by long grass, 
were the living quarters for the school teachers and the dokta boi 
(medical orderlies') houses, a house for the catechists and a 
house for the boarding pupils from the Jimi River areas. The 
mission was in charge of those houses, collecting some weekly rent 
for them in exchange for maintenance. There was a small garden on 
the mission ground for boys from the Jimi River area.
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Up the Winimp Valley along the road there was an old clinic 
established by the mission in 1965 and still operational in 
1981/82 during my stay there. The transition to the new quarters 
was done at the end of '82. Above the clinic on the slope of the 
Orop range, covered by medium size trees and shrubs, was a 
cemetery. It was there prior to the arrival of the mission. Also 
up the road there was the house of the dokta boi, Mikel Kewa. It 
was a house of the 'cold' type. Mikel lived there with his wife 
from the Bantz area, his small son and his mother. He had another 
house near his gardens up the Winimp creek. His other wife lived 
there looking after the pigs and gardens. Further in this area 
there is a village courthouse built in the shape of a traditional 
men's house manga rapa. The courthouse is 4.5m in diameter with 
pit pit grass woven mats on the walls and a thatched roof.
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On the other side of the road were the Gamagai houses 
erected here in addition to those houses closer to the gardens. 
These were 'recreational houses' where people stayed in order to 
be closer to social activities carried on in Rulna, like court 
cases, Sunday Masses, public meetings etc. This informal 
settlement was spontaneously built and unlike the Lutheran village 
was not directly inspired by the Catholic mission. The houses were 
a mixture of traditional Melpa architecture and the modern, kol 
haus built on poles. Younger men lived together with their wives 
in the modern houses while the elder Gamagai followed the 
traditional gender separation with men living in one house and 
women with children in another. The significant innovation in this 
settlement was that the land around the mission was not considered 
to be owned by any particular clan and hence was said to belong 
to all the Gamagai tribesmen. So the members of the different 
clans lived next to each other in whichever neighbourhood they
chose.
In the early 1 980's all land blocks along the road with 
access to the Winimp Creek and to the spring were occupied. New­
comers who wished to built their own houses in the area had to 
rely on clan loyalty for permission to build another house on an 
already occupied block. This tendency slowly re-established the 
old living patterns whereby clans stuck together, as they always
had done on the hill slopes (Map 2 A p p .A ) . The increasing
f requency of contacts between clans had its ef feet . The all­
Gamagai tribe movement initiated by Kints a Rogombo clansman
gained popularity in this new, more intimate living pattern of 
those clansmen who had chosen to live around the Rulna mission 
grounds.
On the othe r side of the road a hundred metres down the
slope was a cemetery, established the re after the 1972 war with
the Mabuge On 1 y those who we re considered to be big men were
buried there In 1981-1982 period there were seven graves, five
of which had a little house covered with corrugated iron above it. 
Cordyline (tanget) shrubs were planted around each grave and a 
fence of empty beer bottles. On one of the graves, namely that of 
Pol Poia, a son of Nui, who had died in his prime in 1978, a 
military beret which he used to wear was attached to the grave 
house. Later in 1982 on this spot the Pol Poia chapel was built
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(Ch.8) .
This whole area with its buildings and facilities was 
considered to be the place called Rulna in a narrower sense. From 
this point on, the Winimp Valley becomes more steep. There is no 
regular road leading to other houses. A narrow path leads upward 
through a difficult terrain, over river boulders and through 
bamboo groves, to the houses on the slope.
This exemplifies the general settlement pattern among the 
Gamagai: hamlets are usually placed on hills separated by deep
gorges and access from one to another is via the Winimp creek and
up another path. People communicate between the hamlets in
yodel1ing type cries. 'Wahh, wahh, wahhh' is the cry for
attent ion, followed by a message decipherable only by a well
trained ear. Thus Rulna became the central meeting place.
Friday was court day. But if some important issue came up 
people gathered in Rulna on any day to debate or to hold an 
informal court session. Monday was the day of communal work, 'work 
for government' day. People 'were supposed to work on roads, 
bridges, kiaps' houses, court houses, etc. The court magistrate 
or his helpers, the Village Committee, were supposed to collect a 
2 kina fine from any adult, man or woman who did not turn up for 
the work and could not provide an adequate excuse as reason for 
absence. Wednesday was a communal work day for the mission. In 
the Lutheran case this day was designated for work on the pastor's 
coffee gardens. In the case of the Catholic mission this day was 
to be used for construction work on the new church.
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During my stay in Rulna this 'agreement' for unpaid work 
for the mission had largely been abandoned, but the custom of 
coming down from the hills each Wednesday remained. People also 
came down for the Sunday mass, to participate in the discussions 
about it, and if need be, to buy something in the shop. During the 
coffee season in April and May and the "small season" in October 
people fetched coffee bags and waited for the 'coffee cars' to 
come from Mt. Hagen to buy their coffee.
2.4.1_____ Houses, materials,_and deployment of settlements
All houses in the Rulna area were built of local materials: 
split wood, bark, woven pit pit grass or woven split bamboo, and 
kunai grass for the roof cover. There were no corrugated iron 
roofs except on the trade stores and the modern graves. Kints, 
his son Numdi and Numdi's wife Pela, their children Sana and 
Greta, and Peter Kar, the son of Kints's decreased brother, lived 
in a two house hamlet. One house was traditional with a low 
roof, and walls made of split wood with some bark sheets between 
the vertically split wooden planks dug into the ground. There was 
a fire hearth in the centre of the earth floor. The fire was 
ringed around with a very hard rim made of ash, clay and water 
giving it a concrete-like appearance. The ends of the elongated 
oval house were fenced off, roughly, by a board, low enough to be 
a symbolic rather than an effective division. One end was used 
for storage, the other end for pigs to stay in at night.
The shortage of land in Rulna itself forced on some Gamagai the 
dwelling model in which men, women and pigs lived under the same 
roof. In such cases women and children slept around the fire, at the 
pig end of the house, with the men at the other end. All people 
slept on the ground with some fresh banana leaves as a floor mat. 
There were no windows and no smoke exit.
The modern house, the haus kol (cold house) or haus kiap was 
built on low stilts, constructed around a timber frame. The walls 
were made of pit pit or bamboo grass. Pit pit grass grew only above 
1200m, that is 300 to 400m higher than Rulna. It was therefore hard 
to get material since to build a house 80 to 100 'single person 
journeys' up to the pit pit grass field and back with a load of pit 
pit were needed. The modern houses had three compartments inside, 
like three rooms. The door led into the main living quarter. Two 
small sleeping chambers were on each side of this living quarter, 
one for the men and the other for the women and children .
As the distance between the Rulna settlement and the houses in 
the clan territories were separated by one to two hours hard walk, 
'staying the night1 with friends or clans(wo)men was commonly 
practised. A few young newly married men were experimenting with 
different types of sleeping arrangements.
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They were sleeping with their wives in one chamber, leaving the 
ther one and the main quarter to the visitors. In some of the 
modern houses people tried to keep a fire by making a hearth in the 
middle of the main quarter out of split wood and the hardened 
substance comprising ash, clay and water. This haus kol type was 
popular with guests and since the art of entertaining, sheltering 
friends for the night and providing the visitors with food was one of 
the criteria of bigmanship, it was a good move for an ambitious young 
man to build this kind of house for himself. At the end of 1982, 
which was when I left Rulna, the Rulna Gamagais still only had five 
such houses . Most people, including Moka, Kints's oldest son, were 
still living in a two house hamlet built entirely in the old style.
Some houses of the older type had in their vicinity a small 
house called amb manga mempa kit, the 'menstruation house'. In 
that hut, about 1.5m long, lm wide, and 1.5m high, the menstruating 
women spent about seven to eight days of their menstrual cycle 
beginning from the first day of menstrual bleeding. Previously all 
households had had a 'blut haus’ built next to the main living one.
Some houses of the older type had in their vicinity a small 
house called amb manga mempa kit, the 'menstruation house'. In
that hut, about 1.5m long, 1m wide, and 1.5m high, the 
menstruating women spent about seven to eight days of their
menstrual cycle beginning from the first day of menstrual 
bleeding. Previously all households had had a 'blut haus ’ built 
next to the main living one. Although the fear of coming into 
contact with a menstruating woman was universal among Gamagai men, 
some thought that restricting women to their sleeping quarters at 
the end of a house was a sufficient precaution. The majority of
the households had a cassowary pen, not far from the main house. 
All households had a dug-out toilet inside a little out-house. An 
enforcement of the law imposing an obligation on all the
households to have a toilet was seen by many as the main reason
for the Australian patrols officers' visit in the area prior to
independence in 1975. Some pastoral visits by the local
missionary were still interpreted as toilet inspections of their 
area .
2.4.2 Manga rapa___ (men ' s house )
Manga rapa was the name of a round house in which
patri1inially related men used to sleep together. In 1981-1982 it 
was used only for ceremonial purposes. There was a manga rapa at 
one end of every moka ground where the pigs were presented in 
ceremonial manner. Manga rapa were about 7 to 9 metres in
diameter and 3 to 4 metres high with a central wooden post ruminj 
in the middle.
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The Tok Pisin name was haus man or lik lik lain ('small line') 
denoting the traditional function of the house as a cultural 
centre for men closely related to each other. At that time the 
name of a particular haus man was one of the basic, and most 
important indexes of social identification for men and women 
alike. The members of one haus man had special moral obligations 
towards each other, different from those towards the non-members.
The usable life of the houses in the local climate was
1imited to 3 o r 4 y e a r s . A f t e r that time the house rotted away
and its infestation W 11 h cock roaches and fleas was considered to
surpass the limit of tolerance. The least durable material was 
bamboo. It was attacked by mites of a microscopic size slowly 
turning the house walls into a white powder. People observed that 
living in this kind of a house for a long period makes one cough 
and feel dizzy. The bamboo wall house was designed for 2 years 
and was an option only if the prospective owner/builder could not 
afford enough good food for all those participating in the
construction of his house.
2.5 Land ownership and gardens
There was no individual land ownership in Rulna, which seemed 
to constitute an important difference from the way of life among 
the Tiki Gamagais in the Wahgi Valley. There was no shortage of 
land in Rulna and each of the Gamagai clan readily accepted any 
new-comers, providing them with a plot for a garden. Some of these 
newcomers settling down in Rulna had a connection with the 
Gamagais through the mother's line, e.g. Peter Kopun and Gabriel 
Key from the Mabuge line. Others, like Koti, Kawelka, and his sons 
Punk and Onk had come to the area in 1967 and had negotiated with 
the Gamagai the possibilities of their living permanently in 
Rulna. They had declared the wish to be called Gamagais and they 
had joined the Rogombo clan. Paul Noki and Nering belonged to the 
Kawelka Kiembo line and had lived in Rulna since 1975.
Gardens and their products, coffee gardens, trees, chilli 
shrubs and the birds of paradise nesting in the trees were owned 
by individuals. Ownership was determined on the basis of who had 
been given a particular tree at any stage of the tree's 
development. The Gamagai emphasised this rather than the 
individual act of planting. Trees, then, were the most durable 
items to be passed down by somebody in his verbal will.
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As some individuals were want to change the location of 
their house it came to be that some of the breadfruit and 
pandanous trees growing around one's current house could be owned 
by a person living in quite a distant place. In the case of one 
big sago tree growing behind my house the tree owner Peter Kar was 
able to trace the history of the tree back two generations.
Gamagai agriculture is of the swidden, i.e slash and 
burn type. The gardens (pana), located on steep slopes, were 
fenced off with cut trees and bamboo canes. They were used for 3 
to 4 years and later abandoned for 8 to 12 years. During the 
fallowing period small trees and shrubs regrew which, when slashed 
and burned, provided the nutrients for the soil. I was told by 
Kints, Kult and some other elder men that the duration of the 
gardens' productivity used to be about twice as long and that the 
garden used to produce well for 5-6 wet seasons. The main crop, 
sweet potatoes (oka), was planted the ’whole year round from the 
offshoots of the sweet potatoes above ground vines. Currently 
there are seven varieties of sweet potatoes planted in Rulna. 
Four of them (wanmun, tumun, tiki, tomba,) belonged to the new 
breeds introduced by the Australian patrol officers, and three 
varieties (konmin, minimba, gura) had already been in use before 
the first contact. Different varieties required slightly different 
conditions of weather and soil. The new kinds were praised for 
their crispness, their higher yields and their size. The old kinds 
were grown among the new breeds by self propagation on the sites 
of the old gardens. Sweet potatoes required the best soil.
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After a year or two the soil lost its 'grease'. After the 
yields of sweet potatoes became frust ratingly small, taro, bananas 
and sugar cane were planted. Beans and ttpa:t# plant were planted 
to revitilise the soil. They were also planted at the initial 
stage so that the garden provided a varied diet and nitrogen 
supply to the soil. With time however, the proportion of various 
items in the garden changed. One usually had more than one garden 
as one could not afford to wait for the new garden to start 
yielding when the old one had lost its productivity. Banana 
trees, paw paw trees and tobacco leaves were also planted around 
the house. The breadfruit trees and marita pandanus trees were 
the most valuable plants. Marita grew in groves, had thin woody 
trunks and a crown of elongated, tough leaves. The tree bore one 
fruit each weighing about 2-4 kg. During the breadfruit and 
marita season in October, November and the beginning of December, 
many visitors came from the Wahgi Valley where these trees did not 
grow.
Rulna became a joyful place with small parties of 
breadfruit and marita eaters appearing in front of the houses and 
alongside the Rulna road, occasionally offering some morsels to 
selected passers-by. In those days there were also many 
spontaneous court sessions related to the stealing of somebody's 
breadfruit, marita or bananas.
The positioning of gardens was decided upon during 
communal discussion. The arguments used in favour of somebody's 
choice was that the proposed location of the garden was 
conveniently close to the house or that this place had already 
been cultivated before by the same person or by the clan to which 
the person belonged. Once the precedence on cultivation of a 
particular place had been established, it was grounds for renewing 
claims for the same spot. There was little dispute on this 
subject and the particular areas of cultivation seemed to be 
customarily associated with a given clan. The garden had owners 
but the work to build a garden was done collectively by the male 
members of the clan and invited friends from different clans. 
The owner had to provide good food in exchange for everybody 
working on the garden construction. If somebody shifted the 
location of a house he could opt for acquisition of a more 
convenient location by way of a single court case dealing with 
land matters.
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The only heated dispute related to ground ownership which 
took place during my stay in Rulna was conducted by Kints, the man 
who had chosen the location for my house on the ground adjacent to 
his hamlet. Several months after the house was built a man from 
another clan named Nui asked for compensation in the form of one 
pig, claiming the rights to this particular spot. The basis for 
the claim was that it had been agreed upon some years earlier that 
Nui could make a coffee garden in this spot. He had not made one 
but was intending to do so. A verbal agreement on this matter was 
a basis for a claim to some special rights to the spot. The claim 
was rejected, with the argument that Nui had not planted anything 
in the disputed place and also that the spot was in the direct 
vicinity of Kints' household, therefore Kints, more than anybody 
else, had the power to decide what to do with the place.
Pigs ran free. They came home at night when they were 
fed with sweet potatoes, taro and paw paw as a supplement to their 
daily foraging diet.
2.6 The main social groups in the Rulna area
Rulna is the meeting area for four groups of longpela lain 
('long lines') as they are defined in Tok Pisin by the people 
themselves. They are the Gamagais, the Mabuges, the Paige and the 
Tibugas. The Gamagais occupy the whole of the Winimp Valley. 
From Rulna at its lowest point to the tops of the Sepik-Wahgi 
Divide and further, over the Divide towards the Tiki coffee 
plantation in the Wahgi Valley. The mountainous ridge of the 
Sepik-Wahgi Divide is not inhabited, and is covered with what
appears to be primary forest. Tall trees, covered with moss, 
stand in clouds and mist for the best part of the year. According 
to the data obtained from the geological survey conducted in Rulna 
by the BHP exploratory division in 1982, the path linking the
Rulna Gamagais with the Tiki Gamagais runs along a pass situated 
at a height of 2050 metres. The gardens, on both sides of the 
Divide, are cultivated at an altitude of up to 1800 metres. There
are neither houses nor gardens on the mountainous stretch of land
between the two Gamagais' settlements stretching up to the Mugu
River flowing in this spot at an altitude of 1365 metres.
In 1982, the population of the Rulna Gamagais was 320. 
The population of the Tiki Gamagais was 270. In the vernacular 
vocabulary there was not a single generic word for a long line. 
In the case of the Gamagai among whom I lived, the self- 
identification was expressed in a circuitous way as 'we are the 
people who do not wage wars among ourselves' .
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Another identification was through a system of moral 
categorisation. The Gamagai tribe comprised the people bound by 
the 'promise' to stay together, never to poison each other and 
never to practice magic (Ch.6 and 7) . The land on which the
missions were situated belonged to the Gamagais and the Mabuges. 
There is a stone obelisk firmly buried in the ground in front of 
the Catholic church which was placed there by both the Gamagai and 
Mabuge to demarcate their territories and to indicate that the 
mission was built partly on Gamagai and partly on Mabuge lands.
The Mabuge were considered to be the owners of the vast
forested lands, limited by ill-defined borders situated a few
kilometres down from Rulna towards the Jimi River, and stretching 
north west up to the Garnet River flowing near the Ruti
grasslands. The relatively concentrated Mabuge's settlements, with 
the households roughly forty minutes to one hours walk from each 
other, were situated on the slopes of the Sepik-Wahgi Divide in 
the valleys adjacent to the west side of the Winimp Valley.
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Molga was the Rulna Catholic mission outpost situated 
in the Waipa-Molga Creek valley. The place was about two hours 
walk away from Rulna. The church was built at the bottom of the 
valley with eight houses nearby. The other houses in the area 
were on the tops of the ranges, and\or in the vicinity of the 
gardens. There were 20 houses scattered along the four mountain 
ranges which constituted the edges of the basins with the Umbin, 
Molga and Om rivers at their base. The sparse Mabuge settlements 
could be found on hills and ranges between the Moga settlement and 
Bgyndi and Ygyn Mountains a few hours away from Mogla towards the 
north west .
In the 50s, during the time of the initial systematic 
visits of the Catholic missionaries from Mt. Hagen, Mt. Ygyn was a 
post situated a day's walk from the Mt. Kiluwa post in the Gamagai 
territory. In the vicinity of the Ruti grasslands, more than a 
day's walk away from Molga, was another concentration of Mabuge 
dwellings. Between the Mabuge lands and the Jimi river there were 
no permanent dwellings. On the other side of the Jimi river and 
in some areas on the southern shores of the river, in Kanti near 
Timbamb, lived the people whom the Rulna Gamagai called the 
Jimi. These people spoke Maring and Kopun languages. All the four 
lines associated with Rulna spoke the Melpa language used by the 
inhabitants of the Wahgi valley.
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In the not so remote past there was another Melpa-
speaking group which used to live in the area between the Mabuges' 
lands and the Jimi river, north-east from Rulna and in the 
vicinity of Kanti. The whole group, which was known under the 
name Melpa-Kopun, died out as an independent group. The remaining 
survivors joined the Mabuge. A man called Wanupa, married to
Mandi from Ugni-Kepkai line, Pana from the Ugni Andelkai, Ema from 
the Ugni Ojembo and Kum from Kopun Ruti-Nalti, a father of
thirteen children, with my Mabuge informant Gris being one of 
them, is the last known survivor of the Melpa Kopun line. In 1982 
there were 147 adult members of the Mabuge line living in four
'small lines' or haus man, named Komimbo, Egilpi, Ropipe and 
Kundimbo.
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The Paige line lives on the range which faces Rulna directly 
behind the Lutheran settlement and borders the Winimp Valley on 
its eastern side. Most of the Paige had been baptised in the 
Lutheran church. The place called Paige is a Lutheran settlement 
with a church as the central edifice around which the houses have 
been built. The majority of people have two households: one in 
Paige, all of them constructed in modern fashion. The other 
household is kept in the forest, near the gardens. People usually 
return home to Paige for the night, leaving the pigs unattended 
inside the garden houses. Only about half of Paige's population 
is officially converted to Christianity and only the converted 
live in Paige. The rest live in the traditional houses. The 
mission was established there several years before it came to 
Rulna. There are six Paige clans: Kupalimbo, Kundimbo, Orimbo, 
Kamombo, Agglkai, Bengai . The Paige territory reaches deep into 
the forest covering the whole ground between Rulna and the eastern 
part of the Jimi Valley. There were approximately 340 Paige at
the end of 1982.
Tibuga is a big line. According to the electorate list 
used in the 1982 national elections, there were 1834 adult 
Tibugas. They live along the Rulna-Kotna road and around Kotna. 
Since 1960 there was some migration of the Tibuga into the Winimp 
Valley. The majority of them were those people who settled in the 
Lutheran mission in Rulna. On the basis of special agreement with 
the actual land owners, the Mabuges, the Lutheran settlers were 
given unlimited permission to cultivate the gardens, plant coffee 
trees, keep pigs etc. There were 43 adults living in and around 
the Rulna Lutheran settlement. They were the members of the 
following Tibuga social segments: Wanimbo, Olimbo and Tikimbo. 
They were bigger units and with different characteristics than the 
Gamagai, the Mabuge and the Paige clans. A.Strathern (1971) calls 
these segments sub-tribes.
The other Tibuga migrants to the Winimp Valley were the 
members of the Kenigei segment. They lived in an upper-middle 
valley on the eastern side of the Winimp Creek towards Rank. As 
far as their Christian affiliation is concerned, some of them were 
Catholic and pillars of the Rulna church, some were Lutherans but 
the majority of the members of this group were not baptised.
2.7.1 The social setting
The Gamagai tribe was divided into two territorial groups ( 
Map 1 App.A ) . One group inhabited the Rulna area in the Jimi 
Valley, the other group dwelled in Tiki in the Wahgi Valley. The 
groups were separated by the rugged mountainous Sepik-Wahgi 
Divide range. The mountain peaks exceeded 2500 metres and a pass 
with the foot track linking the two Gamagai groups was
approximately 2000 metres. The highest location of Gamagai 
dwellings and gardens was 1800 metres on both sides of the range. 
The range itself was forested with moss covered trees and 
temperatures falling at nights below zero degrees Celsius during 
the four months of November, December, January and February. The 
foot trip between lower Rulna, commencing at Rulna itself, and 
lower Tiki where there was a coffee plantation took at least three 
to four hours of intensive walking. This physical barrier
limited the frequency of contact between the two sectors of the 
tribe and widened since 1965, when the establishment of the 
Catholic mission at the foot of the valley encouraged some of the 
Rulna Gamagai population to concentrate their dwellings around the 
mission. Prior to the mission arrival the Gamagai population in 
the Jimi Valley concentrated around Mt. Kiluwa, on 1500 metres. At 
the same time the Gamagai population in the Wahgi Valley had
moved from the mountain range towards the coffee plantation 
situated on the Kotna-Baiyer River road. This diminished
frequency of human contacts within the Gamagai tribe was of
concern to those Gamagai men who did not want to see the Gamagai 
tribe drifting apart. These concerns were articulated within the 
Kints movement which dominated the tribal social scene at the end 
of the 1970s and the beginning of the 1980s.
The split had occurred in the first place when, after a year 
spent in the Jimi forests at an altitude of 500 metres, the
Gamagai tribe had migrated back to the Wahgi Valley and six of 
thirteen Gamagai clans decided to settle down in the Jimi Valley 
around Mt. Kiluwa and go no further. One clan Pakanimbo split into 
two parts with some of its members staying in the Jimi Valley and
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others joining the six other Gamagai clans who resolved to return 
to the lands they had occupied before the conflict.
2.7.2 The clan and tribal organisation
The Rulna Gamagai clans became known as the Kopimbo group 
and the Tiki Gamagai as the Marakei group. The two groups were 
equally divided into seven clans each. All the clans together 
formed the Gamagai tribe.
The Gamagai tribe was small in comparison with the
neighbouring tribes eg Tibuga tribe. The Gamagai were a splinter 
group from the Gamagai tribe still residing in the Nebilyer 
Valley, some seventy kilometres away from Tiki in a place called 
Gam.
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This was the outcome of intratribal fighting and was 
enshrined in the Gamagai's story portraying their adventures and 
spoils during their long journey through the Wahgi Valley towards 
the hills of the Sepik-Wahgi Divide. The other three tribes whose 
lands were situated around Rulna were also migrants to the Jimi
Valley. Their migration was likewise enforced by intra-tribal 
fighting in the places of their origins. This fact was significant 
in the Gamagai political life, i.e. the theme of keeping tribal 
integrity intact despite significant territorial separation was 
pronounced in Gamagai public orations and was utilised as
justification for proposed social and cultural innovation. The 
history of the split in the Gamagai tribes from the Nebilyer 
Valley and into the two groups at Rulna and Tiki also raised
concerns about Gamagai security vis-a-vis neighbouring tribes.
The emphasis on the intra-tribal marriages as the 
preferable form of marriage and encouraging ceremonial moka pig
exchanges within the tribe were examples of political thinking 
directed towards the facilitation of intratribal ties among the 
clans. The politics of the hints movement, documented and 
discussed throughout this thesis, aimed at strengthening the 
intratribal bonds and cohesions, and the anxiety generated in the 
minds of the Gamagai about their permanent separation into two 
distinct groups provided momentum to the dynamics of the movement.
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The justification for this anxiety, often expressed publicly, was 
not only the territorial division of the Gamagai tribe but also
the fact that the tribal bonds were not considered to be
insoluble. They were based on 'promises', given ceremonially by 
each clan, to stay together and as such they were viewed by the 
Gamagai as potentially open to opportunistic manipulations.
The clan as the social unit was free from such anxiety since 
the clan was considered to provide an inalienable social base
which an individual could never renounce. The ideology of the
permanency of the clan bonds which could never be dissolved was 
firmly adhered to despite the fact that there was provision in 
this ideology to accept refugees from other clans from the 
neighbouring tribes. In the same mode the territorial split of 
the Gamagai clan, the Pakanimbo, into the Rulna and Tiki location 
did not shake the ideology of intra-clan solidarity. The split was 
not considered to have taken place at all since both parts of the 
Pakanimbo clan lived among the Gamagai.
2.7.3 The Gamagai cultural criteria of social division
Differences in viewing the clan and tribe as social 
categories according their respective degrees of cohesion draws 
attention to the criteria whereby social divisions are followed by 
the Gamagai. These indigenous criteria are based on standardised, 
stereotyped behaviour which the Gamagai attributed to each of the 
categories constituting their social universe. This behaviour is 
viewed in relationship to the clan to which the informant
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belonged. The division of the social universe is clan based and 
the meaning this division had was related to the image, values and 
self definition adopted by the clan members themselves.
The delineation of the clan out of the whole social universe 
was based on behavioural criteria by which the members of the clan 
conceptualised the uniqueness of their relationship. In other 
words the criteria of classification of the social world were 
based on moral considerations and the distinct categories were 
relative to the opposition in the social universe they occupied in 
relation to the clan from which the informant, who made the 
pronouncement on social organisation, belonged.
The standardised, generalized behaviour which could be 
expected from a given group in times of peace and in times of 
strife was believed to be two-directional and interchangeable, 
e.g. what behaviour the Rogombo clan of the Gamagai tribe could 
have expected from the Mabuge tribe, the latter could have 
expected from the Rogombo clan. The stereotyped behaviour 
prescribed to each category in view of this category relationship 
to the given clan is called in this thesis 'behavioural 
generalization' or 'moral generalization'.
The categories of the social world constructed from this 
clan-based egocentric perspective do partially overlap with the 
categories constructed from an external sociological perspective, 
and this is discussed in Ch.6.
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The egocentric categorisation of the social world illuminates 
all major aspects of the Gamagai social world.
The Gamagai resisted images, proposed to them by the mission, of 
the 'sameness' of people from different categories arguing, for 
example, that a threat of menstrual blood poisoning and 'battery 
car acid' poisoning could be expected from women and men belonging 
to one category but not from those belonging to another category. 
The living experience of the danger and security associated with 
different categories enhances the consciousness of these social 
divisions, making them felt not as cultural 'inventions' but as a 
reality upon which one's survival depended.
The Gamagai social division and the social universe as a 
whole are clan centred. Accordingly this thesis is foremostly 
centred upon the Rogombo clan unless stated differently.
2.8 The oral history of the first contact with the mission and
recent Gamagai history
Many of the elder Gamagai men and women remembered the time 
of the first contact with the missionaries. The first pastoral 
patrol led by Fr. Ross visited Gamagai habitations in Tiki in 
1934, two years after Jim Taylor and the Leahy brothers entered 
the Wahgi Valley (Leahy, 1937; Fr. Ross, 1969) . Kints was then a 
man in his early twenties but it was he who was credited by the 
Gamagai for making the first contact with the missionaries. The 
white men were then considered to be the ghosts of deceased 
tribesmen and to come directly into the contact with them required 
outstanding courage (M.Leahy, 1937). Already in those days Kints 
had a reputation among his Rogombo clanswoXmen for strength of his 
judgement and numan . He was a seasoned killer with 22 dead men 
from neighbouring tribes to his credit.
In the thirties when the Catholic and Lutheran missions were 
making inroads into the Melpa-speaking tribes it became known to 
the Gamagai tribesmen that it was the end of tribal fighting and 
individual homicidal raids which were expected from them. Kints, 
at that time besieged by the neighbouring tribesmen whom he 
antagonised through his homicidal acts, seized the opportunity to 
answer positively to the missionaries' demands. In the prevailing 
atmosphere of expectations that the advent of the missionaries 
heralded big and advantageous changes in the tribesmen life, Kints 
forged with the neighbours an agreement, made a 'promise' that he 
would never commit homicide again. As a sign of a good faith of 
this agreement Kints argued strongly for all the Gamagai to accept
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the missionaries (Kints). The other tribesmen in the neighbourhood 
accepted the missionaries as well. Some of them accepted 
Lutherans, some of them Catholics.
The Gamagai viewed the differences between the Lutheran and 
Catholic missionaries with considerable perspicacity. The clans 
and tribes allied in war-time during recent history had chosen to 
accept the same mission. The Gamagai and Mabuge chose the 
Catholics while the Kawelka, Tibuga and Paige chose the Lutherans. 
The account of the eye-witnesses of those events strongly suggest
an element of lucid deliberation in chosing between those two
missions, rather than blind acceptance of whichever mission team
arrived first . Without the mission's arrival around this time,
Kints and his clan would have perished in the wake of the
neighbours ' retaliation fuelled by vengef u1 anger for his
homicidal acts (Kints, Koi, Ripa).
According to the Mission records the next patrol was 
conducted in 1939. The delay between the first and the second 
visit was caused by a government prohibition on visiting the area 
(CM patrol reports, Rabamul). During this visit Fr.Ross recruited 
eight young men in their early teens and took them with him to the 
catechists' school in Ogenborg. The two graduates from this 
school, Kaip and Wamp, were still the main Gamagai catechists in 
Rulna during my fieldwork in early 1980s.
Despite the truce in fighting inspired by the early arrival 
of the missionaries, the Gamagai entered into a war with the 
Kawelka, the Tibuga and the Dekapuka in the 1940s and early 
1950s. After their defeat the Gamagai had sought refuge in the
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Jimi Valley settling down deep in the Muglipin river valley around 
Mt Teng down towards the Jimi river. Their temporary settlement 
was situated about 20 kilometres from what is now the Rulna 
Mission. Here they were faced with numerous diseases as well as 
the hostile activities of the Paige and the Kopun, who felt 
threatened by the sudden Gamagai arrival. Fr. Ross and his group 
left the place, with the intention of returning soon, to open an 
outstation in Tiki. Soon after World War II broke out, and 
missionary activity was forbidden by the erstwhile Administration. 
During that time Fr. Ross was conducting the training of the 
catechists in Ogenborg. After the war pastoral patrols were 
resumed and Fr. Ross visited Tiki in 1949. In the same year the
outstation in Endim near Tiki was established.
The Gamagai population in the early 60s (A. Strathern,
1971, p.230) was 241. It is dif ficult to estimate what the
population was in the late forties - it seemed that the small
population contributed to the bonds of solidarity between
different clans. This solidarity expressed itself through the 
united attitude represented by the Gamagai vis-a-vis the mission.
The Gamagai neighbours, the Tibuga, according to the 
population census in the early early 60s, numbered 2813 people. 
The size of the population had an influence on whether the whole 
tribe adopted unified attitudes towards a particular mission, or 
whether different clans of a given tribe associated themselves 
with either the Catholics or the Lutherans. Because of the intra- 
tribal conflicts the Tibuga became both.
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The Catholic outstations were established among the 
Gamagais. First in Endim in the early 1950s on the Tiki 
territory, and later among the Gamagais dwelling in the Mt Kilua 
area on the upper part of the Winimp Creek Valley. A church, a 
school, and a catechist's house were built there. A young man 
called Goinba from the Eastern Highlands was the chief catechist. 
He was assisted by Mer, Kaip and William who graduated from Fr. 
Ross's wartime Ogenborg school for junior catechists. The policy 
was that young boys and girls should know Tok Pisin and the basic 
precepts of the Catholic faith before they could be baptised. 
Small children and new born babies were baptised without any 
preconditions and mature and elder people had to undergo a 
schooling course conducted in the local Melpa language for a 
period of between one and two years before they were to be 
baptised. During the following years the outstations were visited 
regularly two times a year by Fr. Steffen and Fr.Musik. Fr. Jan 
Bartoszek arrived on a horse from the direction of the Jimi river 
in December 1967. He chose a spot for the mission station in the 
same place in which the Rulna Catholic Mission is now situated. 
He told the Gamagai and the Mabuge people that together they would 
build an airstrip and many different things could then be flown to 
Rulna. He also said that Fr. Ross wanted to give the money for 
the land on which the mission station and some gardens could be 
built.
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The ground for the mission was going to be bought from the 
people. It was not clear, however, what forested lands the
Gamagais could lay reasonable claim to. The place chosen for the
mission settlement was visited from time to time by both the 
Gamagai and the Mabuge. There were a few small gardens in the 
chosen area and some trees were claimed as individual property. 
The Mabuge, until now, had an outstation established by Fr. Ross 
on Mt Kundumb, about eight hours walk from Rulna towards Ruti . 
They had not been in conflict with the Gamagai in living memory. 
They were inhabiting a vast forested region east of the Winimp 
Creek towards the Baiyer river valley, the Ruti grasslands 
stretching towards the Jimi river.
Soon after a meeting between the iwo tribes which took 
place in January 1968, an agreement was . reached with the mission 
that a plan to establish a permanent mission in Rulna could 
proceed. The border between the Gamagai and the Mabuge territory 
was decided upon and a marking border stone was erected on the
ground in front of a kunai grass church. Both Gamagai and Mabuge 
were to be given compensation for the lands appropriated by the
mission. The compensation was to be given to the owners of 
gardens or commercially valuable trees. The kiap was present when 
the agreement was reached and his office was going to be the one 
through which all the claims were to be filed. Later the
Administration was going to charge the Bishop in Mt Hagen for the 
costs of the transactions. The land area allocated to the mission 
was 160 acres.
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After two weeks of counting, people had filed 6230 claims. 
A "claim" was considered to be one commercially viable tree, e.g. 
a bread-fruit tree or a tree which could potentially be cut for 
planks. A fenced garden space which measured 20 steps was 
equivalent to one claim. After two weeks of counting, the claims 
were filed with the kiap's office. The kiap indicated initially 
that two dollars would be paid for each claim. After some 
discussion which took place over a period of five years, the 
number of claims was reduced to 1500. The money was paid by the 
kiap on the day that the airstrip was officially opened. 
Additional to the compensation money, Fr. Jan Bartoszek donated 
1000 dollars and contributed one cow and a horse to the feast 
organised by the Gamagai and the Mabuge. He also provided 150 
shovels and three sacks of salt. Bishop Bernarding added 500
dollars.
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The secret part of the agreement between the Gamagai and the Mabuge 
unknown to the missionaries, included a promise that the Gamagais 
would donate to the Mabuge the El Mundanda stone which they got from 
the Ugni, the Dekapukai allies in the recent war, during a peace 
settlement accord (Kints, Koi) . This fact suggests that the Gamagai 
considered acceptance of the mission as a political act of a similar 
nature to the forging of alliances with the neighbouring tribes. El 
Mundanda was a female stone figure exchanged after the war among the 
allies. The acceptance of the mission along side the agreement of 
exchanging the El Mundanda stone was the objectification of the 
erstwhile alliance between the Gamagai and the Mabuge. When this 
alliance broke in the late seventies the Mabuge tribe withdrew from 
the Rulna parish. The Gamagai tribe was left as the sole member of 
the Rulna Catholic parish. This fact gave rise to the new dynamism 
of change in which the fact that the Gamagai tribe had an exclusive 
relationship with the mission played an important role. The Gamagai 
had calculated not only the political gains from the mission's 
arrival, as the account of councillor Kuk indicated:
'We did not get much for the mission land, but this is 
alright, we do not think about it. At first some people were 
disappointed since they thought they would get more money 
than they got. Some of us had already borrowed a lot of 
money from our affines telling them we would return it when 
the mission paid out the claims. When the kiap came and said 
that we would not get all that we expected, we asked him how 
we were going to pay our debts. In those days all of us 
already liked to get money. We called them ku, a stone in 
the Melpa language. They were _strong pela samting (Tok 
Pisin, 'something strong') and you could get what you wanted 
without risking prosecution by the catechists. If one was 
using the magic stones in order to get something one could be 
taken by a catechist to court and be in a lot of trouble 
(Kuk) .
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CHAPTER 3
ON THE CLAN I: EMPATHY, IDENTIFICATION, AND NUMAN
3.1.1 The suprapersonal modes of clan identification: clan as a moral 
paradigm
The tribe was a historically formed political association of 
clans which had made a pledge to stay together under the one 
collective name Gamagai. The clan, on the other hand, was based on 
an ideology of descent which constituted a firm and unequivocal bond 
between its members. Although the unity of the tribe had to be 
continuously safeguarded, the unity of the clan was never in doubt. 
Until recently, circa 1950s, the Gamagai tribe was an exogamous 
group. For this reason the constituent clans did not perform moka 
exchanges between themselves. The tribe was not responsible for 
arranging moka ceremonies or marriages. These functions were 
performed by each clan so that the tribe was left without well 
defined political or ceremonial functions during peace time.
The associations of clans which formed the Gamagai tribe seemed 
to serve a defensive function. As such they had fought three wars in 
recent history, i.e. since the first contact with Western culture in 
1933
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The memory of war-time alliances and the myth of the common 
origin of all the Gamagai clans were the tenuous ideological 
factors which contributed to tribal cohesion. During the period 
of my fieldwork I noted a trend towards a stronger sense of tribal 
identity. This change was already visible earlier, for instance 
the first performance by the whole tribe in the 70s of the ritual 
for the female Ambu Kur spirit . Another factor which tended to 
emphasize tribal rather than clan structures was the adoption of 
the mission by the tribe as a whole.
It was changes in ceremonial life which produced 
transformations, especially in the way tribal bonding was 
ideologically represented. In indigenous consciousness it was 
clan ideology which provided the framework for a stable and 
permanent relationship between the clans(wo)men. Accordingly, it 
was the clan ideology which, in a transformed form, made an impact 
on the tribal ideology. The indigenous concept of tribe was imbued 
with notions of stability and cohesion derived from the thinking 
about the clan. Furthermore, it was the mission's teaching that 
provided the necessary stimulus for this transformation.
Clan identity was based on two factors:
i\. vertical bonding to the clan ghosts of deceased 
clan (wo)men
ii\.horizonta1 bonding to the living clansmen conceived 
through and represented by the esoteric powers of 
muglamp and numan .
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These two elements provided a framework for intra-clan 
morality, the concept of the self, the concept of relationship 
between clan ghosts and living members, the concept of internal 
hierarchy presided over by the clan based big man (purwa wu), the 
meanings of internal and external social interactions, and the 
ways of structuring the social universe.
3.1.2 The functions of the Gamagai clan
The patrilineal clan was a social unit whose two major 
functions were:
i. to provide a framework for action and relationships 
between individuals identified with specific patricians
ii. to provide a basic framework for political activities
In the first case the clan presented an inalienable and 
non-negotiable set of values and regulations with which each 
clansman identified. He believed that these values were 'natural', 
that they were unquestionably applicable to his individual life 
and that they bound him to a particular mode of behaviour. 
According to the clan dogma, it was impossible to leave the clan 
and survive the separation. In the clan ideology there was no 
distinction between the verbalised law regulating the behaviour 
of the clan members and the pre-verbal internalisation of the law 
shared by all clans (wo)men which enshrined the special feelings 
and considerations the clans(wo)men professed to have for each
other.
This special type of social relationship was limited only 
to the male and female members of the same clan. The character of 
all other relationships an individual might form were a 
deviation from the ultimate standard created by this clan 
relationship. Relationships outside the clan were structured into 
several categories. Each of these categories was related to the 
individual through a set of particular prescribed behaviours he 
was expected to enact with the members of this category. The 
network of prescribed behaviours, obligations and the 
possibilities of individual manipulation, in view of assessment of 
gains and possible punishment, formed a moral universe in which an 
individual operated. The clan was the centre of that moral 
universe and it was from the perspective of the clan that each 
relationship was viewed and assessed.
Since the grading standards of prescribed behaviour and 
codified forms of its manipulation formed the perspective through 
which the individual primarily viewed the social world in which 
he lived, it is convenient to identify those different domains of 
moral conduct as different moral categories. Structuring the 
social environment by the criteria of moral relevance was the most 
systematic and widespread way of viewing the social milieu adopted 
by the Gamagai people. This social milieu was subject to 
fluctuation since the Gamagai, and the migrants to the Jimi 
Valley, had changed their locations twice in living history. Above 
all, they preserved the clan organisation which they considered 
constant throughout the vagaries of fate.
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The clan's social life was centred upon the clan round 
house or manga rapa. This was the clansmen's meeting place where 
they discussed political matters and where they often spent the 
nights. Near the round house was a smaller round house, kur manga 
rapa (ghost round house), where the clan's apical ghosts were 
believed to gather. The manga rapa was such an important cultural 
feature of Gamagai life that it provided the generic name for the 
category of clan itself which was called a manga rapa. The Rulna 
Gamagai tribe had seven clans, i.e. seven manga rapas centred upon 
seven different mens' houses. The ghosts of deceased clans (wo)men 
of a given clan were called kur manga rapa. There were seven 
separate, mutually independent sets of clan ghosts. The Gamagai 
believe that these ghosts were not organised in a tribe as the 
living clans (wo) men are. The ghosts of one kur manga rapa were 
not in any relationship with the ghosts of any other Gamagai 
manga rapa. The relationship with the living people was strictly 
along vertical descent lines. Thus, as constituted by ghosts, 
clans are wholly autonomous, self-contained units of sociality. 
Among the living members the supra-persona1 power, muglamp, and 
the individual power, numan, provide the basis for the 
structuring of clan identification and solidarity.
3.2 The nature of clan identity
Membership in the clan was conceived of in terms of a special 
mode of behaviour which bound all members of the clan together. 
This mode of behaviour was verbalised into both a prohibitive or 
negative aspect and an affirmative aspect. The latter aspect
emphasized the special qualities existing in the relationship
between the clansmen. These were limited by definition to 
relations within the clan, and could not therefore be experienced 
in the context of social relations with outsiders. The
prohibitive aspect of clan behaviour was expressed in injunctions 
against stealing, committing adultery with the wives of other 
clansmen and holding grudges against or defaming other clansmen 
(Numdi, Dokta) .
This determination of the intraclan relationships was a 
consequence of the insoluble bond between the clan ghosts and the 
living members. Among others the two shared in the sacrifices of 
pigs and poultry. The ghosts supervised the clans(wo)men's
adherence to the clan's moral standards of behaviour, assisted 
him/her in dangerous ventures, but demanded attention. They were 
believed to have the power to administer either health and
prosperity or diseases, death and misfortunes, depending on 
whether someone adhered to or contravened the clan-based ideal of 
behaviour. This ideal was endorsed by every clan member
unconditionally. Hence the prohibition on stealing, adultery with 
other clansmens' wives, and holding grudges against another 
clansman was considered to be an unquestionable, inviolable 
feature of the intraclan relationships. Physical violence in this 
context was unthinkable. This amicable relationship was conceived 
to be primordial, innate and not subject to socialisation: 'one
does not have to teach children not to eat dirt' (Numdi).
These prohibitions had an unconditional validity, 
independent of any negative effects which such acts could bring 
upon the offender. In this sense, relationships with other moral
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categories in the Gamagai social universe were governed by 
different moral requirements than the ones operating within the
clan. The behaviour of each clans(wo)man could be assessed by 
another member of the clan in terms of ’good' (kai) and ’bad’ 
(kit) regardless of whether the behaviour under consideration was 
directed against the ego or any other member of the clan. In other 
words, when the offender, the victim and the commentator belonged 
to the same clan, the commentator did not hesitate to judge the
behaviour as morally "good” or "bad" and the assumption was that 
all of them would have the same opinion.
When informant s gave their opinions about an offence 
allegedly committed outside the Rogombo clan their attitude was 
entirely different. Informants would invariably resist the
pressure to comment on the behaviour in terms of 'good' and 'bad'. 
For example, a Rogombo clansman was involved in a controversy
involving somebody from outside the clan. If the act in question 
was admitted or proven, the informants would say that they did not 
know why their fellow clansman had committed it, nor what his 
motivation could have been. They claimed that they were not in a 
position to assess whether the act was 'good' or 'bad' . They were 
not him, and so how could they know all his motivations and aims 
(see Ch.11) .
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Disputes between men and women who were not members of the 
informant's clan were viewed in an analogous manner. Each case 
was seen as an individual case which could not be assessed from
the point of view of an "outsider", which is how the informant
considered himself. In other words, the clan was endowed with 
moral generalization applicable only to its members. No such 
faculty of moral generalization was available to assess dealings 
between people who were not members of the same clan. As a 
consequence, any dispute which reached beyond the confines of one 
clan was an entirely individualised case. Everyone would
construct their own individual interpretation of the act and this 
would be relativised by the varied personal interests involved in 
the given deed. In such cases the interests of an offender and
the interests of the victimised man would be quite opposite and 
this fact would be reflected in the assessment as to whether the 
act was 'good' or 'bad' (see Ch.10) . The informants' assessments 
of such behaviour, if they would agree to volunteer such
assessment at all, would reflect their relationship with the 
offender and the victimised party. Their personal stake in the 
case was never denied or questioned. When an offence was alleged, 
the Village Court dealt with the case. The verdict of the court 
invariably reflected the indigenous sense of a relativised 
assessment of responsibility for the acts committed depending on 
the social context of the deed.
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This moral relativism did not operate within the clan, which 
was considered to be subject to an unequivocal set of rules. In 
recognition of these differences, clan matters were dealt with 
only within the clan and did not appear on the Village Court 
agenda. The Court dealt only with offences committed outside the 
social context of the clan.
In other words, dealings between a clansman and an outsider was 
not subsumed under the set of prohibitions on behaviour comparable 
with the prohibitions existing within the clan.
I apply the term moral generalization to this delimitation 
of behaviour within the indigenously conceived moral groupings. 
The clan was a radically-conceived moral category which subsumed 
all individual considerations.
This moral categorisation of the social world was an a 
priori Gamagai construct which was never questioned and which 
was indeed reinforced by events such as the verdicts of the 
Village Court. These verdicts were dictated by the moral 
categories. The belief in the validity of the categories was in 
turn reinforced by the verdicts themselves, which gave credence to 
the whole system.
The clan moral ideology denied the possibility of any 
contradiction between clan-based moral generalization on the one 
hand, and an individualized moral sense derived from the (wo)man's 
perception of her/his own interests. In other words, it denied the 
possibility of a clash between the interests of individual members
and the interests of the clan as a whole.
When specific offences of this nature occurred, however, the 
Gamagai attributed them to the fact that the mind of the offender 
had been assaulted by a wild/bad spirit, tipokit. The assault 
placed the clans(wo)man outside the relationship which was 
considered 'normal' or 'natural' for those relationships within 
the clan. Clan relationship was based on mutual empathy and an 
immediate recognition of each other's needs and wishes. All 
punishments, as we saw, do not come from other clans (wo) men but 
directly from the clan ghosts, kur manga rapa. So the offence was 
seen as an aberration from normal intraclan behaviour precisely 
because it was caused by the external intervention of a wild
spirit. However, there was an element of personal culpability. The 
tipokit was able to assault only individuals with a weak mind, 
numan panga panga, and the strength of numan depended on kongon 
(work), individual effort and work. The belief that some (wo)men 
were more prone than others to tipokit assault was based on the 
idea that the strength of numan differed from individual to 
individual. Varying social statuses within the clan were
correlated with perceived variations in the strength of personal 
numan.
Ideally, if the internal life of the clan were not 
disturbed by outside intrusions, relationships within the clan
would be harmonious. But this ideal of intra-clan relationship 
was not inculcated into children in an explicit way.
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The Gamagai did not have any initiation ceremonies. This was seen 
by the informants as being consistent with the fact that the 
knowledge of the intraclan relationship was not passed from 
generation to generation. Instead, this knowledge was intrinsic 
to the individually developed numan, the development of which 
could not be accelerated by external indoctrination.
3.3.1 Manga kondr etem: empathy between the clans(wo)men.
The Gamagai believed in the existence of manga kondr etem, 
empathy with one's own clan. A person could not help mask his/her 
real mood, sadness or joy, to the fellow clan-member. In times of 
crisis when a clans (wo) man died or was very sad, the members of 
the same clan could not help but display sadness and anxiety. If 
one did not behave in the prescribed manner, it was a sign that 
one might possibly have been the cause or the reason for sorrow. 
The Gamagai believed that one's contribution to causing the sorrow 
in such a case was unintentional, due to a tipokit assault. 
Nevertheless a person who did not join the clans (wo) men in 
spontaneous mourning at the news of a cIans (wo)man's death would 
be punished by the clan spirits if (s)he had contributed to the 
death in any way.
Dokta was in Goroka, more than one hundred kilometres away 
from Rulna when Ruk, his clansman, died. He had neither 
sensed Ruk1s death nor returned to the funeral. In fact 
the news about the death reached him only after two weeks. 
Soon after returning to Rulna Dokta got sick and the 
illness was believed to have been sent by Ruk1 s spirits 
upset as they were at Dokta's absence from the funeral.
The reason why Dokta had not sensed Ruk’s death from a 
distance was debated. It was suggested that there was some 
undisclosed problem between Ruk and Dokta in the first place which 
could have even contributed to Ruk' s death. The problem was not 
resolved, but Dokta made a sacrifice of two pigs. After returning 
to Rulna, Dokta cried for a long time when thinking about Ruk' s 
death.
Mutilating the hands by chopping off fingers was believed to 
be the sign of spontaneous, uncontrollable sorrow at the death of 
a fellow clans(wo)man. Kints was missing three fingers from his
left hand and two from his right. He claimed that when he did
this he had not been aware of chopping off his fingers with an 
axe. This was seen as a sign of the intensity of his grief. He
did this even after the practice was forbidden by the Australian
authorities and he therefore risked imprisonment. Strong numan 
is supposed to express itself in restrained behaviour in the face 
of danger. When confronted with death within the clan however, 
numan is expressed in dramatic forms of empathy. Cutting off of 
one's fingers was considered to be a sign of strong numan .
3.3.2 The clan's categorical empathy and feelings of joy.
The spontaneous feeling of joy, exhilaration, a compulsive 
urge to decorate, dance and celebrate was reported as a sign that 
some fortuitous thing had happened to somebody within the clan. 
Numdi cited the case when he had laughed and placed some feathers 
in his hair without any obvious reason. Only the next day he had
learned that a young Kawelka woman called Mamge had come to Puga's 
house. Puga was a member of the Rogombo clan. She had declared 
that she wanted to remain there as his wife without a bride price. 
Puga had accepted her and later paid three pigs and eight hundred 
kina to her clan instead of the normal price of twenty pigs and 
two thousand kina.
3.3.3 The 'hunters' hunger1(kuni timbi rorom) relationship among 
the clansmen
Before the Christmas of 1981 a party of seven Rogombo men and 
one woman went to the Jimi Forest hunting wild pigs. Before 
evening the hunters stopped to bivouac for the night . Shelters 
were made out of forest material and sweet potatoes were cooked in 
the ashes. The next morning three men got up at dawn and went 
hunting; the rest remained in the camp. The hunters left without 
any food. They were expected to return in the early afternoon, 
but were still not back when the sun had set behind the Bismarck 
Ranges. During the whole of their absence those who remained at 
the camp did not touch any food.
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This, said Puga, was the way to behave if one wanted to 
have some pig meat for the evening. The hunters had gone into the 
forest with empty stomachs. They would forget that they were 
hungry and could continue hunting for as long as those who stayed 
at the camp abstained from eating. If anybody started to eat, the 
hunters would at once feel a great hunger and would quickly return 
to the camp to join the eaters. They would abandon hunting even 
in the middle of a promising chase. When I offered my companions 
at the camp some tinned meat and biscuits they refused with the 
explanation that it was not just the smell of the fire and roasted 
sweet potatoes that triggered their hunger. Even if one eats 
something cold, cooked the day before, the effect is the same. The 
hunters, as members or the same clan, would sense their clansmen 
eating in the camp and feel the irresistible urge to return and 
share the meal.
3.4 The anga mamie relationship
This is not an intraclan relationship but it illustrates the 
nature of the bond between the clans(wo)men. The expression anga 
mamie, meaning 'thank you', was not supposed to be used in 
intraclan relationships. As with the 'hunters hunger' and 
categorical empathy in sadness and joy the other clans(wo)men's 
wishes and needs were believed to be obvious to each member of the 
clan. There was no feeling of excitement when a clans(wo)man was 
given something by another
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clans(wo)man since it was understood that he was merely responding 
to the needs of his fellow cIans (wo) man. I was considered by the 
Rogombo as a nominal member of their clan and they had no anga 
mamie relationship with me. The other Gamagai were always careful 
to thank me for small favours.
Anga mamie was a prescribed form of behaviour within the tribe 
wherever there was an expression of joy and surprise. Not to say 
anga mamie in the context of a tribal relationship was a 
potentially dangerous form of behaviour, since the expression was 
not simply a question of manners. Somebody who did not exclaim 
anga mamie when given a valuable object was suspected of trying 
to get a gift in a clandestine way. The Gamagai believed that one 
could act directly upon a person's mind and force him/her, against 
his/her better judgment, to part with an object of value by 
holding a stone in one's belt and "thinking" about it at the same 
time as thinking about the other person's possession.
3.5 The notion of inscrutability of a non-clans (wo)man1s mind
'He is not from my clan, how could I know why he did it ?' 
(Numdi, Dokta) . The emphasis on- clan solidarity led to a belief 
in the possibility of understanding the intentions of fellow 
clansmen. In tribal context however, informants refused to 
speculate about the motives of other people's behaviour, claiming 
that they could never do this because they did not belong to the 
same clan (see also A. Strathern, 1978). Nevertheless the reading
6
or influencing of non-clans(wo)men's minds was considered 
possible but punishable by the Court imposed fines and other 
penalties. One could achieve it by using 'power stones', kur ku. 
These were personal stones of well polished black basalt and were 
kept at home. They could be kept secretly on one's body while 
asking for some favour, such as the loan of a pig or money. The 
Gamagai believed that 'thinking about the stone' while discussing 
the loan would influence the interlocutor's mind. Discovery of the 
stones, kept under the bark belt in a small net bag, resulted in 
a compensation demand .
3.6.1 The acquisition of clan values.
The Gamagai insisted that the ideology of the clan solidarity 
was not transmitted verbally through a deliberately conducted 
process of socialisation aimed at inculcating clan values in the 
new generation. Clan values were simply acquired. Both men and 
women absorbed clan values as part of the whole process of 
acquiring social clan consciousness, the nurnan. Identification 
with the clan ideology was believed to be above individual 
calculations and judgments of personal interest.
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An example of this is the case where a young wife was believed to be 
poisoning her newly wedded husband with menstrual blood. She
herself was not blamed personally for her alleged deeds. The Gamagai 
believed that she was motivated by an uncontrollable impulse dictated 
by deep-rooted clan solidarity and that she was pursuing her 
business of avenging some unsettled wrongs inflicted by her husband's 
clan in the past on her own clansmen.
The woman's innate loyalty to her clan of origin remains 
unaltered throughout her life. Her illnesses were not determined by 
the ghosts of the clan she married into. She was also believed to be 
subject to compulsive behaviour dictated by the logic of the muglamp 
power of her birth clan. In the case of menstrual blood poisoning 
(Ch.12) the woman who perpetrated this offence was believed to be 
under the obligation' of the muglamp power of the clan of her origin 
to inflict suffering on her husband as a form of retaliation. If the 
husbands clansmen of the past generation had killed or wounded a 
man from the clan of her origin and the killing had not been 
adequately compensated, resulting in the clan muglamp becoming
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'unbalanced', the woman had to act, whatever her conscious wish 
might have been, according to the logic and interests of the clan 
of her origin. This reasoning protected women from physical violence 
from the sick man’s clansmen who were upset by his suffering 
inflicted by her (Ch.11,12 ). She was a vehicle of the clan 
interests and was neither personally held responsible for it nor was 
she believed to be consciously plotting to harm her husband. The 
compensation and the argument in case of death or severe sickness 
could have been conducted between the sick man's clansmen and the 
poisoning woman's clansmen without jeopardising the existence of the 
marriage.
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It was believed that only mentally deranged people did not 
have clan consciousness and the Gamagai held them in contempt. The 
Gamagai did not have an initiation ceremony for young members of 
the tribe. They explained this by saying it was futile to attempt 
to indoctrinate the younger generation in the principles of the 
intraclan relationship. Guidance by elders was limited to 
knowledge of conduct within the marital relationship, pasin bilong 
marit (Tok Pisin: conjugal behaviour), and pragmatic conduct while 
dealing with people within the tribe, the Hagen neighbours,the 
Jimi dwellers, i.e. within the moral categories outside one's own 
clan. According to the Gamagai, the social milieu outside the 
clan was the area where relationships had to be forged (kongon) , 
and this required skill and knowledge.
The relationship within the clan was described as manga telinga 
kung (house our one pig), 'sharing one pig’/ like sharing 
sacrificial pork, where the roles of each of the individuals were
known and defined.
Manga rapa telinga tenta (house round our line) denoted the 
situation of sitting around the earth oven. It also denoted a 
'lake' or ’round body of water' . The lake and lake water were 
symbols of the clan structure whereas the tribal relationship was 
symbolized by the river, the water which flowed . 'Running water' 
talk, 'tok wara' (Tok Pisin), meant both futile talk and the sort 
of talk that went on in the tribal forums. The clan ghosts were 
believed to reside in lake waters and, as we shall see, the lake 
features prominently in the symbolism of social transformation 
described later in the thesis.
3.6.2 Limits to adult influence on children
Although the clans(wo)men professed the ability to see each 
other's unspoken needs and wishes, they did not believe that 
another person's mind could be influenced and this applied also to 
the relationship with one's own children. They believed it was 
impossible to discipline them by force. In Rulna one could often 
see small children smoking cigarettes. The parents readily 
admitted that they knew it was not good for children. They 
usually gave assurances that they had 'warned the children against 
the dangers of smoking and that was about all they could do. They 
offered the opinion that their children were 'humbugs’ and did not 
pay attention to their warnings. The parents did not consider 
taking any punitive action against the child smokers despite 
admitting that they felt distaste at the sight of 3, 5 or 10 year 
olds habitually smoking.
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They were strong minded boys and girls and there was nothing to 
be done about it. 'I am not him/her, how could I make him/her quit 
smoking?’ they would say.
When a baby burst into tears the father sitting nearby 
would patiently put up with the noise without attending to it. The 
mother, on the other hand, would attend to the baby. When I asked 
a father why he didn't do anything, about his baby's distress, he 
said that it was pointless to try and thwart the child's desires.
' I am not the baby myself ' , he said ' How can I make the baby 
stop crying ? 1 Numdi and Timbi said just this on several
occasions. As also: 'If the child does not have the numan (the
will) not to cry what can I do about it?' (Numdi) . These few 
I examples give some idea of the 'individualist' tendency within the 
Gamagai culture. They also illustrate the Gamagai belief that 
social behaviour is more a function of individual discipline and 
effort than social conditioning. According to the indigenous
notion of numan a big man was by definition a 'self-made' 
person. This may account for the fact that there were no 
initiations for either boys or girls among the Gamagai. And in 
general there were no initiation rites in the Hagen culture.1
1 For an account of the notion of numan among the Kawelka Melpa, 
see A.Strathern, 1981./
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3.7.1 The rationalization of failure to live up to the ideology of
the intraclan relationship
Although the clan ideology denied the possibility of 
intraclan conflicts, they did, of course, occasionally take place. 
The explanation adopted in such instances was that external 
factors had been responsible for disrupting the normal intraclan 
relationship. The most common external factor cited was the 
intervention of a wild tipokit spirit.
The informants would claim that the spirit had disrupted clan 
consciousness by entering the head of the man or woman who had 
betrayed the principles of the intraclan relationship.
This spirit invasion could not be detected until after the 
misdemeanour had been committed. In explaining how people failed 
to live up to clan ideology, the Gamagai stated that clansmen were 
not even aware that they had transgressed until they were told by 
others or suddenly realised what they had just done. Accusations 
of guilt by others would be confirmed by the condition of the 
clans(wo)men in question. (s)he would become sickly looking, 
thereby confirming his/her guilt. One could become sick and even 
die as a consequences of such misdemeanours. Where someone was 
falsely accused of breaking the clan laws, for instance by the 
wives of the clansmen claiming that they were harassed and abused, 
the above mentioned symptoms would not occur, thus exposing the 
false and malicious nature of the accusation.
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3.7.2 Cases of breaches of the Rogombo clan moral law
The explanations provided by the Gamagai involved in the 
following cases played down the generalizing, normative 
characteristic of the clan ideology and stressed the particularity 
of each incident, thus providing ample room for extenuating 
circumstances. In the course of my fieldwork, I came across four 
instances where clan normative behaviour (kur manga pang pang) 
was contravened within the Rogombo clan. Three of these cases 
involved sexual intercourse with other clansmen's wives, and the 
fourth case involved an accusation that a clansman had refused to 
pay a money debt.
3.7.2.1 Case one : Ruminj and Pati's wife Minbi.
The urgency with which a case of misdemeanour had to be made 
public was demonstrated by Ruminj's behaviour in the following 
case. He knocked at my house one night to tell me that he had 
been seduced by Minbi, Pati's wife.
Minbi had waited all day for him near the path running between 
the garden and his house. When he saw her, he tried to avoid her 
by attempting to take another more circuitous path home. She 
followed him to the coffee garden and there they had sexual 
intercourse. Ruminj suspected that he had succumbed to her 
advances because his numan had been weakened after a whole day's 
work in the sun in his garden. Physical exhaustion had made him 
prone to tipokit assaults. The tipokit spirit might have got
8 4
into his mind when he passed the forested area on the way home from 
the garden.
He did not go home to his wife that night. He walked along the 
Rulna road and came to me to ask whether I could buy a small pig from 
the mission so that he could make a sacrifice to the clan spirits. 
Without that sacrifice, Ruminj warned me, he would be dead by 
morning. Ruminj got the pig from Kints. By early morning he had told 
all the clansmen about the incident. Later in the morning, there was 
a public confrontation between him and Pati, Minbi's husband. Pati
demanded three pigs and five hundred kina compensation. Ruminj
managed to collect one hundred kina and offered one big sow. At this
stage, Ping, his wife, refused to release this sow,
claiming that she had got
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that pig from her clansmen in the Kawelka tribe. She was very angry 
with him and asked aloud whether there was anything wrong with her 
that he had had to go and have sex with another man’s wife. She also 
added scathingly that he must be getting old, since he could not 
attract a younger woman than Minbi. To this Ruminj replied that Ping 
had already been old when he had married her, since she was a widow 
after Ruk's death. The parties finally agreed on the compensation 
suggested by Ruminj.
3.7.2.2 Case two: Dokta and Timbi's wife, Warna.
In this case it was Timbi who accused Dokta of having sex, 
grisim (Tok Pisin: buttering, oiling, fertilising, enticing), with 
his wife Warna. Timbi and Warna's baby had died and the clan was 
mustered in the middle of the night. Kints was woken from his sleep, 
and the meeting took place in our house/compound. Dokta and Warna's 
sexual act was said to be the
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According to Gamegai law, having sen with a iactating mother 
endangered the baby's life. Warna told Timbi that when she had 
stayed in Ruminj's house overnight Dokta had come at one stage and 
had lain next to her. Dokta strongly denied this claim, arguing 
that he would be ashamed to lie next to an old woman like Warna.
Warna was in fact a young looking woman in her middle twenties and 
Dokta himself was about twenty. The sessions in which Dokta and 
Timbi reiterated their claims lasted for several hours each. There 
were three urgent meetings one lasting all night, about the 
problem. Because of Dokta's unswerving denial he was proclaimed 
innocent and Timbi had to give Dokta a pig and fifty kina 
compensation for 'shaming' him.
3.7.3.3. Case three: Numdi, Puga and Moni
Numdi accused his half-brother Puga of attempting to have 
sexual relations with his sister-in-law, Moni. Moni was a young 
woman of marriageable age living in Numdi's household. On 
occasions the two appeared to be very close although Numdi always 
denied any sexual involvement with Moni. The Gamagai considered 
it 'shameful' to marry the wife's younger sister. Any other 
Rogombo clansman's marriage with Moni would be considered an act 
of low social status and only a 'rubbish man' would do such a 
thing as marrying his brother's wife's sister, according to the 
Gamagai. The opportunism of such an act and the negligible 
individual input in the effort to find a wife was cited as being 
the reason for such acts being discouraged. Puga denied the 
accusation, claiming that he had not seen Moni in the place she 
named in her accusations. Puga's explanation was accepted-
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because of his firm and consistent stance. It was suggested that 
it must have been a tiporami spirit, a kind of wild spirit, who 
assumed Puga1s physical appearance in order to get him into 
serious trouble. No compensation was made.
In the fourth case, Numdi accused Moka of failing to return 
twenty kina he had borrowed for a card game. Moka did not deny the 
accusation and promised to return the money after the sale of his 
coffee. He was ordered, moreover, to pay four kina in 
compensation on the spot.
The above cases were conducted in the open space in front 
of Hints' house, without any official magistrates attending. 
However, the settlements were always based on the assumption that 
the transgressions could not have been committed intentionally. 
This notion was always reflected in the final spoken verdicts. It 
can be seen that tipokit / tiporami spirits played an 
indispensable role as a scapegoat. There was no possibility of 
appeasing the tipokit/tiporami spirits and there was no sacrifice 
made to them. If the spirits continued to assault a person making 
him/her commit repeated offences, the clansman would then make an 
offering to uhe clan ghosts with pleas for help. The pleas were 
viewed as an auxiliary measure. The most important thing was to 
strengthen the offender's nurnan otherwise (s)he might be punished 
by the clan ghosts and die. When a transgression was 
committed, there was no attempt to conceal the deed. Justice was 
perceived as being administered nor by human hands but by the 
ghosts. They could not be outwitted, one could only attempt to 
appease them through sacrifice.
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3.8.1 The development of numan
The purwa wu or clan-based big man gained his prestige and 
reputation by being known for the strength of his numan. He would 
never have committed such an offence since he was well guarded by 
his numan against wild spirit assaults. Developing one's own 
numan was considered to be the duty of each of the clansmen. I 
never heard that this was also expected from woman. Without 
strong numan one could not spontaneously internalise the 
principles of intraclan solidarity. If this internalisation had 
taken place but the numan was not trained regularly, it became 
'weaker' and prone to assaults by wild spirits. Attention to 
one's numan was therefore the duty not only of the clan-based big 
men or those ambitious clansmen who wished to become a big man. It 
was required of all clansmen because of the threat to them of 
becoming sick or dying which was linked to the everpresent 
possibility of retaliation from clan ghosts if they broke clan 
law. I will now illustrate how the numan could be trained and what 
the Gamagai understood by their claim 'that misdemeanours against
clan law would show on their skins' .
3.8.2 Showing quilt on the skin
Offences committed against the precepts of intraclan 
behaviour were believed to ’show on the skin' (kyng kit) . This 
expression had two meanings. It expressed metaphorically the 
impossibility of concealing the deed, since ’skin’ represented the 
aspect of personality which was open to social scrutiny; ’skin’ 
stood in opposition to 'belly' the inner parts, disguised and not 
immediately evident. ’Skin' stood for the physical aspect of the 
body. After Ruminj's misdemeanour (case 1, above), he made a 
confession in which he pleaded for clan support in his quest to 
appease the clan ghosts. He asked for a pig so as he could 
sacrifice it to the spirits and appease their anger. He was 
anxious that his request for help be answered quickly because he 
felt that 'his skin was deteriorating very quickly'. He literally 
asked his clansmen to notice the speed with which his skin was 
becoming lack-lustre, slack and hot. He was showing signs of 
approaching sickness.
3.8.2.1. Other " skin " idioms.
In a metaphorical sense ’changing the appearance of one's 
skin' implied superficial changes for public effect. This was 
contrasted with ’changing bei1, the true change advocated by the 
mission. 'Skin' was used to imply superficiality in terms like 
'greasing the skin' which meant 'cheap flattery' or attempted 
seductions. 'Skin talk' was a straight forward talk easily
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understood while ' ik kongon' or 'belly ik' was metaphorical talk 
(tok bokis) whose meaning had to be worked out laboriously.
The intraclan relationship was depicted as a skin 
relationship (Dokta, Numdi). This implied the unequivocal
character of that relationship with its moral constraints and the 
inevitable consequences for the misdemeanour of those who broke 
the rules. The metaphor of skin was used to symbolise the 
simplicity, 'obviousness' easily visible, and 'skin like'
characteristics of the clan relationship and all that it implied. 
This 'skin relationship' of the clan stood in contrast to 
relationships within the tribe which were open to manipulation and 
were the result of kongon (creative work).
3.8.3 Showing guilt on one's skin and the concept of numan.
Numan was the personal characteristic by which one embodied 
and thus was cognisant of intraclan relationships. When children 
stole small things within the clan it was believed that they did 
not show remorse on their skin because of the lack of a developed
numan (lack of clan consciousness) . This was considered a
natural but transitory state of being. If it persisted into
adulthood it would result in a kind of behaviour called in Tok
Pisin waialus (loose wire, insane) . Such behaviour was
characterised by stealing from one’s own clan(wo)men, publicly 
harassing other men's wives, dancing in a disruptive, rowdy way, 
or performing unintelligible parodies. All this was considered to
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be a manifestation of an underdeveloped numan and was met with 
strong criticism.
Criticism followed from the clan precepts whereby there 
were specific ways of improving numan. Remaining in a low state 
of clan consciousness was considered to be therefore a 
deliberately chosen antisocial attitude. A man who displayed these 
characteristics was placed at the bottom of the intra-clan social 
hierarchy. Such a man was not allowed to speak publicly and was 
the last to be given food at communal gatherings. He was a 
'rubbish man'. At the other end of this scale was the man who was 
believed to be endowed with a strong numan, a purwa wu or big 
man .
Exercises to strengthen the numan could only be carried out 
on an individual basis and it was not an activity that would 
naturally benefit the collective interests of the clan. Homicide 
outside the Gamagai tribe was considered to be the ultimate 
exercise for developing the numan although it carried with it the 
great danger of retaliation by the victim's clansmen. Such 
retaliation would be aimed not at the assassin himself but against 
any of his clansmen, their wives and children. Homicide in itself 
conferred glamour and near-hero status upon the murderer. The 
practice of homicide was admired for the quality of mind which it 
was supposed to produce in the killer. Hints, had killed twenty- 
two men in his late teens and early twenties. All these murders 
had taken place during solitary raids at night or in the early 
morning. None of them was committed on a battlefield or in open 
confrontation. Acts of homicide committed in the latter
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circumstances carried little prestige and a man called Ripa who 
was renowned for his bravery on the battlefield was considered a 
lesser man in the clan hierarchy. What counted was the element of 
individually-conceived and carried-out action, a capability which 
was considered an indispensable element in the development of 
numan. Numan manifested itself in the ability to 'see clearly' 
the opportunities for oneself and for one's own clan. Detecting 
and anticipating danger, devising manoeuvres to avoid them, 
forging beneficial alliances, were the prerogatives of man like 
Kints, man who had strong numan (Hints ) .
The arrival of the mission and the introduction of the Pax 
Christiana to the Jimi Valley was portrayed as an event 
masterminded by Kints. It was claimed that this was a ploy to 
diffuse the retaliation plots prepared against him and his 
clansmen by his victims' clansmen. Actions such as attracting 
the mission to the area were seen as beneficial for the clan and a 
clever device for furthering their own objectives and interests. 
The arrival of the mission was presented on several occasions as 
the supreme example of Kints's good political instincts, his 
strong numan.
On the personal level, numan was effective in attracting 
wives. In his early twenties, Kints already had four wives. Koi, 
a man who claimed eighteen victims while competing with Kints in 
the number of kills, had three wives. These young women had 
arrived at the two mens' homes and stayed there while their 
respective clansmen were given only a token brideprice for them.
However, homicide was not the only way the Gamagai believed their 
numan could be positively influenced.
Another method used was called stone watching. This occurred 
in manga rapa, the mens' round houses.
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3.8.4 The ku purwa clan stones as means of maintaining the numan 
strength
The ku purwa stones did not have 'magic' gualities like 
personal stones. On their own, they could not influence a desired
course of events . Each clan possessed its own stones and they
could not be the subject of any transaction leading to their
changing ownership Taken out of their clan context they were
not suitable for 'watching' any more and would not be of any use 
to their new owner. Great amusement was derived from the idea 
that someone from another clan might steal the stones in the vain 
hope of acguiring some prestigious personal qualities.
The stones possessed by the Rogombo clan came in several 
shapes. There were stone mortars, pestles, club heads with 
incomplete holes inside them and round river stones. Each of the 
stones could be held in one hand thus making them portable. This 
was important for the Gamagai who had changed their living 
locations three times in the living memory of elder people. The 
stones were traditionally kept in the clan men's house and in the 
clan ghost' house (kur manga rapa) . In the early 80s the 
Rogombo kept their stones in the round ceremonial house on the 
moka grounds adjacent to Kints' house.
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During the moka presentation some of the stones were taken 
from the ceremonial house and placed in front of it in the wooden 
pot with the growing tanget plant in it. After the moka 
presentation some of those stones remained uncollected outside the 
ceremonial house as if abandoned. This practice was carried on by 
those clans which felt successful and which were known to have at 
least one wu purwa among them. When clansmen left the stones 
unprotected, they were trying to ridicule the attempts of less 
fortunate clans to take possession of those stones in order to 
improve their members' performance. The stories of alleged theft 
of stones after the moka presentation was a traditional feature of 
reminiscences about the highlights of the moka event. It was known 
that 'stealing' these stones would not benefit the thief, so such 
allegations were meant to be a tok bokis {ik ek/kongon) . In other 
words, the obvious success of a given clan ought to induce the 
other clans to join it in future projects. 'They should watch our 
stones with us' meant they should join in discussions on future 
actions .
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'Watching the same clan stones' was not only a metaphor for 
collective, concerted action. It could be seen more literally as 
a practice involving an individual or a group of men belonging to 
the same clan or committed to a common project like moka . They 
would sit on the ground in front of the displayed clan stones. 
This act was believed to strengthen each man's numan . As a 
result each of them would 'see clearly' the best available option. 
The most important factor in this decision was to 'see' and 
'adhere' to the clan's moral standards. This last condition was 
not put as a demand for particular behaviour respected among the 
members of the same clan. This appropriate clan behaviour was 
believed to originate involuntarily within each clansman's mind as 
a result of 'seeing properly' . This in turn was induced by the 
practice of 'stone watching'.
"Seeing properly" was also the basis for various empirical 
sensations which were shared by the members of the same clan. 
Direct communication among clan members, indicated by such 
behaviour as anga mamie and 'hunters' hunger'(kuni timbi rorom), 
was an indicator of the moral health of a given clan.
In this sense, the clan relationship was lived out according to 
an articulated ideal which I call the 'clan generalized 
morality'.
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3.8.5 The circumstances assisting in stone watching practice
There was no initiation to the practice of watching stones 
though certain legitimacy was required in order that ones' claims 
could not be met with heartfelt disbelief. It was an advantage to 
be the eldest son of an established purwa wu although the 
father's prestige could not be inherited. If an opinion began 
circulating that a given man 'watches the stones', then this was 
the result of public recognition of the mental powers of that man. 
As far as I could make out, the affirmation that a man 'watched 
the stones' always came after he had first gained a reputation by 
actions or judgments which had won approval. In that case a young 
man did not risk the devastating experience of exposing himself to 
public laughter and accusations of being an upstart which could 
damage his future prospects. As for somebody like Kints, who was 
in his sixties, he continued to watch stones both alone and during 
the clan gathering.
I never witnessed individual stone watching but I took part 
in the all night vigil in the ceremonial round house before the 
moka presentation to three clans of the Manimbi tribe. Three 
Gamagai clans - Rogombo, Pokanimbo and Roglombo - joined forces. 
Seven men (three from Rogombo and two from Roglombo and Pokanimbo) 
sat up at night inside the ceremonial house making preparations to 
ensure the success of the presentation the following day.
Success was believed to hinge on two factors:
i. ensuring co-operation of the clan ghosts in the
coming event
ii. enhancing the power of numan of the participants 
so that the presentation would proceed smoothly.
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For the latter to happen, it was necessary to enforce strict 
adherence to the generalized clan moral standards. Another result 
of successful 'stone watching' before the inoka presentation was 
that for the short period of the actual presentation, it was 
possible to communicate directly with the minds of the moka 
recipients. In this way they could be induced to think that the 
pigs they will have received, were big and well fattened, despite 
any 'objective' evidence to the contrary. This idea was to be 
implanted in the heads of receivers non-verbally from a distance, 
by means of numan to numan telepathy which the recipients would 
not be aware of. The men who kept the all night 'stone watching' 
vigil were not to take part in the dance 'sing sing' so that they 
could concentrate on their task of influencing the recipients' 
mind. They were also in charge of scrutinising the bodies and 
general appearance of their fellow clansmen who were dancing, 
since any slight failing in clan solidarity or regulations would 
show on the dancers' 'skin' and interfere with the plan to 
influence the minds of the recipients. If any objectionable sign 
was detected on the dancers' 'skin' the presentation would be 
postponed.
3.8.6 Types of stones and the numan personal autonomy as the 
product of stone watching
As mentioned earlier there was an essential difference 
between the purwa ku (clan) stones which were 'watched' and the
personal magic stones, wu ku which could have been hidden on the 
body and influence the events. The purwa ku did not have any 
power of their own. They were only the means by which the
clansmen could transform their efforts into mind power through the 
process of 'watching' . Unlike the wu ku the purwa ku were not 
believed to have the muglamp power though they played an
important role in creating that power within the clan context.
Both wu ku and purwa ku were distinguishable from those 
stones which were generally called the ambu ku stones. These 
stones included the actual ambu kur stones and the el mundanda 
stone. They were referred to as actual manifestations of the two 
female spirits called ambu kur and el mundanda . These stones 
not only had muglamp power like personal stones but also min
power like animate beings, humans and animals. They were not 
'representations' of these spirits but rather the actual spirit 
beings in the form of those stones. Among the personal stones 
one, called kur kit ku and held by Kowa the healer, was reputed 
to be like the ambu kur stones, i.e. characterised by both the 
muglamp and min powers, hence able to move on its own and having 
la degree of personal autonomy.2
2 For a comparison with the Kawelka Melpa, see A. Strathern 1979
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By stone watching, the clansmen gained independence from the 
clan ghosts. This notion of independence was an•important feature 
of the ethos of clan-based big men since their initiative, and 
boldness of action stood in opposition to the conservative 
attitudes towards behaviour upheld by the clan ghosts. Numan 
means the power to realise the laws of clan unity and identity. 
It was also relevant beyond the realms of the clan because 'to 
stay together within the Gamagai tribe and to keep promises' 
required that a man possess a strong numan. In Gamagai 
perception, clans as well as individual men could be graded 
according to their mental and moral capacity. Individual clans 
were thought to differ one from another in terms of their capacity 
to act in solidarity. What was understood as numan on the level of 
I the individual clansman, became muglamp power on a clan level. A 
I particular clan could be placed on a relative muglamp scale 
matched against other Gamagai clans.
3.9.1_____Muglamp as an ideology of collective consciousness
If numan was an individually possessed power, muglamp was 
that power believed to be jointly held by the whole clan. Each 
j clansman was a carrier of one portion of the overall clan muglamp 
power. The portion contributed by each of the clansman was 
related to the strength of his numan but was not completely 
identical to the numan. I do not know what is the relationship 
between the woman's numan and the clan's muglamp. Numan was 
preserved after a clans(wo)man's death and continued to adhere to 
his/her ghost .
For this reason, the Gamagai had segregated cemeteries. The 
bodies of men and women who had been renowned while alive for 
their strong numan were buried near the spirits' house kur manga 
rapa and were visited by the clansmen whenever they were seeking 
the assistance of the ghosts or attempting to appease them. Women 
could not enter the house. These were the only ghosts the 
clansmen dealt with by choice. All the other ghosts and 
particularly those who were remembered to have been erratic, 
unpredictable and therefore, with low numan while alive were 
relegated to the forested area outside the clan lands and buried 
in shallow graves scattered in the woods.
3.9.2 Passing the mug lamp power on to clansman_at the time of
death
The relative prestige of the clans within the Gamagai tribe 
was based on the number of moka ceremonies promised to them by the 
neighbouring tribes. This figure included both the expected 
returns from the clan's moka investments and the 'new' mokas 
initiated by others and 'promised' to that clan. The 'promise' of 
a moka consisted of an initial declaration of intent followed by a 
small ceremony in which the prospective donors would bring a small 
pig and consume it together with the receivers of their moka
initiative.
The Rogombo clan, despite the small number of clansmen in
comparison with other Gamagai clans were considered to be a strong 
clan because of the number of mokas promised to them in the 
future. One reason for the Rogombo being favoured by their 
neighbours as moka exchange partners was Kints's fame as a 
reliable partner in moka exchanges. He had a reputation for being 
able to sustain the economical and organisational burden of 
repaying moka in the expected time. However, the Paige and Tibuga 
informants had a large stake in the Rogombo clan (Purwa Wai, Wamp) 
since they had chosen the Rogombo as their moka partners. They 
stressed that it was the Rogombo clan's muglamp power which 
distinguished this clan among the Gamagai . Hints himself was 
reluctant to undertake any new moka engagements because he 
believed that the chain of moka obligations would be terminated 
with his death and the Rogombo clan would not be able to secure 
repayments of pigs he had invested with his moka partners. Though 
Hints refrained from initiating moka, the Paige and Tibuga clans 
continued to express their interest in moka relationships with the 
Rogombo.
The intense interest demonstrated by other clans in the 
Rogombo was motivated by the fact that their overall strength 
would not diminish with the death of a big man like Hints. That 
portion of the clan power muglamp which Hints was believed to 
possess would remain within the clan after his death, thus 
augmenting the ever growing reservoir of clan power. The
! reputation of the Rogombo as a 'strong clan' was based solely on 
I the fact that its members were trustworthy moka partners, good 
[speakers and initiators of communal works. They were considered
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'strong' because the deceased Rogombo clansmen, Moka, (Kints 
father), Ruk, (hints' brother), Wapra, (hints' grandfather) lived 
on in Gamagai memory as influential, respected men, the purwa wu 
who had a strong influence in the tribe. The Gamagai believed they 
had passed on the power which had characterised their lives to 
their patrilineal descendants, the Rogombo clansmen of the 80s. 
When hints' dies, something which was already being discussed in 
the 80s, he would pass on his portion of mug lamp to the man 
nearest to him at the moment of his death. The muglamp power was 
transmitted only along male lines. This explains why no 
elaboration on women's role in the articulation of muglamp was 
forthcoming. The most likely choices were she sons of the dying 
man but his sister's sons were also a possibility. In time of war 
the muglamp of a fallen warrior could be passed on to somebody 
from the clans allied for the purpose of that particular war. The 
transmission of this power was public and visible to all gathered 
at the side of the dying man. Kints was twice a recipient of the 
muglamp power, once from his father's father Warna and once from 
the fallen warrior Pana, a Manimbi, during the war with Kawelka in 
the 50s when the Rogombo and Manimbi were allied.
The occasion when Warna had passed on the muglamp power to Kints 
was well remembered among the Rogombo. The account of this 
transfer of power was recalled by Kints and confirmed by Koi and 
Ripa, who had witnessed it.
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— -9-3— The_transfer of muglamp power_f r_om_Warna , Kints father's
father to Kints
when Wama died, Kints was about sixteen years old. At this 
time all the Gamagai had been living in Tigi in the Wahgi Valley. 
Warna was old and had been sick for a long time. For the last 
couple of weeks of his life all members of the Rogombo clan kept 
vigil inside Warna's hut. Apart from the Rogombo clansmen there 
were three other men from the Dekapukai, Kawelka and Manimbi
clans. They were sons of Warna's sister who had married into these 
tribes. Warna was a big man and had taken part in three wars
during his lifetime. He had received muglamp power on the
battlefield from fallen warriors who had fought alongside Warna. 
Wama was famous for his nurnan and was believed to have strong
muglamp power. When those who had gathered realised that Warna
was dying, they entered the hut and held their hands on Warna' s 
oody . Almost all of them felt some trembling in their body but
only Kints started to shake uncontrollably. He was helped outside 
the hut by other Rogombo clansmen who had to stop him from 
injuring himself on the surrounding rocks. At this very moment, 
Warna died. Everybody gathered around Warna's body realised that 
Warna s muglamp had just been passed on to Kints.
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It was believed to be Warna's choice, although many Rogombo were 
surprised by it. Kints was the third oldest son of Moka, Warna's 
son and it had been expected that Wapra, Kints' older brother, 
would have had a better chance of being chosen. Warna's sister's 
sons could also have been chosen especially since Pati, the 
Manimbi, was one of Warna's favourites and had been an ally against 
the Dekapukai tribe in one of the recent wars. The Gamagai clan 
ideology maintained that it was impossible for anybody to feign 
the reception of muglamp power. Soon after this event Kints 
started to distinguish himself for his wisdom and bravery. A 
couple of months later he killed his first man.
3.10 The relationship between numan and_muglamp powers
Receiving muglamp power was considered a first step towards 
developing the personal qualities needed to become a purwa wu, or 
' clan-based big man’ . However, in order to become a purwa wu one 
had to develop numan through personal endeavours and effort. The 
Gamagai believed that by developing numan, a clansman was 
contributing to the development of muglamp power, hence promoting 
the strength and wellbeing of the whole clan. A clan's muglamp 
could be perceived by outsiders and their future actions towards 
the clan would be determined by their assessment of muglamp. 
When alliances were made between the clans for the purpose of war 
or moka exchange muglamp was supposed to be pooled together into 
one combined strength.
In October 1982 the Rogombo and Pwentimbo clans gave moka to 
the Tibuga and Orimbo clans. The actual preparation for the 
moka giving ceremony, after all the pigs had already been set 
aside for the occasion and the recipients had taken some to the 
moka ground, took six weeks. Before finally approving the donors' 
performance Kints and Koi assessed their state of readiness and 
found it wanting.
The preparations went on until Kints was satisfied that the 
performance had reached "the strength of the combined muglamps 
of both performing clans". This could not have been achieved if 
the relationship between the donors had not met the standards 
prescribed for intraclan conduct. One of the main objectives of 
the moka ceremony was to put on a performance which would present 
to the onlookers the whole potential strength of the muglamp power 
of the moka givers. Implicit here is the Gamagai view of the 
relationship between the members of one clan in terms of a single 
living human body.
This organismic character of the intra-clan relationship, 
as conceptualized by the Gamagai, was not exhausted by their being 
consciously experienced and comprehended. The muglamp which is 
animating and unevenly distributed among, that is, embodied by 
the living members of the clan is thus interchangeable with the 
physical bodily aspect of the clansmen.
The clan grew in strength when the rnuglamp expanded and 
when the number of its members, through natural growth, adoption 
or alliances grew. The growth was a prerogative of the clan-based 
big man who through the power of his own numan simultaneously 
expanded the clan's muglamp and provided the physical condition 
for this expansion, namely by skillfully arranging alliances, 
attracting marriageable women to the clan, promoting the growth 
and circulation of pigs. In the Gamagai eyes it was not that the 
muglamp aspect mirrored or represented the physicality of the 
clan. Rather they were one and the same thing. It is quite 
apposite to relate this view of the clan to Merleau-Ponty's (1962) 
concept of 'embodied consciousness1. Consequently muglamp is not 
the sentient power of an abstract collectivity but exists 
incarnated always and only in the bodies of the clan's members who 
in turn form an indissoluble unity.
The Gamagai word for the clan wu manga rapa understood 
usually as 'men's round house' should be viewed as a group 
standing as 'one man'. Every ceremonial house, e.g. the moka 
house modelled on the wu manga rapa also symbolises the clan's 
organismic, i.e. bodily unity. The central pillar in the middle 
of the round house ruminj is referred to as the 'back bone', the 
top part of the roof above the pillar is peng, the 'head of the 
house' . The clansmen gathered inside the house were referring to 
themselves as being actual physical components of one body of the 
clan .
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This view of the clan differed radically from the 
Gamagai's notions of other social groupings. These were viewed as 
essentially lacking the organismic quality of the clan precisely 
because muglamp was always and only internal to the clan. The 
relations within the Gamagai tribe and with other Hageners 
depended solely upon the clan centred moral considerations (see 
Ch. 6). These relationships are manipulated to suite individual
interests which could run against other clans' interests.
By contrast to the intra-clan relations/ which are given/ the 
external relationships have to be made (kongon, work). The phrase 
mbo wamp, to 'plant people like an offshoot' describes the 
Hageners' view of themselves as related to each other in external 
relationships. It implies the action of 'thinning the garden', of 
overgrown gardens into other areas.
This was not the case with the clan which, according to the 
Gamagai, could not be dissolved or multiplied through fission 
like the offshoots of a parent plant. They though that the plant 
de kuk mehl;{elem pelipa} mporom (knows how to behave by itself/ 
autonomous,) , resembling mimosa, illustrates better than the 
image of sweet potato offshoots what they felt about intra-clan 
relationships. The elem pelipa flower was a small carnivorous 
flower growing in Rulna. When approached, before it was even 
touched , the plant's leaf folds in unto itself. A movement 
external to the plant produces this visible manifestation. This 
was like, the Rogombo clansmen explained, the empathy in the 
phenomenon of 'hunters' hunger', without direct interaction, 
without verbal or sensual communication, a spontaneous hunger 
prompted by empathy with the starving clansmen takes place.
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The same metaphorical analogy is applicable to the clan with 
regard to its muglamp. The swell in muglamp power spontaneously 
and simultaneously was felt in the form of physical growth. 
Diminishing of this power slackened the clansmen's skin, depleted 
their readiness for action.
The relationship of unity between muglamp and bodily 
physicality of the clan members was beyond direct manipulation, 
i.e. could not be simulated. Hence the prolonged searches for the 
cause of poor performances visible through the decrepit bodies of 
the donors in the moka exchange. This condition was usually seen 
as due to an unknown change of the fundamental intentionality 
which determines clansmen's muglamp, namely to act like one body. 
This would immediately show on the dancers' skins, thus betraying 
their internal weakness, and effectively impair their ability to 
perform.
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In subsequent chapters I will focus on one specific change in 
Gamagai society, namely the extension of the moral category based 
on descent (clan) to the entire Gamagai tribe. The categories of 
muglamp and numan provide a good indicator of this process of 
transformation. Although their referential scope had previously 
been limited to the clan, they were swept up in the process of 
cultural transformation, and were integrated as categories into 
the experience of change. By expanding and adapting these 
categories to the new situations the experiential and conceptual 
continuity between the tradition and the new was preserved. Both 
categories had experiential meaning for the Gamagai. The shifting 
of this meaning helped to legitimize and express the changes which 
were taking place within Gamagai society. Whilst muglamp was 
primarily used by outsiders as a notion for evaluating the 
potential strength and cohesion of a clan, hence its suitability 
for partnership in alliances, the concept of numan was used to 
describe some special qualities and skills which the holders of 
numan possessed. If a man possessed strong numan this held 
pragmatic significance for his clansmen since he could become a 
clan-based big man (purwa wu) .
The Gamagai made a distinction between clan and tribal 
organisational principles and this was reflected in the different 
moral requirements involved in the relationship between the 
clansmen and tribesmen. The distinction had produced different 
definitions of big men: there was the clan-based big man purwa wu 
and the tribe-based big man, wu kopong.
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The former was steeped in the moral associations centred on the 
clan while the latter was conditioned by characteristics of the 
tribal environment as a whole, i.e. pragmatism and opportunism. A 
man like hints enjoyed a position of influence and prestige over 
the whole tribe, although his prestige derived from dealings 
within the moral, i.e. power environment of his clan and not the 
tribe. Such a man was called purwa wu kopimbo. Kopimbo was a 
name of the Rulna Gamagai tribe. The growth of hints' influence 
as a purwa wu kopimbo in the Gamagai tribe reflected the 
transformation of the Gamagai socio-moral categorisation which 
took place in the late 70s early 80s, and which was related to the 
mission's presence in Rulna.
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CHAPTER 4
ON THE CLAN II: THE GHOSTS (KUR MANGA RAPA) AS THE SOURCE AND
DETERMINANTS OF CLAN IDENTITY
4.1.1 Introduction
Numan and mug lamp were described as a horizontal mode of 
identification since they were conceived of in terms of a 
contemporary intra-clan relationship with other living 
clans(wo)men. This mode of identification contrasts with the 
"vertical" modes of clan identification where the clans(wo)men 
define their motives of action, obligations and loyalties within 
the clan in terms of their relationship with the clan ghosts, kur 
manga rapa. In this chapter I will explain this 'vertical mode of
identification' . I will show its importance for the Gamagai and
its implications for the cultural changes which took place among
the Gamagai in the late 70s and early 80s.
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As the tribe became considered more and more as a concretely 
significant social unit, the Gamagai extended the moral category 
of clan to include the whole tribe. This development meant that 
the whole mechanism of clan identification had to be transposed on 
to the tribe as well, including clan identification based on clan 
ghosts. Since the tribe had previously never had a set of tribal 
ghosts analogous in function to clan ghosts, they had to be 
invented. Thus the role of the clan ghosts was projected onto the 
ghosts of those deceased Gamagais (e.g. Pol Poia) who had been 
prominent supporters of the Catholic mission and the idea of 
uniting the Gamagai into a single moral identity under the 
auspices of the new social formation called by the missionaries 
'the basic Christian community' became fully formed. This is 
further elaborated in Ch.9 and Ch.13.
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wild spirits' calledThere are also the '  generically 
tipokit, the 'bad spirits', the female spirit of fertility ambu 
kur and the female spirit of war success el mundanda. Other wild 
spirits are tiporami, kuruwaq, kurkit . A separate class of spirits 
is comprised of a couple, the male Sky (Tei) and female Earth (Ga) 
spirits. All these were referred to as 'tribal spirits' to 
distinguish them from the kur manga rapa category of clan ghosts 
which were generally referred to as 'good spirits', tipokai. This 
distinction between 'good' in reference to clan matters and 'bad' 
in reference to extra clan matters highlights the binary division 
between the clan and tribe. This moral structuring of the social 
world permeated every aspect of the clans(wo)men's lived 
experience and social interaction, whether in the area of health 
and sickness, justice, or the world of spirits and ghosts.
There was no urgency on the part of the Gamagai to come to an 
agreement with Fr. Joseph as to what beliefs in regard to 
traditional spirits would be acceptable to the mission. Instead, 
the hottest issue was over traditional versus Christian marriage. 
Whether or not a practice was in agreement with the mission was 
entirely a question of indigenous interpretation. There was an 
opinion that giving offerings to tipokai (good spirits) was 
acceptable to the mission but that dealing with tipokit (bad 
spirits) was not. There has never been any offer addressed to the 
forest spirit and the relationship was one of unmitigated mutual 
hostility since the relationship was based on confrontation.
My concern here is with the description of the close, indeed 
tangible, relationship the Gamagai clans(wo)men had with the
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ghosts of their deceased clans(wo)men. This was based on the 
affection the humans felt for their deceased clansmen and also the 
belief that people and ghosts were dependent on each other for 
their respective welfare. This relationship went beyond 
utilitarian considerations and penetrated all aspects of Gamagai 
life. It complemented the system of clan identification based on 
muglamp and numan, as well as the system of bigmen which was 
itself based on these two powers. Ultimately this belief in 
ghosts was the major point of reference between the Christian 
and Gamagai cosmologies. A connection was made between the role 
of spirits of the dead in Gamagai culture and Catholic doctrine 
concerning the souls of deceased Catholics and the Saints. As I 
will explain in Chapter 9 the sync retisat ion of mission teachings 
with indigenous cosmology first commenced when the people began 
venerating the ghosts of deceased Gamagai who were seen as heroes 
for both the Gamagai and the mission.
4.1.2 The clarification of the use of the term 'ghosts' for the 
clan kur manga rapa
The Gamagai believed that their clans (wo)men continued to 
live on after their death. The dead retained the same individual 
characteristics which they had had while alive, and specifically 
the numan consciousness which they had before their death. The 
clan ghosts consisted only of those who could be identified by 
their names, and who remained within identifiable descent 
relationships with live clans(wo)men. In other words, the
existence of kur manga rapa ghosts was conditional on their
remaining within the living memory of the Gamagai. They lived
around the households and near the clan house manga rapa. At 
night they returned to the cemetery. They never left the clan 
territory and it was considered important that the cemetery itself 
was on the clan's grounds. Each clan cemetery had a small version 
of a round manga rapa men's house called kur manga rapa where the 
male ghosts gathered. The living clansmen occasionally visited 
the kur manga rapa to plead with the ghosts for the health of 
gravely sick clansmen. Women, children, pigs, and dogs would get 
afflicted by the ghosts as retribution against the male members of 
the clan, i.e. through the mediation of men who are the exclusive 
bearers of the vertical identification. Direct exposure to the 
ghosts' presence was a dangerous experience and only a powerful 
purwa wu man could face the task.
The kur manga rapa ghosts comprised deceased men who were 
members of a give clan by birth, and also deceased women who had 
married into it. After a life-time in the clan, with death they 
became its permanent ghosts.
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The kur manga rapa ghosts were at most two generations removed 
from the most senior clansmen, for example Hints' father and 
father's father were considered the 'oldest ghosts' remaining in 
the kur manga rapa category of the Rogombo clan. After Hints' 
death the ghost of his father's father would disappear from the 
category since there would not be a single living clansman left 
who would remember his 'face'. The ghosts are said to go 'over the 
horizon', or in the language of the early 80s, go to Heaven or 
Hell.
However, they would not disappear entirely from the Gamagai 
world. They would lose their specific identity and power to 
influence events and peoples' life but remain in the culture in an 
abstract form as nonimb tenta, (a penis based line) ancestors or 
in Tok Pisin tumbuna. They are the ones who had taught the Gamagai 
their customs and ways of living. The Tok Pisin phrase 'pasin
bilong tumbuna' (the ancestors' custom) or in the vernacular 
tenega tenta is a rhetorical justification for what Gamagai see to 
be the permanent facets of their lives. Practicing moka
exchanges, adhering to the laws of exogamy, upholding belief in 
muglamp and numan powers and their implication were termed 
'following the behaviour shown to us by our ancestors' (Numdi, 
Hints) .
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The precepts of clan life were not questioned and did not 
require external justifications. The clan laws dealing with 
intra-clan relationships were believed to be self-evident and in a 
sense innate but they were neither a copy nor behavioural 
blueprint given by the ancestors. The Gamagai relationship with 
clan ghosts could not be called 'ancestor worship1 or 'ancestor 
cult' because the living and the deceased members formed an on­
going existential relationship not subject to a practice, for 
example a cult, which would suggest a transcendental religious 
character. This is also the reason why I prefer to translate kur 
manga consistently as 'ghosts' rather than 'ancestors' . As such 
they are also distinguished from the class of the various spirit 
beings enumerated earlier in this Chaptei .
The tribe as a social unit had no conceptual elaboration on 
the significance of the clan identity. Accordingly the Gamagai 
often questioned the practices which reputedly were bestowed upon 
them by the putative foundational ancestors of the tribe, for 
instance moka, exogamy etc. In response to such disturbing 
queries the tribal orators often utilised the above rhetorical
form, 'pasin bilong tumbuna' claiming that maintaining tradition 
meant mimicking ancestral behaviour.
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A harmonious relationship was believed to be a permanent
feature of clan life, and the clan ghosts were considered
guarantors of this harmony. The ghosts would punish a
transgressor with disease or death but the clan ghosts did not 
represent a completely conservative element within the clan life. 
They were not opposed to new developments within the clan as such. 
On the contrary, the ghosts would endorse any innovative solutions 
which would benefit the clan. The ghosts were concerned with 
their own well-being which depended on the clan providing regular 
pig sacrifices. Any alteration of circumstances which could lead 
to better material prospects for the clan would be welcomed by the 
ghosts. Such innovations usually required the strong numans of 
the clans(wo)men. The ghosts in fact helped strengthen numan so 
as to guarantee their own prosperity. In this sense the Gamagai 
relationship with ghosts supported innovations and cultural 
experimentation. There was unanimous opinion among the Gamagai 
that the ghosts were in favour of the establishment of the mission 
in Rulna: "what is good for us, the Gamagai, is good for the 
Gamagai kur manga rapa as well" (Numdi, Dokta, Kints, Kult).
The intra-clan relationship with the kur manga rapa ghosts 
was expressed in specific experential forms. These served as both 
the illustration and empirical confirmation of the reality of that 
relationship.
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4.2 The experience of the existence of kur manga rapa ghosts
The Gamagai clansmen encountered the kur ghosts in their 
everyday life. The ghosts manifested themselves in sudden, 
unexpected voices as if emitted by wild birds or insects. In times 
of crises or before making a big decision the Rogombo clansmen 
went to the cemetery at Mt.Kiluwa to consult the ghosts. Their 
'whistling' answers were interpreted as either "yes" or "no". 
For a reliable interpretation of 'whistling' the Rogombo asked 
Kowa the healer to interpret for them the barely audible sounds.
An unexpected encounter with the ghosts in the dark was a 
frightening experience. In such a case the frightened Gamagai 
would say: ' Purwa pa,pa \ ! ' or ' purwa ma, pa'. ! ', meaning
'Distinguished, venerated father or distinguished, venerated
mother, please, go away' . The word purwa, meaning 'autonomous 
source of all things' implies in this usage an honour and
veneration bestowed on the ghost.
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The generic name kai, 'good', given to clan spirits did not 
imply that the spirits were benevolent beings unequivocally 
concerned with the clans(wo)men1s well-being and safeguarding the 
clan's behavioural rules. Thirty percent of the 'clan based 
diseases', manga rapa kui ronom, were caused by the ghosts as a 
sign of their displeasure with the clans(wo)men's lack of concern 
for them. Often the ghosts' retaliations were motivated by the 
neglect of wrongs done to them when they were human beings. Some 
afflictions were regarded as the ghosts' malicious actions due to 
their own low numan, for these could not be accounted for in any 
logical manner.
4,3 When do the Gamagai honour the ghosts ?
Any occasion in which pork was cooked in an earth oven was 
always considered a pig sacrifice. Invocations to particular 
spirits were made silently since in the 1 80s there was some 
ambiguity as to whether or not the Christians could continue to 
make traditional pig sacrifices dedicated to the clan ghosts. In 
the '60s and '70s, when the Catholic mission employed catechists 
from the Eastern Highlands to teach Gamagais the catechism, there 
were several court cases regarding the pig sacrifices offered to 
the clan ghosts.
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In the 70s the Gamagai catechists Kaip and Wamp organised a 
drive against pig sacrifice to the ghosts and against the practice 
of ’stone watching'. However, in the 80s there was no evidence of 
church intervention or discouragement of the traditional 
practices. The Gamagai claimed that 'they thought of both the kur 
manga rapa and God when they made offerings" (Kints, Numdi, 
Dokta) . Some, like catechist Kaip and the female church leader 
Ohra said that they thought of God only. Not only pigs but ducks 
and chickens were used in sacrifices. The mission was the supplier 
of the birds. Ducks and chickens were either raised in Rulna or 
bought and kept deep frozen and resold at a profit. This formed 
an important income for the mission. In Fr. Joseph's words: 'the 
sacrifices to the clan spirits are good for the mission's income 
and good for the people's diet'. He himself intervened on behalf 
of the clan ghost when a controversy arose over whether making 
offerings to them should be called 'worshipping Satan' (see Ch. 10 
) •
4.4.1 Communication with the kur manga rapa
The clan ghosts communicated with the Gamagai people by (a) 
direct talk or whistling; (b) signs or warnings delivered by means 
of 'red pigs', kung kunclr; (c) sending sickness and death, kur 
manga rapa kui ronom; and (d) through messages obtained by 'stick 
divination. (A) was described in 4.2 and (c) is dealt with in 
Ch.11 . I will focus here on (b) and (d) .
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4.4.2 'Red pigs' (kung kundr) communications
The kur manga rapa ghosts were believed to lead a somewhat 
similar life style to that of the living Gamagai but in recent 
years a new belief developed according to which they dwell most 
of the time in lakes (Rot, Dokta, Kewa) . During the fieldwork, I 
was twice given a second-hand account of direct human encounters 
with the ghosts. In both accounts, the ghosts were living 
according to the familiar Gamagai life style, but at the bottom 
of the nearby mountain lakes (Rot, Kewa). These reports were 
supported by sightings of 'red pigs' near some lakes into which 
they disappeared when people tried to approach them. There were 
many of these sightings and reports seemed to be widely believed. 
Some informants seemed to have reservations about the belief that 
the ghosts lived at the bottom of the lake, for instance Numdi, 
claiming that 'they were Christian and did not believe in such
stories'. Others (Dokta) claimed that ' he had not been at the
bottom of the lake to see for himself so how could he know whether
those stories were true or not'.
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In March 1982 a young Tibugga man called Moka told the 
following story which aroused much interest among the Gamagai. He 
was returning home from a visit to his wife's clan, the Willi, who 
lived near Kotna. On the way back he chose to pass across a lake 
called Parka which he thought would be dry at that t ime of the 
year. When he was half way across the lake, he suddenly felt he 
was sinking into the mud. He struggled to get out but to no avail. 
He thought he was going to die when suddenly he noticed that he 
was actually slipping down a tree which stood near an outdoor fire 
with some people sitting around it. He recognized his deceased 
father and paternal grandmother among those sitting around the 
fire. Their skin was 'red' (kundr) . It resembled the colour of 
European 'white' skin. Moka thought that he had died himself, but 
noticed that his skin was different from the ghosts' skin and that 
they could not see him. He sat next to the fire and listened 
while they talked about their past lives and about what was going 
to happen to the living clansmen. Around the fire there were red 
pigs and red dogs. Moka saw some light on top of one of the trees. 
He climbed this tree and found himself on the surface of the lake. 
He managed to climb up and get out of the lake. He then returned 
home and told the story. He realised he had spent the whole night 
at the bottom of the lake.
Two months later my informants told me a similar story which, 
they claimed, had happened to one Mabuge man.
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Such stories gained credibility in Gamagai eyes because of 
the fact that they themselves had seen 'red pigs' running on the 
clan territories. On a few occasions in the past the Rogombo had 
mistaken them for stray pigs belonging to some of the neighbouring 
clans and had killed them the with intention of eating them. 
However, when they started to butcher these pigs they quickly 
realised their mistake. The pigs had a thick layer of fat, not 
much meat and their eyes and skin were red. Ruminj, the informant 
said that he quickly threw the carcasses into the Wunimb creek and 
offered his own pig to the ghosts to appease their anger for 
stealing their pigs. Since wild pigs are owned by the wild spirits 
(tipokit) the red ones could only belong to the ghosts.
I was informed of two other encounters with red pigs. One 
day Rogopa was returning from the garden and saw a red pig sitting
on the thatched roof of his house When the pig saw Rogopa, it
jumped off the roof and ran towards the lake which was not far
from Rogopa ' s house. On another occasion Ripa, saw a red pig
which mixed with his pig herd and then came inside the house. The
pig then defecated inside the house and soon after escaped into 
the nearby shrubs. Both cases were very disturbing for Rogopa and 
Ripa because they were seen as signs of dissatisfaction by the kur 
manga. They thought that the ghosts might retaliate unless the 
reason for their dissatisfaction could be quickly found out and an 
appeasement offering made.
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The warnings delivered by means of red pigs were the first 
stage in a series of messages which the ghosts might make.
Another kind of message was disease or the death of one's child, 
then one's wife and then one's pigs. If a clansman failed to 
respond adequately to any of these warnings, he himself would get 
seriously sick or would die. The sickness inflicted on a clansman 
who ignored earlier warnings would be much more severe than the 
sickness inflicted on a clansman who had not previously been 
warned. In either case however it was very important to identify 
the reason for the clan ghosts' dissatisfaction and the identity 
of the offended ghost. Kowa the healer was a specialist in this 
matter and he used the technique of 'stick divination' to 
determine which ghost was responsible and why it was punishing 
the patient .
4.4.3 Kowa and 'stick divination* 1 (kowa el mong kandrum)
The attempt to identify the punishing ghost could begin at 
any stage in the series of warnings signalled by a dissatisfied 
ghost. The reason for dissatisfaction was established during 
intra-clan discussions. The points to be considered were:
i. whether the sick person had committed any transgression 
against the clan-based rules of behaviour;
ii. whether the sick person had neglected his old mother or 
father before their death;
iii. whether the sick person might recently have done some 
favours for or eaten together with people who were 
objectionable to the ghosts.
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After developing plausible guesses as to why the sickness had 
occurred, the diviner would then concentrate on trying to 
determine the identity of the ghost which had sent the sickness.
The actual act of divination came after this process of 
speculation. The diviner first concentrated on the identity of the 
spirit and later on the correctness of speculation concerning the 
reason for the sickness. In other words, the divination process 
reversed the order of the speculation process.
Then the tip of a special stick was forced a couple of 
centimetres into the ground. It was preferable for Kowa the 
healer to perform this task, but on occasions it was lone by Kints 
and his eldest son Moka. The diviner covered his body and face in 
black soot and wore black cassowary feathers as a head decoration. 
He shouted aloud the names of the ghosts who had been selected 
earlier as the most likely ones to have sent the sickness. After 
each name was named aloud, the diviner would try to pull the stick 
out of the ground. If the stick came out without resistance it 
was a sign that the investigation was on the wrong track. After 
a small pause the next name was called, and the diviner again 
attempted to pull out the stick. In the seven cases I witnessed 
the stick only stuck in the ground once after the first name was 
called. The longest list of ghosts' names reached eight. As can 
be seen the Rogombo had 14 kur manga (clan ghosts) which could 
be considered a possible source of sickness (Fig.l, Fig.2, App. 2 
) .
After the ghost had been identified, the possible reason for 
the sickness was discussed again. The range of possible outcomes
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was now limited by the fact that the ghost's identity was known. 
When the agent and motive for the sickness were determined, then 
and then only the ghost was identified by name and the reason for 
the ghost's intervention was declared and acknowledged. Then the 
sick person offered a pig, duck or a chicken to appease the 
ghost. By identifying the reason and offering a sacrifice a man 
could prevent another ghost from using the same reason against him 
again.
If after all this the patient did not recover than the 
conclusion was that the investigation had been on the wrong track 
and that there was some other reason for the patient's sickness. 
In this case Kowa started his investigation again and tried other 
possibilities, such as 'wild spirit' infestation or poisoning 
theories (see Ch.ll) . Stick divination could also be used to 
investigate the feasibility of a project about to be started. 
When Peter Kar was to be sent by the mission to a nursing school 
in the Enga province, his guardian Ruminj consulted the ghost of
Kar ' s deceased father Ruk for advice on the project. He called
Ruk ' s name and performed the ' stick divination' by asking Ruk
whether Kar would be safe in Enga. The behaviour of the stick was 
interpreted as Ruk's confirmation of Kar's safety. Ruminj offered 
a duck to Ruk and soon after saw Kar off to Mt.Hagen.
4.5 The kur manga rapa house and the clan big man purwa wu
If a sickness was considered very serious or if a clansman 
had ignored the first warnings from the ghost and therefore was at
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risk of being killed, the situation required the intervention of a 
purwa wu in the ghosts' house manga kur manga rapa. Among the 
Rogombo in the late '70s only Kints or his son Moka were 
considered powerful enough to deal directly with the ghosts. The 
ghosts' house was situated near Mt.Kiluwa, an hour's steep climb 
from Rulna. When the situation demanded purwa wu intervention, 
they would first perform the standard procedure for identifying 
the offended ghost and the reason for the offence. Then an 
offering was made in the presence of the whole clan, including 
the sick man. On the evening of the day when the offering was 
made, the purwa wu was given a pig's head and pig's back bone and 
would climb the slope to the ghosts' house. He carried the chunks 
of meat himself without any help. He would then spend the whole 
night alone or in the company of those clansmen who enjoyed the 
reputation of being purwa wu.
While inside the ghosts' house the purwa wu men would keep 
a night long vigil while cooking meat in the earth oven inside the 
house and 'talking with the ghosts' . It was in particular the 
ghost identified as the source of the disease that they came to 
speak with. The next day, the purwa wu would emerge from the 
house with the meat he had not consumed during the night and 
distribute it among the people waiting outside the house. From 
the time that the purwa wu agreed to intervene on behalf of the 
sick clansman till the moment he returned home from the ghosts' 
house he was in a very vulnerable position. According to the 
informants, the purwa wu would get sick and die if he had any 
dealings during this time with "anyone objectionable to the 
ghosts", whether by talking to or accepting help from them or by 
giving them some of the meat cooked in the ghosts' house.
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The last time Kints went to the ghosts' house on Mt.Kiluwa 
was in 1978 when Dokta got very sick and was in mortal danger. 
Soon after this intervention Kints became very sick and almost 
died. It was later decided that the reason for his sickness was 
the fact that he had given some pork to a Gamagai man called 
Rogopa of the Pakani clan. In the 1940 's, the Pakani clan had
refused to join the Rogombo clan in a war with the Dekapukai
because of the marriage relationship which existed between the
Pakani and the Dekapukai clans. During the fighting between the
Rogombo and the Dekapukai, Kints' father 's father Warna had lost
his brother . He blamed all of the Pakani for the loss Now, some
thirty years later this matter was brought up by the ghosts again
and Kints was about to pay with his life for giving some meat to 
one of the Pakani clansman. The Gamagai believed that it would 
have been acceptable for Kints to give some meat to Dekapukai 
since the Rogombo clansmen had concluded a peace treaty with them. 
Both clans had made 'promises' that they would not ever harbour 
any grudges for the war atrocities. This 'promise' or friendship
pact did not, however, extend to those like the Pakani who had
failed to give their support when they were expected to do so.
Without a separate 'promise' treaty to eliminate all feelings of 
resentment against the Gamagai clans who had failed to co-operate, 
the animosity would continue. This latent ill-feeling could re­
appear as here in the case of Kints and Rogopa. Such incidents 
led to renewed outbreaks of animosity among the Gamagai clans.
After this incident Kints decided never to climb Mt.Kiluwa 
again, giving the following reasons:
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i. he was too old to carry the chunks of pig meat to kur 
manga rapa by himself;
ii. given how often he had to meet other Gamagai from all the 
different clans it was very likely that he would also, in the 
course of his work, meet someone objectionable to the ghosts 
and hence become sick and die;
iii. he was a Christian and was not sure whether the all 
night vigil in the ghosts' house was compatible with the 
mission teachings.
These last two arguments were also used by his son Moka and 
so the practice of visiting the ghosts' house was abandoned in 
favour of similar ceremonies carried out in the coffee garden 
under the open sky. The informants told me that this change did 
not really matter too much because the relationship with the clan 
ghosts was not dependent on the cIans(wo)men's 'faith' in them 
(Puga, Dokta) .
So the Gamagai believed that their relationship with the clan 
ghosts would not be altered even if the clansmen changed their 
traditional practices. This conviction had two important
implications:
i. clans(wo)men were free to change and modify 
customs without feeling that they were abandoning an 
important aspect of their identity;
ii. the relationship with the ghosts was like the relationship 
with the living clans(wo)men; it was not subject to 
manipulation and arrangements but was a given and inalienable 
aspect of reality.
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The idea that kur manga capa ghosts could exist 
independently of the Gamagai belief in them contrasts with the 
attitude towards the wild spirits who also became known as tribal 
spirits or tipokit. Their power to harm people was believed to 
depend on the fact that they believed in them (see Ch.14).
4.6 The clan ghosts' dependence on actions of the clans(wo)men: 
____the evidence of relationship
The Gamagai clansmen felt empathy for their clan ghosts and 
performed practices which they believed were beneficial to the 
ghosts. A strongly held belief was that the ghosts should be 
helped to move with the clansmen if they changed their locations. 
When the Gamagai moved from the forests of the Jimi Valley (in the 
areas around Mt.Moga) uphill towards Rulna they collected all of 
their clan ghosts in bamboo tubes and carried them to the new 
settlement (Kints, Koipa). Similarly, if a clansman dies far away 
from his clans(wo)men his ghost kur must be collected in a bamboo 
tube or a match box and carried back to be reunited with his 
fellow members of the clan.
In 1979 there was a car accident near Tigi in which six 
Gamagai men were injured. When the news about the accident 
arrived, Kowa and a couple of other Gamagai went to the scene. 
Kunjil, one of the Gamagai man who had arrived on the scene soon 
after the accident reported that Councillor Tei seemed to be dead. 
He had a head injury and was not breathing. A passing car took
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Tei to the nearest hospital. Kowa and Kunjil did not go with Tei 
because they first wished to find Tei's min which was believed to 
be wandering about near the place of the accident . Min is an 
animated substance in an individualised form believed to inhabit 
all living bodies, human or animal. Min could momentarily leave 
the body during deep sleep or while sneezing or while intoxicated 
by some substance.
The Gamagai called these occasions a ’small death' and were 
concerned about the danger induced by such states . If min 
remains too long outside the body and wanders too far away it 
could get lost. The owner of min then dies for good and the min 
turns into a kur and joins other ghosts. So, Kowa refused to 
follow Tei to the hospital until he could find his wandering min, 
without which Tei would die. Kowa whistled and listened for 
answers for several hours before he located Tei's min. According 
to Kunjil, it took this long to find it because many people had 
been seriously injured in this accident and Kowa had to make sure 
he had found the 'right1 min. Otherwise a sick person might get 
the wrong min and wake up with a confused identity and remain a 
sorrowful, miserable person till the end of his life.
When Kowa was satisfied that he had found Tei's min, he and 
Kunjil brought it in a bamboo tube to the hospital. They arrived 
just after Tei had been carried from the operating theatre, 
unconscious and looking as if he were dead. While all the other 
visiting Gamagai were crying around Tei's bed, Kowa approached and 
asked them to stop crying. He removed a bundle of grass which 
covered the entrance to the bamboo tube and released the min.
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Soon after, Tei opened his eyes and smiled. He recovered a couple 
of months later.
Transporting the min in order to reunite it with the body 
seemed to be an action falling within the healer's competence. But 
transporting the clan ghosts to the new clan location was a sign 
of the profound identity the Gamagai clans (wo)men felt with their 
clan ghosts. This was based on their vivid imagination of how 
they themselves would feel if they were abandoned, hungry and 
lost.
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On the trip to the Maring and Kopun parishes in the Jimi 
Valley, Dokta became sick. It was more than a d a y ’s tough walk 
back to Rulna. Dokta did not have enough strength to make the
distance in his feverish state. His main concern, which he 
expressed to Fr Joseph was that if he died there, in the forest, 
his clansmen would not know were to find his wandering kur 
(ghost) . He asked Fr Joseph to 'promise' that in the case of his 
death, he would mark the nearest tree with Dokta's red shirt so 
that the Rogombo could come later to take his kur back to Rulna. 
Fr Joseph did promise but he asked Dokta to worry about getting 
better quickly so that the journey could be continued instead of 
worrying about the plight of his kur. Dokta recovered the next 
day .
4.7 The funeral rites and the belief in life after death
The Gamagai's concern with the well-being of their deceased 
clans (wo)men could be gleaned from the funeral rites they 
performed. Ripa was a member of the Kopimbo clan. When he died in 
October 1981 his body was kept inside his house for three days 
during which the mourners came to pay their last respect. Ripa 
was known as a good warrior. His bark belt, apron, axe, bow and 
arrows were attached to a pole several metres long, and displayed 
to the public who gathered. The members of his clan walked around 
the ground in front of Ripa's house carrying Ripa's personal 
belongings attached to the pole. The participants were crying 
aloud and men were pulling the hair on top of their heads and 
their beards. In this situation women were not very visible. On 
the third day Ripa's body was wrapped up in a yellow plastic sheet
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ordinarily used by the Gamagais for drying green coffee beans in 
the sun. The body was taken to the new cemetery near the mission 
premises. There a grave about one metre deep was dug. Half way 
down, a niche was dug out in the side of the grave ditch. This 
niche penetrated about half a metre into the vertical side of the 
grave pit and ran along the whole side for about two metres. The 
wrapped body was placed in a plywood coffin made by Br Paul. The 
grave was decorated with leaves and flowers. The burial ceremony 
was not performed by Ripa's clansmen but by Rogombo clansmen. The 
catechist Kaip was there although Ripa had not been baptised. 
Before the coffin was lowered into the grave Ruminj kneeled next 
to the body and cut open the plastic around the area where was 
Ripa' s mouth . This cut exposed a part of his face. Then the 
coffin was buried and flowers placed on top of the soil. After the 
ceremony, Ruminj explained that the tearing of the plastic sheet 
was to ensure that Ripa would be able to breath freely. The niche 
was designed to provide Ripa's grave with some space so that he 
would be able to accept and accommodate the visits from the clan 
ghosts. The flowers were provided by the catechist Kaip,' to show 
that God would probably accept Ripa even though he was un­
baptised .
The procedure described above was reserved for men who were 
believed to have strong numan. Such careful treatment was partly 
an expression of Gamaga i good feelings towards the man who had 
just died and partly a prudent attempt to ensure the goodwill of 
the ghosts towards the living cIans (wo)men. The careful attention 
given to the body would ensure the friendly cooperation of the 
ghosts in the future activities of his c1ans (wo)men. By contrast, 
the bodies of those clans(wo)men considered malicious and 
unpleasant while alive were maltreated before burial. I was told 
about a Rogombo woman whose legs were broken and eyes gouged out
after she died so that she would not be able to do harm to the
living after her death. No accusation of sorcery had been
levelled against her since the Gamagai did not recognize the
possibility of sorcery being practiced by anybody within their 
tribe. (Numdi).
It is important to note that the clans (wo)men of the deceased 
man were never responsible for placing the body in the grave. 
Instead, the dead man's clansmen asked members of another clan to 
perform the burial duty.
The body of the dead man was buried not by his own clansmen 
but by members of one of the other Gamagai clans, specially asked 
by the dead man's clansmen to perform the burial duty. One 
explanation was that deceased's clansmen would be overcome by 
grief if they witnessed soil covering the body. (Numdi). y
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Another reason was that the clansmen, their numans distorted by 
sorrow, often attempted to make the grave bigger so that it would 
be more comfortable and also, to accommodate the clans (wo)men 
visiting after the burial. This, said Numdi, would have caused 
unnecessary disturbance and confusion. The use of the type of 
grave described above dates back to contact with the Europeans. 
Prior to this the body was left in a shallow grave covered with 
dry leaves, branches and earth, as well as fenced off against 
marauding pigs.
An important aspect of the hints movement was to make the 
relationship between the deceased and the living even more close 
and amicable than hitherto, by ascribing the ghost's function to 
one of the Catholic Saints so that they could be imagined as the 
intermediaries between the Gamagai and God. The saints were given 
a partial credit for the material abundance that the Gamagai had 
begun to ascribe to God's will (see Ch. 13) . The members of the
movement made it publicly known that instead of mourning and 
sorrow they wanted music and dancing at their own funerals since 
'they were going to see God' (Kints).
Although the Gamagai believed that the relationship between 
clans(wo)men continued even after their death, they nevertheless 
felt very sad when somebody died. Most of the elder Gamagai people 
had missing fingers. These had been lopped with stone axes at the 
funerals of clans(wo)men and other close relatives. The custom was 
forbidden by the Australian patrol officers and abandoned by the 
Gamagai in the '50s.
CHAPTER 5
THE NOTION OF PROMISE AS BASIS OF TRIBAL 
SOLIDARITY
5.1. Introduction
My informants often stressed that being a Gamagai meant not 
fighting another Gamagai even if one felt angry or morally 
indignant. One convoluted illustration of this principle was the 
case of Parka, a Gamagai who attempted to blow up the Manimbi 
clansmen's house (manga rapa) with dynamite "because he had heard 
that the clan's big man was 'a bad man'" (Kewa, Punk). This, they 
said would have never happened formerly among the Gamagai clans 
although it was considered acceptable in relationship with other 
tribes. Other forms of offensive behaviour, e.g. attempts at 
poisoning or causing harm by spells were considered unimaginable 
within the Gamagai tribe. Murder by poisoning was considered 
possible in relationships with the neighbouring Melpa speaking 
Hagen tribes, while harmful sorcery assaults could be expected 
from the Kopun or Maring people of the Jimi Valley (see Ch. 6).
The Gamagai's idea of individual freedom of action was 
circumscribed by their moral categories. The individual was 
believed to act within the parameters defined by the set of social 
categories to which he belonged.
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Although a Gamagai 'could not' poison another Gamagai he 'could' 
assault him/her with a weapon but he would not do so because he 
was bound by an oath or 'promise', prohibiting such behaviour. 
Women as wives were not thought to be bound by such a 'promise' 
because they mostly came from outside the tribe. Gamagai tribal 
ideology did not, however deal with the problem of the theft of 
personal items. This was considered and judged on an individual 
basis. The structure of moral categorisation was clan centred.
Hitherto I have presented the Gamagai clan as a moral 
category at the centre of the social universe. Here I will 
examine the Gamagai tribe as forming a moral category unto itself. 
In the next chapter I will introduce other horizons of the Gamagai 
moral universe: the neighbouring Hagen tribes, the Maring and 
Kopuns of the Jimi Valley, and the intermediate categories which 
transcend the main division, namely the 'food sharing' category, 
the 'moka relationship' category and the affinal relatedness.
5.2 The myth of the Gamagai origins
Gamagai ideas of 'possible' and 'impossible' offensive 
behaviour were based on the content of the promise or oath 
{mi: ik) ceremonially taken by the Gamagai clans to stay together. 
Its significance implicitly relates to the myth of the Gamagai 
origins and explicitly to the permanent possibility of tribal 
split as reinforced by the Gamagai historical experience.
From the late '40s and early '50s the Gamagai tribe was 
territorially devided into two groups.
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The Wahgi-Sepik Divide separates the Rulna and the Tigi 
Gamagai. Being a geographical obstacle to free human contacts 
between the two part of the same tribe it facilitated a degree of 
development of separate identity, although both divisions 
considered themselves a part of the same social unit, the Gamagai 
tribe.
In the Nebilyer Valley in a place called Gam lives another 
Gamagai tribe. These Nebilyer Valley Gamagai and the Tigi and 
Rulna Gamagai shared a common ancestry although they had not 
maintained any special links. The Rulna and Tigi Gamagais formed a 
splinter group from the Gam Gamagai and the tradition of their 
common descent was enshrined in a myth.
The myth also served to legitimatize cultural features of their 
social life.
The myth traces the wanderings of the Gamagai to the place 
called Tigi, situated on the slopes of the Wahgi-Sepik Divide some 
70 km away from their place of origin, Gam in the Nebilyer Valley. 
The date of migration can not be established but it seems likely 
that the events described in the myth happened at the time of the 
introduction of sweet potatoes into the area, some 300 years ago. 
This event was marked by a population explosion which resulted in 
migration from the centre of the valley to its outskirts (Golson, 
1982; Golson and Gardner, 1990) . The Gamagai migration to the Jimi 
Valley is a much later event which took place within the living 
memory of the elder Gamagai men.
5.2.1 The myth
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The myth tells of seven Gamagai brothers who were building a 
common men’s house (manga rapa) . Three of them, Moka, Koipa and 
Rumba were in charge of the construction of the central post 
(ruminj) . They had difficulties finding the right tree for the 
post and when they finally did bring one to the men's house, it 
was too short . The other brothers got upset with them and they 
started fighting. Moka, Koipa and Rumba left Gam as a result of 
this fight. They walked at night to avoid encounters with hostile 
tribes, stealing food from the gardens along the way. They caught 
a pig and wanted to kill and eat it but were warned in a dream by 
an eagle not to do so. They were told that they would meet people 
the next day to whom they should give the pig. They did as 
instructed and were given a lot of food in exchange. Moka, the 
eldest brother, was given a wife. The people who were so generous 
to them were called Kawelkas. They stayed some time with them 
until Koipa saw an eagle on the tree under which he was resting. 
The eagle dropped a poisonous snake from the tree which landed 
next to Koipa's string bag. The snake made its way into the string 
bag which in turn was picked up by the eagle and carried away.
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From this the Gamagai understood that the eagle was warning 
them that their hosts were going to poison them. They followed 
the eagle with Koipa's net bag in the beak which he eventually 
dropped near the Manimbi tribe. When they picked up the bag there 
was no snake inside but a kina shell. They gave this shell to 
the Manimbi who gave them in exchange food and shelter. The 
Gamagai noticed that the eagle had made a nest nearby with 
another eagle.
They understood from this that they and Manimbi should be like 
'two birds' living together in harmony.
One night Moka died and Koipa and Rumba decided to leave 
immediately. They were hungry so they dug out two sweet potatoes 
from the garden. They cooked them in the fire and tried to eat 
them but the potatoes turned into two round stones . Then they 
tried to put these stones into the string bag but the stones were 
so heavy that they broke the strings and dropped into the creek. 
In the place where they fell the water in the creek stopped 
flowing and created two lakes. They went without the stones, 
following the slopes of the mountain where the Tigi plantation 
was later founded.
Koipa noticed a place which was covered with distinctively 
lush grass and shrub growth. He dug in this place and found one 
of the two round stones which had fallen through their string bag 
and which they left in the water. Rumba found a similar spot with 
rich plant growth and a cordyline shrub. He dug in this place and 
found another stone which they had left. The brothers built two 
separate round houses around these stones. They spotted a wild 
pig near the mountain lake. They caught it but did not kill it and
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released it near the lake. The pig disappeared into the lake. 
Soon after, a big fish (ohma kaan) announced that as long as this
lake was full of water they would never be hungry.
In order to keep water in the lake they had to make
offerings of pigs on the shores of the lake. The two brothers
returned to their round houses and noticed sweet potatoes growing 
around it . They did not know how to dig them out . About this 
time a Kawelka woman came and married Koipa. She was the widow 
of the elder brother Moka. She prepared food for them and soon 
both brothers were looking good and their skin was shiny. They 
hunted birds of paradise and made themselves handsome head 
dresses. Soon a Manimbi woman came and married Rumba. Other women 
followed from the Tibugga and Willi tribes. The brothers did not 
have to pay any bride price because the women came of their own 
volition and refused to leave Rumba and Koipa's houses. The two 
brothers had a lot of children. Before they died they made their 
children promise that they would never fight one another. If they 
ever broke this promise the mountain lake would dry out and their 
gardens would dry out as well and they would starve (Kints, 
Rumba, Kuk).
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The Gamagai informants often pointed out that this 'promise' 
never to fight one another had to be upheld or the Gamagai's gardens 
would dry out. They renew the 'promise' in public ceremonies, and the 
last one took place in 1976, at the same time as the ceremony where 
the stone of El Mundanda, a female war spirit, was donated by the 
Gamagai to the Mabuge.
The three Gamagai brothers Moka, Koipa and Rumba, the heroes of 
the above cited myth, were referred to as kur nonimb (spirit 
phallus) or tumbuna in Tok Pisin, the ancestors whose exploits had 
provided a blueprint for the activities of their descendants. The 
example of the brothers who gave the pig to the Kawelka rather than 
themselves consuming it, and the fact that they were rewarded for 
their deed, was given as a rationale why the Gamagai do practice 
moka.
This was how the older Gamagai, e.g. Kult and Ruminj, answered 
the younger generation when they suggested in the early '80s that it 
would be economically more justified to butcher pigs and sell meat in 
Mt. Hagen shops rather than give them away in moka exchange and wait 
several years for a return (Dokta).
5.3 The problem of legitimation of the tribal social order
This myth was used as a basis for legitimizing various cultural 
activities but seemed to be weak since it was unconnected to more 
immediate experience. Unlike the clan ghosts (kur manga rapa) the 
three brothers as the tribal ancestors did
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not have any role in the Gamagai daily affairs. They could neither 
inflict suffering in the form of disease or death nor provide 
benefits in the form of luck as for instance, in a hazardous card 
game called laki. Unlike the clan ghosts, the mythic ancestors did 
not address themselves to the behavioural ethos connecting human 
striving, e.g. the development of a person's numan, with the personal 
and clan well-being. The myth appeals to tribal solidarity with the 
warning that the gardens would dry out if the descendants of Koipa 
and Rumba ever fought each other. This is balanced by the initial 
message of the myth, which states that the Rulna-Tigi Gamagai tribe 
originated out of a split from the main group in the Nebilyer Valley.
There were some grounds for apprehension that such dissent might 
also take place among the Gamagai in the '80s. The geographical 
separation of the two groups encouraged their growing differentiation 
in identity. There had also been a precedent in recent Gamagai 
history when a clan left the Gamagai tribe and joined the Dekapukai 
during a time of strife between the two tribes in the '50s. There was 
a palpable sense of apprehension among the Gamagai that such a thing 
might be repeated in the foreseeable future.
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This anxiety was more evident in:
i. Repeated assurances that the Gamagai were much better off 
and more successful as a tribe than any of their neighbours 
(Moga, Kuk);
ii. The staging for the first time of the 'all tribe Ambu 
Kur (female spirit) ceremony in order to express a sense of 
the tribe as a single ceremonial community;
iii. The frequency with which the threat of clan secession 
from the Gamagai tribe was used as a blackmailing strategy to 
win the upper hand in disputes. Those who used such tactics 
saw that such a threat did carry weight among the Gamagai, and 
hence could influence the outcome of disputes;
iv. References to the fate of a splinter group from the 
Mabuge tribe which ventured into the Jimi forest in the late 
'40-'50s, away from the main tribe and perished without a 
trace, destroyed by virulent malaria and other diseases.
These practical considerations had consolidated the rhetoric 
of the foundation myth in the Gamagai quest for ever more 
effective ways of creating a new form of tribal political unity.
The Gamagai clans had fought a war against the Kawelka in the 
'50s. This had undoubtedly created a special sense of tribal 
solidarity at the time (Rumba, Kints) . Following pacification, 
there had been a long period of peace. This had reduced the 
significance of the network of alliances between the Gamagai clans 
designed to provide mutual security in war time. In the absence of 
a power analogous to the power of the clan ghosts within clan 
sociality, the Gamagai tribe was held together by means of a 
cultural device, the 'promise' to stay together.
5 .4.1 Promises {mi: ik) as the basis for a social grouping
principle
Declaration of intent to do something was called a promise 
{mi: ik) . The Gamagai distinguished between two kinds of
promises:
i. a political, publicly declared promise {mi: ik nek eket 
ndormn) ('in front of many');
ii. private promises dealing with individual resolutions 
and declaring a wish to do something or to refrain from 
doing something (mi: ik rukur, 'to myself')
A political promise, mi: ik nek eket, might be a declared
desire to join a group or a reiteration of a desire to remain with 
a group and to perform the duties and submit oneself to 
obligations springing from membership of such a group. The above 
promises could apply to:
i. a desire to join the clan and adopt all the 
consequences arising from the fact of membership;
ii. the desire to accept a person into the clan with all 
the consequences of such acceptance;
iii. the desire expressed on behalf of one's own clan to 
either join or remain a member of the Gamagai tribe.
One form of mi: ik nek eket, called el mi : ik. ti mon ('no 
angry disputes’) was a promise made by two warring parties to 
cease hostilities during the peace ceremony. Such promises varied 
according to what sort of commitments the warring parties wanted 
to make towards each other. The promises ranged from a simple 
promise to stop fighting to a promise to abandon any sign of 
lingering suspicions towards each other, for instance, a suspicion 
that the enemy was trying to poison one when he offered a meal. 
The consequences of breaking a promise like this made between the 
Gamagai clans and the Dekapukai clans would be immediate death 
(Kints, Rumba).
Personal promises (mi: ik rukur) were individual 
undertakings to do something or refrain from doing something. They 
are made voluntarily and publicly announced. Such promises had 
self imposed time limits such as: "until the new church is built", 
or could remain valid ones' entire life as in the case of Nui who 
swore never to eat tinned meat. Individual promises are the basis 
for understanding public, that is political, promises. These 
latter had important social consequences, since they constituted 
the formal basis for the Gamagai tribal solidarity. They also 
formed an essential element in the relationship with the mission 
and the process of cultural interchange between it and the 
Gamagai.
5.4.2 Private promises (mi: ik rukur)
The private promises to do or not to do something were taken 
by Gamagai individuals at any time. A man who made such a promise 
would make its content public unless it was a secret promise (see 
below) . He should also divulge the intention of the promise he 
took. Accordingly individual promises can be categorised in terms 
of the criteria of different intentions:
i. made to achieve an end (nanga mi: kandrum);
ii made on impulse, without any particular end in
mind, to commemorate a special feeling or event in the 
life of the man who made the promise mi: ik ak 
tetem/mi : ik rukur kororn) (to commemorate death) .
The first is divided into two categories:
i. a. promise made to achieve the end which has been 
announced publicly (nanga mi:kandrum nek eket 
ndormn)
i. b. promises made secretly so that others would either 
not notice that the promise had been made, or they 
were purposefully misleading in order to disguise 
their real aim .
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5.4.2.1 Promises taken in order to achieve a particular end
(nanga mi: kandrum)
In the following case involving Ruminj, we have an example of 
this kind of promise. Ruminj, hint's son, in his late twenties, 
was married to Pink who was widowed by Ruk, hint's brother. In 
other words, she was his classificatory mother (FBW = FW = 
M) . He had two children by Pink: Bek, an eight year old boy, and
hina, a five year old daughter. Ping had an eighteen year old son 
by the first marriage, Peter har. Ruminj looked after har well,
building up his wealth in pigs and money so that har could give 
it as bride price. He defended har in the Village Court. When 
har left for the Enga nursing school in Wabag, Ruminj was very
much concerned about his safety and well-being. Ruminj managed to 
come up with the 200 kina for bar's school fee and board. During 
the farewell party on the eve of bar's departure, Ruminj made a
promise not to eat pig meat for the whole of bar's absence from 
Rulna, i.e. two years. hints followed Ruminj's example and 
promised not to eat taro for the same period. Ruminj also promised 
to 'watch the stones' to keep har safe.
Making promises was a sign of being either a recognized 
purwa wu (the clan-based big man) or somebody who has a legitimate 
aspiration to be such a man. This was the case with Ruminj. In 
addition, his concern for bar was well known among the Gamagai. 
They called him "bar's second father". This kind of concern for 
the welfare of other clansmen was a sign of strong numan and 
Ruminj's attitude towards har built up a reputation for him as a 
future purwa wu. The nanga mi: kundrum promise made by Ruminj
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met with approval from the Rogombo (Numdi, Dokta) . They also 
thought that it would enhance Kar's security while he was away 
from Rulna.
5.4.2.2. The ideology of nanga mi: kandrum promises
Nanaga mi:kandrum promises were believed to be independent 
from the power of clan ghosts (kur manga rapa) . It was pointed 
out that clan ghosts never venture away from their clan territory 
unless assisting the clansmen on short journeys. It was considered 
inconceivable that the ghost of Ruk, Kar's father, could leave 
Rulna for two years to protect his son. The ideological basis for 
Ruminj's attitude, however, can be better understood if one of the 
purwa wu functions called kung moka mong Letem is considered.
This means 'influencing the eyes of the recipients of pigs' 
in moka. This ceremony was mentioned earlier and is discussed more 
fully in Ch. 7 . The clan big man (purwa wu) performed a ceremony 
designed to influence the minds of the recipients so that they 
would 'see' the pigs given to them in a more favourable light. 
This practice was believed to involve direct communication between 
the numan of the donor purwa wu and the numan s of the 
recipients.
Communication between numans was considered to be one of the main 
things which bound clansmen together and did not extend beyond the 
clan relationships. Influencing the minds of recipients who were 
not members of the same clan was considered to be a very difficult 
task and one which required careful preparation. Now, all
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informants were of the opinion that the same principle underlying 
the practice of 'influencing the eyes' was also in operation in 
Ruminj's promise. However, the informants were divided as to how 
close an analogy one could draw between the two cases (Numdi, 
Ruminj, Dokta, Kewa)
Ruminj and Numdi believed that the nanga mi: kandrum promise 
made by Ruminj would help his and Kar's rtuman s to remain in 
contact despite the long distance separating them. Kar would be 
safer because he would have a greater alertness to the dangers he 
would encounter, and thus would be able to take the appropriate 
evasive action. Both informants could cite examples from their 
own experience when this sort of assistance from a distance had 
helped them to avoid injuries and probable death while they were 
away from Rulna.
Dokta and Kewa also thought that it was possible to assist 
Kar at a distance in other ways as well. They believed it was 
possible to influence the people whom Kar would be with so that 
they would be friendly and help him while he was away. To prove 
their contention they cited other examples of "mind control" 
exercised at a distance, such as in the pig-giving ceremony before 
moka, and the various methods for influencing people's emotions 
of agttraction at a distance.
A promise that one would deprive oneself of something, for 
instance a particular kind of food or activity, until a particular 
event happened was said to strengthen one's resolution to 
persevere with the project. It would make the numan strong for 
thinking and doing the project which a clansman had promise to
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accomplish. So the promise to do something serves the function of 
inner contract which a clansman was to fulfil if he cares about 
his reputation.
Promises of the form "if event A happens then I will do B" 
are called mi: ik tetem kandrum or 'doing and talking about 
something in the future' . The example of this kind of promise 
most often cited by the informants was: 'when the new church is 
completed I will get baptised’ (Nui, Wag, Rogopa).
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Commemorative promises (mi: ik ak tetem/mi: ik rukur korom) 
were made in response to great emotional traumas like the sudden 
death of somebody who was close to the person making the promise. 
The choice of self-imposed restrictions was related to the 
association the promising person drew between the event which had 
shocked him and the kind of food and activity he had promised to 
abstain from. Men who witnessed the death of their clansmen on 
the battlefield would often swear to abstain from eating marita 
pandanus nuts. Rumba had not eaten marita for about thirty years 
since his brother was killed by the Kawelkas. He cried whenever 
he saw cooked marita. (Rumba)
In 1976 Nui witnessed a car accident at Mt . Hagen in which 
the driver of one of the damaged cars was badly injured. Although 
he had not known the victim of this accident he made a promise 
not to eat tinned meat. Five Gamagai men promised not to eat 
tinned fish when they saw Pol Poia's body in the Mt.Hagen hospital 
(Numdi) . Three Gamagai men in their thirties promised to remain 
celibate after Moka and Pora died. Moka was diagnosed as having 
been poisoned by his wife who had prepared his food while 
menstruating. Pora died after he was seduced by a wild spirit 
(Tok Pisin, masalai) disguised as his wife.
Those who made self-imposed restrictions of this kind were 
not attempting to achieve any definite goal. The mi: ik ak tetem 
promises were traditionally practiced as an expression of grief in 
conjunction with the custom of finger lopping at funerals.
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Once a man had publicly made a promise he had to adhere to 
it if he wanted to be respected and considered a strong man with a 
good numan. Breaking a promise would expose one to ridicule. The 
mi: ik ak tetem (commemorative) promises made because of emotional 
stress involved food which was considered a luxury and was eagerly 
consumed in normal circumstances. As with the finger lopping this 
choice of food indicates that those who made the promise were 
looking for the strongest means of expression they had available.
During the period of Lent the Gamagai parishioners made
'mission promises' in church. The period leading up to Easter was 
traditionally used by the Catholic Church world-wide to encourage 
people to adopt some sort of austerity measures. For example Fr 
Jan declared he ’would not smoke during Lent. When the first 
missionary in Rulna Fr. Jan Bartoszek introduced the idea of self 
imposed Lenten restrictions there were already local precedents in 
the form of various promises. All parishioners made Lenten 
promises, but these always related to the food of little
importance and attraction. Nobody declared tobacco or tinned food 
because 'they liked it too much to be without it' (Ruminj, 
Numdi). The Gamagai used to explain the mission's demand for a 
self imposed penance during Lent by saying that 'by giving up 
food they showed that they were sorry for Jesus on the cross'
(Numdi, Dokta). It is obvious that there is a considerable 
difference between the importance of food given up during the
personally felt tragedies and the food renounced during Lent 
because of the death of Jesus.
We can understand the seriousness with which, on the one hand, the 
Gamagai treated the making of promises for themselves in contrast
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to the emotional distance which, on the other hand, as 
parishioners, they felt towards the religious message delivered by 
the mission. Lent and Passion were not internalised by the 
Gamagai. The Christian message was a long way from the realities 
of direct experiences like the loss of one's own clans(wo)man or 
the shocking experience of seeing the mutilated body of an unknown 
car accident victim.
5.4.3. The social significance of individually taken promises
As I emphasised above promises had to be made publicly. If a 
man refrained from eating something without being able to justify 
his abstention by referring back to a particular promise whereby 
he renounced this item of food, he could be taken to the Village 
Court and charged with conspiracy against his consociates.
The Gamagai believed that every promise they made and kept would 
provide them with additional power which they then had to direct 
according to the previously professed objectives. If, however, he 
did not reveal those objectives there was uneasiness among the 
Gamagai that this power could be used against the better interests 
of others. This belief becomes fully comprehensible when it is 
understood that making promises was considered an activity 
analogous to "watching stones" {ku kandrom) . The former was seen 
as pertaining to the tribe, but the latter to the clan. 
'Watching stones ' was a secret activity restricted to the clan 
and performed in the clan round houses . Members of other clans 
must not know about this activity or they could take the whole 
clan to court and charge it with secretly taking advantage of
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other clans. Making promises, on the other hand, was an 
individual activity which had to be done in the open in the tribal 
forum in that sense, a secretly made promise was as much a 
clandestine acquisition of power as "stone watching".
In the 1981/82 period there were five court cases dealing 
with promises made secretly or promises which purposefully 
disguised the intention . In one case Pela, Nurndi's wife, took him 
to court alleging that he was hiding some intention from her which 
he did not want to divulge.
She became suspicious when she noticed he avoided one kind of 
native vegetables in his food. She used this as the pretext for 
taking him to court although the issues involved were more 
complex, namely Nurndi was attempting to get another wife. There 
were five court cases all of which involved the members of 
different clans. There were no cases involving the members of the 
same clan. In one case, a man was accused of breaking a promise. 
Tip claimed that Kult had promised to help him with his moka 
plans, but had failed to keep his promise. In three other cases, 
there were charges that mi:ik ryng etep mon (avoiding 
participation in a common meal) promises had occurred. This 
accusation was a very serious one indeed. Avoiding participation 
in a common meal was a sign that one had committed an act harmful 
to the person offering the meal.
1 5 9
By eating and working together, tribesmen involved themselves in a 
relationship akin to the relationship which existed between 
clansmen. This meant that a wrongdoer would be punished by the 
ghosts of his own clan as if he had wronged his fellow clansman. 
In court cases involving accusations of secretively made promises 
there always was an additional suspicion that the accused might 
also have committed the crime of avoiding a common meal. In such 
instances the court would concentrate on the issue of what wrong­
doing the accused might be trying to hide.
Why does the issue of promises occupy so much attention in 
Gamagai society? To answer this question one must consider the 
importance of promises in preserving the cohesion and continuity 
of the Gamagai tribe as a political unit.
We are familiar enough with the structure of the Gamagai 
clan. The rules of relationship within the clan were based on 
empathy and mutual commitment, believed to be innately given to 
each member of the clan. No clans(wo)men needed either 
indoctrination or confirmation in the form of promises to partake 
of this relationship.
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However, neither the bonds of the tribe as a whole nor every 
membership in an individual clan were based on this total, 
'organic' descent. For example, among the Rogombo clansmen there 
were three men - Koip, Punk and Onk - who were migrants from the 
Kawelka tribe. They moved to Rulna through kinship connections 
and stayed among the Gamagai on a permanent basis. They became 
members of the Rogombo clan and shared all the duties and 
behavioural requirements which other clans(wo)men had towards 
each other. Their membership in the clan was based on the {mi: ik 
manga rapa depa tenta) promise. This promise was the formal basis 
whereby the outsiders were accepted into a Gamagai clan.
5.5 The promise of loyalty (mi: ik manga rapa depa tenta) to clan 
descent
Koip's wife Ko was a Gamagai from the Rogombo clan. When she 
died in 1976, Koip and his two sons Punk and Onk migrated to Rulna 
to live among the Gamagais . For the first two years, they lived 
in Rulna without joining any of the Gamagai clans. In 1978 they 
decided to make the mi: ik manga rapa depa tenta promise in order 
to become members of the Rogombo clan.
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They contributed a pig and the Rogombo clansmen contributed two 
pigs to the ceremony. The pigs were cooked in an earth oven and 
the clan ghosts (kur manga rapa) were called in to join in and act 
as witnesses. The promise was made by both parties. Koipa 
promised that he would not steal, commit adultery, or denigrate 
the name of any other Rogombo clansman. He promised to 
participate in moka exchanges and help collect bride prices for 
other Rogombo.
Punk was a young man in his early twenties and Onk was a 
teenager. They had to give the same promise, swearing on the 
tribal sacred item of power called mi:, which in the Gamagai case 
is the komparipa tree. Each tribe has a mi: item (Vicedom and 
Tischner, 1943-1948) . If anybody made a promise upon it and 
then subsequently broke it s/he would be killed by the mi:. Kints 
made a promise on behalf of the Rogombo that, if any Rogombo 
clansman ever said that Koip, Punk or Onk are not Rogombo clansmen 
but Kawelka, then they would get sick and would have to pay 
compensation.
Neither Kints nor Koipa had to swear on the mi: because they were 
considered to have a strong numan which guarantied the 
truthfulness of their promises (Kints, Ruminj, Numdi).
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To summarize: newcomers to a Gamagai clan did not have the 
legitimacy of common descent in it and so the mi: ik manga rapa 
depa tenta (clan promise) became the basis for their relationship 
to the clan which was then considered to be permanent. This clan 
promise as the foundation of clan solidarity for the men who did 
not share common descent was similar to the promises which lay at 
the heart of the Gamagai tribal organisation. This original 
promise to stay together, mi: ik pora pora tetem, was made in a 
ceremonial manner by all the Gamagai clans, paralleling the 
exemplary promise in the myth of Gamagai origin.
CHAPTER 6
THE MORAL STRUCTURING OF THE GAMAGAI SOCIAL UNIVERSE
UNIVERSE
6.1 Introduction
For the Gamagai clansmen all forms of relationships outside 
the clan were marked by what I shall call, social entropy, 
manifest in the physical deterioration of inter-human 
relationships whereby increasing violence and abomination become 
prevalent. (Fig 3 App.B)
Even a fleeting thought or a grudge or envy towards another 
clansman would show itself on one’s skin as a form of pathological 
change or would cause sickness, or even death. By contrast, when 
directed outside one's own clan, the same manipulative or acerbic 
thoughts were considered to be a normal element of the 
relationship with members of other clans within the tribe.
However, there was a limit on what kind of thoughts and 
ensuing actions were considered possible in relationships within 
the Gamagai tribe. The limit here was a homicidal thought and 
action. Although limited by comparison with the clan, this 
organic notion of intra-tribal relationships was appraised by 
insistent denials that a Gamagai would ever entertain a thought of 
homicide in respect of other Gamagais: "Impossible!" (Numdi,
Dokta). Indeed, in living memory there had never been homicide 
within the tribe. But this was due to the exercise of restraint 
and self-discipline in this kind of relationship.
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In the past entire clans had left the tribe but never in the wake 
of an internal violent armed struggle. This organic behavioural 
limitation was represented by comparing the whole of the Gamagai 
tribe to the particular kind of bird whose behaviour was 
determined by the species characteristics.
We, the Gamagai, are like those types of birds which never 
fight within their own flock" (Dokta)
However, it was possible to entertain such a thought in the 
relationships with the members of the neighbouring tribes. Since 
the Gamagai and the neighbouring tribes were already one flock 
consisting of 'different kinds of birds’ (Dokta), different 
inbuilt behavioural limitations obtained. This difference was 
articulated m  the styles of self-decoration, which extensively 
uses birds plumage, giving thus visible expression of the 
different avian identities of the Melpa tribes. In relationships 
with neighbouring Hagener tribesmen the level of behavioural 
entropy further increases. In this relationship the connivance, 
the manipulation, the self-advancements, the use of disguised 
objects of persuasions such as personal power stones and various 
aphrodisiac techniques to illicitly gain women's sexual favours, 
were considered to be an integral part of the relationship, as 
they were within the Gamagai tribe.
However, additionally, unlike within the Gamagai tribe, 
homicidal acts through direct violence or stealthy food poisoning 
were considered an admissible possibility as well. There was
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also as in the previous case, an organic limitation on the 
manipulation in these relationships.
Sorcery, destructive magical acts by spells, or cannibalism were 
considered ’'impossible" in this relationship . The reason for 
impossibility was the same as in the two previous cases, these 
kind of birds never do such things to themselves" (Dokta) .
Finally, relationships with the Jimi people were free of any 
restrictions. Murder, sorcery, cannibalism, and lycanthropy 
(changing into animal forms) in order to inflict harm were 
considered to be very real possibilities. Whereas the two 
previous kinds of relationships were reciprocal the relationship 
with the Jimi people, as far as potentiality for harm was 
concerned, was unilateral. The Gamagai clansmen were not able to 
inflict, though they wished they could, all those potential harms 
on the Jimi people as the latter were allegedly able to inflict 
upon them (Dokta).
These relationships constitute a system of 'moral categories' 
which had its spatial component. The entropy of relationships as 
increasing the possibility of behavioural disorder and abomination 
was proportional to the degree of spatial removal from that centre 
of observation, the Gamagai clan. Thus, the neighbouring Hagen 
tribes were physically-territorially and in amount of personal 
contacts more removed from a given Gamagai clan than other clans 
within the Gamagai tribe. And the Jimi tribes were more removed 
from the clan then the Hagen tribesmen, and so on.
From a man's perspective the clan is the centre of the 
social universe. The clan was and still is a vantage point 
from which he views all other forms of social grouping. In 
moral terms, the social world consisted of wamp/wu/ kai 
teninga, the. "good" people (our people) whom he could trust, 
and wamp/wu kit elpa, the "bad" people (outside people) whom 
he could not trust. There were different factors which 
might promote trust or distrust. Trust, for instance could 
be based on kinship relationship, descent, affinity, or on 
contract, such as 'food pacts' (see below).
A man would also classify every social grouping as either 
'good' or 'bad' depending on the formal relationship in which 
a given group stood with his clan. The members of those 
groups which were in wamp kai ('good men') relationship with 
one's clan were expected to do no harm, cheat, steal, or 
commit adultery. On the other hand, it was normal to expect 
this sort of behaviour from the members of the wamp kit ('bad 
men') social category. This kind of social codification was 
reciprocal. This classification was thus a form of social 
structuring which was not based on the individual's personal 
preferences or related to his sense of personal benefits. The 
clan to which the informant belonged was for him the basic kai 
(good) social category, despite any disappointments or 
frustrations he might experience within his own clan. Although 
there were precedents, breaking away from one's own clan was 
considered unthinkable by the Gamagais (Dokta, Ruminj, Numdi). 
The clan had various kinds of interactions with other kai 
and kit social categories.
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Each of the social categories of the Gamagai can thus be 
viewed as a moral category or a social category of moral 
generalisation. The Gamagai understood an individual's 
behaviour and motives in terms of the moral generalisation 
ascribed to him/her by the particular social grouping to 
which s/he belonged. To put this differently, every Gamagai 
informant would always view an individual's behaviour in 
terms of his group position because his perspective was always 
affected by the relationship of his group vis-a-vis the group 
to which the other individual belonged. All individuals were 
classified into 'good' or 'bad' according to criteria dictated 
by the group they belonged to and not according to 
specifically personal characteristics or stated motives of a 
particular person, regardless of his/hers clan affiliation.
Indeed, this categorisation did not reflect the informants' 
personal opinion about any concrete individuals.
6.2.1 Mbo wamp kai teninga , the "good people" category.
At night, when encountering a stranger in the dark whose 
identity was not immediately apparent, the Gamagai clansman would 
ask: "e nama, e wu kur mbo tenta", "who is there,are you a man or 
a ghost of my stock?".
An affirmative answer would be formulated: "I am of
your stock, do not be afraid", questioning aimed at 
establishing the precise identity of the stranger: "quimb
kular ohra ndur", "do I know your face?", followed by the
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confirmation: "yes, you know my face, e na nent mor (it is
only me), I am a 'good man' of yours" (na wu kai teninga). In 
a similar situation a frightened Gamagai, thinking that 
strange and unidentified noises are the calls of the ghosts, 
could also exclaim:
"purwa wuf purwa ma, na mbo kai wu teninga ", "honourable 
father, honourable mother I am our/yours, a good man, a man 
of your stock".
What the Gamagai clansmen understood by 'good 'was:
i.another clansman, a member of the same clan as himself, 
whether human or a clan ghost; 
ii.someone who had acquired a moral status equivalent to 
that of a clansman.
The latter category consisted of several groups:
a. the ceremonially accepted members of the clan, the wamp 
rapa depa tenta, who were immigrants and did not share 
descent with their co-clansmen, though they shared 
membership;
b. other Gamagai who were involved in 'food pacts' with the 
clansmen;
c. other Gamagai who were in a 'working relationship' with 
the clansmen;
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d. other Gamagai who were in a 'common meal eating 
relationship' with the clansmen;
e. people in a relationship of affinal kinship;
f. people in a moka relationship with the clansmen
The members of all other social groupings fell into the 
category 'bad', wamp kit . This meant both untrustworthy to 
deal with as well as fair prey in one's own dealings with 
them. The relationship was ostensibly based on an attitude of 
taking opportunistic advantage of such 'bad people'.
The Gamagai children were instructed by their parents 
that while dealing with these 'bad people' they should abide 
by the following rules:
1. do not steal pigs after the rain, because you will 
leave the foot prints in the mud and that will betray your 
identity;
2. do not bring the stolen pigs onto the clan grounds but 
hide them in a cave;
3. do not spread around good semen, meaning do not have 
sexual relationship with 'bad people';
4. and put aside some pigs for compensation, in case you 
are found out.
6.2.2 Wamp/wu kit , the "bad people" category
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This category is divided into the following groups:
i. some members of the Gamagai tribe, but not members of 
ego 's clan;
ii. members of the neighbouring Melpa speaking tribes;
iii. members of the Maring and Kopun tribes which dwell in 
the Jimi Valley.
Regarding the first group (i.), a man might legitimately 
expect to encounter the following types of behaviour:
a. being cheated in financial dealings;
b. having his personal possessions stolen;
c. attempts to coax his wife into an adulterous 
relationship with another tribesman.
From members of the neighbouring Melpa-speaking tribes 
(ii.) he could legitimately expect:
a. all of the above behaviour applicable to dealings with 
'bad' Gamagai tribesmen;
b. plus poisoning by toxic substances added to one's food.
From members of the Maring and Kopun tribes (iii.), the 
so called 'Jimi people',-- non-Hageners who speak an entirely 
different language, a Gamagai clansman might expect:
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a. all of the behaviour applicable to his Hagener 
neighbours;
b. falling victim to malicious sorcery
c. and being cannibalised by the Jimi sorcerers
(kum) who can turn themselves into an animal form, e.g. 
intestine eating worm.
Each of these categories shaped the way the Gamagai 
clans(wo)men viewed any individual they dealt with. The 
behaviour which, in the cIans(wo)men's eyes, characterised the 
members of the given category was phrased in negative terms, 
warning the clans(wo)men of dangers which could befall them 
while dealing with members of a given category. However, 
there was one way of lessening the risk of falling victim to 
hostile behaviour while in contact with members of 'bad 
people' categories, namely by creating special relationships 
with a person or a clan of such a category. The overall effect 
of such special relationship was to convert the expanding 
trajectory of entropy in the Gamagai social world into a field 
of positive sociality approximating to the ideal of the intra­
clan relationships.
6.3.1. The "mediating relationship" in the Gamagai culture
These relationships are called el mong kana nem ('seeing 
each other's arrows') or quimb kular kandor ('I know that 
face'), meaning that no bad intentions are held, only 
friendliness. One of the main functions of the purwa wu
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(clan-based big man) was to create these special relationships 
and thus extend the clans (wo)men1s social sphere of security.
By entering into a special relationship the Gamagai 
clansmen and their partners pledged to treat each others as if 
they were members of the same clan. Special relationships 
may be seen as a category of moral mediation since they had 
the effect of introducing a quality of familiarity and 
security into the tense and deliberately hostile social 
environment. Some of the features characteristic of these 
relationships were the adoption of special personal names used 
between the partners, sharing special food, a special code of 
signs and greetings. For the duration of the relationship the 
members of the new alliance referred to themselves as the 
wamp kai, the 'good people’.
With a special relationship the Gamagai claimed that 
they felt safe enough to eat and sleep without fear of 
assassination. They would turn to these relationships when 
collecting a bride price or money to pay compensation or when 
seeking allies in war time.
There are three types of mediating relationships by which 
a Gamagai clan might establish a special relationship with 
other Gamagai clans which fall into the 'bad people' category 
(i.) :
a. by performing jointly the Ambu Kur (fertility fe
male spirit) ceremony;
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b. by performing jointly the El Mundanda (war female 
spirit) peace ceremony;
c. by joining the same Christian denomination or becoming 
members of the same mission.
There are two kinds of special mediating relationships 
which a Gamagai clan could establish with the category of the 
Melpa-speaking neighbours (ii.):
a. the relationship of affinity;
b. the relationship of moka exchange.
There are not as yet firmly established mediating 
relationships between the Gamagai clansmen and the Jimi 
people. In the past this was attempted when the Gamagais gave 
a few pigs to the Kopon tribesmen and also, looked for 
potential wives especially because of low bride price. But 
this attempt yielded no result. An other Melpa speaking tribe, 
^he Mabuge, had marriage links into the Maring and Kopon 
tribes.
The paradigm of intra-clan relations based on the notion 
of descent is used as the basis for several kinds of special 
relationships. All of these involved explicit pledges to 
form an interpersonal relationship approximating the clan 
ideal (Fig 4 App.B ).
-' 3— 2---- WorkjLng together (kongon tenta etep) and eating
together (oka ryng tenta nornp) relationships
In these spontaneously created relationships the 
participants were compelled to obey clan-like moral 
requirements which prohibit stealing, cheating and committing 
adultery. These were implemented regardless of the will of 
the participants. It differed in character from the kunta 
kunta ryng, special food association described in the next 
section which was a more self-conscious association where 
participants swore to maintain a clan-like relationship.
The working together and eating together relationship 
obliged the participants to adhere to clan-like standards of 
behaviour for the duration of the relationship. When the 
projects were completed, the relationship and the behavioural 
obligations which had been in force while the projects were 
being carried out together became void and ceased to bind the 
participants. These two relationships, however, required no 
ceremonial oath of mutual loyalty to be taken on the mi:
(see Ch.5.5). Adherence to the prescribed behaviour was 
enforced by the threat of disease and death to anybody who 
might fail to abide by it. The Gamagai believed that 
misfortune would strike down transgressors through the power 
of their own numan. Thus the relationships were subject to 
self-regulation similar to popokl sickness (see Ch. 12; M. 
Strathern, 1968) .
Sickness or death resulting from the violation of working 
and eating together was called kongon ronom or oka ryng 
ronom, the working and eating together sickness. The
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propensity of these two special relationships to bring 
sickness upon the transgressor was used by the Gamagai as a 
checking trial when somebody suspected another Gamagai of 
wrong doing. Accordingly a man could coax the person he 
suspects of some wrong-doing into an eating or working 
together special relationship. If the suspect refused this 
would confirm that he was guilty of the deed. In other words 
the moral entailments of special relationships worked 
retrospectively, and could provide strong evidence in court. 
The same logic was the basis for a compensation claim against 
the sick person for his suspected misdemeanour.
There was a suspicion that Mokei from the Gamagai Pwentimbo 
clan had stolen Numdi's walking boots. Suspicion was 
increased in December 1981 when several Rulna Gamagai went to 
Tigi to attend a moka presentation to the Manimbi tribe.
Mokei's group had gone one day ahead of Numdi1s group. On his 
way Numdi spotted the boot-prints in the mud. In Tigi neither 
Mokei nor any other Gamagai man wore boots. Numdi attempted to 
invite Mokei to councillor Konga's house to eat together but 
Mokei declined. During ten days preparation which preceded 
the actual moka presentation Numdi attempted to join Mokei's 
group in order to share food in Mokei1s company. When he 
succeeded in doing so, he observed Mokei carefully for any 
signs of sudden sickness. This test did not produce the 
expected results. (Numdi).
6.3.3.____ The special relationship characterised by a specific
food (kunta kunta rynq )
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It is this relationship which springs into the Gamagai's 
mind when they talk about 'knowing each other's faces' 
(quimb kular kandor) associations. This relationship was 
forged individually among the Gamagais of different clans and 
did not involve the whole clans to which the members of the 
association belonged. Most importantly it could be contracted 
with any person within the Gamagai social universe. Therefore 
this relationship transcended all moral categorical divisions.
In former times when warfare was an integral part of 
Gamagai sociality the universal significance of 'knowing the 
face' ideology was most powerfully exemplified. The older 
Gamagai men had told me how in battles their lives were saved 
by a warrior from the enemy group because he knew their faces. 
In such a situation he told them: "Hey, I know your face; you
run and hide!". This also underlines the fundamentally 
informal, i.e. non-contractual character of the 'face to 
face' relationship upon which all, more formalised, 
contractual special relationships rest.
The specific food association chooses a particular food 
item by which the association members had to call each other. 
In the beginning of the '80s three food associations operated 
among the Gamagai:
a. the sweet potato association oka kai teninga;
b. the sago, sak sak, association
c. the biscuit, wopa, association
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The choice of food item was related to a particular event 
which metaphorically bound the members of the association. 
There was only one sago palm in Rulna. The tree was planted 
by Ruk, Kints's brother and Kar's father. Kar felt he was the 
owner of this tree because his father had planted it. This 
was in keeping with the Gamagai custom that each tree in Rulna 
was owned by a specific individual.
The owner of the tree also owned all the birds which 
nested in it. The most valued of these were the birds of 
paradise which would always stay close to the nest in which 
they had hatched.
The 'sago' association was made up of young unmarried 
Gamagai males. They had their meeting spot near the tree 
where they spent time in each other's company. They used to 
eat together in a makeshift camp and occasionally cooked a 
stolen pig in an earth oven. The members called each other 
rawa, the name of a palm which resembles sago. If anybody by 
mistake called another member by his regular name he had to 
pay compensation. The members often held hands in public and 
slept together in their hide-out, snuggled up beside each 
other's bodies. Any suggestion of homosexual behaviour was 
strongly denied (Puga, Kar).
There was a special sense of fraternity and trust among 
the members. In cases of theft, there was a strong belief 
among them that the culprit was not a member of the
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association to be blamed (Kar, Numdi). The rawa members had 
tattooed geometrical patterns on their left arms as the signs 
of their special relationship. This association was well 
established and had been on the Gamagai scene for a couple of 
years. Another similar group, the sweet potato (oka kai kunta 
kunta) association, was made up of married Gamagai men in 
their twenties and thirties. This association followed all its 
moral prescriptions, although it was not as publicly visible 
as the sago association which was made up of younger men 
(Numdi, Kewa).
The biscuit association consisted of the youngest Gamagai 
men, in their late teens or of pre-pubescent age. The choice 
of the name biscuit reflected the dietary tastes of this age 
category. The sense of special relationship in this group was 
emphasised during their spontaneously convened meetings by 
ceremonial consumption of wopa biscuits, a popular brand of 
crackers available in the Rulna grocery shop. The members of 
this association shared each piece of biscuit. Whoever called 
another member by his regular or Christian name had to buy a 
new wopa biscuit packet as a penalty. They were sharing 
private possessions, working together and going into the Jimi 
forest for hunting and adventure.
The food-based associations drew inspiration from the 
intra-clan pig sacrifice ceremonies attended by all the 
members of the same clan and from the manga rapa kung kametl 
ceremony. The latter was a meeting of the whole Gamagai tribe 
where all clans made a collective promise to stay together. A
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special food consisting of finely chopped pig liver and green 
vegetables was consumed during this ceremony. It, however, 
was not considered to be a 'food pact' (ryng kunta kunta) 
because its aim was not to create a new relationship with 
clan-like moral ramifications. In the ceremony in which the 
tribal relationship was re-confirmed by nonimb tenia kung 
kametl the liver consumption did not restructure the moral 
division of intra-tribal relationships. The clans, although 
committing themselves to stay together, remained mutually 
within the wamp kit ('bad people') category. The 
relationships of mistrust continued.
The symbolic value of food is fully recognized by the 
Gamagai. Various foods are treated in a ceremonial manner to 
emphasise the special relationship existing between those who 
participated in the consumption. There is an awareness among 
the Gamagai that the Holy Communion of bread and wine offered 
by the Catholic mission is also this kind of food (Mikel,
Kewa, Dokta).
In the Kints movement, the Holy Communion was identified 
with kandop kai mor, the ceremonial food used by the Gamagai 
associations to mark their distinctive identity. It was 
understood, however, that Holy Communion was open to the whole 
Gamagai tribe. Accordingly, Kints's movement or Kints's 
teninga kunta kunta ('strongly together') association was seen 
as a moral movement aimed at establishing a 'seeing each 
other's faces ' type relationship among all members of the 
Gamagai tribe (see Ch.13), which is concordant with the
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universal significance of this primordial relationship i.e. 
communion .
6.4.1_____The special relationships of the Gamagai with other
Hagen groups
There is a moral division between the Gamagai clan and 
the rest of the Hagen tribes. To put it in Gamagai terms, 
they had a wamp kit ('bad relationship1) with them and these 
were bridged through development of affinal relations 
(ambuwamp tenta) and the moka exchange (rnoka tenta) . Both 
had the cultural features of intra-clan associations (manga 
rapa tenta ) . Marriage was seen as a means by which a Gamagai 
clan and a neighbouring Hagen clan entered into a special 
relationship.
In the early '80s the Gamagai clan had to provide twenty 
pigs and two thousand kina as a bride price for a woman from a 
Hagen tribe. This was the opening price that had to be paid 
unless the strong commitment of the young woman to this 
marriage enabled the Gamagai clan to negotiate a lower price. 
Whatever agreement was reached on the amount of pigs and money 
to be transferred to the bride's clan, her own clan had to 
return half of the amount received. Half the amount returned 
had to consist of different pigs and bank notes from the ones 
given by the groom's clan. When the bride price had been 
exchanged both parties met for the meal of earth oven cooked 
pork. From then on, all the members of the two clans could 
visit each other without fear of harm. They were not
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permitted to lose their tempers with each other and could not 
denigrate the name of any member of either clan.
The form and significance of affinal relationships 
underwent a substantial change in the colonial and post­
colonial periods. But the existence of special relationships 
based on marriage connections remained a strong and attractive 
proposition.
The Gamagai clansmen continued to believe strongly that 
they were in potential danger while dealing with people 
outside their own clan. Every sudden, premature death was 
explained in terms of a violent assault. The prevailing 
concern of the Gamagai was to minimize the incidence of sudden 
deaths, seen as assassinations by poisoning originating 
outside the Gamagai tribe (Ch.12), and to minimise violence 
and theft among the Gamagai tribesmen.
The affinal relationship introduces the rule of exogamy 
on all the members of two clans linked by the marriage. No 
other marriages were allowed between the two clans. If any of 
their members engaged in a sexual relationship, he would incur 
the social stigma of being a rubbish man with low numan. 
Kints told me that a Gamagai man, Rama, had committed 
suicide in the 50s because he was distressed after a 
clandestine sexual relationship with his brother's wife's 
sister was discovered.
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Members of clans linked by marriage traditionally adopted 
new names when addressing each other.3
In most cases the adopted names were synonymous with the 
names they used in everyday situations. The Rogombo Gamagai 
clan had , for example, established an affinal relationship 
with the Kawelka Kopi through the marriage of Numdi and Pela. 
The following names were used:
the everyday name of Pela's mother (Kuril) was 
transformed into Jama; both names meant 'the sorcerer from 
Jimi'.
-Pela's father's name (Kapi) was transformed to Melipana; 
Kapi did not mean anything but Melipana meant 'planting 
the garden successfully', e.g. pana meli ronom 'making a 
garden' which grows good crops.
-Kapi' s brother Pri (stink, vomit) was called Danii (bad 
smell, odour).
-Numdi (the only survivor of the war) changed to Numka 
(no meaning).
-Kints (a cicada to be heard at night) changed to Waluwa 
(a kind of insect).
3 For the use of personal names between affines among the 
Kawelka Melpa, see A .Strathern,1982
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-Ruminj (a central post in a house) changed to Timka 
(another name for the central post).
-Koipa (a piece of sugar cane without leaves, the one to 
be planted) changed to Angdi (to plant a sugar cane, 
angdi pokoipa poranomon) .
Since Christian names were given in the baptismal ceremony 
this was seen as a way of entering into a special relationship 
with the mission, misin kai tenta . At the same time the 
custom of using new names in affinal relationships was on the 
wane. The reason given for this was that older people had 
difficulties remembering a person's many names, the regular, 
affinal and, to top it all, Christian.
6.4,2_____ The moral dimension of moka exchange, moka tenta
There was an awareness among the Gamagai that moka was 
not a sensible economical proposition (Dokta, Numdi). Visits 
to Mt.Hagen butcher shop made them aware of pork prices. When 
they saw a medium-size whole pig being sold for 380 Kina, the 
young Gamagai men calculated that they would be much better 
off selling their pigs at this price rather than exchanging 
them through the moka system. They knew that they would have 
to wait from two to five years before their investment was 
returned with double the amount of pigs given in the first 
place. This calculation led some young Gamagai to claim that 
moka is a rubbish custom. (Dokta, Punk, Kewa). However, they
explained their continued participation in moka by the fact 
that they found advantages in having the special relationship 
(moka tenta) created with a clan from another tribe. They had 
a secure place to stay and eat whenever they visited the area.
The reasons for visits could be many. The opportunity to 
meet marriageable women through the ritualised courting system 
tanim het (amb kenan) was often cited. The opportunity to 
exchange information was also valued. Furthermore, the 
Gamagai believe that a special relationship could develop an 
empathetic understanding which excluded non-participants and 
partly was marked by the use of special 'veiled speech' ( A. 
Strathern, 1979).
When the visitors from the Willi tribe came to Rulna they 
stayed with Numdi whose clan, the Rogombo, was in a moka 
relationship with them. One evening, there was a friendly, 
laughing conversation between the two groups. A young Gamagai 
man called Rot, from the Pwentimbo clan, also participated.
He claimed afterwards that he had not understood the 
conversation in Numdi's house, especially the figurative 
speech (ik ek), because he was not in a moka relationship 
with the Willi visitors. Rot's professed inability to 
understand the conversation was justified by the Gamagai 
belief that the meaning of the language is apparent only to 
the members of that special relationship (Numdi, Hints,
Dokta) . However, this meaning is immediately accessible to 
the members of the special association, and there is no need 
to scrutinise it.
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This idea was apparent in discussions about the language 
used by the Rulna Catholic and Lutheran missions. The 
Lutheran mission used the local Melpa language while the 
Catholic mission used both Pidgin and Melpa. The Gamagai
were all either Catholics or heathen, and they consistently 
claimed that they could not understand the language spoken in 
the Lutheran church. By the same token, the Lutheran Paige 
tribesmen claimed that they could not understand the language 
spoken in the Catholic church. Furthermore, the Paige claimed 
they could not understand the Rulna Lutheran sermons because 
they were not in a special relationship with the Rulna 
Lutheran mission.
In this context the fact that the Tigi Gamagai visited 
the Rulna Catholic church with confidence was ascribed to the 
notion that this mission was 'owned' by the whole Gamagai 
tribe, both Rulna and Tigi divisions. Therefore, they said, 
'one tribe, one mission'.
6.4 . 3.1____The Ambu Kur (female spirit) ceremony
Of the three special relationships with other Gamagai 
clans belonging to the 'bad people' category (see 6.3.1) two 
were experimented with in order to effect the transformation 
of the whole Gamagai tribe into the category of "good men"
(wamp kai) . One was the ceremony of the female spirit of 
fertility, the Ambu Kur, and the other was adoption of the 
mission on their territory.
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Through the celebration of the Ambu Kur ceremony it was 
possible to alter the status of social relations within the 
Gamagai tribe from 'bad' to 'good'. For a period of three 
days during the actual performance and for several months 
leading up to this performance a kind of clan-like 
relationship was extended to embrace all the tribesmen (Numdi, 
Dokta).
The Gamagai conducted the Ambu Kur ceremony for the
first time in 1967, a year after the Catholic mission founded 
its permanent station in Rulna. In the early 60s the 
Gamagai performed an El Mundanda, (female spirit of 'war 
alliance) ceremony. On that occasion the El Mundanda stone 
figurine was presented to the Mabuge, the Gamagai's allies in 
the war with the Dekapukai. The presentation was performed by 
the Rulna Gamagai. The Tigi Gamagai clans did not fully 
participate in this ceremony. The first ceremony in which all 
Gamagai clans, both from Rulna and from Tigi took part, was 
the celebration of the Ambu Kur ceremony.
6.4.3.2 The effect of Ambu Kur ceremony on tribal 
solidarity
In the early '80s informants spoke about the ceremony as 
the source of their material and cultural success. The other 
Melpa speakers in the Jimi Valley, the Paige and the Mabuge, 
had had no experience with this cult (see A. St rathern, 1979)
The Gamagai felt superior to them in every respect and they
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credited their success to the Ambu Kur (Moka, Numdi, Kewa, 
Konga) . The informants cited the number of pigs and boys born 
in recent years and the fecundity of their gardens as 
confirmation of their claim that the Gamagais were 
experiencing a time of abundance. Apart from ascribing the 
reasons for their prosperity to the establishment of a special 
relationship with the Ambu Kur, the informants also emphasised 
the significance of the establishment of the concomitant 
special relationship within the whole Gamagai tribe.
According to the Gamagai it was the Ambu Kur who had chosen 
them not vice versa. The informants recalled that in 1965, the 
year the mission was set up in Rulna, the Gamagai were visited 
by a beautiful woman (kundr, denotes also colour white) with 
red skin and long wavy black hair. The mysterious woman was 
seen by several Gamagai men inquiring about some Gamagai big 
men. The men she reportedly asked about were Kasper Konga, 
Kult, Kuk and Malta, all of whom were young Gamagai big men 
(wu kopong) . She wandered through the area for several months 
until she approached Malta and led him to the montain forest 
above Mt.Kiluwa. There before his eyes, she turned into a 
stone figurine which he picked up and carried to his 
ceremonial house (manga rapa) .
Malta himself remained in permanent communication with 
the Ambu Kur. The informants insisted that the stone figurine 
was the Ambu Kur herself. While admitting that, to the best 
of their knowledge, the Ambu Kur held in Malta's ceremonial 
house for almost a year was a stone figurine, they,
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nevertheless, described her with all the tenderness one would 
expect to be reserved for living human beings . In their words 
the Ambu Kur had 'everything a woman should have’ (Malta, Kuk
) •
Additionally, Ambu Kur considered herself the wife of 
’all Gamagai men' and she felt in a position to give them 
orders as to how they should behave so as to appease her 
anger. She explained what the ceremony should look like, where 
to stage it and what construction had to be erected at the 
site of the ceremony. Malta also reported that she was 
'jealous' of her Gamagai husbands' human wives and required 
from the married men that they observe certain taboos while 
dealing with women.
The men were not allowed to sleep with their wives, cut 
fire wood for them, or share with them any food cooked in 
ashes. Ambu Kur instructed the Gamagai men that they should 
pay some 'bride price' to the Ugni tribe because the Ugni men 
' gave her away ' to the Gamagai men. The bride price was 
going to be a hundred pigs and four thousand Kina. This 
amount was considered 'small' because it had been she who had 
initiated the relationship and come to live with the Gamagai 
men.
When a woman initiates a relationship and comes to live 
as a wife with a man it is a sure sign that he is a purwa wu. 
By setting herself as the wife of all Gamagai men, Ambu Kur 
was hinting by analogy, that the collective status of all men
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was like that of a clan purwa wu. By drawing this analogy she 
was extending a clan-like cultural environment throughout the 
framework of the whole Gamagai tribe. This meant that she was 
demanding that a special relationship be established among 
the tribesmen for the duration of the whole ceremony. The 
Gamagai referred to this special relationship with the Ambu 
Kur and among themselves as Ambu Kur-wamp kai teninga kunta 
kunta, the 'good relationship of Ambu Kur with the men'.
This arrangement had conferred the behavioural framework of 
the clan upon the whole Gamagai tribe.
The development of these clan-like bonds within the whole 
Gamagai tribe meant for them that they now had complete 
licence in their dealings with the non-Gamagai neighbours.
That is, the Gamagai could now steal from them, copulate with 
their women and pillage their gardens with impunity, since 
those trying to defend themselves from such rampant Gamagai 
whims would be annihilated by Ambu Kur. In this newly 
established vision of their own unity and 'goodness' the 
outsiders became unified into a totally negative category 
deprived of the humanness which the Gamagai for the time being 
reserved for themselves.
According to my informants the Gamagai were now not 
permitted to steal, cheat or commit adultery among themselves 
but they were free to indulge in all of these activities with 
total impunity in the neighbourhood. This "free for all" 
vision of the outsiders was considered legitimate from the 
time when the construction of the three bamboo walls was
completed at the site of the ceremony until it was actually 
performed over three days, some three months later. The price 
of the maximum internal order was the break-down of whatever 
order was obtaining between the Gamagai and the outsiders. 
Although it is hard to assess the actual practice of this 
license, my informants claimed that they stole large numbers 
of pigs, raped some women, and helped themselves copiously to 
the gardens of their neighbours.
During the ceremony, only the wu koponq, the tribal big 
men, had the right to enter the sanctuary behind the third 
wall. There were eleven men qualified to stay in the 
sanctuary. They stayed there for several days before the main 
festivities and for three days during the actual ceremony.
Among those in the sanctuary were the Ugni tribal big men 
who instructed the Gamagai on procedural matters. While 
confined there, they all spoke only in a 'special language’ 
which was neither the Gamagai nor the Ugni language. The 
Ugni were a Baiyer River tribe. It was believed that the 
special language used was the language of the tribe which had 
first performed the Ambu Kur ceremony in the Nebilyer Valley 
(Numdi, Kuk, Malta). For example, kabonq replaced the Melpa 
word ku (stone), wantep for the Melpa de (tree), eltep 
for the Melpa nu (water), baanbi for the Melpa puqa 
(cordyline plant), ruprapri for the Melpa konda (thongs),
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and so on.
For the duration of the Ambu Kur wamp kai petimon, the 
special relationship embracing the whole category of the 
tribe was in effect and there was a prevailing sentiment that 
the Gamagai were like 'a single man' and that 'all the fences 
stayed intact'. After the ceremony the Gamagai studded their 
own language with the Ambu Kur words to indicate chat 
although the ceremony was over the wamp kai, special 
relationship, among them remained. This was considered to be 
as important a reason for their prosperity as the direct 
influence of the Ambu Kur herself. (Numdi, Ruminj, Kints) .
For the Gamagai the moral category "clan" also used a 
correlative on the economic level which the Gamagai associated 
with abundance and prosperity. There was a tangible feeling 
of excitement in the air when informants recalled the past 
Ambu Kur ceremony.
Their descriptions were punctuated with exclamations to the 
effect that 'If you think that our gardens look good now, you 
should have seen them then when all the Gamagai men were like 
one man'. Access to the Ambu Kur sanctuary was prohibited to 
women and the sanctuary itself was called Ambu Kur manga 
rapa, the Ambu Kur clan house. The Gamagai used to express 
regret that the special relationship they had had during the 
ceremony did not survive for a long time. They blamed 
themselves for that failure, claiming that the reappearance of 
theft and adultery within the Gamagai tribe after the Ambu 
Kur festival was over destroyed the pan-tribal wamp kai 
petimon ("good people') relationship. They also partly blamed 
the fact that they had to part with the Ambu Kur which the
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Kawelkas were waiting for. Once she left the Gamagai tribe 
their numans were not strong enough any more to make them 
sustain the tribal unity. They started to think again about 
clan matters only and the relationships between clans in the 
tribe returned to the wainp kit ('bad people') .
During my fieldwork the Gamagai often expressed regrets 
and recriminations over the fact that they could not retain 
the unity. On these occasions they often quoted approvingly 
the mission teaching that 'we will go to hell if we do not 
improve our behaviour'. However, they saw this not as a 
universal precept but as applying only to the realm of their 
tribe. Therefore it became thought of as the condition for the 
achievement of tribal unity, emphasised as such by the Kints 
movement.
The themes of Ambu Kur and the mission were often 
interwoven. Indeed, there were many analogies between the 
effect of Ambu Kur on Gamagai culture and the effect of the 
mission. The presence of Ambu Kur induced them to establish 
a special relationship amongst themselves and the presence of 
the mission had a similar effect. Both the mission and Ambu 
Kur were seen as indirectly beneficial to the Gamagai. Since 
the moral category of the clan was closely associated with the 
moral demands placed on them by the mission, the Gamagai often 
said that the mission presence 'made their garden grow'.
This close association in the Gamagai mind between material 
prosperity and the mission presence is an important reason for
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their cultural dynamism. It also explains a great deal about 
Gamagai politics.
The alleged influence of the Ambu Kur and the mission 
on their well being was considered a subject of great secrecy. 
On no condition was anybody allowed to divulge this secret to 
anybody from the neighbouring tribes. This explains the 
determination with which the Gamagai tried to restrict access 
to the mission to their own tribe only. They achieved this by 
first manoeuvering the Mabuge out of the parish, and then, by 
preventing the Paige from joining the Catholic mission. One of 
the main ideas behind the grass roots movement which Kints set 
up was this belief that the presence of the mission could be 
exploited to produce tangible economical results which would 
put the Gamagai in front of their neighbours.
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CHAPTER 7
BIG MEN IN THE GAMAGAI SOCIETY
7.1 Introduction
A peace promising ceremony which I saw in 1982 is 
traditionally held by the Gamagai to mark the end of hostilities 
between two tribes. This occasion brought together three kinds of 
big men : the clan big men, purwa wu , the big men of the tribe,
wu kopong, and big men of the mission, wu myn. The
differentiation of the leaders into these three categories reveals 
the present structure of political power and influence in the 
Gamagai tribe.
The peace promising ceremony was an occasion for all three 
categories of big men to play active roles. Other occasions 
seemed to require the involvement of one type of big man only, 
although the understanding of which type pertained to which sphere 
of sociality (clan, tribe, mission) was somewhat indeterminate. 
Informants sometimes attributed to them overlapping roles and 
sometimes just confused them. On the whole, however, the 
distinction in the functions of these three kinds of big men 
could easily be perceived.
In ceremonies like the Ambu Kur or the El Mundanda which 
involved the whole Gamagai tribe, clan-based big men like Kints 
did not play an active role at all. They did, however, play a 
vital role during the moka preparation, deciding on the exchange
strategies, selection of partners and timing. They also inspected 
the appearance of the donors' bodies and tried to influence the 
minds of the receivers.
But the clan based big men traditionally withdrew when the 
time came for the loudly delivered orations accompanying the pig 
presentation. This part of the moka ceremony and the orators' 
speaking on behalf of the donors and recipients were respectively 
called de olga moka and de olga wu. The orators were recruited 
from among the tribal big men {wu kopong) , the boisterous, 
ambitious men without much prestige within the clan but who, 
nevertheless, kept a disproportionately high profile in relation 
to their actual position within the Gamaqai society. The boastful 
assertions that they were the 'organisers of the moka' (Tok Pisin, 
"mipela papa bilong dispela moka") was often met with derision and 
remarks such as: "The noisy squealing of the tethered pigs is as 
important for the general moka effect as is the big men's loud 
speeches" (kung de olga el ik) . The Local Government officials, 
court magistrates, councillors, committees, and police officers 
belonged, in the Gamagai eyes, to this category of big men.
Confusion developed when the kiaps, Australian colonial 
field officers, having recognized the importance of the clan based 
big men, appointed them as the administration executives on a 
tribal level, the luluals and tultuls. (Tok pisin) . Both Kints 
and Rumba were in their early ' 30s when they became regarded as 
purwa wu in their respective clans and were subsequently installed 
as luluais by Australian patrol officers.
Later, in 1965, when the Catholic mission opened a permanent 
station in Rulna, hints was appointed by Fr. Jan as the chief 
church leader and was supposed to be a liaison officer between 
the mission and the Gamagai tribe. Both hints and Rumba failed in 
all their government and mission imposed roles. After some time 
spent in these jobs they requested to be relieved from their 
duties. Their erstwhile nominations were considered by the 
Gamagai to be an example of a cross-cultural misunderstanding and 
reminiscences of this provoked laughter even decades after the 
event (Numdi, Dokta). The informants pointed out that hints, who 
was widely credited for attracting and negotiating the mission's 
settlement in Rulna, could hardly be expected to even remember the 
name of Jesus Christ, " this man on wooden cross", as they 
paraphrased him. hints confirmed this insinuation without being 
unduly coy about it .
The catechists and the church leaders of the 1980s did not 
carry much prestige in Gamagai eyes. They were considered 'not 
very big tribal men' (wu kopong rukting ) . The attitude towards 
them could be gleaned from their poor scoring in the much 
contested election for the Gamagai councillor in 1982 (see below) 
and from the reluctance of ambitious men to take the position of 
the mission official, although they all wanted to hold a 
governmental position in Rulna.
The only man in Gamagai memory ever to combine the 
prerogatives of the clan-based big man, the tribal big man and the 
leading position within the Rulna Catholic parish was Pol Poia. 
With his sudden and premature death the three categories of big
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man became once more associated with different attitudes, personal
styles and systems of values (see on his case in Ch. 8).
Pol Poia effectively articulated the structural changes in 
the Gamagai culture influenced by the mission, namely the 
transformation of the clan based 1conf1ictless ideology', which 
applied primarily to the clan, into pan-tribal ideology. This 
transformation was further carried on by the Kints movement. The 
shifting character of the different categories of big men, 
particularly the shift in the cultural relevance of Kints, 
hitherto operating in the Rogombo clan, has to be articulated in 
the perspective of this transformation.
7.2.1_____The characteristics and the role of the clan based big
man (purwa wu)
The wu purwa or wu nym was seen as drawing his strength for 
action from within through his own work (kongon) . This work 
consisted of 'watching stones 'and undertaking dangerous and 
demanding actions. The dominant image of the wu purwa was that 
of autonomy and emotional stability which could be translated as a 
'man for himself', 'growing himself', 'working out himself'. The 
word purwa means "autonomous with his stock". This refers to 
someone who raised the pigs , had a stock with which he gave 
sacrifices . 4
4 Early missionaries in the Highlands used the word purwa to 
denote God. They called Him Purwa. The analogy, I think, was 
probably between the English word Lord as in landlord/master and 
Lord as in God. To pursuit this similarity further, in many 
Slavic languages "Gospodin" means estate master, a household 
master, an owner of a farm or the head of a farming estate, as
When in distress or pleading for help the Gamagai addressed 
the most important clan ghosts namely their deceased fathers and 
mothers, with the words purwa pa or purwa ma before uttering 
the plea. This can be translated as "the respected, powerful 
father and mother ".
The clan-based and the tribe-based big men did not entirely 
limit their activities respectively to the clan and the tribe. 
They also crossed these domains, although they retained the style 
of action which predominantly corresponded to the mode of social 
relations pertaining to each of them. The exploits of a purwa wu 
gained him the reputation as a hero (cf.Sahlins, 1963) all over 
the tribe. However, it was the clan and not the tribe that 
remained the power base for the purwa wu.
Apart from their role in the moka exchanges , traditionally 
the most reputable purwa wu men were asked to mediate in the 
inter-clan disputes. A big man who succeeded in such a role was 
called wamp/wu pagla itim , 'the man who mends fences' or wamp/wu 
pagle etem , 'the man who keeps fences strong' . This rhetoric 
clearly suggests that the Gamagai clans saw themselves as 
distinctive social and political entities separated from each 
other by metaphorical fences.
This figuration of the clans as distinctive territories with 
well-defined borders carries on to the role of the tribal big men
well as God. As for instance in Russian and Serbo-Croatian . The 
Polish equivalent is "Gospodarz" or Pan.
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who are called wu wapra , a man who does not have his own garden 
but eats from gardens made by others. The other name for these 
tribal big men , wu kopong meaning a "man with a beautiful body, 
with gently curving muscles padded with fatty tissue, obtained at 
the expense of other men's bodies", implies an image of the tribal 
big man as a parasite. Indeed, the tribal big man was often 
characterised by my informants ( Numdi, Dokta) as someone who " 
builds his strength by taking portions of strength from other 
tribesmen ". This contrasts sharply with the image of the clan 
based big man who 'grows his strength within himself '.
7.2,2_____The functions performed by the purwa wu
The clan-based big man used to perform and was responsible 
for certain services within the clan. These can be divided into 
two sets of activities:
I. relating to the political interests of the clan, such as:
a. planing the moka strategy, supervising its preparations, 
attracting the co-operation of other Gamagai clans in the 
project, inducing favourable moods among the recipients by 
performing the manga rapa moka nenim teken ceremony on the eve 
of the moka presentation;
b. manipulating the mood surrounding the moka presentation, 
kung moka pint itim kundop, by orchestrating a campaign of 
rumours and surprises in the form of unscheduled pig 
donations, so that the receivers' anxiety preceding the moka
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would be changed into exhilaration and satisfaction; even 
distribution of the pork meat on the eve of the moka;
c. creating alliances by arranging marriages;
d. ensuring the bride prices;
e. arranging the resources for compensations which were to 
be paid either to other Gamagai clans or to the members of 
other tribes;
f. making promises on behalf of the clan at an intra-tribal 
forum;
g. making promises of good will during the peace promising 
ceremony on behalf of the clan, after the feuding parties 
ceased hostilities;
h. the distribution of wild-growing wee fruits;
i. manipulation of the daytime and temperature according to 
the needs of travellers;
j. protection of the clan territory against the wild 
spirits and the sky spirits;
k. protection of the clan members against clandestine 
assassins' penetration into the clan territory;
II. activities of caring for health within the clan such as:
a. providing pigs for the sacrifice dedicated to the clan 
ghosts in order to solicit their good disposition towards the 
clanwo/men and their cooperation in the clan's ventures;
b. intervening with the ghosts inside the ghosts' house in 
the case of a severe illness of one of the clan's members;
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c. sacrificing pigs or birds in the coffee gardens on 
behalf of a sick clanswo/man in cases of not so serious 
diseases;
d. identification of the reason for the ghosts' displeasure 
which had resulted in the sickness of a clan member.
The ability to perform functions j. and k. (described fully
below), called ant ambrum (controlling the sun/time) and mi:ughl 
(protecting the clan from enemies), was an every-day manifestation 
of purwa wu powers. In Gamagai eyes the very fact that a man was
performing those services for the benefit of a clan member was due
to him being a powerful purwa wu and, correlat ively, he was a 
powerful purwa wu because he performed them. Without special
qualities of numan a man 'would not be able, it was believed, to 
master the techniques enabling one to perform these practical 
tasks. Consequently, a divided opinion as to whether an aspiring 
clan big man was able to perform such tasks or not revealed the 
uncertainty about his social status within the clan. Each clan had 
somebody who was either considered a purwa wu or an aspiring 
purwa wu, termed a purwa wu pang pang a 'small big man', 
performing some of the above listed tasks.
The ant ambrum and manga rapa mi: ughl powers could not be 
learned and claims that a man was able to perform these tasks, if 
not substantiated by the fact that his clansmen accorded him the 
status of purwa wu, would invite derision and public ridicule. In 
this sense, regardless of the power of his numan, a man's
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possibility of becoming a purwa wu was ultimately determined by 
other clansmen.
This vital association of big man status with the ability to
practice ant enymon and manga rapa mi: ughl had important
consequences for my observations. These practices were easy to 
observe. Because of their tangible, qualitative nature the men who 
performed them were easy to be named although the ability to
control time, heat and to protect the clan from enemies were not 
the actions which ultimately characterised the purwa wu men. 
These activities were only the corollary of the man's personal 
prestige which was rooted in clan values. When the status and
prestige of a clan based purwa wu , such as Kints, grew throughout 
the whole Gamagai tribe, this was manifested in him being asked to 
perform ant ambrum and manga rapa mi : ughl for the whole Gamagai
tribe. Hitherto, he had performed these tasks exclusively for the 
benefit of his own Rogombo clan.
7.2.3.1____ Influencing moka recipients' perception of the size
and health of pigs
A single clan was a basic moka organising unit, led by its 
purwa wu credited with the planning of the moka strategy, choosing 
the exchange partners, assessing the number of pigs and the timing 
of the presentation. The moka initiating clan might have thought 
it beneficial for its interests to broaden its base and forge 
alliances with other Gamagai clans in order to present a bigger 
number of pigs.
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Such a manoeuvre would in turn force the receiving clan from 
the neighbouring tribe to forge their own alliances in order to 
absorb the now increased number of pigs due to be given by the 
coalition of donating clans. Some small clans, e.g. Pwentimbo, had 
never been the moka initiators. They routinely joined another 
Gamagai clan led by a reputed purwa wu in order to benefit from 
his performance.
The clans united around a famous purwa wu were called
"birds of one nest", implying the equality of all the united clans 
( Numdi). The union of different clans was organised for a
concrete purpose only, e.g. a particular moka presentation. In 
such a case the occasion was imposing a special relationship among 
the members of this union, making it moka manga rapa (moka one 
house) . During the period of preparation and the moka performance 
itself, all the participants were under an obligation to maintain 
an attitude towards each other which normally characterised the 
intra-clan relationships. This notion was believed to be the 
prerequisite for a successful moka presentation. This required an 
elaborate preparation, part of which was moka kandrum (the action 
of 'influencing the recipients' perception).
7.2,3 . 2_____Kints ' performance of moka kandrum during the
night vigil preceding the moka presentation to Tibugga 
Orimbo
In October 1981 the Gamagai Rogombo clan gave the moka to the 
Tibuga Orimbo clan. The moka ground was situated in a place 
called Kungara, near the recipients' territory.
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The Rogombo pigs were transported to the ceremonial grounds a 
couple of weeks before the actual presentation. The Orimbo 
receivers were obliged to feed the pigs and those Gamagai who 
tended them for the whole time preceding the moka presentation. 
However, the receivers were forbidden to see the pigs earmarked 
for them. The pigs and the Gamagai minders lived in a nearby
forest. From their hide-out they occasionally visited the
households of Orimbo receivers, passing on the information about 
the number of pigs, their physical shape, number of sows among 
them, and the likely time of the actual presentation.
The pig minders were the Gamagai women and trie young men who 
did not play an important role in the moka preparations. They 
nevertheless had a role which was called kung moka ik myn,
(talking in a confusing manner about the moka). Their function 
was to spread misinformation and anxiety among the receivers with 
remarks which occasionally planted doubts in their heads as to 
whether the expected moka would eventuate at all. The intended 
strategy was to torment the receivers with hints of how little was 
in stock for them. A successful misinformation campaign should 
ideally have resulted in such a lowering of expectations among the 
receivers that confrontation with the reality on the day of the 
presentation would bring them nothing but pleasant surprises.
This strategy was directed by hints from Rulna and in this 
particular case it involved clandestine transports of sweet 
potatoes to the forest hide-out to create the false impression 
that the number of pigs hidden in the forest could be sustained by
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only a small amount of food requested by the Gamagai from the 
receivers, the Orimbo. Moreover, the misinformation was augmented 
by the action called moka kandrum (influencing the perception of 
the receivers) which characterizes the donors-recipients 
relationship.
The members of the same clan can communicate to each other their 
wishes and needs in a non-verbal manner (Ch.3).
This now extended to the allies in the moka as well, because 
they form a clan like relationship. On the eve of the planned 
presentation Kints and his Rogombo clansmen killed a small pig and
cooked it in an earth oven inside the clan's round ceremonial
house. After the feast the clan power stones, kept inside the
house, were dipped into pig grease and painted red with ochre.
They were placed in a hole in the ground inside the round house 
where the pig had been cooked. The clansmen sat around the stones 
and conducted the stone watching (ku kandrom/ka:nt) . This 
process, consisting of sitting still inside the house, interrupted 
by an occasional cough and tobacco smoking, lasted a couple of 
hours . Then all the participants went outside the round house 
and encircled it three times, striking the walls with red 
cordyline leaves. Kints spoke words to the following effect: 
"the eyes of the Orimbo must see our pigs as big and fat; they 
must enjoy the sight of our pigs and feel overjoyed and surprised; 
they will remember this feeling and will become our allies and 
will return to us many big pigs when the time comes to repay the 
debt" .
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After this incantation red branches of cordyline were 
inserted into the woven walls of the round house and the Rogombo 
clansmen returned inside again. They stayed there till next 
morning, sleeping and watching the stones. To have the desired 
effects this series of actions had to be performed by a purwa wu. 
The confirmation of the efficacy of this method would be visible 
when the receivers started to show their joy and appreciation upon 
the presentation of the pigs. hints' reputation as a moka 
organiser specifically referred to his ability to successfully 
perform the moka kandrum (influencing).
The informants stressed emphatically that it. was the strength 
of hints's numan which achieved the effect, not the power of the 
stones alone nor the power of incantation. This was in accord with 
the Gamagai view of all similar activities, which they claim not 
to be magical. The Gamagai pride themselves of never practicing 
such rites which, in terms of their own understanding, might be 
construed as 'magical rites'.
They said that "dancing or singing in order to induce or divert 
rain was a futile activity", "fucking the wind", in which the Jimi 
Valley dwellers, Kopuns and Maring, indulged. The Gamagai laughed 
at the idea that in some parts of PNG people can purchase magical 
spells, for it is the power of numan that produces desirable 
effects and not the accompanying spells.
This explanation is also corroborated by the fact that there 
are no sorcery accusations in Rulna either within the Gamagai 
tribe or in relationships with the members of the neighbouring 
Hagener tribes. The accusations of poisoning which were
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occasionally directed against the neighbours of the adjacent tribes 
referred unambiguously to poisonous substances concealed in food, 
most commonly 'car battery acid'.
The reason for the secrecy of the moka kandrum activity was due 
to the fact that if it were disclosed to the Orimbo recipients, then 
they could have taken the Rogombo and their allies to the Village 
Court and demanded compensation for having been influenced in a 
clandestine, furtive manner. This objection was concordant with their 
attitudes towards other means of clandestine extortion, e.g. use of 
aphrodisiacs to gain a woman's favour. It was generally understood 
that such sly advantage was taken not only over woman but also over 
other men competing for their favours (Numdi, Dokta) . This also 
squared with the mission's disapproval of polygamy. The Gamagai 
understood that the reason for this was the mission's view of the 
practice as disadvantaging the single, wife-seeking men.
There was also some uncertainty of how the moka kandrum and 
watching the stones practices would be viewed by the mission. The 
mood of the mission workers in the 80s was that of non-intervention 
in traditional practices, but some Gamagai remembered the banning of 
the stones by the first Catholic catechists from the Goroka area and 
the ensuing compensation claims imposed on the owners of the stones.
7.2.4.1____Kints influencing the sun/time
Watching stones (ku kandrom/ka:nt) and watching the sun (ant 
kandrom/ka:nt) were regarded as similar activities. Both were means 
of increasing the power of numan whose power, in turn, had to be
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adequate in order to perform the task of controlling temperature ant 
koma rorom and sun/ time (ant kandrom/ka:nt) .
In August 1981 a group of Rogombo clansmen embarked on a trip to 
Tigi. They did not leave Rulna until the afternoon. There was a 
danger that they would fail to reach Tigi before dusk. The heat was 
oppressive. Before they went Kints performed an ant kandrom/ka:nt, 
a single man ceremony. He picked a grass blade and knotted it. He 
watched it for some time while seated. Then he watched the sun 
pointing the knotted grass towards it, in front of his eyes. Then he 
gave a command to the sun to move slowly so that the walking party 
could reach Tigi before dusk. He did not utter it aloud because 
thinking the command in silence makes it more effective ( Numdi).
The walking party was confident that they would reach the 
destination on time because "Kints knows how to command the sun." 
Some of the walkers had digital watches. They explained to me that 
the watches1 digital reading depends on the speed with which the sun 
moves through the sky. If the sun moves slower, the watches' reading 
changes also more slowly. When the sun moved quicker, and Kints also 
knew how to achieve this effect, then the watches would change the 
reading and would become quicker as well.
7.2.4.2 Regulating the day's temperature (ant koma rorom )
With the help of the grass blade and the watching procedure 
Kints could also diminish the oppressive daily heat. He used the same 
knotted grass blade he had utilised in the time controlling 
procedure. He took some water in his mouth and sprayed it over the 
knotted grass blade in the direction of the sun. He fixed the blade
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on an exposed rock so that it would be visible to the sun throughout 
the whole day. The spraying action created an invisible cloud 
hanging constantly over the travellers' heads and protecting them 
against the heat. Both procedures would retain their efficacy as 
long as the grass blade was visible to the sun. If something like a 
cloud or a human being obstructed the sun's vision of the grass, the 
goal would not be achieved. Kints's invocation would lose its potency 
since the sun would lose the sight of the grass which was supposed 
to act as a permanent reminder of the Kints' order (Numdi, Dokta).
The sun was not believed to have an autonomous consciousness, 
its own numan, comparable to the humans', animals' or ghosts' numan. 
The sun was believed to be like a stone, heated until it glows red. 
The Gamagai regarded Kints' ability to control the sun to be true 
because they felt his control of time did in fact produce results 
(Numdi, Kints) . The informants were lost for an adequate theory
explaining this phenomenon.
They pointed out that the ability to do so was limited to very 
few purwa wu big men, and Kints was one of them. Another Gamagai man 
with such abilities was Rumba from Tigi.
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7.2 . 4 . 3 The purwa wu big man, the sun_{ant), and harvesting of
the wild wee fruit.
In November 1981 a group of six Rogombo men and two women 
went to the Jimi Valley to collect wee fruits. This was the 
first of two trips to the forest for the purpose of collecting the 
fruits. On the first trip the party placed the fruits in a pond 
of still water for a period of two weeks. After they fermented 
the party returned to the spot, distributed the fruits evenly 
among the participants who put them into long bamboo tubes, and 
carried them back to Rulna. Fermented fruits were used to improve 
the flavour of pork and vegetables. Bamboo tubes with wee fruits 
were considered attractive items, to be given as a surprise gift 
in the moka. They created a joyful mood among the receivers, so 
that it was more likely they would be pleased with the overall 
amount and quality of the pigs donated. The recipients' 
satisfaction was considered to be a main criterion for the success 
of the moka ceremony. The wee fruits were also traded and in 1981 
they reached eight kina in Rulna and twelve kina a tube on the 
Mt.Hagen market.
The first part of the fruit harvesting took ten days. The 
second part, two weeks later, took three days. The harvesting and 
preparation of the fruits involved a long walk and hard work, and 
so Kints decided not to go this time. The preparation for the 
trip took several days because it was believed that the harvest 
would fail without Kints addressing the sun at the end of the 
first trip, when the fruits were already in the water, and at the 
beginning of the second phase, when the fruits were about to be
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distributed among the participants. Without the first address the 
fruit would rot in the water and without the second the 
distribution would not be done in a just, equal manner and the 
participants would get angry with each other. Since they were all 
Rogombo clansmen, that would arouse the clan ghosts' anger, as 
they would become annoyed with the feeling of discord within the 
clan. This in turn would lead to sickness within the clan.
The problem was solved by Kints, who offered to address the 
sun each day during the party's absence, and by his eldest son 
Moka who addressed the sun additionally while in the Jimi Forest. 
Kints' address to the sun was similar to his time-controlling 
ritual. It was delivered subvocally in a sitting position. He 
urged the sun to look after the fruits and to make Moka' s numan 
strong during the fruit distribution, so to avoid any troubles 
caused by dissatisfied participants (Kints) .
As in the case of influencing time, here too influencing the 
sun was considered to be a great feat, due to the same powers 
which within the clan effect empathy among the members so that 
they can influence each other's wishes and know each other's 
thoughts. The skill to influence through the direct action of 
numan was possible only if there was a special relationship 
between the one who is influencing and the influenced one, e.g. 
the relationship of descent, or the relationship of a 'food pact' 
or moka exchange. The ability to successfully influence the sun 
placed Kints in the position of a special relationship with it and 
having such a relationship was the ultimate accomplishment of a 
great purwa wu.
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7.3.1 Kints as an exemplary clan-based big man
How did Kints achieve such prestige that everybody around 
knew that among the Gamagai he was able to influence the sun at 
will? Kints was known as a wu mam, meaning both a strong man 
and an old man. Although he was a senior in the Rogombo clan, 
this position of seniority did not automatically bestow prestige. 
His fame among all the Gamagai men was not based on wartime 
exploits which had benefited the whole tribe. Kints did not take 
an active, distinguished role in any of the wars fought by the 
Gamagai. A real war-time hero, Ripa, who had fearlessly run into 
the battlefield separating the hosts of hostile warriors and 
thereby attracted to himself a hail of enemy arrows and spears 
which he skillfully dodged, was in the '80s, an unassuming old man 
without social prestige (Kints, Numdi, Dokta) .
Kints was considered by all the Gamagai as wu ka:nt purwa , 
the man who "knows his way in darkness while in the forest". This 
description meant that Kints was credited with initiating actions 
based on insight and wisdom which, when taken up by the Gamagai, 
showed them the right way. such actions were specially 
remembered:
1 . leading them out of the Jimi. forest where they had been 
decimated by malaria and other diseases; and
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2. inviting the mission to Rulna and persuading the
missionaries to build a permanent station in Rulna rather than 
somewhere else.
Although hints' wisdom had been praised for these two 
initiatives it did not prevent the Gamagai from contravening his 
suggestions and launching the wars against the Tibugga Ugni in 
1975 and the Mabuge in 1978. However ideologies have their own 
dynamics influencing life. Through their work new cultural 
realities are created within which past and present are 
continuously brought into a new synthesis. hints' role in Gamagai 
society can be best understood through the ideology of prestige 
which literally made him into what he is and which he himself made 
at the same time. The fact that the ideology of the value of 
hints' political insights could be overridden by reality does not 
immediately erode his position.
hints was a purwa wu because he had a strong numan; he had 
a strong numan because he practised watching stones and the sun. 
These practices had enabled him to perform deeds other men could 
not perform. These had brought him prestige, appreciation and
admiration. The deeds resulted from his having a strong numan and 
this closes the circle of cultural presuppositions as to what 
makes a purwa wu great . One can also see in this the foundations 
of social charisma in the Gamagai culture.
Many actions for which Hints was credited were destructive 
but directed at enemies, e.g. Kints's killing raids on the 
neighbours in his younger days. Some praised his inventiveness and
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his spirit of adventure, his encounters with the Jimi people and 
with the wild spirit tiporami. All these stories made it evident 
that Kint.s was seen by the Gamagai as a living hero, a man who was 
engaged in exciting, surprising events.
7.3.2_____High risk ventures and the making of a purwa wu
Between the age of eighteen and twenty four Hints killed 
twenty two men. Twenty of these were from the neighbouring Hagen 
tribes and two were Kopun men from the Jimi Valley. In the '80s 
some forty years after his lonely homicidal raids he remembered 
the names of his victims and the circumstances under which he had 
killed these men. Those killings were still the source of his 
pride. He told about them in terms of adventure and the victory 
achieved over his own fear and apprehension. The sense of pride 
which infused his accounts was felt and shared by his young 
Gamagai listeners. The characteristic elements of his killings 
were as follows: they were committed with a plan in mind, they 
were commissioned by a third party; he was free from the feeling 
of animosity towards the victims whom, in most cases, he had not 
known personally, and he carried out his attacks at night and on 
no occasion did he "see their faces", because this could have 
instantaneously created an empathetic relationship with them.
According to Hints all his victims were bad men, wu kit, 
because he was told so by the men who had commissioned the 
killings. For each of the killings he was given a payment of a 
small pig and two or three kina shells.
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Kints was engaged in an ongoing competition with a young 
Gamagai man, Koi, from the Pakanimbo clan as to who would kill 
more men. Whenever Koi reported some successful homicidal assaults 
Kints would start planning the next killing for himself. He 
wanted to show Koi that the Rogombo were a stronger clan than his 
Pakanimbo and that their clan stones (manga rapa ku) had more 
power then the Pakanimbo stones. The stones were used to give 
him strength and courage to carry on his killing plans. He would 
spend whole days inside the clan round house where the stones were 
kept in order to enhance his determination, mental strength and 
emotional stability. His clansmen were concerned with his exploits 
since they all lived under permanent threat of retaliation attacks 
launched by the clansmen of Kints' victims. Kints remembered that 
at one stage his father Mak had taken the stones away and buried 
them in a secret place in order to deprive Kints of the source of 
his strength and stop the procession of homicidal acts.
The Rogombo clan survived the counter-attacks by hiding in 
the mountains. Later when Kints heard about the existence of the 
mission and that it stood for peace and renouncement of 
retaliations, he approached the missionaries and asked them to 
settle down in Rulna. About the same time a Lutheran mission 
arrived and settled among the clans of his victims.
In the following atmosphere of good will among the Hageners, 
Kints promised to abandon further attacks and the neighbours 
agreed not to retaliate. According to Kints the arrival of the 
mission saved his life and those of his clansmen since he had
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caused so much resentment among the neighbouring tribes that they 
would have combined their forces against him and killed him.
Kints' lonely raids differed from killings done on the spur 
of the moment, like the ones he had committed upon the Dekapukai 
peace envoys in the early ’50s. After several months of 
hostilities the Gamagai had sent a message to the Dekapukai tribe 
saying that they wanted to discuss peace. The Dekapukai then sent 
a negotiating group of about ten men which included Kints’s 
sister's husband . When the men were sitting together round the 
fire the Gamagai suddenly attacked and killed all of them. The 
bodies were thrown into the nearest mountain lake. While they 
were recalling this event Kints appeared to be very shaken and 
some of the listeners started to cry, repeating: "I am so sorry 
for them" (Kar, Dokta). Kints said that he was sad whenever he 
thought about this killing because kunb keta kandrymon "we saw 
their faces".
The Dekapukai had come to the peace meeting without their 
faces being blackened as it was in the actual fighting, when the 
warriors' bodies were traditionally covered with soot. The fact 
that they killed Kints' sister's husband was considered to be very 
unfortunate. Many Gamagai died during the following dysentery 
epidemic which went through the area around that time. In Gamagai 
eyes the death of many of their fellow tribes people was the 
result of a retaliation by the clan ghosts for the killing of an 
affine. The lake, into which the bodies were dropped dried out 
soon after which, according to Kints, was a sign of the clan 
ghosts' disapproval.
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7 .3.3 The killing of two Jimi men and the encounterwith the
wild spirit (tipokit)
Kints got a steel axe from the first missionaries. He went 
with this axe to the Jimi forest to hunt cassowaries. At one 
stage he noticed that he was approached and surrounded by hostile 
Jimi dwellers, the Kopon people. They approached him with arrows 
ready in their bows, intending to kill him. At this moment Kints 
took his steel axe, approached a big tree and started chopping it 
vigorously with the new axe. The result of this action impressed 
the attackers so much that they escaped thinking that they were 
faced by a non-human being , a wild forest spirit in human 
disguise. After their retreat Kints shot two arrows in their 
direction. He soon discovered that he had killed two of his 
potential attackers.
On the way home he encountered a creature whose shape 
partly resembled a woman, partly a dog, partly a possum and partly 
a cassowary. With the steel axe he attacked the creature which he 
recognized to be a wild spirit. At that moment it turned into a 
white snake before his very eyes and escaped into a lake.
His exploits and his reputation for courage brought him fame 
which extended beyond the Gamagai tribe. The practical 
consequence of this was that Kints married sooner than other 
Gamagai men. He married two women before his encounter with the 
mission and the advent of peace in the area, and two more after 
that. All four young women came to Kints and declared themselves
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to be his wives. Thus, he did not have to pay the required bride 
price although he paid some in order not to antagonise the 
affines. His wives bore him five sons and two daughters and raised 
the pigs used by Hints skillfully in the moka exchanges.
 ^• 3 • 4_____ Moral aspect of homicidal acts
The last time Hints was involved in an attempted homicidal 
act was in the early '60s, several years after the Catholic 
mission had established its outstation among the Gamagai and four 
years before it opened its permanent station in Rulna. The 
attempted victim of the homicidal attack was a man from the 
Tibugga tribe ecu led Korka. Kint s1s role was indirect and 
consisted in the advice and encouragement he gave to two young 
Gamagai men called Pena and Noki.
Pena and Noki had worked in the Goroka area for a 
couple of months in a quarry. There, they learned how to use 
dynamite. Then they got upset with their employer and decided to 
leave the place. Before they left they talked to their work mate 
who told them about Korka. All they knew about Korka was that he 
was supposed to be wu kit, a bad man. They did not know, 
however, what this 'badness' exactly meant.
They stole some dynamite from the work site and came to 
Rulna. They told Kints about their plan to kill Korka with the 
dynamite. Kints advised them how to proceed with their plan.
Pena and Noki went to Korka's house where they met Korka sitting 
surrounded by his clansmen. Korka asked them what they wanted.
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They told him directly that they had come to kill him because they 
had learned that he was 'bad'. At this point Korka1s clansmen 
jumped to their feet and tried to hit Pena and Noki with their 
axes. Pena and Noki ran away leaving the dynamite behind them. 
They did not succeed in assassinating Korka but Korka's clan 
demanded compensation for the homicidal attempt. Pena and Noki's 
clan, the Kopimbo, had to pay ten pigs and Kints and the Rogombo 
clan had to pay six pigs in compensation (Pena and Kints).
Kints' role had been to advise the would-be assassins on how 
to strengthen their numans so that they could carry out their 
plans effectively. He told them about watching the stones and the 
sun as a sure means of success. Both Pena and Kints had insisted 
that the man they wanted to assassinate was a bad man and 
therefore their plan was justified. They neither knew nor seemed 
to require any evidence substantiating this claim. They would have 
never attempted an assassination of a wu kai,
good man. On this matter there was consensus among all my 
informants (Kints, Numdi, Ruminj).
Yet, the movement organised in response to Kints' personal 
wishes aimed to extend the definition of a good man , wu kai, to 
all Gamagai. This was an expression of the tenets of Christian 
morality converging with the clan's ideology of mutual support, 
empathy and non-violence. The new cultural formation was being 
called by the missionaries "the basic Christian community". The 
change was reflected in the language. The expressions which 
categorised the members of one clan as one's "own" people, "the 
same stock", the ones who have share in the common power, namely
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wamp mbo teninga/wamp ruk (of the same substance as mine/people 
within) and also teninga kunta kunta (strongly together) now came 
to apply to all Gamagai tribeswo/men.
7.4.1_____The characteristics and functions of the tribal bigmen
(wu kopong)
The ambitious Gamagai men who had not gained reputations as 
clan-based big men, because of their youth or lack of recognition 
within their own clans, could still have some impact on Gamagai 
life by acting as wu kopong, the tribe-based big men.
Traditionally it was the second eldest son of the clan's wu mam 
(the clan's most senior man) and the main purwa wu of the clan who 
played the role of the contact-man with ocher Gamagai clans 
(Numdi). Such a man must be a smooth talker, physically well 
built with the ability to forge good personal contacts. "His skin 
must be smooth like a young girls' breast" and his voice pleasant 
to listen to like the voice of a kanda bird. His body must have a 
nice smell like the pomburma plant and be of a red colour like the 
dindahl flower" (Dokta, Punk, Kewa).
Such a man was called pana ila ropengon , "the man who walks 
along fences without pulling them down, who has his legs on the 
both side of the fence". The name also implied that "he was 
helping to mend the fences" between the clans. Such a man was 
always probing the feasibility of the rrtoka strategies planned by 
his clan's purwa wu. He would go to the clan singled out as a 
desirable moka partner to investigate whether the idea of opening 
a moka exchange, would be welcomed by its members. The successful
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go-between man would be rewarded by both partners of the moka 
exchange which gave rise to the name wu kopong, a "man with 
plenty of fatty tissue". The name implies that such a man would 
thrive on gifts without engaging himself in hard work. Also, he 
would not be bound in his dealings outside his own clan by the 
moral constraints characteristic for the intra-clan relationships. 
It was understood that although he might have been on a "fences 
mending mission", he could also pursue personal gains (Numdi,
Kewa) .
The wu kopong men were treated with suspicion because of the 
uncertainty regarding the motives for their actions and the 
traditional mistrust with which the clansmen viewed outsiders 
visiting their territory. The wu kopong had the reputation of 
being hot tempered, eager to pick fights. It was believed that 
the missions they were sent on by the clan's big men would teach 
them restraint and caution while dealing in an alien social 
environment (Kints). Once the moka partnership was established and 
pigs ceremonially offered to the recipients, the wu kopong played 
their roles in an aggressive, demonstrative part of the ceremony 
consisting of an armed fight imitation and boastful, loud talks in 
which they publicly praised the virtues of their clans.
7.4.2_____ The tribal big men {wu kopong) and the tribal ceremonies
There were two ceremonies performed by the Gamagai on an 
all-encompassing tribal scale: El Mundanda (the female spirit of 
war alliance) and Ambu Kur (the female spirit of fertility). The 
former was performed for the last time in the late sixties. The
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Gamagai got the El Mundanda stone from the Dekapukai after they 
negotiated peace between the two tribes. Soon after they gave the 
stone to their wartime allies, the Mabuge, who kept it for good. 
Negotiating peace and compensation was the prerogative of the 
clan-based big men but the actual presentation of the stone was 
carried out by the wu kopong. This was also the case in the Ambu 
Kur ceremony, which the Gamagai performed for the first and last 
time in 1965, a few months after the mission settled down in 
Rulna .
Neither Kints nor Rumba, the two most reputable purwa wu 
among the Gamagai, played an important role in this ceremony.
The following reasons for the wu kopong rauher than purwa wu 
playing an active role were given :
1. the Ambu Kur ceremony was an imported cult performed by 
the Gamagai for the first time. Kints and Rumba would not 
have been able to understand what the ceremony was about and 
what should be done at each stage of the ceremony;
2. there was a special language used during the ceremony. 
The Ambu Kur cult was bought from the Ugni, a Baiyer Valley, 
non Melpa-speaking tribe. Their language was to be used 
during the Gamagai ceremony and had to be learnt by the 
Gamagai performing the ritual. The ability to learn a new 
language was believed to be within capacity of the wu kopong 
but not the purwa wu;
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3. the Ambu Kur was "like the mission." It "looked after 
the Gamagai tribe, making it prosperous." And it was nurtured 
and organized by the same kind of people who worked for the 
mission, that is the wu koponq, the young men;
4. the Ambu Kur woman spirit chose the celebrants herself. 
She was a young attractive woman who liked young, good-looking 
men whom she considered to be her husbands. She would never 
have chosen purwa wu men because they were old and 
unattractive to women;
5. there was some hard work to be done in the Ambu Kur 
sanctuary and the purwa wu men would not have been able to 
cope with it.
The Ambu Kur ceremony was much spoken of. In the early 
’80s the Gamagai were in a self-congratulatory mood. In the 
Nebilier Valley and in some parts of the Wahgi Valley, frost had 
destroyed the crops of sweet potatoes and coffee beans. The 
Gamagai were often visited by the people from the frost-affected 
areas who asked for hospitality in Rulna or for help with the food 
which they carried back to their settlements. The Gamagai 
credited both the mission and the Ambu Kur with their successes. 
They often stressed that in no circumstances would they ever 
abandon their loyalties to either of them, as if sensing that they 
could possibly come under pressure to choose between these two 
loyalties. It was the wu kopong who were credited with inviting 
the Ambu Kur to their place, on a par with Kints being credited 
for inviting the mission to Rulna.
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As a young man, when Kints contacted the mission for the 
first time, he was credited with some personal characteristics 
which would have likened him to the wu kopong of the eighties. 
However, because of his reputation of 'bringing the mission to 
Rulna1 and because there was a mutual affection between him and 
the consecutive missionaries, Kints was considered to be a 
"mission man" in the same way as the tribal big men (wu kopong) 
were considered to be the Ambu Kur men.
Kints was seen as a "mission man" despite the fact that he 
did not play any active role in the formal church organisation 
run by the lesser tribal big men, wu kopong pang pang or wu myn, 
the men of the spirits, which included the catechists, the local 
church leader and the missionaries themselves. Each of the 
different categories of big men mentioned at the beginning of this 
chapter were praised for their contribution to the current Gamagai 
prosperity.
7.4.3____Why the purwa wu big men had many wives; the
contrast with wu kopong
Kints had four wives. The purwa wu Rumba and Koi each had 
three wives. None of the aspiring tribal big men, the {wu kopong) 
succeeded in acquiring and/or keeping more than one wife, despite 
their spasmodic attempts to do so. Pri, the court magistrate, was 
abandoned by his only wife during the period of bidding for the 
second one. Kewa, another wu kopong, managed for some time to have 
two wives, Berima from the Tibugga tribe and Maria from Bantz, but
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the arrangement was fraught with disharmony. Both women were 
highly critical of the arrangement and often fled back to their 
own clans as a sign of protest. During 1981 only two months 
passed when both Kewa's wives were actually living in Rulna, 
albeit in separate houses situated a long distance from each 
other. This was despite the fact that both women had been formally 
wed following the traditional bride price ceremony.
There were many reasons, economical and cultural, which 
could provide a good explanation of why polygamy had become an 
unworkable proposition in the Rulna of the early '80s. One could 
point to the changes in women's mentality and status from the time 
when Kints, Koi and Rumba had got married. The Gamagai did not, 
however, phrase this phenomenon in historical or sociological 
terms. They thought that the explanation lay with the fact that 
young women were more strongly attracted to men who were wu purwa 
or were expected to be considered as such in the near future 
(Dokta, Puga).
All four of Kints' wives had come to him and had insisted 
on living with him as his wives before he had negotiated any 
marriage arrangements with their respective clans. It was, 
according to the informants, the same case with Koi and Rumba.
In modern times, Numdi's wife, Pela, and Moka's wife, Ko, 
had done just the same. They came to Rulna and lived with the men 
of their choice without asking their respective clans for consent. 
As was the custom in such cases, Numdi and Moka had paid only a 
fraction of what was considered to be the right bride price. The
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actual payment had amounted to two pigs and three hundred Kina 
instead of the customary amount of twelve pigs and one thousand 
four hundred Kina, at the time of their marriage in 1975 (Numdi, 
Pela) .
Two other salient explanations of purwa wu polygamy were 
that the mission favoured these men and that the secret was in the 
purwa wu men's knowledge of the effective use of amb konga 
aphrodisiacs. Elaborating on the first explanation, the 
informants pointed out that when Kints got baptised in 1978 he 
had three wives. All of them were baptised as well. Fr Joseph 
did not object to the arrangement at all although he would have 
opposed such a marriage arrangement in other cases. He did oppose 
the newly contracted polygamous marriages, but not the old ones. 
Wamka, a purwa wu from Manimbi, was believed to have a Catholic 
mission dispensation to marry his third wife, the widow of his 
brother, and still retain all rights to the sacraments ( Numdi and 
Dokta) .
These facts provided the evidence of the mission's special 
treatment of the purwa wu which 'would ensure that the women were 
not afraid of losing their standing with the mission if they 
married these men. Marrying anybody else would bring on the 
brides the mission's retaliation which deterred most women (Numdi, 
Dokta).
In the second explanation the informants revealed an 
important personal ethos which they believed characterised the 
purwa wu men and distinguished them from the tribal big men. It
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concerns the use of aphrodisiacs for attracting women. The Gamagai 
knew several aphrodisiac methods:
1. amb konga nonib di, a pubic hair in the cigarette 
method;
2 . amb konga orukump , dreaming about the woman and 
changing one's sleeping position method;
3. amb konga kengepa wakaf a bush vine/slimy leaves across 
the walking path method;
4. amb konga de wenga kenamb , a flower called wenga 
method.
The last method is a source of the purwa wus' marital 
success.
The person who finds the wenga flower will succeed in 
attracting the woman of his choice. The flower is reputed to be 
of extraordinary beauty. It grows in the Jimi forests and 
floweres only for one night. Nobody knew when it could flower. 
The flower is colourful and radiant. One can only find it at 
night by spotting its intensive light in the thick of the forest. 
The finder would then pick it up and bring it home hidden in his 
bark belt and groin apron so that nobody would see it. The same 
night the man would go to the household of the woman he secretly 
had in mind and place the flower near rhe entrance of the house 
where she slept. But he could not be seen doing this as all 
aphrodisiac practices were forbidden and the clan of the chosen 
woman would demand compensation if informed about one ploy. But 
the prohibition did not stop the use of aphrodisiacs (see Ch.ll).
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An additional problem with the wenga flower method was that 
one would never find it if he went to the forest specially to 
look for it (Numdi, Ruminj, Kints) . In other words, when in the 
forest one had to be in a state of complete innocence free from 
any desire towards any woman. Then, while being in such a state 
a man could stumble over a gleaming flower and harness its power, 
but only if he already planned to marry the woman on whose 
doorstep he wished to place the flower. Without such a commitment 
it would fade away on the way home and turn into a wilted weed.
It was only the purwa wu men who were believed to meet all 
of these conditions and benefit from them by winning the favours 
of women whom they later married. The tribal big men, the wu 
kopong were believed to be too impatient, too keen on marrying 
many wives ever to succeed. "The wu kopong thought that they 
could look like wu purwa by having many wives, but they are small 
boys, they are not really big men wu mam" (Numdi, Dokta, Kewa).
7.5,1______ Wu kopong and the modern village administration.
In post-contact times all government officials were called 
wu kopong. In the early 1980s the Village Court magistrate, Pri, 
his helper, the court komiti (Tok Pisin, committee), Ruminj, and 
the police officer, Pana, were wu kopong. Each of these men was 
considered to be a trouble-maker before he was elected by the 
Gamagai to his respective position. It was understood that the 
offices they were elected to would contain their behaviour in the 
same way as, in the past, the political missions in which they
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represented the interests of their own clans were believed to 
modify their hot-tempered reactions.
There was a precarious distinction between the notoriety and 
the fame which characterised the wu kopong. This ambiguity with 
which the Gamagai men and women related to the wu kopong was 
expressed through the mixture of qualified appreciation for their 
works done for the tribe with the occasionally surfacing hostility 
towards those men because of their search for personal 
gratification at the expense of others ( Dokt.a, Numdi) . This 
hostile mood was clearly visible during the election for the 
Gamagai councillor when the most ambitious wu kopong men, Ruminj 
and Pri, aggressively vying for the posicion, were denied it by 
the electorate. Likewise, this feeling was expressed in the 
Gamagai opinions of why the wu kopong do not have many wives.
The purwa wu (the clan big men) were always illiterate men 
representing the traditional values enshrined in beliefs and 
ceremonies which preceded the arrival of the mission and the 
government administration. The growing importance of the latter 
constituted an intriguing form of cultural revival along 
traditional lines. The fact that this revival was triggered off 
by the modern requirements of a bigger social economic basis for 
production in the Highlands, and was in fact developed in unison 
with the Christian moral teaching propagated by the mission, 
provides an example of the cultural flexibility and propensity 
for innovation in the Gamagai society (see Ch.8 and Ch. 13 and 
Ch.14) .
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7.5.2 The personal history of the Village Court officials, the
magistrate Pri and komiti Ruminj
As young men Pri and Ruminj were regarded by the rest of the 
Gamagai as trouble-makers. They were given to aggressive 
behaviour resulting in fights with visiting neighbours. In 1977 
two Tibugga men came to Rulna to buy marita fruits. There was a 
squabble over the payments and Ruminj pulled out an axe from 
behind his belt and attacked one of the visitors. The blow of his 
axe missed, but he grabbed the man by his beard and dragged him 
along the Rulna road for several hundred metres. Pri punched the 
other one in the face before both visitors could manage to get 
away. This incident almost unleashed a war because both Ruminj 
and Pri were already suspected of stealing pigs from the 
neighbouring tribes and attempting to seduce their women.
This incident happened a couple of weeks be fore election day 
for the Village Court officials in Rulna. Both young men were 
elected to the main posts of magistrate and komiti respectively in 
order to avert the trouble their behaviour would inevitably bring 
on the Gamagais if both young men continued to act unchecked in a 
disruptive manner (Kints, Dokta, Puga).
Indeed, it was Kints who in a public speech suggested 
making Ruminj, his son, the komiti for otherwise he would cause 
more trouble that could in turn lead to war with Tibugga. The 
opinion was that the two young men would scale down their 
behaviour once they were harnessed into the service of the whole 
tribe. The act of changing Ruminj's and Pri's conduct from the
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unruly behaviour of wild pigs (Dokta, Numdi) into that of 
respectful members of the tribe was compared to Rogopa1s action of 
domestication of a tiporami wild spirit. While in the forest 
the tiporami brought sickness and death to many Gamagai until it 
was captured and brought home by Rogopa. Once placed at home in 
Rulna, tiporami helped Rogopa in his work to heal the sick 
(Ch.10). However, although the tactic of elevating the young 
trouble makers into government officials achieved a degree of 
success, so that Ruminj and Pri subsequently adopted conciliatory 
roles in the conflicts, it also bred resentment.
The magistrate's job was a paid position coveted by many 
young men. I heard sarcastic remarks that one could never be 
elected to the position unless he 'was a trouble maker, or could 
shout aloud like the successful candidates were able to do (Dokta, 
Puga). Furthermore, the magistrate and the komiti were 
appropriating their portions of the official fines which they were 
supposed to hand over to the District Office. However, this 
created jealousy rather than indignation. The fact that government 
officials were generally the wu kopong big men who " get fat 
and strong at the expense of others" created thinly disguised 
animosity towards them.
This animosity did not always surface when there was more 
than one contender for the job from the same clan. The overt clan 
ideology of the conflictless relationship among the members of the 
same clan prevented the clansmen from open confrontation. But 
this bottled up resentment could be recognised during the secret 
ballot election for the position of the councillor. This was in
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October 1982. The results of this election showed that the most
outspoken candidates lost the vote and also that the clan loyalty 
was broken and some of the electors voted against their own 
clansmen. In a situation when all the clan-based men of authority 
failed to put their own candidature for the position, the choice 
of Pig, an unassuming, quiet young man, was very symptomatic.
7.5.3_____The Gamagai election for the position of the councillor.
Until October 1982 the Rulna Gamagai did not have their own 
representative in the Dei District Council. In the previous 
elections the Rulna electorate comprised Gamagai, Paige and 
Mabuge, the three tribes whose territories converged in Rulna, and 
it was the Paige and Mabuge candidates who got elected. In 1982 
the election was specifically for the Gamagai councillor. There 
were seven candidates. Each Gamagai adult person had the power of 
one vote. The candidates were: Ruminj from the Rogombo clan, Pri 
from the Pakanimbo, Timbi from the Plentimbo, Pig from the 
Roglombo, Kaip from the Kopimbo, Wamp from the Orimbo, Kult from 
the Roglombo.
Ruminj and Pri were considered to be big men on the tribal 
scene but on account of their being in their thirties, they were 
still regarded as junior in rank. Kult was a man in his late 
forties, with two married children, a big man active in exchange 
transactions and a church leader in the Catholic Rulna mission; 
Kaip and Wamp were the oldest catechists in the mission and had 
been pupils of Father Ross. The election was won by Pig from 
Roglombo.
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There were three reasons pointed out by informants as to why 
Pig, an unobtrusive and unassuming young man, rarely speaking in 
public, won the election:
1. because he was a younger brother of Benjamin Kui, the 
tertiary-educated Gamagai man who lived permanently in
Mt.Hagen and who ran the Rulna shop on a cooperative basis 
with the money invested by all of the Gamagai. Benjamin's 
status at the time of election influenced the voters in favour 
of Pig (Nurndi ) ;
2. because there were more Roglombo voters than those from 
other clans and those voters would always support their own 
clansman;
3. because Pig, due to his quiet dealings and not being 
considered a big man at all, had not antagonised the people.
The first argument seemed to carry little weight. The second 
argument pointed to a strong ideology of cooperation and cohesion 
of a clan which would also manifest itself on the formal political 
scene like modern style democratic elections. However, the 
Roglombo voters were not the most numerous among the Gamagai (see 
appendix B ) . The third argument was confirmed in discussion with 
the informants as being in fact the most realistic.
The choice of Pig was a sign of the current resentment and 
disappointment with the wu kopong men, since Pig did not have
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any of the qualities of the tribal big man. Although he was not 
regarded as a wu purwa in his own clan his style of talking and 
acting, slow and unassuming, resembled the style of hints' public 
performance. In this regard although Pig behaved like a seasoned 
purwa wu he definitely was not one because he had not been 
through the road of notoriety and adventure after which he could 
have been reformed into embracing peace and cooperation. Such a 
reformed outlook was promoted by a man like hints after he had 
accumulated the capital of personal experience which made him an 
object of admiration by the young Gamagai men.
Ruminj, an ambitious man who had hitherto acted as a komiti 
assistant to the magistrate lost for the third time in his quest 
for the councillor's position. The position which he already held 
was unpaid, and lower in the ranks of prestigious official posts 
available at the village level. After he failed in the election 
in frustration he threw his komiti badge on the ground. Soon after 
he got sick and was diagnosed popokl which was seen as a 
consolation prize for him, i.e. he was enough of a big man to be 
able to develop that kind of ailment. Six years earlier he had 
been elected to the position of the komiti because, as we saw , he 
was a trouble-maker and rascal.
In the election for the councillor in 1982 his father Kints 
was believed not to have been able to influence the outcome of the 
election in his favour. It was explained to me that " it was too 
important an issue” for Kints to deal with. It was not something 
he would be expected to speak on. By analogy it was pointed out 
that in the same way the clan ghosts could not influence issues
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important on the tribal scene, for instance people's attitude 
towards the mission, hints was able to talk and act on any tribal 
issue but only if he had the specific nurnan for it. He did not 
understand the issue of democratic elections too well ( Dokta).
He himself had been singled out by a kiap and appointed as a 
luluai in the '50s. Later in the '70s he was nominated as a church 
leader by Fr. Joseph. hints resigned from both positions on the 
basis that he "did not see clearly" what he was supposed to do in 
those positions.
hints' influence on the Gamagai tribal scene grew stronger 
since he declared in December 1981, after receiving pigs in the 
moka from the Tibuga-Orimbo, that he was not going to participate 
in pig exchanges any more. He explained that he feared he would 
die before he retrieved the pigs. His sons confirmed that they 
would not expect to receive anything more than a token return if 
hints died (Numdi).5
5 That opinion seemed to be different from the 
expectations expressed by informants in A. Strathern, Rope of 
Moka, 1971:, although in his One Father One Blood, 1972:) the 
informants pointed out the difficulties the sons could encounter 
while trying to retrieve the debt. The moka of December 1981 was 
disappointing for the Rogombo Gamagai since they did not receive 
pigs of sufficient quality. That fact reinforced the growing 
opinion, voiced by Dokta, that the moka was not a good business 
and that one would be better off selling pig meat in Mt.Hagen. In 
the course of 1982 hints was still active in pig distributions for 
the bride prices and compensation, but solely within the Gamagai 
tribe. Having withdrawn from inter-tribal politics he concentrated 
his energies on the hints movement. In 1984, two years after I 
left Rulna hints died.
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CHAPTER 8
ON THE MISSION
8.1 The role of the mission in the transformation of the Gamagai 
society
The mission's involvement in Gamagai society was not limited 
to religious evangelisation. It also entailed running a primary 
school, vocational workshops, a medical clinic, organising social 
activities (music club, scouts' organisation), a general store 
and supervision of economic activities conducted by foreign 
developmental agencies. These activities put pressure on the 
Gamagai6 to change their traditional way of life. Indigenous 
cultural and social life was to be changed in such a way that it 
could assimilate the various initiatives by the mission and 
maintain them without further mission involvement. Specifically 
the mission aimed at transforming the nature of intratribal 
relationships among the Gamagai, wishing to infuse this with 
personal considerations based on both the traditional clan 
relationships and the new ones based on Christian morality.
These two different moral systems were endorsed by the 
mission both during Sunday sermons and through direct 
intervention. The mission's commitment to change the traditional 
social structure was inspired by the Christian model of the family
6 In this chapter the expressions " Rulna parishioner" and 
"Gamagai" are used interchangably, unless stated otherwise.
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and commitment to equality among the sexes. Therefore the mission 
inveighed against polygyny.
In other areas, however, it compromised the orthodox 
practice of, for instance, Christian marriage, by making 
Christian nuptial ceremonies conditional upon the carrying out of 
a traditional tribal marriage first, with all its attendant 
ramifications. The whole brideprice was supposed to be paid, the 
child was to be born and the couple was to live in harmony for two 
years before the mission would marry them in church. Everything 
which the mission stood for in interhuman relationships and 
social customs was referred to by the Gamagai as "kastom bilong 
misin" or "lo bilong misin" (Tok Pisin, 'the mission custom' and 
'the mission law').
8.2 The Gamagai and the mission law
In popular rhetoric the arrival of the mission in Rulna and 
the mission act of "giving the law" to the Gamagai was portrayed 
as an historical watershed. Some orators implied that the act of 
receiving "the law" had already exerted a beneficial action on 
the Gamagai society (Ruminj, Kult) . In their speeches they 
congratulated themselves on the fact that the mission had been 
with them since 1965 and credited the presence of the mission with 
the prosperity and well-being that the Gamagai had experienced 
and were enjoying in the early '80s. The "mission law" which they 
had been given resulted ,according to them, in the growth of 
Gamagai's popularity among their neighbours, an increased number 
of pigs and an increased number of baby boys.
This attitude indicated that the "mission law", once given, 
bestowed special powers on recipients. Consequently, it was 
likened to the performance of the Ambu Kur, the female spirit of 
the fertility ceremony which roughly coincided with the arrival of 
the mission in Rulna. The orators, exalting the benefits of the 
"mission law", presented recent Gamagai history in terms of what 
was perceived as 'good 'because of the "law" and what was 
perceived as 'bad1, which had existed prior to that. Before the 
mission came "the Gamagai, did not know how to behave and lived 
like the wild pigs" (Kult, Pri, Ruminj). This was 
characteristically held by the tribal big men wu kopong, some of 
whom were in government positions and were quite satisfied with 
the political and social status quo of the '70s and '80s.
The same orators often inveighed against polygyny and unruly 
or boastful behaviour. Attempts to marry more than one woman 
became branded as a theft since, they reasoned " marrying more 
than one wife prevented other unmarried men from acquiring wives 
for themselves"; hence polygamists "steal" women from others.
Unruly, aggressive behaviour, futile boasting and long, 
inconclusive debates were criticised in many orations and compared 
to el timbi , 'wild pig behaviour', ik nu, the tok wara (Tok 
Pisin, 'water talk', 'dribble'), meaning here "gushing mountain 
creek water" which passes turbulently but unproductively; nonimb 
ughl kit etem , wind-fucking, metaphor for a futile, senseless, 
unproductive activity. The matter-of-fact endorsement of the 
mission teaching did not however prevent all interviewed 
informants from privately express their wish to marry more than
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one woman: "am I a rubbish man or a sick man that. I could not have
two wives?!" ( Ruminj, Numdi).
Other opinions were that the receiving of the "law" was not 
enough and that they must change their behaviour and attitudes, 
they must tanim bei (Tok Pisin, 'turn the stomach', i.e. change 
the mind) in response to the "law". The orators supporting this 
claim maintained that the Gamagai had in recent times lapsed back 
into the behaviour of the pre-"law" times. This was expressed as: 
"we, [the Gamagai], better quickly adopt the law; otherwise the 
wild pigs would again roam in Rulna gardens as they were doing 
before the mission came" (Kaip, Wamp, Konga ). This opinion was 
upheld by the catechists and church leaders, called the men of the 
spirits, myn wu. The sentiment for the cultural changes on the 
basis of the "mission law" was also supported by the Gamagai purwa 
wu in the public forum (Kints, Koi, Rumba). The Kints movement, 
committed to cultural changes in the Gamagai tribe and by its own 
declaration, acting in response to the "mission law", commenced 
only at the end of the '70s.
The mission enforced its teachings by threatening to take 
retaliatory actions against people who persistently violated 
Catholic moral principles, such as those who attempted to take 
more than one wife, as well as those who helped to collect the 
bride price for that purpose. The means of mission retaliation 
were :
1. debarring of the offenders from taking the sacraments;
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2. withdrawing mission technical assistance in projects 
carried out by the offenders;
3. denying employment on the construction of the clinic.
To deny access to Holy Communion was considered by many to 
be a harsh punishment (see the Kult and Rot case below). The 
technical assistance which the mission could have withdrawn meant 
denial of access to mechanical tools like chain saws, winches, car 
transport which the mission customarily made available for the 
public and individual construction of houses and small bridges.
The opportunity to earn money on the clinic construction was the 
only source of cash income for young men who did not have their 
own coffee gardens. The denial of this employment was seen not 
only in terms of financial loss but also as the act by which the 
offender was ostracised from the peer group in which he worked.
It is important to note that the mission teaching about 
social and individual behaviour was unanimously thought to be 
'good' in principle, whatever the specific individual behaviour or 
plans might have been.
My informants observed that the mission stance on behaviour 
resembled their notion on the intraclan relationship (Kewa) and 
that the Holy Communion resembled kung kämet la, the meal of pig 
liver and green leaves ceremonially consumed within the clan. 
However, the Gamagai tribe was unlike the clan. "How" they said 
"do you expect me not to steal and cheat when everybody else does 
the same" (Kewa, Numdi, Dokta). On the one hand the mission 
rules were considered familiar and self-explanatory since they
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resembled the clan behavioural ideology. In a clan context 
aggressive, brutish behaviour would be labelled as evil magic 
making, keklep ughl, which characterised the Jimi people. On the 
other hand the mission teaching advocated fraternal behaviour 
towards all Gamagai and beyond the tribe. It was difficult for the 
informants to understand how such demands could possibly be 
implemented. The ideology of the clan relationship was so 
different from the ideology of intratribal relationship.
This difference was taken for granted, but Fr. Joseph 
insisted that all tribal relationships should be viewed from a 
personal position, "as if it applied to you" (one of Fr. Joseph's 
sermons). Although his stance was viewed with incredulity, the 
Gamagai understood well that what the mission asked from them was 
to extend the moral consideration, the sense of justice, hitherto 
operational within the clan, to relationships within the whole 
tribe and even beyond.
For instance when Numdi's dog savaged Gabriel Key and the 
Village Court sided with Numdi because Numdi presented his case 
more vigourously and managed to organise more supporters than Key, 
Fr Joseph vigourously condemned the court verdict. By doing so 
he was asked to leave the court house in which the case was heard. 
The informants (Puga, Dokta) commenting on the incident suggested 
that Fr. Joseph had confused the contexts in which the case was 
heard. If it was case between two clansmen then Fr. Joseph's 
judgement, they all agreed, would have been right. But since the 
case was between members of two different clans, the court 
followed the traditional customs as to who was to win such
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disputes and what criteria were to be considered. Since Fr.
Joseph threatened to leave Rulna as a protest against the court 
decision this was considered to be a valid act which the court 
would take into consideration during the appeal hearing. It was 
even considered that Fr. Joseph's threat could tip the decision 
in favour of Key, since the Gamagai did not want to lose the 
mission (further on this case see Ch.12).
Fr. Joseph used this strategy of periodically threatening to 
leave the place if things continued to be difficult for him. The 
court incident proved to be the last sc raw. He filed an 
application for transfer from Rulna. He was only persuaded to 
remain when the parishioners promised ca speed up work on the 
church construction, and sent a delegation to Mr.Hagen to talk to 
the bishop asking him not to agree to Fr Joseph's request. His 
strategy was also reflected in the fiery orations of the tribal 
big men, the wu kopong whose harangues supported the mission 
teaching.
In this regard their rhetoric had the following form: "Have
you not heard that we should not steal things, seduce other mens' 
wives, denigrate the names of other Gamagai men, or take more 
then one wife?"/ "if you continue to defy these teachings, if you 
prefer to be humbugs, if you keep on doing those things you are 
not supposed to do, the mission will get fed up with us, and will 
leave Rulna for ever" (Kult, Konga). But the ostensible support of 
the wu kopong as men who upheld the Christian morality was met 
with suspicion and dismissal by many informants because they were 
known only too well as opportunistically minded individuals.
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I was told: "Pri, Ruminj, all other wu kopong , they are not
really Christians, they all want to have many wives, they do not want 
to make their gardens. They want our money and pigs. They are only 
afraid that if the mission goes all the tribesmen from the 
neighbouring tribes would jeer and ask: "What sort of wu kopong do 
the Gamagai have if they could not even make the mission stay with 
them" (Dokta, Numdi).
Apart from the Gamagai purwa wu big men, the mission also had 
allies among a new breed of big men, the rare individuals with 
tertiary education. The Gamagai had one of them, a bank clerk, 
Benjamin Kui, a permanent resident in Mt.Hagen. He only occasionally 
came to Rulna and he refused to have any contacts with the Gamagai 
when they visited Mt.Hagen, on the pretext that he did not want to 
encourage wan tok sistim (Tok Pisin, favouritism based on the same 
group-tribe-language affiliation). All of the big men, for various 
reasons, claimed that the Gamagai would have to adopt the "new ways" 
if they did not want to be overrun by their modernising neighbours. 
This postulate was publicly spoken by the wu kopong, and also 
occasionally argued by Benjamin Kui during his short visits to Rulna 
wherein he presented the tribesmen with different ideas of communally 
run economical bisnis (Tok Pisin, business) ventures, and by purwa 
wu, particularly Kints, who quietly conducted meetings in which he 
was lobbying for mission support.
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8.3 The place of the mission in the Gamagai social universe
It was an issue of prestige for the Gamagai to be referred to 
in the area as the owners of the Catholic mission, the kompani namba 
wan (Tok Pisin, 'number one company'). It was thought in the Jimi 
Valley that the Catholic mission, was better than its Lutheran 
competitor (Wai Purwa, the Paige big men). There were attempts, 
discouraged by the Catholic mission to change affiliation from the 
Lutheran church to the Catholic. This desire issued from the fact 
that the Catholic mission's infrastructural and agricultural 
projects and activities overshadowed in scope any developments 
associated with the Lutheran mission.
The Catholic Rulna mission was run by Fr. Joseph and Br. Paul, both 
Europeans, who knew how to attract local and overseas fundings and 
how to run various projects. The Lutheran mission was run by a 
Chimbu pastor with a basic education who lacked contacts and 
expertise and lived the same lifestyle as his parishioners. For the 
Gamagai the mission had primarily an aura
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of material success. Whenever they talked about the mission it was 
as a source of limited employment, and ducks, chickens and pigs 
whose size copiously testified to the missionaries' skill. It should 
be noted that a mission-raised pig became standard as the surprise 
gift (de olga) in mokas. But what really made the mission connect 
with the Gamagai cultural scene was the fact that its teachings and 
specific activities allowed the Gamagai to generalise it into a 
particular moral category. In this form the mission was located 
within the Gamagai moral universe where the clan and the Gamagai 
tribe were two prominent, though very different components.
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by a baby who has had no say in the decision to accept it 
preoccupied Gamagai clansmen as well . The ethos of bigmanship 
within the clan required autonomy and conscious intention with 
which any action should be approached. Hence the "lakeside 
baptism" ritual was performed by the participants of the Kints 
movement as a confirmation of the relationship with the mission 
(Ch.13) .
Many Gamagai men resented the fact that they had been 
baptised as young boys or that their children were baptised before 
they had reached their adolescence. They applauded the Lutheran 
Church in Rulna which set a minimum age limit of thirteen years 
for baptism. The objection was that people who were too young 
could not make valid promises to join the mission (Numdi, Kints). 
Numdi thought that his baptism in early childhood was not valid 
for this reason .
The members of the Catholic Church in Rulna thought of one 
another as wamp kai ('the good people'), a term which was also 
used to describe fellow clansmen within the clan relationship 
structure. The mission wamp kai people treated each other in a 
manner characteristic of the intra-clan relationship. In Rulna 
there was a sense that by being a member of the same denomination, 
one shared in a special relationship including all its attendant 
privileges and security. Newcomers in Rulna often sought the 
hospitality of either Catholics or Lutherans, depending on which 
of the two churches they had identified themselves with.
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When the politician Wapra, from the Willi tribe, was on an 
electoral campaign in Rulna, he would only sleep and eat with 
Catholics because he himself was a Catholic and claimed that the 
Catholic mission constituted a special relationship which 
provided the framework for his own personal safety (Wapra). He 
explained that since he did not know anybody in Rulna with whom he 
was in a special eating relationship or in a special affinal 
relationship Catholic mission was his only option. Clearly, he 
placed the Catholic relationship on the same moral level as the 
eating and affinal relationships. This was the way the Gamagai 
saw it as well.
The mission was believed to be honest and not to cheat in 
its dealings with the Gamagai. They deposited money with the 
mission and trusted it to provide them with accurate information 
on economic matters such as whether to sell coffee or delay the 
sale, whether to contact the wholesaler or the middle man, etc. 
The reason why the mission was above suspicion was that the 
Gamagai believed the missionaries were acting within a misin tetem 
which obliged them to treat other Catholics fairly. Fr. Joseph 
and B r . Paul were believed to "keep their promises", one of the 
expressions used by the Gamagai in their verbal characterisation 
of big men. Fr. Joseph was said to have "strong faith", which 
meant being endowed with a strong numan (see Ch.14), a man neither 
easily fooled nor afraid.
The mission sheltered Gamagai women and children during the 
conflict with the Tibugga in 1977. After this conflict Fr Joseph 
several times visited Gamagai prisoners who had been held in Baisu
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prison by the police. The mission also gained the appreciation of 
the Gamagai by donating to them the local grocery shop. These two 
actions led to the missionaries being considered wamp kai tetem 
('good men'), "the same kind as we are", of "the same stock". This 
term was mainly used in reference to the mission relationship 
among the Catholics.
The mission in Rulna enjoyed a unique position even though 
no special relationship had been formally established. The 
mission was granted a special position in the Gamagai world and 
was designated as 'good' even when referred to by an outsider who 
had no connection with the mission. The Gamagai informants 
recognized only two 'good men' permanent groups in the Rulna area, 
their own clansmen and the mission people. Except for those who 
had entered into special relationship categories with my 
informants, all others were wamp kit tetim, 'bad people'.
This mode of classification had an important influence on 
cultural development among the Gamagai, and played an integral 
part in the dynamics of the Kints tetem, Kints teninga kunta 
kunta , the 'Kints special relationship (together strongly)' or 
the Kints movement (Ch.13).
Because it was possible for the Gamagais to portray the 
mission as a moral category relatable to the traditional moral 
categories they were able to incorporate it into their own 
cultural discourse by comparing, opposing, and juxtapositioning it 
with their familiar issues and concerns. As a generalised moral 
category the mission could be talked about, thought with, and made
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relevant to the local situation. Over the years it ceased to be 
an alien, extraneous institution or form of social organisation.
It had become a cultural element used in the context of 
indigenous discourse and action.
By integrating the mission into the structure of which the 
Gamagai clan and tribe were part the Gamagai exposed themselves to 
mission influences in a variety of different ways. This open 
reception of the mission by the Gamagai may explain how it was 
able to influence the local society without resorting to any 
forms of explicit coercion or any forms of overt competition with 
the existing social, cultural or economical forms.
8.4,1____ The Gamagai/ mission interaction exemplified by the
construction of a new church and clinic in Rulna
Both the mission and the Gamagai had separate reasons for 
wanting the project of the construction of the new church and 
clinic completed. The politics of keeping the project going kept 
both sides closely interacting on several important social and 
cultural issues. Threats of withdrawal from the project, 
manoeuvres aimed at obtaining funds and labour, and the influence 
of each other's attitudes provided the leitmotif for the intensive 
interaction between the mission and the Gamagai people around 
which their relationship had been centred for the whole period of 
1981-1982.
The church and clinic were made in the main from durable 
materials, corrugated iron and timbers. The clinic had running
water and all amenities. It was a joint venture between the 
Western Highlands Government and the Catholic Mission in Rulna.
The government provided twenty thousand kina in a fund. The 
mission provided an equal amount in the form of the costs of 
architectural and structural projects, transport and work 
supervision. The timber was locally grown and cut into planks on 
the mountain hills with chain saws. The tree owners were paid a 
nominal price for the wood. The wood was cut by the Gamagai 
workers who were paid 2.20 kina an hour. The new church 
construction was carried on simultaneously with the clinic.
Fr Joseph repeated on several occasions that the idea of building 
the new church had come from the Rulna parishioners and not from 
the mission.
It was an important issue for him that the project be 
construed in these terms. He wanted to rationalise the mission 
presence in Rulna in terms of a response by the mission to a plea 
for spiritual assistance originating among the local population. 
The mission agreed to donate its share of money and labour which 
would be equal to the contribution in the form of money and labour 
provided by the local parishioners. For this project the mission 
made its own contribution amounting to half of the value of each 
structure. This was all in keeping with the mission view that 
health care lay in the field of responsibility of the government, 
with which the mission was co-operating. In the case of the church 
however, the "spiritual needs" expressed in the desire to build a 
new church were to be a prerogative of the local population. The 
mission was seen as co-operating with the population to provide it 
with the spiritual services it "needed".
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The Rulna parishioners contributed to the church 
construction both financially and by giving their labour without 
payment. The money came from the sales of manta fruits at the 
Mt.Hagen market. All parishioners were supposed to work on the 
church project each Wednesday. If a parishioner was absent he was 
obliged to pay a two kina fine.
In October 1981 when the building work started, the church 
fund amounted to 5760 kina. The Gamagai contributed 4200 Kina and 
the Mabuge 1560 kina. The estimated costs were 8000 kina in money 
and as much again in labour value. Father Joseph insisted that all 
the money and labour should come from the parishioners themselves 
and he forbade Br. Paul to accept funds from an enthusiastic 
Catholic community in Holland. He was very angry when he learned 
that during his absence in January 1982 Br. Paul had contributed 
money to pay the woodcutters working for the new church. He 
accused Br. Paul of gross disloyalty.
However, he could also see the economical rationale behind 
the idea of running both projects parallel to each other. By 
doing so, the costs of materials bought in big quantities and the 
costs of transport could be substantially reduced in comparison 
with separate purchases for each of the projects.
In the first quarter of 1982 commitment to the church 
construction subsided due to the outbreak of a war in Rulna 
between the Paige and the Tibugga-Kenikai.
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The Gamagai did not take sides and avoided conflict but the 
Mabuge, members of the Rulna Catholic parish, sided with the Paige 
and were defeated by the Tibugga. The Mabuge withdrew to Ruti, 
several hours walk from Rulna, and they stopped participating in 
the construction of the Rulna church. They approached Fr. Joseph 
to repay them all their financial contribution made towards the 
new church construction and asked for compensation for all the 
labour they had provided for the new church. Fr. Joseph refused. 
The Mabuge then talked about their claims with ehe Gamagai, asking 
them for reimbursement. The Gamagai did not commit themselves 
either way and left the issue to be discussed as a part of the 
planned peace settlement to end the hostilities which had flared 
in 1978 between the two tribes. The preoccupation with the Palge- 
Tibugga war and the prolonged discussion about the Paige demand 
slowed down the work to the point that Fr. Joseph felt he should 
intervene in order to increase the peoples' commitment to the 
construction of the church.
Administering fines as a penalty for not coming to work 
proved to be ineffective as a way of ensuring the Gamagais' 
continuing commitment. There were two reasons why:
1. fines owed by the parishioners mounted up to a level
beyond which they would howevever be able to pay them. When 
the threats of the Court magistrates and village policeman to 
arrest the offenders and take them to the Mt.Hagen prison did 
not eventuate, the Gamagai grew ever bolder in ignoring the 
increasing amounts of money they formally owed to the 'church 
committee' for not turning up for work;
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2. people started to treat Wednesday church work as one
more opportunity to gather and discuss current issues instead 
of doing any actual work on the project.
Fr. Joseph then introduced two incentives which allowed him 
to remain faithful to his strong commitment not to build the 
church for the people, like "some of those rich Americans and 
Australians who build churches with foreign dollars for passive 
indigenous parishioners so they can brag about how good their 
pastoral work is" (Fr. Joseph). According to him, this attitude 
had made local people want bigger and bigger and more solidly 
constructed churches which does not made them better Christians. 
Since the work on the clinic was paid for, he stipulated that it 
would be given to those workers who had been the first to do free 
work on the church.
He also introduced a system of rewards for those clans which 
had done the best work on a given Wednesday. Those who 
distinguished themselves by selling marita fruits and contributed 
the biggest amount of money to the church fund were rewarded with 
a bag of rice and a carton of tinned fish.
Although the Rulna market value of the rewards was very 
close to the value of the money collected from the fruit sale in 
Mt.Hagen, the overall impression was that the work for the church 
was entirely based on volunteer efforts. This assumption suited 
both sides well, the parishioners and Fr. Joseph. Despite all the 
measures taken in order to keep both projects going at the same
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pace, the church construction was lagging behind. Between January 
and April 1982, there was no progress. The Wednesday meetings 
instead turned into discussions which attempted to explain why the 
work was not moving ahead as had been planned. Some interesting 
points emerged. Much light was thrown on the Gamagais' motives 
for supporting the project and what they thought to be the reason 
for the construction being delayed. This was interpreted as the 
result of violations taking place within the Gamagai moral 
universe. "Wrong" actions within the Gamagai community 
spontaneously corrupted the will to carry out the construction 
projects.
Every Gamagai orator who spoke in the Wednesday meetings 
expressed his support for the new church project and stated 
personal reasons why he would like to see the 'work progressing. 
Often, the speaker's commitment to the construction was based on 
his personal promise which he claimed to have made. The promise 
was to complete the construction of the church (Ruminj, Kult,
Moka). But the type of promise which the Gamagai clans used to 
make in order to stay together as one tribe was not made to a 
particular person or institution. There was no mention of a 
promise being made to the mission or to Fr. Joseph personally.
The publicly expressed wish to adhere to one's promises, to 
do something or to refrain from eating some particular kind of 
food was a declaration of one's wish to be treated seriously by 
others. It was expected of a big man that he would make promises 
and stick to them. The promises to build the new church were 
described as mi: ik rukur, personal promises, made without others
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witnessing them. Such a promise could have social validity only 
if the oath-taker had made it publicly known through his speeches 
that he had taken such a promise and meant to stick by it.
None of the promises were taken on the mi: (see Ch.5) since
the Gamagai decided that the oath so taken would not be in 
accordance with the Christian lav;. Instead, the orators were 
claiming that they wanted the church to be completed before they 
die and "go to hell". It was both Christians and non Christians 
who attended the Wednesday meeting to discuss the delays in the 
church construction. Several heathen orators (Nui, Wag, Wogopa) 
claimed publicly that they had taken a promise not only to help 
the church construction but to be baptised in the new church.
They were urging their fellow Gamagais to increase their efforts 
in order to erect the church so that they could fulfil their 
promises.
"We heathens are Gamagais like you. Do you want us to go 
to hell just because you are lazy and unruly like wild pigs and 
could not work well on the church construction" was the moral 
blackmailing used occasionally (Nui). People talked about their 
fear of dying without being baptised. Through the above mentioned 
combination of promises, the idea of baptism was closely linked to 
the completion of the church.
Betraying a privately made promise not only discredited the 
oath-taker in the eyes of his fellow tribesmen but also threatened 
the transgressor with negative repercussions after his death. 
Oath-breakers were assigned a low status among the clan-ghosts, a
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mirror-image to the low status which threatened oath-breakers in 
the human realm. Speakers would refer to their concern about 
"going to hell" in the language of social status. Oath-breaking 
would involve an after-life as a low status ghost. "I do not want 
to have to live on the smell of pig bones" (Nui) they would say 
referring to the 'rubbish clan1 2 ghosts who only had pig bones 
sacrificed to them.
8.4.2_____The perceived threat that_" the mission will leave
us and go with the Mabuge to Ruti"
I have already emphasised that the Gamagai orators explained 
the presence of the mission as a reward for ehe people's "good 
behaviour". The notion that "if we do not obey the mission law the 
mission would be upset and disappointed with us and leave Rulna 
for ever" was a frequent theme of oration.
This understanding of the mission role stood in opposition 
to the mission's own officially proclaimed raison d'etre for its 
presence in Rulna, which stipulated that the parishioners needed 
mission spiritual guidance. This meant, contrary to the Gamagai's 
view, that their behaviour was not yet 'good' and needed the 
rectifying influence of the mission.
The anxiety about "losing the mission" gained credence when 
a proportion of the Rulna parishioners, the members of the Mabuge 
tribe moved to Ruti, several hours walk away from Rulna. The 
Gamagai orators expressed fear that the mission might in turn 
leave Rulna and find a flock elsewhere. However, because of the
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developed infrastructure housing, pig sty, workshops etc in Rulna 
this supposition was meant purely rhetorically.
After the departure of the Mabuge, the Catholic mission in 
Rulna became exclusively identified with the Gamagai tribe. This 
was openly acknowledged by speakers in the intertribal fora who 
used to congratulate the Gamagai for attracting the narnba wan 
kompani ('company number one'; i.e. the Catholic mission) to 
their territory (Manimbi speeches during the moka in Tigi, 1981) . 
The mission struggled to alter this image emphasizing that they 
were in Rulna to serve "all people, not just the Gamagai" (Br.
Paul at a funeral ceremony in Paige). The mission time and again 
emphasised that the clinic had been opened for all people in the 
area, not just for the Gamagai.
The presence of the mission on the tribal territory was 
considered an asset, just like fertile gardens and big food 
production. When other tribes requested financial help from the 
Gamagai, they made reference to their wealth and the advantages 
they enjoyed by having the mission "on their grounds" (Papete's 
request of two pigs from Numdi; Maipana, Numdi's wife's father). 
The mission was a source of prestige on the intertribal political 
scene where tribes were constantly competing for status.
The Gamagai believed that the loss of the mission would 
therefore deal a devastating blow to their political standing. 
Their orators pointed out that if the Gamagai lost the mission, 
they would become the laughing stock of all the neighbouring 
tribes. In all this there was something more than rhetorical truth
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when they said that the mission had never "promised to stay with 
us for ever, it could go anytime without us being able to stop 
it." They were duly impressed by the fact that Fr. Joseph had 
indeed not promised that he would be buried "with us here in the 
Rulna cemetery" (Ruminj).
8.4.3_____The Gamagai reluctance to share the mission with the
Paige.
Subsequently the Gamagai orators suggested that if delays on 
church construction continued, there was a danger chat the mission 
might embrace their neighbours, the Paige who were Lutherans 
(Kints, Kult). Their mission was run by a Chimou pastor. Its 
infrastructure was rudimentary when compared to the Catholic 
mission. All buildings at the Rulna Lutheran station were 
thatched and the pastor Pius Paula led the same life as his 
parishioners.
The Paige could see several advantages from aligning 
themselves with the Catholics in Rulna. Some Paige men who 
visited the Rulna Catholic compound pointed out what a great 
advantage it was to have the road coming up to the coffee 
plantation as was the case with those Gamagai who were living near 
the Catholic mission. They frankly admitted that the thing which 
attracted them most to Catholicism was the possibility of getting 
the road to come to their territory. In the past this admission 
had led to their failure to be accepted into the Catholic church.
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Once in 1979 they had entered the Catholic church in Rulna 
on a Sunday just after Fr. Joseph had ended the Mass and they 
asked to be admitted to the Catholic church. Fr. Joseph conducted 
the negotiations outside the church arguing that it was not in his 
power to make such a decision. He argued that there were 
substantial doctrinal differences between the Catholics and the 
Lutherans and a transition from one denomination to another would 
be a lengthy process requiring attendance at religious education 
classes.
The Paige spokesmen wanted to know what exactly these 
differences were. Fr. Joseph outlined these, and they answered 
that they could not see any difficulty in shifting their doctrinal 
preferences to the Catholic position. When Fr. Joseph asked what 
was the reason for their decision to shift their allegiances the 
Paige cited "commitment to ecumenical approaches to Christianity". 
They had learned about the ecumenical movement within Christianity 
from Leopold, an Austrian volunteer who had worked in Rulna and 
who was committed to seeing a united Christian church there. He 
had left Rulna the previous year, and Fr. Joseph wanted to know 
what issues had triggered the decision to press on with the idea 
to join the Catholics just now. Then one of Paige man mentioned 
the issue of roads built by the Catholics. He said how difficult 
it was for them, the Lutherans, to carry the sacks of coffee to 
the collection points where the coffee cars come.
Fr. Joseph dismissed the Paige quest for Catholicism because 
of these pragmatic motives. He also reiterated the doctrinal
differences between Lutherans and Catholics and the fact that the
former did not recognize the authority of the Vatican. The would- 
be converts failed to assure him that they would be able to 
reconcile those differences in their consciousness.
In the ’80s the Catholics and the Lutherans had not 
attempted to "poach" Christians already converted by the other 
denominations. They looked with disapproval at the Christian 
fundamentalist campaigns in the Highlands which were doing just 
that.
The Paige motives were opportunistic rather than spiritual. 
The Gamagai parishioners felt alarmed by the Paige plan. They 
asserted that they had known chat the Paige's intentions were 
purely opportunistic. If necessary, so they said, they would have 
gone to Mt.Hagen to see Bishop Bernardin in order to alert him to 
the real nature of the Paige intention and to suggest that he 
oppose the admission of the Paige to the bosom of the Catholic 
Church (Numdi, Dokta). Even though the Paige had been 
unsuccessful, the incident lived on in Gamagai memory and was used 
by orators as a means of persuading their fellow Gamagai to apply 
themselves harder to the construction work.
8.5.1_____ The collective numan raising practices
The notion of numan could be metaphorically employed to 
denote the collectively held determination to achieve consensus 
for a given action and a sufficient level of determination to 
carry out a daunting task. Mobilisation for the task could take 
a long time, consisting of numerous public addresses, abstinence
from some kinds of food or sex, etc, in order to raise the level 
of readiness. During such a mobilization special interpersonal 
attitudes were advocated, namely the ones based on the intraclan 
values. These preparations were undergone in the case of important 
tribal ceremonies, eg moka pig exchange or Ambu Kur. Similar 
mobilisation was undertaken for the task of the reconstruction of 
the damaged bridge on the Wunimb river in Rulna and during the 
construction of the new church and clinic. A brief examination of 
the case of the Wunimb bridge reconstruction will illustrate that 
the standstill in the church/clinic project, i.e. the prolonged 
discussions and public speeches, was a response characteristic for 
the Gamagai whenever they were confronting a daunting task.
8.5.2_____The case of the River Wunimb bridge
The bridge was destroyed in October 1981 by a heavy road 
machine which came to Rulna to clear a land slide. The wooden 
bridge was supported by two heavy, twenty metre long logs placed 
between the banks, each weighing several tonnes and brought from 
the mountain forests. Two new trees of suitable size were cut in 
the forest, seven months later, and pulled down to the river in 
order to repair the bridge .
While the bridge was broken Rulna was effectively cut-off 
from Kotna and Mt.Hagen. The mission car was blocked inside Rulna 
thus making impossible the passage of store supplies and emergency 
transport of the clinic patients to and from Mt.Hagen hospital.
The preparation for the bridge reconstruction started immediately. 
It took seven months before the new logs replaced the broken
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ones. During this period the issue of the bridge was constantly 
discussed, often concurrently with the construction of the new 
church. Both tasks were viewed as being in need of special 
mobilisation .
The adoption of emergency measures was aimed at gaining 
extra strength. This was declared publicly in the form of 
promises to do or to refrain from doing something. The promises 
so taken resembled the ones used by the Gamagai to forge special 
relationships among the various clans. Once a promise was taken 
and publicly declared the orators urged the others to speed up the 
realisation of the project because they themselves had suffered 
enough deprivation through the self-imposed limitations of their 
publicly declared promises.
They would say: "how long do you want me to go on without
eating taro. I have been hungry for taro for months but you know 
that I have taken a promise not to eat taro. So I do not eat 
taro. How long can I go on like this? Let us do this job so that 
I can resume eating my favourite food. Do you want me to die first 
without me tasting taro ever again, or what?" (Kult).
Some orators referred to their "swollen balls" since they 
lived in celibacy according to their promises. They thought that 
prolonged sexual abstinence gave their bodies a specific and 
unpleasant smell, reputedly associated with this state. They 
worried that other tribesmen would detect that smell and accuse 
the Gamagai men of not being strong men. When finally, after seven 
months, the task of cutting and transporting the logs was
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launched it took the Gamagais four hours to complete the job. The 
logs were transported from the top of Mt.Yappa, mostly sliding 
downwards along the creekbeds, but occasionally they had to be 
pulled uphi11.
With the help of the neighbouring tribesmen, the Paige and 
the Tibugga, the logs were pulled in short spurts of enormous 
physical strength with dozens of men pulling each log with ropes 
made from a species of cane,called in Tok Pisin rop kanda. Such 
was the effect of the public numan raising.
8.5.3_____Dreams urging bigger effort to construct the new church
In the case of the church building, as in the case of 
bridge, the opinion was unanimous that the work should be done.
It was difficult to divide the Gamagais, in such cases, into 
different interest groups. Some people took a more active stand 
than others but this can be explained by the varying degree of 
personal enthusiasm, stamina and the feeling that one person might 
have, in a given situation, some special legitimacy to stand up 
and talk publicly on the project at issue.
At the Wednesday meetings a considerable effort was made to 
achieve what I term a ’’Christian consciousness raising". Speakers 
publicly recounted dreams they had which supported the idea of 
continuing with the construction effort. Other speakers told 
Biblical stories adapted to the Rulna cultural realities. These 
were occasionally disputed or amended with additional details by 
the listeners but always had some relevance to the task at hand,
the continuation of the work for which the people had lost
enthusiasm.
For instance a frequent speaker on these occasions was the 
mother of the late Pol Poia, the exemplary Gamagai Christian, (see 
Ch.13.2). She was determined to keep her son's memory alive and 
snatched any opportunity to remind everyone about her son whenever 
people were publicly debating the problem of building the new 
church, issue with which her late son was closely associated. She 
had a dream. She told the gathering that Pol Poia was angry at 
the delay. Later I was tola by informants (Dokta) that the 
revelation about Pol Poia's anger would result in the resumption 
of work on the new church because people were concerned that Pol 
Poia could punish them for neglecting works he had initiated.
Dokta told of a dream he had had recently while he was very 
sick. He walked along a thick forest where the trees formed a 
dense canopy above his head. He thought it was raining but he did 
not become wet because the tops of the trees formed such an 
impenetrable roof. Dokta was walking towards the light he saw at 
the other end of the canopied tunnel. When he reached the light 
he saw that it was a clearing in the forest . There was a log 
closing the exit from the tunnel. There were two men, a white man 
and a black man sitting on the log.
Dokta recognized that the black man was Pol Poia. But he 
did not seem to recognize Dokta. There were two roads leading 
away from the tunnel and Dokta was asked 'which road he wanted to 
choose, the one to the left or the one to the right. Dokta asked
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where did the roads lead. He was told only that if he answered 
some additional questions about deeds in his life, he would be 
able to make the choice of direction a lot easier.
He was asked whether he had remembered to make pig offerings 
to his deceased clansmen and to the deceased church leaders who 
had worked on behalf of all Gamagais. Some other questions were 
asked including whether he had kept his promise to contribute to 
the construction of the new church. Dokta said that he realised 
only then that the left road led to heaven and the right to hell. 
He became very frightened that he might be asked to take the right 
road if he answered all the question. He woke up and noticed that 
his mother, his wife, Ruminj and Hints were standing around him 
crying. They thought that he had died because his body was cold 
and he had stopped breathing. He recovered and wanted to reform 
his life, including putting more effort into the construction of 
the new church. He urged others to do the same.
Peter Kar, who had returned from nursing school in Pumakos 
and had heard Melanesian adaptations of Biblical stories, seized 
every opportunity to speak publicly at the Wednesday meetings, 
with an authority he would have never attained if the subject had 
been local cultural and political issues. He told Biblical 
stories as if they had happened not a long time ago but in the 
familiar cultural and natural environment ( Ch.14 ).
Participation in debates gave the obvious prestige 
associated with public speaking and means by which speakers 
grabbed the opportunity to present materials which they felt were
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contributing positively towards achieving the required mood of 
public mobilisation for action.
8.6.1_____ The style of the mission interventions
The official policy of the mission was one of non­
intervention in indigenous cultural matters, unless an 
intervention was motivated by the urge to rectify a perceived 
injustice or suffering and discomfort inflicted upon others. In 
other words, a direct intervention was justified in moral terms.
The standards of this morality were determined by what Fr. 
Joseph perceived to be good or bad for the parishioners whom he 
wanted to take sides with. In Chapter 12, on health and sickness 
among the Gamagai, I deal in detail with Fr. Joseph's crusade 
against what he perceived as victimisation of women by the Gamagai 
men through frequent accusations of menstrual blood poisoning. He 
launched a campaign against the agents of the "forces of evil".
It was directed against Kowa the healer, who was said to be 
"worshipping Satan". This intervention was based on a 
misconception of what the term tipokit (wild, bad spirits) 
meant for the Gamagai (Ch.10).
Fr. Joseph said repeatedly that he -wished to leave all 
decisions related to the construction of the new church to the 
Gamagai themselves. He wanted to play only an auxiliary role 
whenever asked for help by the parishioners. And yet, he had his 
own vested interests in getting the project completed. He 
genuinely wanted to leave Rulna because he was being worn down by
isolation and the hardships of his job. But he wished to leave 
with all the projects completed. Despite his professed official 
policy of non-intervention in the church project he did influence 
the course of events either directly through his personal 
intervention in cultural issues or through his preaching. He also 
played an indirect role through peoples’ professed sense of 
obligation towards him which motivated them to be involved in the 
construction projects.
Fr. Joseph vowed to refuse the sacrament of Holy Communion 
to those who breached the law of monogamy or to those who helped 
such a man to collect his brideprice. If there was a suspicion 
that the first wife had colluded with the intention to take 
another wife she would be barred from the sacrament as well. The 
prohibition was permanent for the husband for as long as the 
polygamous marriage lasted. In the case of the second wife, the 
way out of the prohibition was to dismiss one of the wives and to 
settle on a single one. Those who helped in the collection of the 
brideprice were banned for two years from the sacraments. This law 
was in operation regardless of whether the first marriage was 
confirmed in church or not. The result of this policy was the 
legitimisation by the mission of traditionally-contracted 
marriages as if confirmed by the sanctity of the sacrament of 
marriage celebrated by the Catholic church itself.
Fr. Joseph would not marry a couple in church who had not 
first contracted their relationship in a traditional way. Only 
after all of the brideprice was paid and after a child was born 
out of the marriage would the mission agree to marry the couple
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in church. However,if the marriage was confirmed in church and a 
husband intended to take another wife, it was not possible for him 
to dismiss the spouse wedded in the church in order to stay with 
one wife and thus get readmitted to the sacraments. The Gamagai 
men cited that rule as a reason why they avoided church weddings. 
Only after they were older and had made up their mind, after long 
deliberation, which wife they wanted to keep would they consider a 
church marriage (Ruminj, Punk, Dokta). The mission encouraged this 
attitude. For the Gamagai the issue of church marriage was 
influenced by the belief that the wife one marries in church would 
be the wife one will stay with after death in heaven.
There was an additional complication in the case of a 
widow's remarriage. The question was who was to live with her in 
the heavenly after-life, the ghost of her first or of her second 
husband? There was no ready answer to this and, certainly, the 
mission never considered these cultural implications of the 
Christian spiritual cosmology.
It was also strongly believed that one should never have a 
church marriage with a widow who had contracted her first marriage 
in church. Gamagai, in principle, agreed with the mission's 
insistence on monogamous relationships.
In their speeches they praised such laws as good because 
they guarded against an already married man "stealing" a wife from 
someone else who had none. In private however most men wanted to 
have more than one wife (Ruminj, Numdi). But the Gamagai treated 
mission bans seriously in order to maintain the rights to receive
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Holy Communion, often to the extent of forfeiting very tangible 
benefits .
8.6.2.1 The social explanation for the delay in construction 
works
One activity of the Wednesday meetings was the search for 
wrong-doings in Gamagai society which were weakening their 
resolution to work. In searching for the source of the social 
malaise the speakers blamed certain practices which the mission 
criticised or disallowed. When they identified the cases which 
flouted the "mission custom" the people involved were publicly 
condemned and asked to either renounce their wrong-doings and 
rectify them or leave the ranks of the church. At the time of the 
church construction two cases were marked out as being the most 
probable sources of the negative influences:
1. the case of Pri and his quest for a second wife;
2. Rot's relationship with Maria, Pol Poia's widow, who was 
living with him as a de facto second wife.
8.6.2.2 Pri's quest for a second wife
Pri was the Village Court magistrate, a Catholic with a wife 
and three children. His wife was from Banz, did not speak the 
Melpa language, and often felt lonely in Rulna. She was in the
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habit of leaving Rulna for Banz for long periods of time. Pri 
wanted to take another wife from the Manimbi tribe. In December 
1981 Meta, the girl Pri wanted to marry, came to Rulna with her 
clanspeople. The Manimbi party asked for twenty pigs and two 
thousand Kinas as brideprice. Pri offered five pigs and a 
thousand Kina. He claimed that he could not raise more because he 
and all other Gamagai are Catholics and are forbidden by their 
faith to take a second wife. His offer was the most he could give 
because many people with pigs refused to assist him. After 
haggling the Manimbi party left without accepting Pri's offer.
Pri's bid for another wife and the reluctant help he had 
received was perceived by some speakers as a source of tension 
within the parish. This in turn had spontaneously translated 
itself into weakening the collective resolution to continue with 
the church project. The marriage was not contracted and Fr Joseph 
decided not to punish Pri. All the same, Kult, one of the 
orators, suggested that Pri's intention had had detrimental 
effects on the Catholic community in Rulna. His comment was 
related to another class of marriage relationship which the 
mission opposed and which indirectly involved him.
8.6.2.3 The case of Rot and Pol Poia's widow Maria
Kult was an active church leader. His son Rot was married to 
a Dekapukai woman called Pora. A full brideprice had been paid 
for her. She was reputed to be a very hard worker and Kult both 
arranged this marriage and supported her when in conflict with 
Rot. Rot developed a clandestine relationship with Pol Poia's
widow Maria, two years after Poia's death. After her husband's 
death Maria continued to live with her child and Nui and Kora, 
Poia's parents. The relationship between Rot and Maria was 
suspected for some time but it was only in October 1981 that it 
was proved.
A few Gamagai men followed the couple into the coffee garden 
and from their hiding spot witnessed sexual intercourse between 
them. Afterwards they grabbed Maria, examined her and then 
dragged her half naked along the Rulna road showing the culprit 
with semen on her legs as irrefutable evidence of their 
discovery. Rot had to run for his life. All informants I talked 
to about the case (Dokta, Punk, Numdi) expressed strong 
condemnation of Rot, who was formerly their close friend. They 
accused him of "stealing" because "he had not contributed at all 
to the bride price paid for Maria" whereas they had. He was also 
accused of unwittingly jeopardising the life of Poia's and Maria's 
child since a sexual act with a breast feeding mother was 
dangerous for the child.
My informants used to be Rot's best friends. They belonged 
to different clans. Rot was Pwentimbo while they were Rogombo.
They also claimed that Rot had committed a violation against the 
mission law. The informants believed that if they had suspected 
Rot of an illicit relationship with Maria but had not followed him 
as they did, then they themselves would have been guilty of an 
even bigger sin than Rot's. This reasoning was an extrapolation 
from a similar precept operating within clan relationships. If 
anyone did not report a violation of the clan law he would be
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punished by the clan ghosts with a severity believed to be harsher 
than the punishment meted out on the transgressor himself.
Rot decided to wed Maria. He paid compensation to the 
Rogombo and all those who had helped to raise the brideprice for 
Maria. He paid three pigs and four hundred Kina compensation to 
Nui and Kora for taking Maria away from them. For half a year he 
lived with two wives, the situation traditionally considered to 
be both proper and desirable. However, Fr Joseph declared Rot, 
Maria and Kult ineligible for the sacrament of Holy Communion. The 
ban also applied to Kult who was a regular church goer, because he 
was in favour of continuing his son's polygamous marriage on the 
grounds that Pora was a good host and a garden worker while 
Maria, Rot's favourite, he considered lazy.
In order to return Pora to her tribe, the Pwentimbo had to 
pay compensation to the Dekapukai and they were not able to get 
the bride price back. After negotiations, the parties agreed on 
the Gamagai giving the Dekapukai eight pigs and one hundred Kina 
as compensation for returning Pora without putting any blame on 
her.
The fact that Rot and Pora did not have children made that 
agreement easier to settle. After the settlement, the ban on 
accepting Holy Communion was in operation for another half year. 
When it was finally lifted in September 1982 Kult, Rot and Maria 
accepted communion together and the parishioners in the Rulna 
church got up from their seats to mark the event.
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8 . 6.3.1 The Gamagai attitude towards mission social regulations
So the Gamagai orators were identifying the source of 
distress in the Gamagai Catholic community. The ban on communion 
was considered a serious deprivation and indeed an unbearable one 
by some. Holy Communion was considered to be an important aspect 
of being a Catholic. The informants made the analogy between the 
sacrament of Holy Communion and the kung kametl ritual meal 
consumed during the ceremony in which the clans promised to stay 
together as one Gamagai tribe. Kung kametl was also consumed 
after a war when the feuding parties decided to terminate 
hostilities and live in peace.
A particular aspect of Holy Communion which appealed to the 
Gamegai was its role as "food for the soul". This food 
strengthened the soul by making it resilient to the temptations of 
Satan (Dokta). Some Gamagai indicated that Holy Communion could 
strengthen numan by preventing the wild spirits (tipokit) from 
entering their bodies and thus creating discord in their 
relationships with the clan ghosts who became eventually known as 
the tipokai, the good spirits (Hints, Punk; see Ch.9). Numdi 
thought that taking Holy Communion made one physically strong and 
industrious. Pol Poia's legendary energy and initiative (see Ch. 
13.2) was explained by the fact that he was the only Gamagai who 
attended morning Masses in a private chapel behind the mission 
house used for private prayers by Fr. Joseph and Br. Paul.
Despite uneguivocal support given to the practice of 
accepting Holy Communion, neither Dokta nor Numdi were frequent
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attendants at Sunday Masses. They explained that they were afraid 
of taking communion because both of them "thought" occasionally of 
taking another wife and such "thinking" was considered to be 
sinful. All informants talked too about the problem of "thinking 
sinful things" in relationship to their eligibility for 
communion, which reconfirmed Numdi's and Dokta's concerns. I was 
told that their abstention from the sacrament was viewed with 
suspicion by some churchgoers who wondered about the content of 
their "thoughts" or what deeds they might have committed to 
prevent them from taking communion on a given Sunday.
8.6.3.2 The Gamagai modification of the Holy Communion ceremony
The church congregation at Sunday Masses was segregated 
according to gender. Females occupied the left side of the central 
aisle and males the right. When it was time to distribute the 
communion Fr. Joseph brought the chalice to where the communicants 
were waiting at the communion rail and faced the congregation.
Then there was usually a prolonged pause when nobody moved from 
their places for about a minute. Then the small girls slowly 
rose and received communion, followed by the women. Then there 
was a slight break before the young boys followed by the men 
approached Fr. Joseph to receive communion. The last to accept 
communion were important men like Kints. Then the church leaders 
and the catechists followed.
The distribution of the communion usually proceeded very 
slowly, with some people delaying their turns beyond the order 
dictated by their sitting positions in the church. Before each
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Sunday Mass Fr. Joseph heard confessions. He did not have 
sufficient command over the Melpa language to understand the 
content of confessions. However he made it plain that the act of 
contrition was the most important aspect of each confession and 
that it was not essential for him to understand each word. If
somebody wanted to turn their act of confession into a 
conversation, he either had to speak in Tok Pisin or ask a 
catechist to interpret for him.
No one ever used this second option. Aware of how 
inconvenient this was, Fr. Joseph introduced into the Mass ritual 
"konfesio bungo", {'bung' Tok Pisin, 'meet together') a 
collective confession. He recited words of forgiveness and the 
parishioners were supposed to express contrition in their minds. 
After that they would obtain a collective absolution for their 
sins. However, the Gamagai considered this absolution to have 
only limited validity. They believed it could only clear one's 
conscience of minor sins, e.g. missing Masses on previous 
Sundays, but not the sins due to a serious misdemeanour or crime.
Their reservation was based on the opinion that personal 
contrition within one's own mind was not sufficient. It lacked all 
the elements of the traditional process of dealing with 
culpability: public admission of sin and punishment inflicted by 
clan ghosts. The Gamagai saw their relationship with God 
primarily in terms of intra-clan relationship. But Fr. Joseph, 
being a modern Western rational Christian, dismissed any such 
suggestion that God, via the Gamagai's clan ghosts, could be
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involved with personal sickness as retribution for sin. The 
Gamagai could not accept this.
For the Gamagai the dilemma of konfesio bungo was: if a
churchgoer refrained from his normal practice of receiving 
communion because he had committed a misdemeanour, he was noticed 
by the congregation and opened himself to suspicion; if he 
concealed his hesitation and accepted communion regardless of his 
doubts, he was risking God's retribution for the sacrilegious act 
(Numdi, Dokta, Ruminj) . My informants discovered a partial 
solution to this dilemma by maintaining that sinful thoughts about 
a second wife were the only reason why they refrained from 
receiving communion on any given Sunday. And although this was 
sinful in the mission's eyes it was acceptable for the Gamagai.
Clearly, the issue of polygamy was the focal point of 
contention between the Gamagai and the mission. Ultimately this 
practice was fuelled by a desire too dear to the Gamagai to 
dispense with for the sake of Christian virtuous identity. So 
polygamy remained acceptable regardless of the mission's 
disapproval. In the moral calculus over the konfesio bungo the 
Gamagai decided that they could legitimately refrain from it and 
at the same time be free from other churchgoers' suspicions 
because they always had a sin on their conscience, i.e. the wish 
to marry more then one wife. Consequently, the Gamagai men began 
to speak publicly about their desire to acquire another wife 
precisely to pre-empt the possibility of being suspected of the 
committal of more serious misdemeanours when refraining from the 
Sunday Communions.
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In this way the problem of public confession was diffused 
but with the following effect: regardless of the gravity of a 
particular misdemeanour one was now free to hide it behind the 
collective sin, the polygamous desire. This resolved the visible, 
confessional side of the phenomenon of sin.
The personal dimension of conscience and God was to be dealt 
with by the Gamagai via the phenomenon of sickness which, as we 
shall see (Ch. 11 and 14), and precisely because Fr. Joseph denied 
the direct relationship between them, made the Gamagai pursue a 
new path, outside the church, trailed by the Kints movement.
8.7.1_____Mission sermons
Fr. Joseph's sermons were delivered in Tok Pisin and 
translated into Melpa on the spot by a catechist, Kaip. In his 
sermons Fr. Joseph blended the day's Bible reading with the local 
themes topical at the time. Invariably the church goers found it 
difficult to recall the topic and the theme of the sermon they 
had just heard. However, the Gamagai knew a few stereotypical 
themes which they assumed that Fr. Joseph repeated over and over 
again, although in fact he did not.
He never once threatened his parishioners with dramatic 
visions of punishment for sins, nevertheless the theme of fire and 
torments awaiting sinners after death was usually recalled as the 
most common subject of his sermons (Punk, Kewa, Puga, Ruminj,
Kuk) .
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This reflected the Gamagai's own fascination with the lurid 
images of Hell, more potent than the superlative Heaven. The 
vision of Hell and torment appeared also in people's dreams ( Ch. 
9.3). In one dream, Dokta saw himself dead. Then he saw himself 
walking along a wide road cut through the kunai grass. He came to 
a fork in the road where an old man stood with a big dog. The man 
asked Dokta which way he wanted to choose. Dokta had answered 
"that one on the left". The old man told him to go that way and 
added: "you won! The other road led to Hell where you would be
scorched in an open fire."
The second major subject which they nominated as a dominant 
theme in Fr. Joseph's sermons was the scolding of parishioners for 
wanting to take more than one wife, a proof that they were 
"humbugs". Here to, the informants saw indirect refences to Hell, 
saying that Fr. Joseph had spoken metaphorically (tok bokis, Tok 
Pisin) about Hell which awaited the Gamagai because they were 
humbugs who only think about taking a second wife and do not work 
hard in their gardens.
The third most frequently cited theme attributed to Fr. 
Joseph was along the following lines: "why do you steal things
from each other?/ why do you commit adultery?/ why do you take 
each other to court so often?/ why do you not work and live 
peacefully like the members of a single clan do?"
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They believed that Fr. Joseph was waging a war against the 
boastful and talkative men who claimed to be the driving force 
behind various projects, like repairing roads and bridges, getting 
government funding, organising church works, when actually they 
had only a small impact on it. In one case Fr. Joseph did in fact 
scold some tribesmen for claiming to be the owners of a shop 
although it was just one man from their tribe who actually owned 
it. Fr. Joseph advocated restrained and self-effacing behaviour.
Without naming names, he modelled on Kints the exemplary 
behaviour that everybody should try to emulate. He presented 
Kints as the man who attempted to prevent the war between the 
Gamagai and Mabuge, was the last to speak at public meetings, and 
was never seen arguing in an animated or excitable manner. In 
effect Fr. Joseph was contrasting the purwa wu and wu kopong 
behaviour as being mutually exclusive. Whereas he saw these two 
types as antithetical and contradictory, for his church goers 
there was in fact no contradiction. For together these two kinds 
of men were equally necessary in the traditional Gamagai world and 
exemplified the two complementary constellations of a single set 
of values.
ß .l.2_____Mission influence by means of example
Some of the speakers at the Wednesday meetings argued for 
the need to continue the project on the grounds of their personal 
relationship with Fr. Joseph. When eight Gamagai men were arrested 
and jailed after the war with the Mabuge, Fr. Joseph tried to 
argue that the majority of those arrested were innocent. Ruk, a
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man who was arrested soon after he was released from the clinic 
had nothing to do with the hostilities. He died in prison while 
the rest returned after seven months of imprisonment.
Fr. Joseph opposed any indiscriminate collective punishment 
and vigorously intervened on behalf of the arrested Gamagai. The 
speakers argued that Fr. Joseph had helped them before, therefore 
now they should help him to build the church. Fr. Joseph would 
have not agreed with this argument since he had been insisting 
that the church was entirely the Gamagai's concern, not his.
However, in May 1982 he proposed a deal to the Gamagai. He 
would transfer the ownership of the Rulna general store from the 
Catholic mission to the Gamagai if they would run it like a co­
operative venture. A similar enterprise run as a business, 
jointly owned by all Catholics in Rulna had been envisaged by the 
late Pol Poia who had wanted to run different businesses within 
the basic Christian community. The Gamagai understood this offer 
as an incentive to finish the construction of the new church 
before the end of 1982. In the same month the general store came 
under the ownership of all the Gamagai, both Catholics and 
heathen. They were required to contribute money as a share in the 
capital to purchase goods for sale. Benjamin Kui, the tertiary- 
educated Gamagai, was appointed general manager of the shop.
8,7.3 The new church and the Pol Poia chapel
Despite Fr. Joseph's protestations to the contrary the new 
church was seen as a joint venture between the Gamagai and the
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mission . After all of the obstacles described above were dealt
with and removed, the construction of the new church proceeded 
smoothly and the church was finished in December 1982. It was 
covered by corrugated iron, and had wooden floors and seats.
Along side it, the parishioners erected another building which 
had significant cultural implications. This was a round house 
with clay floor but corrugated iron roofing, located near the road 
cemetery where Pol Poia and other church leaders were buried. The 
house was called the "Pol Poia chapel" and was thought to be an 
analogy of the private chapel behind the mission house used by Fr. 
Joseph and B r . Paul for private prayers (Numdi, Puga ).
Inside the Pol Poia chapel was a wooden two-dimensional 
carving of Jesus Christ carrying a cross. It also had Pol Poia's 
memorabilia, his green beret, his trousers, his belt, and a 
photograph of him. The walls were decorated with pages from a 
colourful illustrated calendar depicting Biblical scenes set up in 
a Melanesian cultural environment, and where people had 
characteristically Melanesian physical features.
The chapel was also called kur Poia manga rapa, Poia's ghost 
round house, a term close to that used for the clan ghost house, 
kur manga rapa, the centre of clan identity. The naming of a 
chapel after Pol Poia, the man and the ghost whose work and life 
was dedicated to fostering communal bonds based on the wider view 
of a Catholic community, unmistakably signalled the rootedness of 
Rulna Catholicism in local culture.
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CHAPTER 9
FROM GHOSTS TO SAINTS: CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE GAMAGAI
SPIRIT WORLD
9.1 Introduction
Gamagai assimilation of the Catholic mission teachings was not 
limited to passive memorising of the Bible and passages of the 
Catechism. Their attitude of confidence in and active engagement 
with the mission had been evident from the time of first contact.
The Gamagai institution of the big man, whether purwa wu (clan-based 
big men) or wu kopong (tribe-based big men), became the basis for a 
dynamic search for new cultural forms. These were achieved either by 
rearranging existing institutions and practices or by adopting new 
solutions from the outside.
Gamagai church leaders were turning to the traditional healing 
craft thus claiming double powers on the grounds that they had 
insights into both traditional and Christian sources of knowledge 
(see: Ch.ll). The translations by Kaip, the chief Rulna parish 
catechist, of the Sunday sermons also provide examples of such 
attitudes.
The Gamagai tendency to adapt Christian themes to local 
concerns usually occurred on the margins of official Catholic life in 
Rulna. This tendency was epitomised in the Hints movement. The 
process of interpreting Catholic lore in indigenous terms was not a 
one-sided process. It was not an interpretation of fixed Christian 
categories into indigenous categories determined by traditional,
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immutable meanings. Instead the transformation was based on both 
Christian and traditional categories as constituted in the on-going 
process of the creation and maintenance of meaning in the task of 
living. It is thus to be understood as the lived synthesis of the 
two world-views, the Gamagai and the Christian.
Again a good example of this was hints' movement. By 
modifying the meaning of the clan ghosts and the wild spirits 
(tipokits), and aligning them with the Catholic notion of saints, 
angels and Satan the members of the hints movement had the effect of 
providing a sense of continuity in Gamagai religious practices. 
Similarly, in the past the Gamagai had manufactured a sense of 
continuity by absorbing various new forms of social and economic life 
within the framework of traditional clan and tribal structures, eg. 
changed dwelling patterns, new agricultural practice and the 
introduction of cash economy. In this chapter I will discuss the 
transfiguration of the clan ghosts, in their synthesis with some 
figures from Christianity.
9.2.1_____The use of traditional concepts in the translation of
Sunday sermons in the Rulna Catholic church.
The indigenous Gamagai culture had no notion of a supreme 
being. There was no approximation to the Christian notion of God as 
the creator of life, the deity concerned with human affairs, the law 
giver. Nevertheless an indigenous Melpa word purwa was constantly 
used in Catholic service together with the word God, during "on the 
spot" translations of Sunday sermons delivered by the missionary in
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Tok Pisin. After every few sentences delivered in Tok Pisin Fr. 
Joseph would pause for the passage to be translated into Melpa by 
either of the two catechists Kaip and Wamp. Over a period of twelve 
Sundays in September, October and November of 1981, the interpreter 
used the word Purwa thirty six times and the word God twenty five 
times. The scope of twelve sermons and the selection of timing was 
chosen at random (Appandix C, Tables A and B).
In three time spans during 1981 and 1982 I monitored the 
translation of the sermons with a view to identfying the frequency 
with which the names of characters from Christian terminology (God, 
Jesus, Satan, and Holy Spirit) appeared in Fr. Joseph 's sermons. I 
juxtaposed this finding with the names used as their equivalent in 
the Melpa translation. The survey was to indicate a tendency rather 
than correlate each word by word translation.
The result of this survey indicates that the words purwa and 
God were used interchangeably whenever the missionary mentioned the 
word God in his sermon. A further study among the parishioners 
indicated that they understood those words as being interchangeable 
and relating to the supreme Christian deity.
The adoption of the word purwa for the purpose of transmitting 
the Christian message, although imprecise, may explain why the 
Gamagai so readily drew parallels between the Christian lore and 
teaching on the one hand and their traditional values and notions on 
the other hand. My analysis of the content of Sunday sermons' 
translations revealed the fact that purwa was not the only
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indigenous notion used to denote the Christian supreme deity.
Figures like saints, angels, and Satan which populate the Catholic 
pantheon were represented in the translations by borrowings from the 
Gamagai cultural world. It is clear from my observations on the 
translations carried out over the two year period that there was not 
a fixed relationship between these Catholic figures and the 
indigenous concepts used by the Gamagai interpreters. Instead there 
occurred a metamorphosis in Gamagai concepts during that period.
These shifts in the translation of the Catholic pantheon occurred 
despite the fact that the missionary had continued to deliver his 
Catholic message in an unmodified form over the duration of my 
survey .
The indigenous cultural notions of spirits and ghosts had 
undergone a modification through the influence of Christian teaching. 
This modification in turn rendered the traditional notions of clan 
ghosts and wild spirits suitable for more encompassing cultural 
transformations. In other words, the internal cultural dynamism of 
Gamagai society transformed the meaning of the traditional spirit 
beings to the extent that they could now be used by interpreters with 
a more direct reference to the Catholic figures. This outcome was 
consistent with the Gamagai habit of viewing the mission, its 
teaching and liturgy in terms of pre-existent cultural analogies.
The Christian God was viewed as analogous to Ambu Kur, the 
female spirit of fertility, who was believed to cause an abundance of 
healthy male offsprings and successes in pig husbandry. The 
sacrament of Holy Communion was viewed as analogous to manga rapa
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kung kametl, the ritual meal consumed by members of the same clan.
The missionary and the catechists were seen in terms of the myn wu, 
the "man dealing with all kinds of spirits". The name myn wu denotes 
the tribal healer whose job is to negotiate with various kinds of 
spirits and ghosts in order to ensure the health and well-being of 
his fellow Gamagais.
9.3 Min, dreams (uhr kump 'sleep pictures') and ghosts
The Gamagai paid close attention to their dreams, considering 
them a means by which the clan ghosts conveyed messages to their 
living clans(wo)men. Ignoring messages in which the ghosts 
communicated their wishes might invite the ghosts' retaliation in the 
form of sickness or disease. Dreams often identified a place where a 
possum would be found and shot. The clan ghosts fed on the min of 
sacrificial pigs and wild possums shot on the territories of the clan 
land. The ghosts were not interested in the game shot on the 
territory of other clans or in no man's land, for instance the Jimi 
forest. Regarding the first, the hunter could not offer the min of a 
possum from a foreign clan's territory. Regarding the second, the 
game was believed to belong to various wild spirits, and a successful 
hunt could result in a feud between the clan ghosts and the hunter on 
one side and the wild spirits on the other (Ruminj, Kints, Dokta).
Min was an animated, individualised, intangible quality of 
indeterminate substantiality present in living people and animals. 
Death effects permanent separation between flesh and min. The clan
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ghost depended on it for nutrition, while the flesh of killed animals 
was left over for consumption by living clansmen.
Dreams about the location of possums usually happened on nights 
of the full moon (Kints, Numdi). Most Gamagai regularly experienced 
these sorts of dreams. The possums usually appeared in the dreams 
or there were signs of their presence at a spot in the forest, just 
prior to the hunter’s arrival. A successful hunt was pleasing for 
both ghosts and the hunter, and the call to go and shoot the animal 
given in dreams was never ignored. The reality of the experience was 
so strong and vivid that during the full moon or on the night just 
preceding or following it, Gamagai men often retreated to their 
sleeping quarters in anticipation of hunting instructions they 
believed they were about to obtain from the clan ghosts (Dokta,
Kints) .
The clan ghosts could warn of dangers in dreams as well as 
point out some personal opportunities which should be explored.
Informative dreams sent by the clan ghosts were called kur 
manga uhr kump . They were distinguished from other kinds of 
informative dreams which were called numan uhr kump . It was 
believed that the information contained in the latter dreams was not 
transmitted by the clan ghost, but generated by the dreamer's strong 
numan. Messages contained in numan uhr kump dreams were believed to 
have nothing to do with clan ghosts. Instead, they might hint that 
there was a good chance of courting a particular woman, or that the 
dreamer might deal with new issues which the ghosts had not been
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familiar with before their human death. Any development which took 
place after the deaths of given clansmen remained beyond their 
concern and apprehension for their present state as clan ghosts. The 
initiative in developing the new cultural forms remained entirely 
within the domain of living Gamagai men endowed with strong numan or 
thinking powers.
The case of Pol Poia's mother's dream mentioned earlier 
(Ch.8.5.3) exemplified the kur manga uhr kump variety, since it was 
sent by her son. She was a Catholic and a regular church goer. Pol 
Poia's father Nui was not baptised. He had made a promise that he 
would get baptised in the new church. He also had a dream in 
relation to the building of the new church. He saw himself in fires 
which he recognized as Hell. He was concerned that the dream 
indicated that he would die before being baptised, and then be sent 
to damnation. He said that his dream was a numan uhr kump dream and 
was created by him from within himself rather than sent by Pol Poia 
(Nui). These dreams by Pol Poia's parents were treated seriously by 
the Gamagais and they were entirely relevant to the situation in 
which they were reported , namely the construction of the new church.
9.4.1_____The metamorphosis of clan ghosts into the tipokai (good
spirits) category
A characteristic feature of the relationship between the 
Gamagai and their clan ghosts was its continuation long after the 
occurrence of death. The relevance to everyday clan life of a 
deceased clans(wo)man lasted for as long as the memory of the
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deceased man or woman survived. This personalized image of clan 
ghosts was contrasted with the more nebulous and anonymous image of 
the ancestors. The origins of the ancestors were traced back to the 
three Gamagai brothers who had established the Jimi Valley Gamagai.
The tribal customs were legitimized in reference to them. The 
Gamagai knew the names of the three brothers but not their faces 
(Numdi, Kints) and therefore they never thought much about them. 
Unlike the clan ghosts who intervened forcefully in everyday life in 
order to enforce adherence to the clan behavioural standards, the 
ancestors allowed tribal cultural life to be entirely determined by 
the people, but within the pattern they established. The 
relationship between the clans which collectively formed the Gamagai 
tribe was the outcome of the humanly devised contract, the promise, 
and therefore did not involve any sanctions from the spirits.
Since the late seventies the term tipokai had been used to 
identify a unified category of spirits standing in opposition to the 
category of bad spirits, tipokit. It now had relevance in the 
context of the whole tribe, rather than just the clan. This theme 
became more significant after the Gamagai began to associate the 
indigenous notion of the tipokai, the clan spirits, with the Catholic 
notion of the saints and the idea that they are an intermediary 
between the people and the deity. This idea was very apparent in the 
move by the Gamagai towards developing special relationships with 
specific groups of deceased tribesmen, those who in popular opinion 
had managed during their lives to link and identify the mission with 
the interests and identity of the Gamagai tribe as a whole. One man 
in particular who was credited with the achievement of superseding
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the preoccupation with clan identity in order to focus on the good of 
the tribe as a whole was Pol Poia. He was the man who behaved 
towards all Gamagai tribesmen as if they were his clansmen. The 
Gamagai used to tell stories which gave credence to these claims 
(Numdi, Hints).
According to the new ideology of the tribal solidarity which 
was emerging, Pol Poia's ghost was an archetypal tipokai. It was 
similar to the tipokai ghosts which had hitherto operated within the 
clan, but which had risen recently to the status of tribal ghosts 
empowered to enforce the intra-tribal relationship as if within clan 
boundaries. Pol Poia was believed to be enforcing Christian norms, 
and these closely resembled the ones operating within the clan. They 
were norms which involved radical moral demands but their authority 
sprang from the fact that they converged on the tribal scene from two 
different directions. On the one hand, there was the impetus of the 
traditional ideology of intraclan relationship, and on the other 
hand, the influence of mission lore and teaching. Both these sources 
of authority had legitimacy among the Gamagai of the '80s. These two 
influences were institutionalised, if still only tentatively, through 
the popular support shown to Hints.
9.4,2_____The Pol Poia chapel and the clan ghost house
At the end of April 1982, after the impasse in the construction 
of the new church ended, the Gamagai decided to first build a lik lik 
sios (Tok Pisin,'little church'). This was a chapel constructed out 
of traditional materials on the site of the Rulna cemetery. The
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chapel was a round house four metres in diameter with a central post 
inside, thatched, with woven bamboo walls and a dirt floor. Inside 
there was a wooden cross and a small altar like structure. A worn 
out green beret and a damaged, gray pullover hung from the cross.
The beret and the pullover had been worn by Pol Poia before he died 
in 1978 and were donated by his father Nui.
The Pol Poia chapel was constructed within three days. It was 
smaller than the clan house (manga rapa) but bigger than the clan 
ghosts' house (kur manga rapa) . According to informants (Dokta,
Numdi) this shape was chosen because of its resemblance to the 
ghosts' house rather than to the clan house. This choice was 
dictated by the fact that they built the chapel next to the Rulna 
road cemetery by analogy with the ghosts houses which were always 
near the cemeteries. It was pointed out that the mission's private 
chapel, at the back of the main mission building, was built on the 
site of an old disused cemetery, even though Fr. Joseph was 
originally unaware of this.
The location of the Catholic chapel on the old cemetery site 
was considered favourably by the Gamagai and they saw deeper meanings 
and conscious intentions behind the decision taken by the chapel 
designers to build it there. The chapel was constructed by the first 
missionary to Rulna Fr. Jan Bartoszek. Therefore building the Pol 
Poia chapel on the cemetery site was considered to be in accordance 
with both Christian and indigenous customs.
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Unlike with the men's clan house and the clan ghosts house, 
women and children were permitted to enter the chapel. A criterion 
for exclusion, however, was made on the basis of tribal divisions. 
Only Gamagai men, women and children had a right to enter and stay in 
the chapel. No members of other tribes had this privilege. This was 
a new and significant development in Gamagai culture. It was argued 
that the prohibition on the entry of all but Gamagai people was 
dictated by fear that Pol Poia's assassin might enter the chapel.
Such an act would have unpredictable consequences if Pol Poia 
realised that his own tribe's people were sitting peacefully in the 
chapel together with his assassins (Numdi).
Only distinguished Gamagai men were buried at the Rulna 
roadside cemetery. The argument put forward by many Gamagais for 
building the chapel was that it would be closer for them to go there 
and pray than to go to the official church which was some distance 
away, behind the airstrip, near the Lutheran Village (Ruminj, Dokta). 
It was argued that the Lutherans who lived in the specially 
constructed village had their church inside their village a few yards 
from their several living quarters. Many Gamagai were very impressed 
by this proximity of the church to the living quarters. The Lutheran 
mission made it compulsory for all parishioners to participate in two 
communal prayers every day. This practice met with the approval of 
the Catholic Gamagai. They argued that slackness in executing 
religious duties came from a lack of attempts by the Catholic mission 
to instil discipline into the parishioners, using measures such as 
the bell tolling for daily prayers, threats of punishment for those 
lagging behind in their religious commitment and so on (Dokta, Kewa).
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There was great expectation and enthusiasm that Pol Poia's 
chapel would revitalise religious commitment by providing a more 
convenient location for worship and because Pol Poia's ghost would 
assist them in their proclaimed endeavours. The evening meetings in 
the cemetery chapel consisted of singing, prayers and speeches. There 
were also prayer-declarations in which the congregation loudly 
declared their belief in the continuity of life after bodily death 
and their newly acquired belief that they were under the benevolent 
protection of all the ghosts of deceased Gamagais, referred to as 
tipokai or tipokai sents (saints). In a style reminiscent of Sunday 
church declarations of faith such as "Our Father who art in 
Heaven..." those gathered in the chapel would recite: "we people
will live like the people in Mt.Kiluwa who are now taking care of us 
because we are not stealing from one another, not seducing one 
another s wives, not taking one another to court without just cause; 
we will have plenty of good food, pigs and excellent male offspring."
 ^ _^____ The change in the role of clan ghosts and the formation of
the all Gamagai saints' cult
Some Gamagai believed that the expression tipokai, a good 
spirit, as intended to denote clan ghosts (kur manga rapa) , entered 
the Gamagai conceptual vocabulary at the end of the seventies. Its 
origin has been traced back to the Tigi Catholic missionary Fr. John, 
himself a Hagen highlander whose mother tongue was Melpa. He 
understood the traditional notion of clan ghosts as representing 
forces of good. He envisaged them as having two different aspects: 1.
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as spiritual entities who in their attitudes towards the living 
displayed characteristics similar to those of the God of the Old 
Testament, caring but also punishing and vengeful; 2. as the 
equivalent of the Catholic Saints in their capacity as intermediaries 
between God and His people ( Fr. John).
According to older informants (Kints, Kult) the word tipokai 
was not present in the Gamagai vocabulary during their youth. The 
most likely origin of the word and its initial meaning (the clan 
ghost, good spirit) is that it was introduced to Rulna by the Tigi 
catechist and church leader Monga, who often visited Rulna and liked 
to conduct religious and cultural disputes (Kewa, Dokta).
The word tipokai spread quickly among the Rulna Gamagai, and 
its meaning visibly changed over the two year period 1981 -1982. 
Initially, it continued to have the meaning "clan ghost". Offerings 
were made to specific clan ghosts with their name in mind, but were 
preceded by the word tipokai. In March, 1981, a ghost called Moka 
was identified as the source of Dokta's disease. When Kints was 
offering a pig to appease Moka, began his invocation thus: "Purwa 
tipokai Moka nim kung nomp ...", "Oh honourable tipokai spirit accept 
this pig and..."
Kints was one of the first to adopt the word tipokai in all 
dealings with the clan ghosts. He claimed that he had a
numan uhr kump dream in which he learned that this was the 
correct way in which the Catholic Gamagai should address their 
traditional clan ghosts. Three years earlier in 1978, two years
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after he was baptised, Kints introduced the first innovation in 
relation to clan ghosts when he decided to abandon the traditional 
custom according to which he, as the senior purwa wu of the Rogombo 
clan, was expected to visit the ghosts' round house on Mt.Kiluwa.
At the beginning of 1981, I conducted a check of two hours of 
tape-recorded interviews with my informants (Dokta,
Numdi, Kewa, Punk) covering different aspects of their relationship 
with the clan ghosts. This check revealed that the traditional term 
of address used with clan ghosts, kur and tipo with the individual 
name following, occurred thirty-two times, while the word tipokai 
appeared four times. The same test conducted in November 1981 with 
the same informants brought the following results: sixteen times the
word tipokai was used whilst the words kur and tipo were used five 
times. The same test conducted in May 1982 with the same informants 
showed that the word tipokai was used twenty-two times whilst the 
word kur was used twice. In the last test conducted in November 
1982: the word tipokai was used twenty-eight times, while the word
kur was used twice. These simple tests clearly indicated a 
phenomenon noticeable in everyday conversations: the expression
tipokai was on the rise in comparison with the traditionally used 
words kur and tipo, which were on the wane.
The same tendency was confirmed by analysing the tape-recorded 
Sunday church sermons and their simultaneous translation into Melpa 
by the catechists Kaip and Wamp. In the translations of sermons 
recorded over a period of four Sundays in March 1981, there was not a 
single instance of the word tipokai. There were three instances of
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the word tipo and one of kur as a translation of the Pidgin 
words tumbuna, ancestors. An analysis of sermon translations 
delivered during November 1981, produced one instance of the 
word tipokai and three of kur (standing for "ancestors"). In the 
figures for May and June 1982 there were three instances of 
tipokai and one instance of kur. In November there were four 
instances of tipokai and one of kur. In the last control period, 
the word tipokai stood twice for "ancestors" and once was used 
as "Purwa tipokai Meri Ma" for Mary, the Mother of Jesus.
In the two year period covered by my fieldwork, the word 
tipokai was not only introduced into the Gamagai vocabulary but 
also underwent a metamorphosis in meaning. Gradually tipokai 
ceased to serve as a simple substitute for the individualised 
clan ghost, kur or tipo, endowed with an individual clanperson's 
name, and started to denote what the Gamagai called the misin 
tipokai or misin sents ('mission good spirits' or 'mission 
saints') . By this, they meant a category embracing all the 
Gamagai ghosts ,the tribal kur manga rapa who played the role of 
protectors and guardians of moral values for the whole tribe 
(Dokta, Kints). This newly developed concept extended the word 
category of clan ghosts to embrace the whole tribe. Pol Poia's 
chapel on the Rulna roadside cemetery became known as the 
Gamagai tipokai manga rapa , by analogy with the clan-based 
ghost house kur manga rapa and emphasising its all tribal 
character by stressing the Gamagai name.
9.5 The Gamaga's response to a spectacle of charismatic 
Catholic healing
In February 1982 a charismatic priest from Australia, Fr. 
Brian, had visited Papua New Guinea. He gave several lectures
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and organised several workshops for missionaries in the Western 
Highlands. The culmination of his visit was a charismatic Mass 
held in the main Catholic cathedral in Rabamul, Mt.Hagen. Seven 
Gamagai men participated in this celebration and their reports 
back in Rulna about the event were received with great 
interest.
Fr. Brian celebrated Mass in the evening, assisted by a 
group of thirteen missionaries, all of them dressed in very 
festive religious garments. After the Mass Fr. Brian asked the 
congregation whether there were any people there who suffered 
from back pains or other ailments. He said he was going to 
perform a faith healing session. At first, five people came 
forward, four women and one man. Fr. Brian and all the other 
missionaries held their hands above the sick people's heads and 
he shouted in a mighty voice: "Jesus Christ ! I am
supplicating You to make the Christian faith of these sick 
people relevant to them. Show your power by healing them. Here 
on this spot.Now ! Now ! And, by the way, they, the sick people 
gathered here, love you very, very much ! Amen."
At the end of these exclamations, one sick woman jumped 
from her knees shouting in English: "I am cured! I can run 
without any pain! Praised be the Lord! Alleluia!" Two others 
followed her soon after, claiming that the healing procedure had 
been successful, though not in quite such an unequivocal and 
enthusiastic manner. One man did not report
any change and he was sent back to the
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congregation by Fr.Brian with an instruction that now the 
congregation should continue to perform the faith healing gestures 
over the man's head in the same manner as he had just demonstrated 
at the altar.
The next group of people approached the missionaries and more 
healings occurred in full public view, with a similarly high level of 
success. The faith healing continued till late that night.
On the way back to Rulna, all Gamagai who had witnessed the 
events in the church expressed their amazement. People were under 
the spell of the ceremony, and stressed its beauty. Ruminj, Pri and 
Numdi discussed and speculated about this power which had enabled 
priests to perform healing in such a spectacular manner. Dokta 
regretted that no more Gamagai were able to witness the event because 
they would have all been so happy and proud of being Catholics. All 
the men expressed their conviction that the Catholic mission was a 
"namba wan kompani" and that the Lutherans in Rulna would be very 
jealous to hear their reports.
These reports were indeed passed on to the Rulna population in 
increasingly embellished forms. Some elements of the charismatic 
ceremony such as loud supplication for help and healing were then 
borrowed by the Gamagai and performed in Pol Poia's chapel. The 
process was indigenised and adapted to suit the emphasis within the 
Kints movement on the protective power of all the Gamagai tipokais.
At first, Pol Poia's tipokai was supplicated for help in the manner 
shown by Fr. Brian. On other occasions, Kints called on the ghost of
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his father, Moka, a Gamagai who had never been baptised, to heal 
Puga who was sick. All this was done in a "charismatic" style.
9.6 The Dutch saints incident and its influence on cultural 
developments among the Rulna Gamagai.
The Rulna Catholic church was sparse in religious, figurative 
or iconographic representation. Till January 1982 there was only a 
single cross above the altar with a figure of Jesus on it, and a 
reproduction on the wall of the Polish Czestochowa shrine icon of the 
Black Madonna with Child. In January, some parishioners brought to 
the church a commercially produced colour calendar bought in a 
devotional shop in Mt.Hagen which depicted some Biblical stories. 
Biblical characters like Abel, Cain, various angels as well as God 
the Father were portrayed with obvious Melanesian physical features. 
The clothing, plants, net bags and other features of the pictures all 
had a sense of familiarity for the Gamagai parishioners. It was a 
conscious part of Fr. Joseph's policy to avoid introducing Catholic 
saints into the church in order to prevent confusion among the early 
converts regarding the number of deities to be worshipped by 
Catholics. Fr. Joseph had installed the Black Madonna icon only a 
year earlier to emphasise the importance of women and motherhood in 
the Catholic Church.
Fr. Joseph's belief in the wisdom of his policy was confirmed 
when his congregation began asking him whether the realistic looking 
pictures in the calendar were photographic pictures or whether they 
were just drawings. Apart from a couple of young men who had worked
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on plantations in different parts of the country at some stage, the 
majority of Rulna parishioners never travelled outside the Melpa 
cultural basin and their knowledge of and perspective on "things 
modern" was very limited. Fr. Joseph did not want the traditional 
personalized ghosts and spirits to be added eclectically to the 
Catholic faith, in response to his ban on displaying various human 
characters, the saints, from the Catholic pantheon. But despite, or 
perhaps because of, his efforts this is in fact what happened. The 
immediate cause was an incident which I will call here the Dutch 
saints incident.
In March 1982 Fr. Joseph was notified by radio that a big 
wooden box had arrived for the Rulna Catholic mission and was waiting 
in Rabamul to be collected. He was expecting the delivery of a new 
generator, so he considered it high priority to collect the parcel.
He went to Rabamul with four Gamagai men: Ruminj, Pri, Rot and Dokta.
In Rabamul, he learned that the box had been shipped from 
Holland and was not the much expected generator, but a gift from the 
Dutch Catholics to the Rulna Catholics. Br. Paul, himself a 
Dutchman, was a link between the two congregations. After opening 
the box, Fr. Joseph and the Gamagai helpers found several dozen cast 
gypsum figurines of various Dutch saints, each with a label setting 
out the name and details of the saint's exemplary life.
Partly out of disappointment and partly because of his policy 
of not introducing obscure figures into the Catholic doctrine of the 
Rulna parish, Fr Joseph rejected the parcel and refused to accept
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it. He claimed that even he had never heard of the majority of those 
saints whose significance was restricted to the Dutch Catholic 
Church, so how was he expected to explain their existence and role in 
the Church to the Gamagai people. However, as in the case with the 
pictures on the Biblical calendar, he did not manage to prevent 
Gamagai men from speculating about why he had rejected the gift they 
themselves considered attractive and interesting. Back in Rulna the 
Dutch saints incident was thoroughly reported.
There was growing disappointment at Fr. Joseph's rejection of 
the gift, and a sense that they had been deprived of valuable goods. 
They knew that the parcel had after all been addressed to them, the 
Rulna Catholics, and they became suspicious about Fr.Joseph's 
motives. A few weeks later, when the memory of the Dutch Saints was 
still vivid in Rulna, a rift between Fr. Joseph and Br. Paul 
developed over the wages being paid by Br. Paul to the new church 
builders.
In April 1982, the construction of the new Catholic church 
in Rulna came to a standstill. Fr. Joseph exhorted the people to 
continue with the work and attempted to organise it in a competitive 
manner so that the clan whose members distinguished themselves on a 
given day would be rewarded with a sack of rice and a box of tinned 
fish. Even a poster was attached to the shop wall explaining the 
introduction of the competition. However, progress was still 
negligible.
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Fr. Joseph had spent the previous month away from Rulna in the 
Jimi Valley among the Kopong and Maring, where he had visited the 
newly-opened Catholic outpost there. In his absence Br. Paul, who 
had financial support from his own Dutch congregation, introduced his 
own system of financial rewards for the people working on the 
construction of the new church. Fr. Joseph considered such a 
practice as amounting to "cultural and religious imperialism" (Fr. 
Joseph) . Fr. Joseph ordered Br. Paul to discontinue the 
arrangements. A rift between the two men ensued as Fr. Joseph felt 
that Br. Paul had betrayed him. He sensed that his position in 
Rulna had been undermined by Br. Paul at the very time when he was 
undergoing hardship and deprivation of a five week trip to the 
frontier of Catholicism in the Jimi Valley. He resented the fact 
that Br. Paul, who occupied a subordinate position to Fr.Joseph in 
the mission hierarchy, had access to financial support which he 
himself, being a Pole and a citizen of an impoverished country, had 
not. He felt strongly that his role in Rulna was to assist the people 
in their quest to become Catholics, and this feeling was the moral 
rationale for his presence there and his justification for the 
various deprivations he felt he had been enduring in Rulna.
The Gamagai found out about the altercation between the two 
missionaries although the nature of the disagreement became a matter 
for speculation and was interpreted by them in a variety of ways.
The Gamagai speculated about whether the rejection of the Dutch gift 
had something to do with the current dispute between the missionaries 
and whether Fr. Joseph's rejection of the parcel had something to do 
with the power struggle between the two missionaries. Questions were
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posed about whether the presence of the figurines would have been a 
power source and who would have been the beneficiary (Dokta, Numdi).
There was speculation that the presence of the figurines in 
Rulna would have provided either Br. Paul or the Gamagai Catholics or 
both with a power which Fr. Joseph would not have welcomed, for 
reasons known only to him (Ruminj, Numdi). There was widespread 
belief that Fr. Joseph had a lot of power, such as the power to win 
in gambling (Tok Pisin, laki), attract women and wealth. But he, the 
Gamagai thought, did not wish to impart his power to them because he 
worried that they would abuse it. The Gamagai had approached me on 
several occasions asking me to intercede for them and talk to Fr. 
Joseph, to convince him that they were "good people" who would not 
misuse his power. After all, I was his "wantok" (Tok Pisin,'same 
language', compatriot) and he would listen to me.
For some time after the Dutch saints incident, wooden and stone 
figurines started appearing in Pol's Poia chapel. These figurines 
were Gamagai representations of their vision of the various Gamagai 
tipokais. Their arrival on the Gamagai cultural scene accelerated 
and fortified the Gamagai cultural and religious imagination and gave 
objective form to a cultural transition hitherto articulated only in 
verbal forms.
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CHAPTER 10
FROM THE WILD SPIRITS TO THE "BAD SPIRITS" AND SATAN: FURTHER 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF THE GAMAGAI SPIRIT WORLD
10.1 Introduction: forms of wild spirits (tipokit)
The creation of a unified category of tipokai (good, tribal 
ghosts/spirits) affected the way the wild spirits were viewed and 
depicted in the Gamagai imagination. Until the late '70s wild 
spirits (tipokit) meant various kinds of spirits inhabiting the Jimi 
Valley forest as well as no man's land areas like rivers, roads and 
footpaths. They could take either visible or non-visible forms. They 
might be small round riverstones (Kowa) , small rodents (Dokta, Kowa) , 
or composite creatures like Hints' chimera made up partly of dog, and 
partly of marsupial, cassowary and woman (Kints) . The latter, 
called kuruwag, is renowned for its astonishing powers. Tipokits 
might appear as old people and then disappear into river (Pri,
Dokta) or re-appear as a beautiful woman wandering by the roadside 
(Kewa).
Tipokits were also believed to adopt the shape of a particular 
man in whose guise they attempted to seduce women. The subsequent 
testimonies of the women potentially placed the men they believed to 
have had contact with them in an invidious position. Sometimes 
children were born from such liaisons. Such children, believed to be 
fathered by tipokit, were drowned when the alleged father denied he 
had had any knowledge of the child's mother. This was said to be an
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act of "returning the child" to the tipokit. The child was received 
by the spirit who emerged from the waters in time to take it into its 
arms (Dokta, Numdi).
The wild spirits may also take on an immaterial form when 
entering people's minds in order to make them confused and forgetful 
about the appropriate behaviour prescribed for each of the Gamagai 
moral categories. The term wild (kopon) applied to these spirits 
comes from the Gamagai notion that these kinds of spirits did not 
have their own numan, social consciousness, nor did they have their 
own form of moral comportment. The only way to relate to them was 
by coercion, force or tricks.
The Gamagai thought that the wild spirits were the owners of 
all wild life except for birds of paradise. The latter were 
considered to posses numan , a state denied to both the wild spirits 
and wild game like boars, cassowaries, marsupials, snakes etc. The 
numan status of birds of paradise derived from their territorial 
instincts and their consistent nesting habits. Nesting birds were 
owned by the owner (s) of the tree where they dwelt. Several of them 
might occupy one tree. Their custom of not leaving the tree even if 
their number was culled from time to time by the owner earned them 
the status as animals endowed with numan, or 'social consciousness' 
(Kewa, Ruminj). The fact that numan was a quality quite separate 
from perception' or 'knowledge' or 'intelligence' can be seen in the 
fact that the wild spirits did not have numan although they possessed 
nil of these characteristics.
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Traditionally, no sacrifices or appeasements were made to the 
spirits. This attitude had undergone some modification during the 
turbulent period at the end of the seventies and the beginning of the 
eighties when an intensive restructuring of the traditional culture 
was taking place. Traditional healers like Kowa were believed to have 
the power to entrap spirits and take them home. This domestication 
of the wild spirits performed by the healers had a pacifying effect 
on them to the point that they would even co-operate in Kowa's work.
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The wild spirits could not normally survive on the Gamagai 
territories dominated by the clan ghosts. The latter were believed 
to have the upper hand over the wild spirits and it was their power 
the Gamagai summoned whenever they were faced with disease or other 
adversities caused by the wild spirits. The fact that visits to the 
Jimi forest brought sickness on those who ventured there had been 
explained as the result of the wild spirits' hostilities towards the 
Gamagai. This interpretation was strongly believed by the Gamagai and 
was not influenced by the clinic's own interpretation of the reason 
for sickness i.e. malarria. The historical experience, when about 40 
% of Gamagai population died in the Jimi forest, was well remembered. 
The calamities were blamed on the wild spirits. The wildness of these 
spirits was conceptualized in terms of territorial distinctions.
"Kopon" (wild, unreasonable, uncivilised) was everything outside the 
Gamagai moral world and its territory, and it also characterised the 
Kopon (wild) people of the Jimi Valley.
10.2 The emergence of tipokit (bad spirits)
Fr. John from Tigi likened all Gamagai wild spirits to the 
Christian Satan, the source of human suffering and sickness. He 
called them by the generic name tipokit (bad spirits). This name 
caught the imagination of the Gamagai in the same way as had the word 
tipokai. This broadening of the semantic content of this word had 
significant cultural implications.
Hitherto the clan ghosts had been segmented in the same way as 
Gamagai tribal life itself. Each clan and its clan ghosts had
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constituted a self-sufficient moral universe. Horizontal co­
operation with other Gamagai clans had been based solely on a 
contractual promise to stay together as a tribe. There had never 
been a vertical representation of this man-made tribal solidarity by 
a group of spirit beings. Then the Gamagai created the term tipokai 
and gave it the sense of a single entity, embodying the sum total of 
all hitherto segmented clan ghosts. It was this which created the 
precondition for a completely new basis of tribal solidarity. Each 
and every one of the living Gamagai was now in a relationship with 
each of the Gamagai tipokai (good ghosts). This meant that the 
intra-tribal, horizontal solidarity had now acquired a vertical 
legitimation.
There was a similar conceptual shift in the term tipokit as an 
umbrella term to label generically those wild spirits which had 
previously been perceived as discrete entities. Like tipokai, the 
word tipokit in itself did not have the power to bring about 
semantic shift or create a social movement. Rather, it was these 
terms which were formulated and then adopted by the Gamagai at this 
particular historical moment of their development. There was a large 
increase in the frequency of the word tipokit in Sunday sermon 
translations/ this term gradually replaced the word Satan and Devil. 
At the same time, this word began to be used in everyday 
conversations, and speeches by orators in place of the traditional 
individualised names of the wild spirits, like the tiporami, the 
kuruwag, the kurkit and so on.
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The adoption of the two terms (tipokit/tipokai) as generic 
names for mixed and diffused entities introduced a dualistic 
interpretation of reality hitherto absent in Gamagai society.
Although the Sunday sermons and the teaching of Fr. Joseph did not 
present a dualistic interpretation of Christian teaching, in Rulna in 
the early eighties, Christian lore was nevertheless very much 
understood in dualistic terms. The Gamagai imagination, dreams and 
Bible influenced stories were very often based on a vision of a 
struggle between God and Satan, or Heaven and Hell. This did not 
however imply a categorical Christian notion of Good and Evil as 
absolutes.
The Gamagai understanding of good and evil was still very much 
conditioned by their relative moral categories, (see Dokta's dream 
Ch.8.5.3). Tc ascertain whether a person went to Hell or to Heaven 
was not formulated in terms of the universal morality one would have 
to practice in his/her earthly life. In Dokta's dream, dreamt 
during a serious sickness, he saw himself walking along a path which 
ended in a junction where an old man was standing. The old man asked 
Dokta which of the two roads he wanted to choose. Dokta answered 
'the left one'. The old man replied, "You have won. This is the 
road to heaven. The other one was to hell" . The decisive factor 
here is that " you have to be baptised to go to Heaven" not a 
virtuous moral, i.e. Christian, life.
The adoption of the terms tipokai and tipokit did not introduce 
the Christian notion of abstract good and evil which could be 
separated from the social embodiment of a person. Rather, they
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widened the social significance of the good from the exclusive 
reference to clan to the whole tribe. On the other hand, the 
notions of tipokai and tipokit did restructure the Gamagai world 
outlook in a new way. Their territory acquired a heightened 
dualistic connotation, and was seen as either kai kona ('good land') 
where the Gamagai and the tipokai lived, ,or kit kona ('bad land'), 
where the tipokit (bad spirits) were believed to reside. This 
conceptual change solidified tribal identity and firmly located it 
within a fixed territory. Maintaining possession of this territory 
was now sanctioned "vertically" by the fact that the tribal ghosts 
occupied it.
10.2.1 The problematics of Satan
The distinction between magical and non-magical practices 
was an important issue for the Gamagai . They knew the First 
Commandment in its Tok Pisin translation "Yu no ken bihainim pasin 
tumbuna" ("You must not follow ancestral customs"). In their 
interpretation, this referred specifically to the practice of "magic" 
which, by their own account, they had always eschewed and associated 
instead with the Jimi people. Since the religious practises of the 
Kints movement derived exclusively from Gamagai tradition (see 
Ch.13.3), there could be no suspicion that it contradicted Christian 
laws by meddling in magical practises. This was the opinion 
prevailing among both the Gamagai church leaders and catechists 
alike.
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When the Gamagai planned to stage a pig sacrifice to the 
tipokai (good ghosts/spirits) on the shore of a mountain lake (see 
Ch.13.3.6), they wanted to invite both Fr. Joseph from Rulna and Fr. 
John, the priest from Tigi. Since they were not available at the 
time of the ceremony, both of them were remembered during the 
distribution of the pig meat. The prayer before the sacrifice by the 
lakeside was said by Alus, the Tigi church leader.
When in August 1982 a group of Gamagai men went to invite 
Fr. Joseph to the celebration of the tipokai, they erroneously used 
the expression "Devil" and "Satan" to describe the spirits they were 
going to celebrate on the lakeside. Fr. Joseph inquired further as 
to who it was they intended to "onarim" (Tok Pisin, ’honour', 
worship) and learned that they were actually referring to the 
combined all-Gamagai clan ghosts.
Through carelessness the Gamagai often confused English 
theological names with which they were not familiar. They used the 
words "Satan", "devil" or "tasan" by inverting "t" and "s" sounds in 
a most unexpected manner. They would say: "I am going to take Holy 
Communion this Sunday in order to " feed my 'satan/tasan bilong mi'” 
(Puga). What they meant was: "in order to feed my "soul" or rather 
"my consciousness"".
Fr. Joseph became very concerned that his parishioners were 
identifying their sick parents and clansmen with the Devil, Satan or 
"Tasan." He was afraid that this misunderstanding might become a 
source of spiritual suffering. He organised a meeting in the church 
where he explained the probable indigenous equivalents for the
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Christian terms. The meeting took place in August 1982, at a time 
when the Gamagai had already confidently sorted out the problem for 
themselves and expressed it through the socio-cultural movement led 
by Kints. The meeting did, however, confirm the good relationship 
between the mission and the Kints movement which by August 1982 which 
by that time was influencing the whole Gamagai tribe. "Satan" 
remained in Gamagai usage restricted, more or less, to the tipokit 
(bad/wild spirits).
10.3.1____Kowa's relationship with the wild spirits
Kowa was the myn wu, "the man who dealt with spirits", and the 
main healer in Rulna. He was in his mid-thirties, with a placid, 
unassuming, congenial personality, softly spoken and with an 
enigmatic smile. He was not an orator. He was single and lived on 
top of the mountain near the cemetery. He was also wu kurpa, a 'man 
without pigs' . This expression was usually reserved for men of low 
status but had a special meaning in relation to Kowa. His unique 
position among the Gamagai derived from the fact that, as they said, 
"he had a wild spirit tiporami as his pig and his dog", ("tiporami. 
kung na owa tetem "). This meant that Kowa's domestication of a 
wild spirit enabled him to practice the healing that was the source 
of his prestige and his livelihood.
He communicated with the tipokai (good spirits/ghosts) by 
whistling. He emitted hissing sounds through his teeth while 
walking among graves and was satisfied to hear responses to his calls 
in the form of faint sounds resembling whistling. For his work Kowa
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was customarily given rewards in the form of pieces of pig's back 
bone or head. He cooked the meat in the earth oven in the ghosts' 
house on the hill top in the evenings after the work with his 
patients. He used to visit the spirit house regularly.
It was a small round house, three meters across its earth floor 
and two meters high at the central post, with a thatched roof and 
bamboo walls. After cooking the meat he used to remain inside the 
house for a night. He claimed to be in permanently good health 
because of his good relationship with all of the Gamagai ghosts, not 
only the ones from his own clan.
Kowa's amicable contacts with the tipokai ghosts were 
carried on on a daily basis and he spent most of the nights in the 
round house. However, his courteous contacts with the wild spirits 
(tipokits) were limited to once or twice a year. These goodwill 
contacts with the tipokit spirits were conducted in a rugged area of 
the Sepik-Wahgi Range above Mount Kiluwa at a forested spot near a 
waterfall and a land slide which was several hundred metres long.
There he went alone to cook some pork and stay for the day.
He returned home at night. These trips were kept secret because, as 
he claimed, he could be taken to court by the first person who knew 
of this and he would then have to pay compensation and go to jail 
(see below) . Kowa's healing powers positioned him in an area above 
and between the two social formations of the clan and tribe, and he 
therefore embodied in his person both the good and bad spirits. He 
identified and treated both the clan and tribal diseases. To do his
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job correctly he assumed he needed a good relationship with both 
kinds of spirits and did his best to assure it.
Kowa always dressed in the traditional wide belt and grey groin 
apron. He walked with a little net bag over his shoulder in which he 
kept a little "tapa" cloth containing a little black, well polished 
granite stone, the claws and beak of a predatory bird and three 
cawrie shells. Kowa insisted that this very stone in his net bag was 
a tiporami wild spirit itself. Kowa had a dream in which he saw this 
little stone inside a big river boulder which he recognized in his 
dream as the one located not far from his house on the side of the 
Wunimb creek. Next day Kowa went to this boulder and lit a big fire 
around it. When the boulder was hot Kowa poured large amounts of 
water on it until it broke up into several pieces. In the heart of 
this boulder was this little stone which was tiporami itself.
Kowa was adamant that the tiporami he kept in his netbag was 
not disguised in the form of a stone. This spiric was a stone, 
tiporami e tipo , and could not be anything else. According to 
Kowa, the tiporami stone left the net bag at night and ventured out 
on its own. It did not harm anybody because Kowa had power over it 
even if he was not watching it. Those present during Kowa's 
exhibition of the stone tiporami and his explanation were 
apprehensive about approaching the stone too closely.
There were other tiporami in the rivers. They entered peoples' 
mouths if they drank water carelessly straight from the river. This 
happened especially if a person drank in this fashion soon after he
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had eaten pork. As a result, his face would swell and the patient 
would suffer great pain. As a precaution the Gamagai drank water out 
of leaf cups. Kowa knew how to alleviate such problems. The other 
tiporami Kowa had encountered looked like a small rat with abnormally 
large red eyes. He had taken it from the belly of a patient who was 
suffering abdominal pains. After removing the tiporami, Kowa placed 
the creature into a bundle of grass and removed it to the river.
This was the practice in all similar instances. The removal did not 
involve any actual incision of the body but only manipulations of the 
abdomen intended as removal gestures. The tiporami was removed and 
then released, never destroyed. Otherwise the relationship between 
Kowa and the tiporami would get out of control, and both sides would 
attempt to avenge previous killings. This is what happened to Wag, 
whose whole clan was destroyed by tiporami after one of the Pakanimbo 
men was foolish enough to injure a tiporami (see below).
Once Kowa removed a dead fetus from the body of a woman 
suffering from poisoning. The dead fetus was seen by many Gamagai 
(Numdi, Dokta) and this fixed the tiporami image in their minds as a 
humanoid shape resembling both a child and an old man. He carried 
the fetus to the Jimi forest and threw it into the Mughlimp river. 
Kowa claimed that an old woman emerged from the waters and collected 
the baby.
Sometimes a tiporami could be a little stone lodged in a 
patient's abdomen. Kowa would coax it to a bamboo in which he had 
earlier placed a bit of pig grease. By holding the bamboo close to 
the patient's body, he usually managed to attract the spirit into the
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bamboo, trap him inside and block the exit with a bundle of grass.
The trapped spirit looked like a stone and rattled when shaken.
Kowa's explanations and descriptions were accepted without 
reservation by the Gamagai and, during the time of my fieldwork in 
1981-1982, not a single person ever voiced any doubts about him and 
his claims.
10.3.2_____Kowa1s place in the movement for moral and cultural change
The image of the wild spirit as Kowa's pig and dog suggested 
the notion that its owner, Kowa, was a category unto himself - 
"neither fish nor fowl". Among the Gamagai, he had the status of a 
tribal equivalent of the clan-based big man, purwa wu. He was 
referred to as "Gamagai purwa wu" in recognition of the fact that 
like the clan-based big man, his powers relied entirely on the 
prestige he calmly gained through his advice and deeds. He was 
highly thought of because of his courage in dealing with the wild 
spirits. He was reputed to have a strong numan which made his mind 
impervious to the attacks and delusions caused by wild spirits.
Kowa did not demand any payment for his healing practices. His 
rewards were chunks of pork from the sacrificial pigs. He did not 
try to "make a name for himself" through his work. This humility and 
the general perception of him as someone who "kopong eket mon", did 
not attempt to "extract grease" i.e. use other people's power to 
build up his own prestige, placed him in a special position during 
the period of cultural changes in the early eighties.
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Kowa was the first Gamagai man to acquire prestige at a tribal 
level for embodying values and behaviour typical of clan-based big 
men. The significance of this was further strengthened by the fact 
that he was the only Gamagai man who dealt with wild spirits. The 
wild spirits were also called the "Gamagai tribal spirits" because 
they were not limited in action or affiliation to any particular 
Gamagai clan. Furthermore, the so-called "Melpa (tribal) disease" 
was a disease caused by a wild spirit (see Ch.ll).
It was typical of Gamagai political life that one who had been 
endowed with more respect than any other Gamagai man, apart from 
Kints himself, the one who was always second on the list of important 
big men in the Gamagai tribe, and who was honoured by the prestigious 
title of "all Gamagai purwa wu", was not a man who could command 
people's attention or influence them in times of crisis or upheaval. 
In traditional terms, Kowa had little power to influence Gamagai 
political life (Dokta, Numdi).
Kowa also played a role in the burgeoning of the new cultural 
movement associated with Kints. He had not been baptised, despite 
his attempts to forge close contacts with the church. On several 
occasions he was prevented from entering the church by over-zealous 
church leaders who denounced him as a "worshipper of Satan". He was 
told he would have to renounce Satan first before he would be allowed 
inside the church. He refused to do so, since this renunciation was 
suppose to involve him abandoning his healing practices and his 
special, comfortable status within Gamagai society. However, Kowa 
did manage to find a place for himself within the Kints movement
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centred around the Pol Poia chapel. While in Rulna he often stayed 
there. He claimed that by whistling he kept in contact with Pol Poia 
and other Gamagai deceased tribesmen whose names were evoked in the 
chapel. By contrast with Kowa, Kints had gained the title of a 
"purwa wu of the Gamagai tribe" through the support of his own 
dynamic clan, through pigs production and his moka undertakings.
10.4 The wild spirits1 vendetta against Wag and Pakanimbo clan
The Gamagai belief in the existence of various wild spirits is 
strengthened by the personal accounts of authoritative members of the 
tribe. These accounts described in detail the circumstances in which 
wild spirits had been encountered, their appearance and the impact 
these meetings had on the lives of those who claimed to have met 
them. The wild spirits were used to account for many celebrated 
instances of misfortune which had befallen some of the Gamagai. An 
abnormally high rate of deaths in the clan, injuries, infertility and 
other disasters were explained in terms of a long lasting feud which 
had existed between the wild spirits and the members of the wronged 
clans. It was claimed that the misfortunes were the result of 
hostile acts by the "wild spirits", part of a long and vicious 
campaign of animosity which had been going on for years.
Wag was the only surviving member of the Pakanimbo clan. In the 
period from the '50s to the '80s, sixteen members of the clan had 
died. The reason given for all sixteen deaths was the continuous 
animosity of the kuruwag wild spirits towards the Pakanimbo clan. Wag 
is in his late thirties and unmarried although he had made repeated
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attempts to find himself a wife. He made it known that he was 
offering thirty pigs and two thousand two hundred Kina as a bride 
price. It was more than the asking bride price in the area which 
was twenty pigs and two thousand Kina. The reason why he remained 
single was that women refused to marry him. Women claimed that they 
were concerned that once they married into the Pakanimbo clan they 
would become targets for the hostility of kuruwag against this 
unfortunate clan.
The war between the Pakanimbo and the kuruwag was said to have 
had started during the Gamagai's enforced residence in the Jimi 
forests in the fifties. It was here that Wamp, Wag's father, had 
fallen down a deep hole in the ground while wandering in the forest. 
He could not get out of it by himself. His cries for help were 
answered by an old man he had never seen before. The old man wanted 
to help Wamp to get out of the pit but did not know how to do so. 
According to Wag, Wamp suggested that the old man cut his leg 
ligaments and use them as a rope to lower down into the pit. Wamp 
promised that he would return the ligaments as soon as he got out of 
his predicament. The old man obliged and Wamp got out of the pit. 
Once out of the pit Wamp realised that the old man was a kuruwag 
wild spirit. He had heard many stories of the Gamagai suffering 
diseases and deaths because of the kuruwag's hostile attitude. Wamp 
thought that it was time for him to get revenge for all the Gamagai 
victims of the kuruwag's assaults. He did not return the ligaments 
as he had promised, but pushed the old man into the pit, believing 
that in so doing he would incapacitate the kuruwag's ability to do 
any harm in the future (Wag).
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Wamp had miscalculated. He forgot that kuruwag was an 
extremely powerful wild spirit who would seek revenge. As a result, 
sixteen members of the Pakanimbo clan, men, women and children had 
died, killed by the avenging kuruwag. Wag believed that his own 
survival was due to the arrival of the Catholic mission in Rulna and 
the ensuing developments. He credited the mission with banishing 
wild spirits from the Gamagai areas to the Jimi forest. Wag claimed 
that he was safe since he never ventured into the Jimi forests, the 
territory of the tipokit. He also believed that the mission and the 
Christian God were at war with them.
This claim was based on translations of Fr. Joseph's Sunday 
sermons by ehe catechist Kaip: "we should all fight the sinful 
temptations which are whispered to us by Satan...God and receiving 
communion -will help us in this..." (October 1981, Sunday sermon). 
This was translated by Kaip as: "We should all fight the tipokit
wild spirits; God and the Holy Communion will fight them together 
with us" (ten pora pora el itamin . . .) . Wag's vision of the mission 
as the Gamagai ally in their struggle with tipokit spirits was shared 
by many Gamagai (Dokta, Numdi, Kints).
Although he saw the mission as his ally in the struggle with 
the wild spirits Wag never got baptised. He attended Sunday Masses 
although he did not receive Holy Communion. He was concerned about 
the fact that he would not be able to memorise all the knowledge 
taught by the Catholic catechists to baptism candidates, and he 
believed that this was a precondition for baptism.
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10.5.1 The territorial dimension of the transformation of the
wild spirits into tipokit (bad spirits) (Maps 3 and 4; App. A)
Traditionally, each of the Gamagai clans in Rulna occupied its 
own territory. This might consist of a tract of land with the men's 
house, the moka ceremonial ground, gardens, and women's houses, or 
else it might consist of several tracts separated by streams, deep 
gullies and forested areas. The clansmens' houses were sometimes 
separated from the gardens and the womens' houses. Each clan 
territory was marked by a mi:, a demarcation sign made of two twigs 
crossed over the path with a pig jaw attached tc the top. Red 
cordylines were planted near the sign.
Such signs were erected by the clan-based big man. The 
purpose of erecting the mi: markers was to discourage the wild 
spirits and assassins from neighbouring tribes from entering the 
clan's territory. If there had not been any hostile attacks on the 
clansmen for a long time this was considered to oe proof of the 
efficacy of the clan border markers which were believed to possess a 
special power. This power of the mi:, so constructed, was dependent 
on the power of the clan-based big man who had erected it. The 
marker was constructed in secret. An all-night vigil, inside a small 
shelter, was required at the spot where the marker was to be erected. 
The clan power stones, painted in red and decorated with fern leaves, 
were kept in this shelter over night ( Kints, Numdi).
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Before 1965, the year the mission opened its permanent station 
there, Rulna was a forested area which, like the streams and forested 
gullies, no clan owned. This ground, believed to belong to the whole 
Gamagai tribe rather than to one individual clan, was called Kopimbo 
-Marakei kona. Kopimbo was the name of the Jimi Valley Gamagai and 
Marakei was the name used for all those Gamagai living in Tigi , on 
the Wahgi side of the Sepik-Wahgi Divide.
In Rulna itself there were three areas which the Gamagai called 
Kopimbo-Marakei kona :
i. the areas adjacent to the lower Wunimb Creek which was 
subsequently occupied by the Catholic mission, school facilities, 
church, clinic and Village Court;
ii. the areas adjacent to the middle Wunimb Creek between the 
various Gamagai clan lands;
iii. the rugged, mountainous areas in the upper Wunimb Creek, 
above the Gamagai settlements in the Jimi Valley. These areas 
led towards and included the ridges of the Sepik-Wahgi Divide 
range which separated the Rulna Gamagai settlements from the Tigi 
Gamagai settlements.
Before the mission had settled in Rulna the Kopimbo-Marakei 
kona was inhabited by wild pigs and cassowaries. The Gamagai 
claimed that soon after the mission settled permanently in Rulna, the 
wild game disappeared from the Kopimbo-Marakei kona. The last two
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wild pigs were shot by Koi and Kints in 1966. In the same year, the 
last wild cassowary was spotted near the Rogombo clan's lands (Kints, 
Numdi). According to informants, the wild pigs (timbi) and wild 
cassowaries (raimar) never wandered into the demarcated clan lands. 
The wild game was believed to be owned by the wild spirits and the 
border signs barring ehe wild spirits from entering the clan lands 
had the power of influencing wild game as well. However the mi: 
signs were as much border posts erected to delineate clan lands as 
they were deterrent forces designed to keep potential hostile 
intruders away from the clansmen. As for the wild spirits, they 
occupied the patches of land between the clan lands, the paths, 
rivers and streams running through the Gamagai territory and the vast 
Jimi forest lands.
10.5.1.1 The new sicnificance of the clan border markers
The disappearance of wildlife from the Kopimbo-Marakei kona 
grounds was not seen by the Gamagai as the result of population 
growth in the area and the increase in traffic and construction 
activities but as a patent indication of the cultural changes in 
their society, the cultural watershed between the "old" and "new" 
ways. This pertained to a number of important issues central to 
their cultural identicy in the early eighties:
i. the desire co distance themselves from things which were 
'wild' (kopon) and a desire to see themselves as the opposite to 
wild, namely civilised and socially conscious (manga numan);
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ii. their perception of the mission as their ally in the 
efforts to realise this goal. Hence it is said that the mission 
'helped' to drive the wild pigs away ;
iii. Their belief that tipokit assault diminished one's 
capacity for social reasoning by invading the mind. Hence the 
withdrawal of the tipokit from the Gamagai lands increased the 
possibility of raising social consciousness (manga numan) among 
the Gamagai.
It is in the light of these issues that the Gamagai orators' 
harangues can be better understood. They condemned belligerent, 
disruptive behaviour among the Gamagai by comparing it to the 
behaviour of wild pigs which are without social consciousness. They 
would put rhetorical questions to those who misbehaved: "would you
like to see the wild pigs and cassowaries roaming the Gamagai lands 
as they used to before the mission came ?" (Hints, Rumba).
Similarly, they might address the young Gamagai men they were 
reprimanding with a question: "Do you wish to continue to disappoint
the mission with your behaviour and upset Fr. Joseph so much that he 
will leave Rulna and the wild pigs will roam again the Gamagai lands 
? " .
Indigenous aspirations to create a greater level of social 
cohesion (manga numan) became identified with the morality expounded 
by the mission. By equating tipokit with the Christian Devil and 
purging them from the Gamagai lands, they created the 
representational basis for new forms of moral order.
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The purging of the Gamagai lands of the tipokit and their 
banishment to the Jimi forest created a new binary classification for 
land. The land with the wild spirits was kit kona, 'the bad land1, 
while the Gamagai land free of the tipokit was 'the good land', kai 
kona. All Gamagai land was placed within this newly created moral 
category. This further encouraged the process of integration of the 
Gamagai clans into one tribal body. Tribal identity was further 
emphasized by being linked not only with the good land but also with 
the good spirits; the tipokai who were left unchallenged on the 
Gamagai lands in Rulna, in kai kona. The growing role of the tipokai 
as the collective body of all ancestors guarding the welfare of all 
Gamagai was part of the whole process of bipolar division of lands 
and spirits into two categories, kai (good) and kit (bad).
One result of the integration of the Gamagai clans' lands into 
one Gamagai territory was that the clan border markers, designed to 
stop tipokit spirits from entering clan lands, were loosing their 
usefulness. The remains of fourteen clan markers could be seen in 
Rulna in the early eighties. Only two of them appeared to be 
recently erected. They stood near Winimp Creek and the main road, 
routes by which the tipokit were believed to be able to penetrate 
Gamagai territory. All the newly-erected markers were on the border 
between Rulna and the Jimi forest, the demarcation line between kai 
kona (good land) and kit kona (bad land) that is, the lands of 
tipokai (good spirits) and the Gamagai themselves, and the lands of 
the tipokit (bad spirits).
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Despite confidence in their methods of protecting themselves 
against tipokit assaults, the Gamagai recognized that they were still 
falling prey to hostile actions by the bad/wild spirits even without 
leaving Rulna territories. Although the tipokit had been relegated 
to the Jimi forest, violations of clan moral law and, more recently, 
tribal moral law based on clan-like principles were said to be 
occurring. These violations were traditionally explained as being 
the result of diminished numan mental powers caused by the entry of 
a tipokit into the offender’s body.
The explanation was that the tipokit were penetrating the 
Gamagai lands along rivers and big roads which were impossible to 
mark off. Along the rivers they entered the Gamagai land in the 
form of small black stones, kum ku. Along the roads the tipokit 
spread their afflictions by appearing in the form of attractive young 
women, ambu masalai, who lured men to distraction by posing as their 
wives and lovers.
It can be seen that the effective force of the good/bad 
division was weakened by the special character of rivers, lakes and 
roads. These are the "in-between" places. The special status of 
Kowa, as the foremost Gamagai healer, (myn wu) was also an "in- 
between" position in the Gamagai social world. On an individual 
basis, care was taken not to mix "things wild" (kopon ughl) , with 
"things domestic", (mbo tetem). Mixing such things was believed to 
assist the tipokit in their mischief against the Gamagai.
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10.5.2.1 Separating "things wild" from "things domestic"
All Gamagai visitors to the Jimi forest were aware of the 
dangers inherent in mixing the "things wild"1 with "things domestic". 
In practical terms, this meant not bringing into the Jimi forest any 
food or items produced in Rulna or imported to Rulna. The rule also 
worked in the opposite direction; it was forbidden to bring back 
from the Jimi forest any items collected there or any game meat. 
Before returning to Rulna, the hunters or travellers would stop 
outside the Gamagai lands to eat any remaining food or to destroy any 
leftovers. Surplus meat was thrown into rivers. The exceptions were 
the processed things, the wee nuts and the plucked precious birds of 
paradise and cassowary plumage. On one occasion a live cassowary 
chick was allowed in. Before this recent moral restructuring of the 
Gamagai habitat they used to bring the meat of wild animals into the 
settlements and smoke it. In the late seventies and early eighties 
this was not longer practiced.
A water/land dichotomy operated between the kit kona (bad 
land) and the kai kona (good land). Thus in the Jimi forest, the 
absolute kit kona realm, land was controlled by the tipokit but 
rivers and streams were free of their influence. This is why the 
Gamagai were disposing of unwanted game as well as human faeces, 
urine and other waste by throwing them into rivers, in order not to 
disclose their presence on the land. Since the rivers were outside 
of the tipokit 's realm, those who disposed of their traces into the 
water could remain in the forest undetected by the tipokit.
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The opposite held in the kai kona (good lands) realm where 
the streams and rivers were the main avenues of the tipokits' 
penetration but the land was controlled by the clan ghosts, the good 
spirits tipokai. In Gamagai settlements it was forbidden to 
defecate or urinate into the rivers and streams. This would attract 
the tipokit's attention and invite an assault. For this reason water 
from all rivers and streams was drinkable.
Lakes were subject to twofold occupation. Those in the Jimi 
forest area were inhabited by the wild/bad spirits, while the lakes 
in the Gamagai area were occupied by the ghosts/good spirits.
10.5.2.2 Ruminj's hunting party and Kei and Dokta's pastoral visit 
to the Jimi forest
In November 1981, a group of four men led by Ruminj went for 
three days to the Jimi forest. During this hunting expedition they 
shot four wild pigs, one python about five metres long, and two birds 
of paradise. The birds of paradise were skinned on the spot and 
their flesh disposed of into the Muglipin River. The plumes were 
taken back to Rulna. After three days, two pigs and the snake had 
still not been consumed. The party stopped outside Rulna and camped 
for the night, consuming copious quantities of meat in the vain hope 
that they would be able to consume it before entering the Gamagai 
ground. The party dug out some taro and sweet potatoes planted in 
the Jimi forest during one of their previous visits there. It was 
believed that the hunting party should not carry with them any garden 
products from Rulna in case the traces of it in the Jimi forest would
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betray their presence to the tipokit. Earlier, a small number of 
sweet potatoes taken from Rulna to the Jimi forest was eaten during 
the first overnight camp in the Jimi. The Gamagai believed that 
meat should always be eaten with tubers or else one would choke on 
meat alone.
The hunting party waited outside Rulna in order to finish off 
their catch, but ran out of tubers soon after they started consuming 
the first hind leg cooked in the earth oven. Attempts to eat more 
resulted in Ruminj and Kuk choking and hiccuping, and Raima vomiting. 
The hunting party cancelled any further feasting and threw all the 
remaining meat, two and half pigs and one whole python, into the 
river. These were carried for two days under extremely trying 
conditions. They returned empty handed except for two bird of 
paradise plumes.
While in the Jimi, they had used the traditional method of fire 
lighting by rubbing a piece of vine against a piece of wood pressed 
over some dry grass. It was considered to be a precaution against 
attracting the tipokit's attention by the sulphurous smell of matches 
or by accidentally dropping a used match on the ground. All four 
participants wore wide tree-bark belts and aprons made of bush fibre. 
Wearing Western style clothes was considered imprudent because some 
pieces of material fibre might be left on the tree branches, thus 
giving the hunters away to the tipokit. The only item the group 
carried which obviously did not originate in the Jimi forest was the 
rifle. Older hunters like, Koi and Kints, however, would only go to 
the Jimi forest with bow and arrows, claiming that carrying firearms
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attracted the attention of tipokit and would bring misfortune upon 
them.
On an other occasion, Kei and Dokta went to the Jimi forest as 
assistants of Fr. Joseph in his pastoral visits to the Maring and 
Kopon dwellers along the Jimi River. On their return, they shot a pig 
and a possum. They skinned the possum and disposed of the flesh in 
the water. They stopped before entering Rulna to cook the pig meat 
in an earth oven. Like Ruminj's hunting party, they refused to take 
back any leftover pieces, and insisted that such actions would 
attract tipokit retaliation on those who consumed the meat back in 
Rulna. Kei was wearing a Western style shirt and trousers. He was 
taking what would seem to be a risk, he said, because "his strong 
faith would protect him against tipokit assaults, even in white man's 
clothes". He did not however believe that this faith would be 
strong enough to protect anyone who risked consuming wild game back 
in Rulna.
10.5 .2.3 Kowa1s domestication of the female wild spirit (ambu 
masalai tipokit)
Despite these precautions taken by all Gamagai who travelled 
between the Jimi forest and the Gamagai lands, the tipokit was 
believed to be able to penetrate the barriers. It was particularly 
in the form of ambu masalai, the seductive "femme fatale" lover and 
wife impersonators, that the tipokit managed to do damage. The 
diseases caused by tipokit, disguised in the familiar forms of women 
known intimately to the victims, reached epidemic proportions between
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April and July 1982. Eight men were afflicted and one of them died 
in Mt.Hagen hospital. All the victims had had sexual intercourse 
with women whom they believed were their spouses or lovers. Many 
more men encountered a woman they described as "beautiful", for 
instance a carload of travellers between Rulna and Kotna (Kewa,
Dokta, Rot among them). She had long curly hair, was smartly dressed 
in western style clothes and was wearing shoes. In four of the cases 
of masalai poisoning the masalai posed as the wife of the victim, who 
learned of the deceit only after the real wife turned up the day 
after, following an absence of several days. In the other four 
cases, the woman they had had sexual intercourse with was different 
from the one they had known before and whose body the tipokit had 
assumed. The issue was of great concern to the Gamagai men and they 
discussed the problem in the meetings with Kints and Kowa in Pol 
Poia's chapel.
As a result of the pressure to find a solution to the problem, 
Kowa performed tipokit mbo tetem , the "domestication of the 
tipokit". This action put an end to the assaults of the ambu 
masalai. Kowa went to the Jimi forest and returned after a couple 
of days with an object that looked like a big nest made of small 
twigs firmly held together. The twigs had a common wooden base 
integrated into a single object which was described by Kowa as 
tipokit ughl, the "tipokit nest". Kowa said that when he found the 
nest and the sleeping tipokit in it, he grabbed it and placed it in 
his net bag. This tipokit was in fact a round stone inside the 
nest. He locked it in his own house.
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The captured tipokit was said to have admitted to its deceit 
and to assuming female forms, and it had promised to work for Kowa. 
The tipokit and its nest could be seen inside Kowa's house by 
anybody. Once he even brought the nest to the Pol Poia chapel just 
to show it. The nest, covered in some small feathers and fluff, was 
a dried-out section of intertwined tree roots which had subsequently 
been used by birds and small animals as their shelter (Pri, Numdi).
As I already described, Kowa had never been baptised although 
he did like to come to church on Sundays. He was once refused 
entrance by an over-zealous woman church leader called Kora, who 
claimed that Kowa was "worshipping Satan" and could not enter. Kowa 
wondered afterwards whether it was not Fr. Joseph himself who had 
ordered him out of the church, fearing that he, Kowa, would become 
more skilled in combating Satan (tipokit) than Fr. Joseph himself. 
When it was proposed to invite Fr. Joseph to the pig offering on 
Mt.Kiluwa or to one of the meetings in the Pol Poia chapel, Kowa 
objected on the grounds that he was barred from attending the church 
meeting. As a matter of fact Fr. Joseph himself had not prohibited 
Kowa from entering the church, and was oblivious to Kowa's role in 
the traditional culture and to the tacit competition between the two 
of them as the two purwa myn wu, the "big men dealing with spirits", 
good and bad , God and Satan.
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CHAPTER 11
BETWEEN THE SPIRITS AND MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS: THE GAMAGAI 
VISION OF HEALTH AND SICKNESS
11.1 Introduction
The Gamagai categorisation of their experience of health and 
sickness was concordant with the moral structuring of their social 
universe in which humans, animals, and spirits are components of 
one and the same existential milieu. The same categorical scheme 
structured their ways of detecting and assessing offences committed 
against indigenous justice (see Ch.12).
In the following discussion diseases are presented as 
categorised by the Gamagai themselves. Special attention is directed 
towards those diseases within the clan and tribal milieu which 
strongly facilitated communication between the mission and the 
Gamagai. Thus the role the mission played in Gamagai society is 
further illuminated. The mission ran the health clinic and 
considered its involvement in local health care to be a very 
important part of its relationship with the local population. The 
issue of health and sickness had a strong observable manifestation.
It was easy to observe the consequences of the mission's actions and 
follow up the attendant cultural ramifications.
The Gamagai classified diseases in terms of their provenance 
from the socio-territorial moral categories: the Jimi Valley 
neighbourhood, the Kopun and Maring people (non-Melpa speakers), the
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Melpa speaking neighbours, the Gamagai clan, the Gamagai tribe, and 
the mission. Although I deal with each category, my primary concern 
is with those cases which were both the most frequent and which 
formed the most visible bridge between the traditional notions of 
sickness and the extended notion invented by the Gamagai through 
the convenient fusion of their beliefs and medical practices with 
Christian lore and modern medical treatments practiced by the clinic.
"Post-traditional" is defined here as coinciding with the time 
spanning the abandoning of the name kur manga rapa for the clan 
ghosts and its gradual replacement by the term tipokai, the good 
spirits. The differentiation between clan diseases (kui manga ronom) 
and tribal diseases (kui ronom) was not rigid. There were instances 
where tipokit spirits transcended their habitually segregated 
function and played important roles in both categories (see below). 
There was no ultimate distinction between the clan and tribe category 
in the field of medical diagnostics. This approximates the fact 
that the clan/tribe division itself was not absolute, because of two 
important cultural institutions bridging them, the practice of eating 
and working together and the food pacts (see Ch.6).
The mission had pervaded Gamagai life through its involvement 
with the health care system, which the Gamagai in turn assimilated 
into their moral structure. The mission attempted to present its 
health care system as free from religious implications, based on 
rational procedures carried out by trained medical personnel. By 
doing so, it attempted to objectify disease by placing it outside
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social considerations, and hence taking it out of the moral context 
which characterised the Gamagai understanding of diseases.
The mission's intention was to build a health system which 
transcended social divisions and local stratification by referring 
to each patient on an individual basis with an illness defined in a 
way which departed from the primary criteria applied in the 
traditional approach. However, the way that the mission explained 
diseases in terms of infections, invasion of the body by foreign 
elements, etc. corresponded with the Gamagai conception of "tribal 
diseases", kui ronom. Tribal disease were those caused by defined 
agents, substances and objects which entered the patient's body, e.g. 
wild forest spirits in the form of stones, rats, worms or menstrual 
blood. The diagnosis was in the form of "working out the cause", 
kongon, through a process of deductive investigation, speculation and 
trials carried out by tribal healers.
In the same manner the clinic's efforts to come up with 
explanations were called kongon ronom since the taking of blood or 
excrement samples for analysis was viewed in the same manner as the 
open-ended investigations carried out by tribal healers. Both kinds 
of investigation were aimed at determining the cause of illness. The 
procedure applied in cases of 'tribal disease' was an attempt to 
define a type of affliction which was not the result of a breach of 
any moral standards. This concept of 'tribal diseases' contrasted 
with kui manga ronom, 'clan diseases', which were the result of a 
breach of well-defined norms prescribing behaviour in clan-based 
relationship. This kind of sickness was seen as the inevitable
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consequence of the patient's behaviour and was sent by the clan 
ghosts. Diagnostic speculation was limited to identifying the name 
of the punishing ghost and was referred to as "looking and seeing 
things that were there".
Through analysis of the content of the Gamagai diagnostic 
procedures, I will show that there emerged a new trend towards a 
clan-like interpretation of the reasons for illnesses, but used in a 
broader tribal context. In addition it will be seen that the Gamagai 
had infused their diagnostic procedures with Christian significance 
by introducing Catholic saints and God into the identification of 
diseases and healing procedures.
Instead of adopting the "objective" interpretation of diseases 
proposed by the mission, the Gamagai drew parallels between kui 
ronom ('tribal diseases') and "mission diseases" (misin ronom), 
i.e. considered them interchangeable and able to be treated by either 
traditional or clinic methods. This was due to the fact that most kui 
ronom diseases were caused by bad spirits (tipokit) and therefore had 
no strong moral entailments as with the afflictions caused by 
ghosts/good spirts (tipokai) . Although tribal, the latter retained 
their former, clan- based moral determination.
11.2.1____The Kopon and Maring (Jimi Valley) diseases {kui kopon)
The least frequent of all diseases recorded in my surveys were 
the ones contracted through contacts with the dwellers of the lower 
Jimi Valley, the non Melpa speaking Kopun and Maring people. The
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various symptoms of maladies identified as related to this category 
of illness are called kui kopun or kui jimi. To this category belong:
kui kum, a form of body cannibalism, witchcraft;
ii. kui konga, a form of sorcery; and
iii. a skin disease called "crocodile skin" (Tok Pisin, skin puk
puk)
The skin disease (iii.) was medically diagnosed by the clinic 
as ring worm infection. The Rulna area was free of this disease. It 
was a very contagious ailment and to identify it with the Jimi area 
was a logical consequence of observation. One could return from a 
trip to the Jimi River with visible round marks on the skin, 
gradually extending to the whole body area. The fact that the Gamagai 
had suspected the Jimi dwellers of cannibalism and sorcery was a 
direct consequence of the attitude they held towards the Kopun and 
the Maring. Cannibalism, sorcery and magic were considered with 
disgust and practicing them was conceptually relegated to the most 
remote position on the moral scale centred on the clan. It was 
stressed on several occasions that cannibalism, sorcery and magic had 
not only never been practiced by the Gamagai but had not been 
practiced by any of the neighbouring Melpa speaking tribes.
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The word kopun meant a wild man, a forest dweller. As a 
sign of repulsion towards their "wild ways" of living the Gamagai 
ascribed to the Jimi people the ability to inflict the most 
abominable sicknesses. The strong rejection of sorcery, magic 
sorcery and magic had an important cultural implication. It freed 
the tribal cultural and social scene from sorcery accusations, 
enabling experiments with new cultural solutions. High mortality 
among the Kopun and Maring people made them suspect that they were 
the victims of malicious sorcery attacks launched from within their 
society and motivated by envy of the success of the few individuals 
who distinguished themselves. It was difficult for Fr. Joseph to 
find candidates for the position of church leaders in the newly 
established Catholic church there because the potential candidates 
were afraid of making themselves the targets of sorcery.
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The notion of "clear seeing" which was a prestigious 
manifestation of strong social consciousness, numan, was 
contrasted with uncontrollable behaviour influenced by either drugs 
or mental instability. Such behaviour was referred to as kopun 
keklep or kopun timbi keklep , the "wild behaviour of the Jimi 
people", the "wild pig behaviour". It was also believed that 
conversion to Christianity meant renouncing the possibility of ever 
resorting to such behaviour. The belief that stopping unruly 
behaviour was the mission’s main prerogative made the Gamagai orators 
feel they were natural allies of the mission's objectives. The 
Kopun and Marings were suspected of cannibalism. The Gamagai believe 
that some Jimi people could adopt animal forms and enter a Gamagai 
person's body. As a worm or an insect a cannibal would slowly consume 
internal organs until the victim died. Only dry grass would be left 
in the body.
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11.2.2 The Melpa diseases {kui melpa)
Contacts with Melpa speaking neighbours could result in 
incidents of poisoning. The poison was concealed in food. It used 
to be extracted from plants but in recent times it has been replaced 
by "car battery acid". In cases of suspicion of poisoning, a 
patients' faeces would be scrutinised for a clue. The examination 
was carried out in public by Kowa, the healer. He attempted to 
identify parts of food which were not digested. The idea was that 
food contaminated by poison would resist the normal digestive process 
and remain undigested in the faeces. After suspicious looking food 
particles were identified the patient was to remember where he had 
eaten this kind of food recently. Once the place and the company in 
which the undigested food had been consumed was identified, 
compensation was claimed from the suspected assassins. If the 
patient died the fellow clansmen of the poisoned person would either 
demand compensation or declare war on the assassins' clan. Without 
retaliatory action the dead (wo)man's ghost would harass the clansmen 
with sickness or death until his/her death was avenged. And without 
retaliation the overall strength of the clan constituted through the 
muglamp power would deteriorate, thus leading to a total decay.
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Faeces examination was a popular medical practice not always 
leading to the formation of accusations. It was also carried out in 
a preventive way. Elimination of the suspicion that the illness was 
caused by a poison opened the way for possible treatment in the 
clinic. However, it was believed that clinic treatment would 
instantly kill the patient suffering from poisoning. When the poison 
test was negative some ill people still preferred to believe that 
the analysis was not careful enough and that Kowa might have made a 
mistake (councillor Pengi). They used that uncertainty as an 
explanation for avoiding clinic help altogether.
11.3 Clan-based diseases (kui manga rapa)
The clan ideology represented by ghosts, power stones and 
muglamp power formed a system which unified the living clans(wo)men 
with past and future generations. This system allowed people to feel 
a part of a non-negotiable structure which both provided for their 
well-being and demanded unconditional submission. Any violation of 
the norms of social behaviour dictated by the clan structure was 
considered to be involuntary, resulting from a temporary suspension 
of clan consciousness caused by the assault of an evil spirit. Even 
in these extenuating circumstances, the offender would meet with 
punishment in the form of disease or death unless pre-emptive action 
in the form of pig sacrifice was taken.
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The ideology of muglamp and the associated notion of 
numan placed on the clans (wo)men an obligation of unconditional co­
operation and emphatic understanding of each other's needs, including 
the cases which would otherwise justify a spontaneous reaction of 
irritation or frustration. Angry emotional outbursts among clansmen 
constituted a form of violation of clan norms which would result in 
spontaneous sickness, kui popokl. Kui popokl and the ghost inflicted 
diseases constituted the majority of cases which I investigated over 
the two year period of field work. Collectively, they were called 
kui manga rapa ( See Table C, Appendix C).
The high number of cases of clan sickness shows how strong 
the pressure is for clan members to conform to clan ideology.
Failure to do so constituted a threat to health or even life.
However, the amicable and co-operative relationship among clansmen 
was not viewed as the result of relentless policing by the ghosts.
On the contrary, the relationship was conceived in purely positive 
terms, soliciting each clansman's personal commitment to it. 
Therefore a violation of that commitment was vigorously denounced by 
every clansman and explained as a manifestation of temporary insanity 
induced by evil spirits as a hostile act in the context of ceaseless 
tension between the people and those spirits.
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11.3.1 The clan disease kui popokl
If a man believed to be endowed with a strong numan became 
angry with another clansman he risked being struck on the spot with 
popokl illness. This illness, believed to be self inflicted, was not 
due to the clan ghosts' intervention. A potential dispute between 
clansmen was customarily mitigated by loud reminders not to get 
agitated since the dispute was between clansmen, and the loss of 
composure by any of the participants could result in him being struck 
by popokl. "Do not get angry , you could become popokl and die" 
was the often exchanged remark among the clans (wo)men. The 
consolation prize in such a situation was the visible manifestation 
of the strength of one's own numan since only chose who were endowed 
with a strong numan could became popokl.
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Popokl was a force regulating relationships within the clan 
among the original members of the clan and those who had become 
incorporated into it. Newcomers were not believed to be subjected to 
the power of the clan ghosts of their adopted clan. Their own ghosts 
were left with the clan they had abandoned before moving to the 
Gamagais. Their personal numan was valued as an indispensable 
element of the oath of loyalty taken by newcomers during their 
ceremonial acceptance into the Gamagai clan. If the newcomers became 
angry with the original members of a their host clan, their own numan 
would make them develop popokl. Suspicions whether a sickness was a 
form of popokl or not often turned into a close look at whether the 
patient had a claim to social prestige within the clan, because of 
his strong numan , or not.
11.3.1.1 The case of Numdi*s popokl
Numdi was Hints's third son. He was a good host to visitors 
, a man with a very pleasant personality , a sense of humour and 
understanding which allowed him to live comfortably by bending 
different social precepts to his advantage. A good example of his 
social skills was his ability to live in a quasi-conjugal 
relationship with his wife's sister, although the practice was 
strongly discouraged by clan ideology. Numdi managed to consistently 
deny the fact of having a conjugal relationship with Moni and did not
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pay any bride price for her to her clansmen. Pela, Moni1s sister and 
Numdi1s wife, maintained total discretion on the subject and the 
Gamagai stopped noticing any social impropriety in Numdi's behaviour. 
He jokingly remarked occasionally that he was able to be a law unto 
himself since he was "a medium big man".
Numdi had ambitions to marry another woman. After a week's 
absence from Rulna he returned with a young Tibugga woman and 
introduced her as his future wife. Without delay Pela, Numdi's 
wife, attacked her with a stick. Numdi tried to defend his female 
companion but got engaged in physical wrestling with Pela. Punk, his 
co-clansman, attempted to separate the fighting couple and was 
verbally abused by Numdi. In the midst of a commotion among the group 
of onlookers Numdi collapsed on the road and remained in a semi-coma 
for several days. His body temperature rose to above 40 degrees 
Celsius and he was delirious. He survived after having been cared 
for by Pela, who cooled his body with water for several days. In the 
meantime the Tibugga woman was asked to leave Rulna. She complied 
and was never heard of again
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Because of its severity and sudden outbreak Numdi's 
sickness was identified as a kui popokl, a disease caused by him 
throwing angry words at his co-clansman Punk. There was no sacrifice 
to the ghosts offered in this case and no animosity between Numdi and 
Punk. It was a first popokl to happen to Numdi and he was mildly 
surprised that it had happened to him, just as if he were a "real big 
man". A Western medical opinion diagnosed Numdi's symptoms as
probably due to an outburst of malaric infection of the plasmodium 
falciparum kind, triggered by emotional stress (Bill Cowden, personal 
communication) .
11.3.2 The clan-based 'small sickness' (kui pang pang) and empathy 
sicknesses
Any appearance of the clan type of sickness was a sign of 
disorder within the clan. Social entropy appeared through violation 
of prescribed behaviour or as a manifestation of some discontent or 
distress within the clan. A behaviour which violated intra-clan 
relationships would become visible in the form of physical changes in 
the violator’s bodily appearance. These changes were called wamp 
kyng kui, meaning "sickness showing on the skin". Feelings of 
fleeting sickness, kui pang pang, drew a man's attention to the fact 
that he was about to develop wamp kyng kui as the sign of some 
transgression.
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Similar symptoms would appear if one of the clansmen was 
distressed or got sick. This "empathy sickness" could strike the 
clansman in order to alert him to another clans (wo)man's 
transgression or distress. This was particularly the case when the 
clansmen were separated by a long distance. Then, "empathy sickness" 
was a sign that the absent clansman was in trouble, sick or being 
attacked by enemies. If the feeling of sickness was a wamp kyng kui 
, because of another clansman's suffering, then there could appear 
additional signs of confirmation. For instance, if wamp kyng kui was 
felt in the forest, then one of the following could happen:
i. one would shoot a one-eyed possum;
ii. find a knotted vine;
iii. hear a night cicada chirping at an
uncharacteristic time, e.g. in the morning.
If one was in the settlement when the sickness unexpectedly 
appeared he would watch for the following two omens:
i. a pig jumping on the house roof;
ii. a dog or a child defecating inside the house.
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A sickness in conjunction with any of these signs was 
interpreted as empathy wamp kyng kui and caused great emotional 
anguish and speculation about what could have happened to an absent 
clansman. On the journey to the Jimi parish in June 1981 Ruminj was 
one of three Gamagai men assisting Fr. Joseph. While camping in the 
Jimi forest on the second night he shot a single eyed possum. He 
became upset thinking that somebody in Rulna had got sick. Although 
he had not complained about his health during the trip he recalled 
some feeling of shivering on his skin the night before which he had 
ignored at the time. But after shooting the possum, the shivering 
began to take on a foreboding significance for him. He returned to 
Rulna alone.
Subsequently I saw Ruminj twice in a worried state over 
Peter Kar, his wife Pink's son by another man. Kar had now spent a 
year in Pumakos at the nurses' school, and Ruminj was devoted to him. 
One time a pig climbed a thatched roof soon after Ruminj felt a bit 
sick. He killed the pig and tried to contact Kar as soon as he 
could. Another time Ruminj found a piece of faeces inside the house, 
which made him anxious.
11.3.3 Feelings of joy and the process of recovery
By a reverse analogy a sick person could become instantly 
well if he was overwhelmed by a feeling of joy. The joy was generated 
by the realisation that people cared for the patient's well-being, as 
demonstrated by their coming to see him and bringing food.
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The disease did not have to be popokl inflicted but could be one 
diagnosed as any of the kui ronom or tribal diseases. However "joy 
therapy" was not applicable if the sickness was sent by the clan 
ghosts. In such cases only a pig sacrifice could relieve the 
patient's sufferings.
11.3.3.1 Dokta's joy recovery
Dokta was a physically weak young man who often got sick. 
He was married and wanted to have a child but eighteen months after 
living together the couple remained childless. In August 1982 Dokta 
got very sick again. He was delirious and unconscious for the whole 
night. When he awoke he reported the following dream :
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Dokta saw his mother and the Rogombo clansmen crying over 
a man lying in their midst. He realised that it was him they were 
crying for because they thought that he had died. He was not dead 
but was moving away from them and could not return to cheer them up. 
He spotted an intense light in the forest through which he was 
walking. He could not help but walk towards this light. Walking 
through the light was like walking in a well-lit tunnel. At the end 
of it was a log lying on the ground barring the exit . Sitting on the 
log were a man and a small boy, about four years old. The man and the 
boy were Melanesians but not Hageners. The man spoke Melpa with a 
strange foreign accent, saying that Dokta could not proceed further 
and would have to return home. He also told Dokta that he (Dokta) had 
wandered for a long time since he left home, though he might have not 
realised this. The boy was Dokta's son, who had come there before him 
but now would return with him.
When Dokta woke up he smiled and looked happy. The dream 
was so realistic in his mind that Dokta asked the still crying 
clans(wo)men the whereabouts of his son who had returned with him 
from the tunnel. Dokta started to feel better and received the well 
wishers who poured into his house with small gifts of bananas, sugar 
cane and cigarettes. Next day he recovered completely. His recovery 
was due to the joy that he was alive, that he had had a pleasant 
and puzzling dream and that many people had come to wish him well.
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11.3.4 "Mental" disorders
Some conditions were regarded as being clan-based, but 
independent of the clan ghosts. For instance, if a person remained 
conspicuously dissociated, manifesting crazy behaviour, then the 
Gamagai would stop considering the case as a sickness and begin to 
view the unfortunate person as a liability to the clan, the one who 
potentially caused trouble and friction. They attempted to disown him 
by letting him wander away and get lost in the Jimi forest or get 
attached to some other clan. His condition was attributed to a 
weakness of numan beyond help.
The attitude towards alcohol and local drugs (brews from 
alkaloid vines, ohma kaan and 'angel trumpets') abuses was harsh. 
People talked disparagingly when a young Rogombo man Puga got drunk 
in the beer club operating on the road to Kotna. He was left lying 
unconscious on the ground over night and was taunted afterwards with 
caustic remarks that he had thought he was a man who could drink 
beer without getting drunk but instead he made himself a "wild pig". 
Sometimes the behaviour caused by intoxicating substances, whether 
self-induced or offered by other men jealous of the harmony within a 
given clan and eager to destroy it by bringing conflict and disease, 
was seen as a tribal disease. This was the reason the Gamagai 
opposed any substances which limited clarity of judgment.
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Intoxication was also attributed to weak numan, which had 
led the person to drink in the first place. Alcohol only further 
contributed to the weakness. The sufferer of either craziness or 
intoxication was held responsible for his/her condition.
11.3.5 The stick divination
The Gamagai clansmen declared their endorsement for the 
clan ghosts' decision to severely punish misdemeanours despite the 
fact that these were not consciously committed but due to a bout of 
temporary insanity. The erstwhile kui manga rapa diseases, sent by 
clan ghosts, started appearing in the early '80s with ever-growing 
frequency in the form of tipokai kui, i.e. afflictions caused by the 
tribal good spirits. But this did not affect the traditional 
notion that a disease was sent by a specific ghost identified by name 
and individual characteristics (see Pana's case below). The tipokai 
remained related to the afflicted person through patrilineal descent. 
They consisted primarily of male and female ghosts of one's own clan. 
However, the ghosts of other clans could also be involved, but this 
could only be established through diagnosis. All the ghosts were 
known by name.
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When someone was sick, the spirit who sent the disease 
would be identified through public speculation and after 
identification an offering would be made to this spirit. When the 
case seemed to be complicated, i.e. the ill man or woman could not 
remember any wrongdoing, then a Kowa or Rogopa healer was called in 
to perform a stick divination (see 4.4.3). This practice involved 
the healer, myn wu, pushing a stick about a metre long and sharpened 
at one end, into the ground. He would call aloud the names of the 
sick person's patrilineal clan's spirits who were imbued with powers 
to influence his/her condition.
As he called out each name the healer would try to pull the 
stick out of the ground. If his guess was wrong the stick would come 
out of the ground easily. If he called the right spirit name, the 
stick would remain stuck and could not be pulled out, even by force. 
The healer would show the public how strongly the stick was lodged, 
making a visible effort to pull the stick out, but to no avail. The 
healer had to be familiar with the genealogy of the sick person. He 
would often get a pull on the stick when in his guessing he came to 
an accurate genealogical connection with the offending spirit. Only 
those spirits who were known by name could be considered.
11.3.6 The cultural logic of the ghost- inflicted sickness
Realisation of the fact of transgression came only after 
the deed had been committed, in the form of symptoms or minor 
disease, kui pang pang. Another way of learning about one's own 
misdemeanour was from accounts of others who claimed to be witnesses
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or participants in behaviour the trespasser was not aware of. The 
other possibility was in cases where a transgression appeared very 
minor to the transgressor, for instance a fleeting grudge against a 
fellow clansman, later forgotten. The transgressor would be reminded 
of it in the form of a sickness, days or even weeks after the alleged 
offence had happened. The delay was totally up to the discretion of 
the avenging ghosts.
In cases where a clansman experienced a warning of sickness, 
kui pang , s/he could avoid punishment by pre-empting the ghosts' 
actions and appeasing them with a pig sacrifice. One also had to 
publicly announce what had happened. At the clan meeting, 
compensation for the wronged party would be decided. Silence and 
bodily expression, specifically skin behaviour, were an involuntary 
reaction believed to be beyond the control of the individual. It was 
not possible to conceal guilt by manipulating one's physical 
appearance.
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Ghosts retaliated due to their irritation that any 
transgression undermined the overall power of the clan, the mug1 amp, 
which was believed to be guarded by the ghosts for their own 
interests. The ghosts depended for their well-being on the ability 
and willingness of the clans(wo)men to provide them with pig 
sacrifices. The smell of the sacrificial pig was considered to be 
their nutrition while the actual pig meat was consumed by the 
clansmen, their wives and children.
The clan's ability to meet the expectations of the ghosts 
depended upon the clan's economic strength and its ability to put 
aside some pigs for sacrifice. That ability in turn depended upon 
the strength of "clear seeing" demonstrated by each clans(wo)man.
This was the numan. The muglamp power, which conceptually 
represented the strength of a given clan together with its ability to 
act and prosper, was a correlate of the sum total of the numans of 
all clansmen.
The relationship between the muglamp power and individual 
numan was two-directional. Through individual effort the clansmen 
were able to increase the power of their individual numans. They 
thereby contributed to the increment of muglamp power, thus getting 
the approval of the ghosts. This involved a mutually reinforcing 
relationship.
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The perpetual dynamism of this circuit was a guarantor of 
the ghosts' on-going satisfaction, and its flow was believed to be 
interrupted by acts of transgression. This intra-clan relationship 
with ghosts was manifested experentially in bodily terms. An 
uninterrupted power flow ensured continuing health and attractive 
bodies among the clans(wo)men. Any interruption would not only invite 
sickness due to the intervention of the ghosts but would immediately 
and uncontrollably manifest itself on the skin of the transgressors.
11.3.6.1 The Ruminj case
Ruminj and Pati's wife, Minimbi had clandestine sexual 
intercourse (see pp.59-60) . Ruminj and Pati were members of the same 
clan, the Rogombo. An intra-clan law strongly prohibited sexual 
contacts with the wifes of other clansmen and Ruminj was well aware 
of this. By committing this offence he placed himself under the 
threat of being punished with sickness or death by one of the clan 
ghosts, referred to in general terms as the Rogombo tipokai. After 
the incident Ruminj alerted all clansmen, not even waiting till the 
day break. He tried to acquire a pig and make a sacrifice to avert 
the ghosts' retaliation. He claimed that he was not aware of the 
transgression taking place until he got the kui pang (small warning 
disease) which alerting him to the reality of his misdemeanour.
Ruminj used the explanation that a tipokit, wild spirit, had entered 
his mind, temporarily impairing his numan power and therefore his 
judgement.
Ruminj attempted to solicit quick help by demonstrating the 
degradation of his body which had already begun to show. He thought
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that his skin was already going slack and ashen with alarming speed. 
He thought that his hand muscles were undergoing atrophy, that his 
nose had become soft and that his face had acquired a strong grimace. 
After a pig was found and sacrificed Ruminj started to feel better.
He negotiated with Pati a big sow and two hundred Kina as a 
compensation price. Pati argued for more, claiming that the amount 
proposed by Ruminj would not replenish the damage done to the Rogombo 
muglamp and that the adverse consequences of Ruminj's deed would 
be borne not only by Ruminj himself but by all other Rogombo 
clansmen.
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The pig offered in compensation to Pati was one which had 
been raised by Ruminj's wife Ping, whc was bitter and unhappy and had 
to be strongly pressed by Ruminj and others before agreeing to part 
with it. She claimed that the pig was owned by her since she got it 
from her natal clan in the Manimbi tribe. In anger she argued that 
she did not care about the Rogombo muglamp power since her own clan 
was strong and powerful. She also made some provocative remarks to 
Ruminj which undermined the credibility of his explanation. She 
asked him what was wrong with her that he had to go around and have 
sex with other men's wives and suggested that he was becoming old and 
decrepit if he could not find a younger and better looking partner 
than Mimimbi.
The small pig which was offered to the tipokai was given 
to Ruminj by his brother Dokta. Rumin~ saved his health and his life 
but the case was to have further repercussions. Soon after the case 
seemed settled Dokta became seriously sick and his illness was 
attributed to the fact that he had contributed a pig to alleviate 
Ruminj's predicament (see below).
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This case history demonstrates that the repercussions of 
any social disturbance create other negative repercussions in a 
community as tightly woven as the clan. It was always up to the 
health specialists to point out the possibility of these on-going 
repercussions by suggesting that the cause of their respective 
afflictions conformed with the overwhelmingly shared social aetiology 
of illness. The significance of prominent events which had just 
preceded the sickness provided the necessary basis for diagnosis.
Thus interpreted sickness validated the ideology and gave it a 
tangible manifestation. Dokta's sickness, following as it did 
from Ruminj's case, showed the never ending chain of cause and 
effect articulated by the clan ideology the lived experiences of 
sickness and the diagnoses attached to it. The wives of the 
clansmen , however, did not have any direct relation with the ghosts 
of the clan they married into. Like children and pigs, they could 
only get sickness as a warning to their husbands who were the agents 
of transgression. Although women could be subject to the 
retributions of the ghosts of their natal clans, this was seldom the 
case since they lived in the territories of other clans.
11.3.6.2 Dokta's sickness
Two weeks after Ruminj's case of violation of clan law Dokta was 
sick. Intensive consultations by his bedside brought the following 
conclusion: Dokta's illness was sent by Ruk who was Kints' brother 
and the deceased first husband of Ping. Ping was currently Ruminj's
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wife. Before he died Ruk informed other Rogombo clansmen that he 
suspected Ping, his erstwhile wife, of poisoning him. He died with 
that conviction. By helping Ruminj with a pig, Dokta indirectly 
helped Ping as well. Without Dokta's donation Ping would have been 
forced to part with two pigs, the one she had given and another small 
one which she also had but did not offer to Ruminj to bail him out of 
his troubles. Parting with one pig was difficult enough, while 
parting with two would have been a devastating experience for Ping. 
Dokta had unintentionally angered the ghost of Ruk by depriving him 
of the satisfaction of seeing Ping totally distressed. A sacrificial 
pig atoned Ruk's anger and Dokta recovered soon after.
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A month later Dokta got sick again. This time Kowa and a 
group of clansmen including Kints conducted an inquiry which led to 
the following conclusion: The sickness was caused by a grudge Dokta
held against his father, Kints, which Dokta had not publicly 
admitted. While being quizzed Dokta remembered a fleeting feeling of 
a grudge he had held against Kints some weeks earlier and had since 
forgotten. His irritation with Kints was caused by the fact that 
Kints in recent months had contributed brideprices and compensations 
in the form of money and pigs to other Gamagais before his own 
Rogombo clansmen. Dokta did not know why Kints was doing this, since 
such behaviour was considered to be appropriate only within the clan 
unless the donations were considered to be a form of moka, which in 
this case they supposedly were not (Kints, Dokta).
Around that time Kints had refused help to Dokta, which 
further fuelled Dokta's annoyance. Dokta had even said aloud that 
Kints' numan had become weak. Further, Kints' deceased father, Moka, 
was identified as the ghost who had taken offence. After an offering 
of a pig Dokta recovered.
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The sickness that resulted from Dokta's grudge against 
Kints informs us of the radical way in which the Gamagai conceived 
their intra-clan relationships. Even a minor misdemeanour, not 
committed wich any malice, such as holding a small resentment, was 
considered as a serious misdemeanour. Not only offensive acts but 
also offensive thoughts were considered unacceptable and punishable. 
That principle concorded with people's idea of tribal law, where 
holding a secret was considered an offence and subject to Village 
Court action.
There was no dealing with the tipokit, wild spirits, within 
the clan moral category. In the Ruminj case the wild spirit served 
its role as an explanatory factor and no pleading or offering was 
ever contemplated. However, external factors like the wild spirits 
provided links with other moral categories. The tipokit, intruders 
and initiators of trouble in the intra-clan environment, also figure 
as the main cause of disease in the adjacent moral category, the 
Gamagai tribe. In this realm the tipokit do not have the capacity to 
trigger off the same chain of calamities which were set in motion by 
the clan’s internal forces. Rather, they can considered to be the 
sole reason for sickness, due to their pathological effect on the 
human body.
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Once an investigation was set on clan-based matters and 
relationships, its focus could not shift to the neighbouring category 
of the tribe. Neither did it shift to the mission category, which 
would have resulted in seeking the clinic's help. All this provides 
evidence of a structurally ordered vision of sickness which not only 
involved the allocation of specific diseases to each moral category, 
but also structured potential interrelationships between different 
diseases and correlated categories.
The correspondence of the overall structure of diseases 
with the overall moral structure supplied information about which 
borders could be crossed and which could not. As we see from the 
above case studies, the clan-tribe border was not crossed in search 
of an explanation. In a similar manner I was made aware that the 
Jimi-clinic border could not be crossed, neither could the Melpa 
neighbours-clinic border, nor the clan-clinic. This observation was 
important in view of the fact that Gamagai 'tribal diseases' were 
the only ones considered to be treatable by the mission clinic. This 
indicates that the Gamagai perceived the mission and the health 
system as competitive with the tribe ideology of the sources of 
i1lness .
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11.4 Tribal sickness
Kui ronom (tribal) diseases comprise: (i.) assaults by
wild spirits tipokit, tipokit kui; (ii.) menstrual blood poisoning 
mema kit kui; (iii.) sicknesses due to breaking the oath on mi; (iv.) 
children's sicknesses due to their mothers' illicit sexual contacts; 
(v.) contingent sickness without reason, kui kui na:ma. These 
illnesses were the ones most frequently diagnosed and had the 
biggest implications for the transitions taking place in Gamagai 
culture during my fieldwork.
11.4,1 Diseases caused by wild spirits
Most informative for an understanding of the cultural 
transformation taking place among the Gamagai is an analysis of 
tipokit kui and menstrual poisoning. Since the topic of the wild 
spirits has been dealt with extensively in the preceding chapter only 
a few comments are needed here. It was predominantly men who suffered 
from tipokit afflictions. This was due to the fact that men 
travelled to the Jimi forest on hunting expeditions more frequently 
than women. It was often observed that young men who went to the 
Jimi forests for the first time returned very sick. Consecutive trips 
were not associated with such health risks. It was interpreted that 
the tipokit "knew" those who had been before and did not harm them. 
When sickness developed while in the forest it was blamed on the 
assaults of the tipokit. If it developed some time later then it was 
not identified as a delayed tipokit assault but as caused by some
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other affliction to be determined by the healers. The fact that there 
was a significant discrepancy in the number of men and women getting 
sick in Rulna provided men with suspicions that they were the victims 
of women's assaults on them (see below, menstrual poisoning).
The low altitude strain of malaria prevailing in the Jimi 
Valley could not have been transmitted by the mosquitos in Rulna and 
there was a male near monopoly on plume collecting in the malarial 
areas of the Jimi forest. The frequent instances of malaria 
contracted afterwards by the men thus provided empirical basis for 
ubiquitous accusations of menstrual poisoning directed towards women.
11.4.2 Menstrual blood poisoning (mema kit kui)
Menstrual poisoning was considered to be neither accidental 
nor deliberate. The reasons for woman allegedly attempting to poison 
their husbands were related to the history of the relationship 
between the affinaly connected clans. A woman could not poison 
another woman in a similar manner. If a menstruating woman gave food 
to a non-menstruating woman, all that would happen was that the 
second woman would start to menstruate too.
When Dokta became sick and he was diagnosed as being a victim 
of his wife's poisoning, he had only been married for three weeks. 
He told me that the reason his wife, Konga, had poisoned him was that 
his father Kints had killed her paternal uncle in a war between the 
Gamagai and Kawelka some 40 years earlier. At the time of this 
conversation, Dokta had been sick for four days. He looked pale and
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was listless, and lay next to the fire inside his hut. He was 
shivering despite the fact that it was 38 degrees C outside.
His brothers, Ruminj, Puga and Moka, and his father, Hints, were 
talking while sitting next to the fire. "He was poisoned by Konga" 
Ruminj informed me in a stern voice. "There was a big war with the 
Kawelka not a long time before we came here to Rulna. In this war 
Hints killed some men, including Koipa, the eldest brother of Konga1s 
father. Konga tried to kill Dokta to avenge Koipa. I will go to get 
Konga, the son of Koi, (the specialist on menstrual poisoning). He 
knows how to "rausim poisin" (Tok Pisin, expurgate poison). Soon 
after, Ruminj left Dokta’s house.
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A couple of hours passed. Dokta started to breath 
heavily. He was sweating from his forehead and around his mouth.
His wife, Konga, was in the same room. She stoked the fire by 
crouching in the narrow space between Hints and Moka. She had to 
push them slightly aside in order to get access to the fire. Then 
she withdrew and sat in the corner where she was rearranging a couple 
of pots. She was sitting there watching us calmly and listening to 
the conversation going on between Hints and his sons. It was half 
past five and getting dark when Ruminj and Konga, the healer, came 
into the house. The latter brought a stick of red sugar cane.
Ruminj chopped it into several pieces. He handed to Konga two short 
pieces. Puga brought in a bit of corrugated iron sheet and put it
on top of the fire. Konga, the wife, went outside and brought in 
some more firewood and placed it near the fireplace. One of the men 
threw a few bits of wood into the fire and soon it became so hot that 
all of us moved about half a metre away from the flames.
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The sheet of corrugated iron became so hot that one could 
barely touch it without getting burnt. Konga, the healer, knelt next 
to the patient. He was holding a piece of the sugar cane in his 
right hand and started to rub it on Dokta's chest, round and round 
for about five minutes. He was not saying anything, as far as I 
could hear. After that, he put his mouth to one end of the sugar 
cane with the other end touching Dokta's chest. He started to suck 
the cane and spit the liquid onto the heated piece of corrugated 
iron. The spit started to hiss and jump. Its colour was black. All 
of us watched intently as it was slowly reduced to a dark spot on the 
iron .
Once the hissing spittle disappeared from our eyes, Konga 
resumed his action by repeating all the procedures again. The effect 
was repeated. We all sat in complete silence. Konga, the wife, was 
observing with the same calm as the rest of the visitors. She looked 
at her nails from time to time as if checking their shape. Konga, the 
healer, repeated the operation three times. After this Dokta woke up 
and said something to Konga. The men resumed conversation. It was 
after 8 p.m. I touched Dokta's arm and left the house.
11.4.3 Konga the healer
Konga had a wife and two children. He played an active 
role in his clan and tribal affairs. He was a church leader and one 
of the main forces behind the construction of the new church. He 
dealt exclusively with diseases which were diagnosed as tribal 
diseases. He gained a reputation as the best specialist for menstrual
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poisoning sickness. The notion of mema kit kui menstrual poisoning 
was strongly opposed by Fr. Joseph who saw in it a manifestation of 
male dominance and a victimisation of women.
On the other hand, Konga considered his work to be 
compatible with the mission clinic's health practices. While 
attending to a patient, he would put on thongs and socks, had a young 
lad to assist him and placed the tools of his trade on fresh leaves 
laid on the ground near the patient's body. Regarding Fr. Joseph's 
sermons against believing in mema kit kui, Konga confidently 
articulated two opinions:
i. It was most likely that Fr. Joseph was talking about non- 
Hagen women, since it was well known among the Gamagai that it 
was only Hagen women who had this poisoning capacity;
ii. It was probable that Fr. Joseph was testing the faith of 
his parishioners. He illustrated the point with a story:
On Sundays, as a boy, Konga attended preparation 
classes for baptism. The religious tuition was conducted by the 
catechists, but towards the end of a year-long course, the missionary 
Fr. John took charge of the teaching. He started with an opening:
"So you do believe in God ?!". All the children gave a loud 
affirmation. To this, reported Konga, Fr John had answered: "And
I do not ! How can one believe in something one can not touch nor 
see. I can easily believe in trees and school and church buildings
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since I can touch them and see them. But how can I touch and see God?
How can I believe in God? What would you say now? "
Konga remembered that all the children shouted even 
louder that they did believe in God, that they could see Him like 
they saw trees and houses. Satisfied with this reaction, Fr John, who 
was fondly remembered in Rulna for his sense of humour retorted :
"All right. You have convinced me. From now on I also will believe 
in God. You deserve to be baptised. I was only checking the 
strength of your faith".
According to Konga, Fr. Joseph's insistence that 
menstrual poisoning did not exist was an attempt to check their 
'faith' which in Konga's interpretation meant the strength of their 
mind and their ability to be able to see clearly in the face of the 
evidence.
11.4.4 The transformation of clan diseases into tribal diseases
In the early '80s, two cases manifested for the first time 
a new mode of the clan ghosts affliction. Two men were affected from 
clans different from the ones to which the ghosts belonged. These 
incidents gave a clear indication of the transformation of the 
Gamagai tribe into a clan-like social universe.
When Pana, a member of Pakanimbo clan, fell ill, Kowa was 
called in. He now began a consultation to determine the reason for
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the sickness. The first step was to decide whether the sickness had 
been sent by clan ghosts or whether it was due to a tipokit assault. 
The divination stick was consulted. Kowa pushed the sharp end of the 
stick into the ground and asked aloud whether it was the clan ghosts 
who had made Pana ill. The end of the stick got stuck inside the 
ground, and it could be pulled out only with some effort. This was a 
sign that the answer to the question was affirmative. Kowa called 
the names of Mek, Kingtal and Noa, the deceased Pakanimbo clansmen.
In each case he pushed the stick into the ground and attempted to 
pull it out again. Each time the answer was negative. He was able to 
pull the stick out easily, indicating that the ghost who had been 
named was not responsible for inflicting the sickness on Pana. This 
was in July 1982, amid the growing popularity of the Kints movement 
and the new ideology of the all-Gamagai special relationship which 
proposed a new moral order embracing the whole tribe. Kowa was in the 
midst of the movement. Obviously this affected Kowa's investigation 
of Pana's relationship with the Gamagai tribe as a whole.
It was remembered that a couple of months earlier Pana had threatened 
to leave the Gamagai tribe as a protest against some
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injustice he had suffered. Kowa thought that the sickness was 
perhaps sent by the tipokai/sent (good spirit/saint) of Pol Poia who 
might have been upset at Pana's threat to weaken the strength of the 
Gamagai "basic Christian community", i.e. the strength of the Gamagai 
tribe as a whole. Pol Poia was originally from the Rogombo clan. The 
result of the stick divination was positive. It was declared that 
Pol Poia had sent the disease. The diagnostic procedure was 
witnessed by about thirty people. It was an important event in 
Rulna. Pana was asked to come to the Pol Poia chapel where a pig was 
sacrificed.
In addition, the Catholic church leader Konga [who is 
also specialist in menstrual poisoning], performed a charismatic 
healing procedure similar to the one which had been performed by Fr. 
Brian in the Rabamul Cathedral several months earlier (Ch.9.5). Pana 
started to feel better. His sickness and speedy recovery, and Kowa's 
diagnosis, became the subject of conversations in Rulna and were used 
to vindicate the new role played in the Gamagai tribe by the tipokai. 
Gamagai conviction on this subject was further strengthened by 
another case of sickness soon afterwards in which Kowa again made a 
diagnosis.
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Wogoba of the Roklombo clan became sick in August 1982. 
As in Pana's case, Kowa was called upon to pronounce the reasons for 
the sickness. Checking amongst the Roklombo clan ghosts, Roklombo 
kur manga rapa, did not bring Kowa positive results. But during the 
public consultation the following incident emerged:
Numdi's walking boots had been stolen from the front of 
his house. He was a Rogombo clansman. The thief was not identified 
Several weeks later, Numdi was walking to Tigi with a few other 
Gamagai men to participate in the funeral of Pok, a Manimbi man who 
had died two days earlier. On the way to Tigi along a narrow, muddy 
path in the mountains he spotted boot prints on the ground which he 
recognized as those of his boots. Upon arriving in Tigi, he saw 
several Rulna Gamagai who were there already, and Wogoba was one of 
them.
None of the Rulna Gamagai had boots on his feet. Numdi inquired 
but no one who had arrived from Rulna knew anything about Numdi's 
boots. Numdi suspected Wogoba but could not prove his case.
In view of this story, Kowa used the divination stick to check 
whether Wogoba's sickness was a punishment sent by one of the clan 
ghosts from Numdi's Rogombo clan. When he called the name of Moka, 
Kints's father, the stick got stuck in the ground. Wogoba confessed 
to stealing the boots and offered a compensation to Numdi. In 
addition, a chicken was sacrificed to Moka.
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11.5 Diseases resulting from breaches of the laws of the
intermediate categories binding clan and tribal structures
Two forms of grouping transcended the clan-tribe division 
(Ch.6) : (i.) grouping based on sharing work and food, kongon etim ;
(ii.) grouping based on a food pact, oka etimon. In both cases it 
was an matter of carrying over the clan-like relationship to the 
relationship of the tribe. Conflicts within those forms of grouping 
had a pathological manifestation similar to the ones characteristic 
of the clan. They were referred to as "tribal diseases", kui ronom, 
but the mission clinic was not considered an appropriate means by 
which to treat them.
11.5.1 A case study of kongon etim diseases
The kongon etim grouping was formed automatically 
whenever Gamagai tribesmen joined forces to work or eat together. By 
doing so they placed themselves in the kongon etim relationship. Its 
scope was much narrower than the scope of the clan moral category, 
which was fraught with implications and ambiguities. The kongon etim 
relationship demanded that those who worked and ate together should 
not steal, cheat, or commit adultery with each others’ wives. If 
they ever broke those prohibitions, they would be punished by the 
victim's clan ghosts.
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Kongon etim was a behavioural category operating within the 
inter-clan, intra-tribal realm. The system worked retrospectively. 
If somebody from e.g. the Rogombo clan suspected that another Gamagai 
from another clan had stolen something from him, he would attempt to 
coax the suspect to work or to eat with him.
Puga, a member of the Rogombo clan, had his watch stolen and 
suspected Konga from the Pwentimbo clan of the theft. Konga denied 
the accusation. Puga asked Konga to help him construct the new house 
but Konga was non-committal. Puga was preoccupied with the idea of 
trapping Konga into a kongon etim relationship that would either 
confirm or disprove his suspicions. It was several months later when 
Puga noticed Konga eating pork with a group of people during the 
enk moka ceremony in Tigi . This was a small feast prepared by the 
pig- receiving party on the eve of the moka presentation proper. In 
this instance , the enk moka ceremony was held by the Tigi Pwentimbo- 
Gamagai in anticipation of the moka ceremony presented by the 
Manimbi. Puga spotted Konga eating in one of the small groups 
scattered around the groves and unobtrusively joined the party . Puga 
informed me a week later that he was satisfied to notice that Konga 
had become sick. Kowa, the healer, diagnosed kui kongon etim and a 
duck was offered to the Rogombo ghosts.
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11.6 The health clinic and its medical practices
Medical care had been one of the main priorities of the 
Catholic mission in Rulna. A clinic was established by the first 
missionary, Fr Jan Bartoszek. His successor, Fr. Joseph, extended 
the clinic operation, built new facilities and introduced a system 
of medical insurance. Fr. Joseph's own rationale for being in Rulna 
was that he was attending to the indigenous populations' religious 
needs. He was not there to impose religious beliefs on them. 
However, he did not feel the same way about imposing medical 
beliefs. All the money which came from abroad to finance the 
expenses of the Rulna church were directed by Fr. Joseph into the 
clinic project. Whenever a tourist who stayed in Rulna wanted to pay 
for the mission's hospitality, Fr. Joseph would ask for a donation in 
the form of medicines for the clinic.
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He saw the medical practice of the clinic as a value- free 
activity superior to the traditional indigenous healing system. He 
saw the medical institution as free from Christian symbolism. The 
Western-trained nurses who worked in the clinic were medical 
volunteers not members of religious orders. In 1981 a new nurse was 
to arrive and Fr. Joseph was given a choice between two candidates: 
an Australian nun and a Hindu lay volunteer. He chose the latter, 
ostensibly to ensure that the heathen patients would not be 
discouraged from seeking medical assistance at the clinic. He was 
concerned that those people not baptised among the Gamagai would feel 
ineligible or intimidated by the religious symbolism of the medical 
institution.
While he was more sensitive in those areas he considered 
"religious", he felt entirely confident about his right to impose on 
the Gamagai rules and attitudes which he considered to be part of the 
health system represented by the clinic. An example here would be 
the medical insurance system he introduced to the Gamagai, not so 
much as a way to pay for the medical costs (much higher than the 
medical levy collected) but as a way of introducing Western medical 
thinking i.e. payment for service. He hoped that his efforts would 
introduce a "modern mentality" based on far reaching planning and 
calculation which would benefit all other aspects of the Gamagai 
life. He wanted Gamagai to also show some committement to the moder 
medicine.
Fr. Joseph was referred to by the Gamagai as a myn wu, the man 
who deals with spirits, the healer, and a purwa wu, big man of the 
clan. The social basis for Fr. Joseph's clan-like big manship was
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his mission. He was "misin purwa wu", in the same way that Kints 
initially was "Rogombo purwa wu" and later, in 1982, was referred to 
as " Gamagai purwa wu". The spirits Fr. Joseph dealt with were misin 
myn, the mission spirits.
The health clinic and Fr. Joseph's preoccupation with health 
issues were seen as his idiosyncratic preference and as such 
performed predominantly for the benefit of the mission. His good 
physical stamina and resilience against infections came as no 
surprise to the Gamagai. Fr. Joseph's exemplary health was attributed 
to his faith which, like the big mens' numan was cited as the 
essential protective quality.
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11.6.1 The clinic/mission activities in context of Gamagai
culture
For the following discussion the tabulated information in 
Tables D-F, Appendix C should be consulted. The Gamagai did not wish 
that their clan-based diseases be treated in the clinic. This was 
in opposition to Fr. Joseph's view of sickness as an
"objective", value-free phenomenon, not related to moral conduct.
The Gamagai ' s attitude was similar to the one the Gamagai had towards 
Fr. Joseph's ill fated "konfesio bungo" (collective confession) 
(Ch.8.6.3.2). They also prohibited the "poison diseases" (kui konga) 
of Melpa provenance and menstrual blood poisoning to be treated by 
the clinic.
The Gamagai thought that the best way to combat the poison 
diseases was by forging special relationship with as many 
neighbouring clans as possible. Special relationships with 
neighbouring Melpa tribes were created through moka exchanges and 
marriages. A firm belief in the role that special relationship 
played in preventing intertribal assassinations was a strong and 
convincing rationale for the Gamagai to forge as many relationships 
as possible. The Gamagai called the moka relationship "the effigy 
against poisoning" carried into the neighbours' territory. Here 
"effigy" refers to the clan border's markers which were also 
intended to prevent assassins attempting poisoning outside the clan's 
lands. The border markers became known as "effigies against 
poisoning."
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Forging special relationships and erecting the poisoning 
effigies as deterrents against potential assassins now became the 
main social function of the clan-based big men, purwa wu. Unlike 
the tribal big men, wu kopong, whose position rested on a belief 
that they knew the ways of modern living, clan-based big men had 
vested interests in traditional knowledge, through which they 
approached modern development. Their opposition to the clinic's 
treatment of poisoning disease can be seen as an attempt to preserve 
the clan-based big men's control of special relationships.
If the mission's view of sickness became widely accepted then 
the value and skill of forging special relationships could collapse 
, and the purwa wu men might become culturally redundant. This 
seems to explain why big men like Koi, Kints, the Mabuge big man 
Palinge, and Kowa the healer made strong public claims that those who 
contracted a poisoning sickness would die if they sought help at the 
clinic.
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On the other hand, the same big men readily agreed that all 
tribal sicknesses (except the menstrual pollution cases), could be 
treated at the clinic because special relationships inside the 
Gamagai tribe were individual matters that did not involve big men. 
Since the tribal diseases were caused by tipokit (wild /bad 
spirits), there was no role for the clan big men to play in 
controlling random behaviour beyond prescription of special 
preventives to be followed by each individual, eg. "do not drink 
water straight from the streams but by cups made of leaves", etc.
The expulsion of the tipokit to the Jimi forest, 
achieved especially by the Kints movement, can be seen as a factor 
which contributed to the limitation of the function of the clinic 
even further. As the instances of tipokit affliction became less 
frequent and the clan-based diseases increased, due to the 
transformation of the tribal universe, the purwa wu men assured for 
themselves a bigger role in combating other than tipokit inflicted 
diseases. However, if this was the effect of the cultural act of 
the tipokit expulsion, it was also the case that the number of 
menstrual blood poisoning cases began to decline as well (see Table 
D, Appendix C).
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This decline may have been influenced by the vigourous 
mission campaign against menstrual blood poisoning ideas and 
practices. Fr. Joseph, seeing this sickness as a form of female 
repression, had threatened to withhold the sacraments to anybody who 
submitted to Konga's and Kowa's treatment of the alleged menstrual 
blood poisoning. Another cultural factor influenced by the mission 
was an increase in women's assertiveness due to the mission 
constantly inveighing against polygyny as well as the ethos of tribal 
bigmanship, based on male boastfulness and power seeking, 
characteristics the mission seemed to oppose. Although polygyny was 
a strong element in the male ethos of the '80s, not one polygynous 
marriage succeeded, despite efforts (Numdi, Kewa, Pri). The reason 
for the failure was often directed towards the mission, which "would 
support a woman in any dispute even if she was a humbug" (Numdi,
Kewa). Women's confidence also derived from their confidence in the 
efficacy of the clinic. Women and children were clinic patients to a 
much higher degree than the men (see Table F, Appendix C).
The reason for this was that women, just as children, pigs and 
dogs, were not subjected to the oppressive precautions against and 
retributions of the clan ghosts as were the clansmen. Women and 
children were subject to the clan-based moral order of sickness only 
as indirect targets of ghost-inflicted punishments intended for male 
clansmen. They could become sick, like clansmen's pigs, as a result 
of ghosts' warnings directed at men. Women readily sought clinic help 
for themselves and children as soon as any symptoms of sickness 
arose .
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Women were not subject to the health insurance scheme 
introduced by Fr. Joseph whereby each man had to pay an annual fee of 
six kina for himself and the whole family. The effect of this was 
that the scheme really applied to men only since women and children 
were treated free of charge regardless of whether or not somebody 
paid the fee for them. Men had to produce evidence of insurance or 
else pay twenty toea per visit. Otherwise they were refused the 
treatment . The level of mortality among children and women was lower 
than among men. This was partly due to the fact that men were 
afflicted with malaria more often then women but also because of the 
fact that their cultural prohibitions led men to seek clinic help 
only as a lass resort.
The Gamagai believed that there was a "mission" category of 
diseases which only occasionally coincided with those diseases which 
bothered the Gamagai. Hence, when Gamagi men did seek clinic help it 
was only in cases where they had finally come to the conclusion that 
they suffered from one of the "mission illnesses". This meant in 
local terms malaria and sexually transmitted diseases, ailments which 
, according to informants , were introduced by mission workers and 
had managed to cross the cultural boarder between the mission and 
the Gamagai (Numd.i, Dokta, Kints) . However, the likelyhood that one's 
illness was such a disease was not considered to be high. Only eight 
percent of illnesses diagnosed were in the first instance regarded as 
a "mission disease".
The decline of men's menstrual blood poisoning cases was 
compensated for by an increased incidence of poisoning by the amb
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masalai, a zipokit assumed to be in a woman's body and caused 
sickness after coaxing a man into sexual intercourse (see Table D, 
Appendix C). The cultural opposition to taking blood poisoning cases 
to the clinic did not enforce male control over tribal gender 
relationships because of the above-mentioned cultural loophole which 
enabled women to exercise independence from traditional controls.
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However, the cultural change taking place among the Gamagai 
in the *70 s and '80s seemed to lead to an increase in the control 
and influence wielded by the clan-based big men, purwa wu. (Which 
involved the extension of clan-like diseases over the whole tribe). 
This became obvious in the case of Pana from the Pwentimbo clan, who 
was diagnosed as suffering from an illness sent by the ghost/saint 
from another clan. Until recently such a sickness would not have been 
possible in a tribal relationship unless the victim and the offender 
were in a special relationship. This new cultural development placed 
the authority to interpret sickness within the tribe again, squarely 
in the hands of traditional healers and purwa wu men and away from 
the influence of the mission and clinic.
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The reservations the Gamagai felt about for the clinic was 
related to Fr. Joseph's modern, managerial attitude in attempting 
to separate Christianity as a religion from the efficient management 
of health care and education, conducted with the aim of improving the 
quality of life of the local population. Moral concerns and 
relationships with spirits permeated all aspects of Gamagai life, and 
to abstract health and related efforts (e.g. health education) from 
those concerns was not intelligible or acceptable to the Gamagai.
The attractive part of Christianity was its insistence on life for 
those who believed and on God's on-going care for the living. On 
many occasions, informants quoted their Biblical favourite passage: 
"Those who belive in Me shall never die" as to why they supported the 
mission (Kuk, Dokta, Konga).
The woman church leader Ohra spoke on several Sundays at the 
before-the-Mass meetings, saying that those who lived according to 
mission law did not have to bother with the clinic health insurance 
scheme since disease only befell those who disobeyed the law. She 
gave the example of herself and her family who had not once been sick 
over the period of the last ten years, i.e. since they learned about 
the mission law and implemented it in their lives. Her views were 
shared by the informants (Kewa, Ruminj, Kuk ).
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The grass-roots cultural development in Rulna, the Kints 
movement, should be seen in terms of an attempt to rectify the 
mission's omission to explain modernity (modern health system, modern 
education system) in terms of Gamagai cosmology. The Gamagai people 
considered the mission to be a part of the modern order to which the 
clinic, the school, the local government, and so on belonged. But 
the mission's failure to apply the language and values propagated at 
church to the domain of health was a manifestation of its own 
internal, cultural adhesion to modern Western cosmology whereby the 
rationality of Nature is something other than the rationality of God. 
Fr. Joseph could live by it, not the Gamagai.
CHAPTER 12
THE PRACTICE OF JUSTICE
12.1 Introduction: different aspects of law and justice in the
Village Court
The Village Court was established in Rulna in 1976. The Village 
Court magistrates and their helpers, komiti (Tok Pisin, the 
'committees'), were the men democratically elected by tribes(WO)men. 
With little formal education (two weeks long legal course after their 
election), they were thoroughly steeped in local justice and notions 
about what did and did not constitute an offence. The Gamagai, 
Mabuge, Paige and Tibugga people came to the Rulna Village Court for 
mediation in disputes.
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Formally, the Village Court should have been guided by the 
precepts of the national legal system. This was reflected by the 
system of progressive appeals which led from Rulna to the Local court 
in Kotna, District court in Moglamp, Provincial court in Mt.Hagen and 
High Court in Port Moresby. The Queen, who visited Mt.Hagen in 1982, 
was believed to have come there to judge a fev; atypical cases 
(Kunjil, Anys). The Rulna court magistrates were warned soon after 
this visit that if they delivered unsatisfactory verdicts the 
defendants would appeal all the way to "Meri Qwin kot" (Tok Pisin,
'The Woman Queen's court') (Numdi).
The court was issued with a "A Code of Legal Procedure" booklet 
in which punishable offences and maximum penalties were written down. 
However the magistrates considered the booklet a secret object and 
revealing its content to the people was, according to them, 
punishable by the government with long jail imprisonment (magistrate 
Pri). But the subjects of the legal system, the tribes(wo)men of 
Rulna, seemed to have little knowledge that such a booklet existed 
and did not demand, at least in 1981/82, that it be displayed. They 
have, however, noticed that the penalties imposed by the court have 
risen steeply every year (Numdi). There was growing resentment 
about this, directed against the government, the anonymous body 
which, according to the magistrates , imposed these ever increasing 
penalties.
In 1982 the Rulna court imposed a fine of three hundred pigs 
and fifty thousand Kina on the Paige tribe in the Neka trial (see 
below). Gabriel Key was fined ten pigs and three hundred kina in the
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Mensli trial (see below). A theft of rubber boots from a Paige man 
by Anys received a fine of five pigs and two hundred Kina. Where the 
Legal Code and Penalties booklet suggested fines of a few kinas and 
a couple of hours of communal work service, the Rulna court operated 
in amounts of hundreds of kinas and weeks long jail sentences. A 
theft of five chickens landed a penalty of two hundred Kinas and 
three weeks in jail for two Tibugga visitors to Rulna in 1982.
There were two obvious reasons for the inflation of penalty 
rates. One was the local practice of magistrates taking a "cut" 
from the fine for themselves before depositing the rest in the Local 
government coffers. The second reason was that fines imposed and 
paid were not an individual matter but involved the clan of the 
offender. A court fine once paid became a precedent for further
fines against a clan. Such a clan would aim at redeeming its loss 
through subsequent litigations against the clan which had won 
previously and pressure was put on the magistrates to allow clansmen 
to recuperate their losses on the first occasion with extra money as 
a reward. The legal system became a form of "negative moka"(Dokta) 
in which the value of penalties imposed reflected the amount of the 
penalty lost in previous litigations among the same contenders (see 
Neka trial below).
The Rulna court activities constituted an arena in which the 
traditional sense of justice in relationship to the system of moral 
categorisation played a decisive role. The court procedure 
especially had an accelerating effect on changes in Gamagai culture 
by:
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i. exposing the impracticality of the behavioural ethos 
based on the traditional system of moral structuring in the 
modern situation characterised by numerous daily interpersonal 
contacts taking place on the Rulna grounds (cases below: Wag, 
decorated car, aphrodisiacs);
ii. accelerating the formation of the sense of tribal 
unity by imposing the principle of communal responsibility for 
offences reflected in the size of fines imposed on offenders, the 
of size which pertained to and stretched the resources of the 
whole tribe, not as hitherto, the resources of a single clan or 
even less the resources of the convicted individual ( Neka 
trial);
iii. exposing the opportunistic character of the intra- 
tribal relationship within the Gamagai tribe which ran contrary 
to the requirements of the economic experiments in which the 
whole tribe formed a "production unit", the jointly owned all- 
Gamagai tribal store;
iv. exposing the ambivalence and inconsistencies of the 
guilty verdicts based on the confusion of mixing conflict­
resolving procedures hitherto applicable clearly to either an 
"inside the clan" or an "outside the clan" context.
The structure of moral categorisation provided the conceptual 
framework for explanation of conflict as it was understood by both
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the people involved in litigation and the court magistrates. The 
Village Court operated with tacit recognition of the logic of 
conflict which in turn came to constitute this structure. However, 
this logic and the ensuing conflict resolution methods differed 
entirely in relation to whether the conflict took place within or 
outside the clan. If within the clan, it was a sign that those in 
the relationship found themselves in a state of a momentary imbalance 
which needed to be restored.
Relationships outside the clan were primarily avenues for 
exploring and creating opportunities for callous exploitation, eg 
theft, cheating, etc. The exploration and creation of this kind of 
opportunism was required by the behavioural ethos, which enhanced and 
guarantied regulated and balanced relationships within the clan. The 
structuring of numan and muglamp powers depended on exploits in 
the open, unrestrained domain outside the clan. A successful extra­
clan exploit, e.g. theft or murder, bestowed on the perpetrator a 
hero-like status within his clan, thereby affirming the power of his 
numan. The hero-like status depended on the risk involved in the 
pursuit; the bigger the risk and danger, the bigger the heroic 
prestige.
This correlated with a relative absence of relationships in the 
outside spheres of the Gamagai social world. For instance 
traditionally there were virtually no pre-existing relationships with 
the Jimi peoples. The risks and dangers there were maximum. Social 
entropy too, in the sense of the absence of any social relationship 
was maximum. Likewise the human beings there were least human -
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sorcerers and cannibals. Therefore the biggest prestige came from 
successful exploits in relation to the Jimi tribes and encounters 
with tipokit spirits closely associated with the Jimi tribes.
Hence Kints and his exploits among the Jimi peoples and the tipokit 
spirits, and Wag, the lonely loser, who propped up his social status 
by perpetrating the story of the demise of his clan, due to a 
confrontation with the tipokit spirit which later misfired.
Exploration and creation in the outer, more chaotic regions of 
the social universe informed by the logic of relational entropy was 
of relatively small value, good for young men to pursue. They had an 
appropriate moral basis. The only concern was that such pursuits 
should be carried on so efficiently that the identity of the pursuer 
would not be found out. Otherwise, if the identity was found out the 
wronged party would demand compensation or retaliate against the 
whole clan from which the pursuer originated. Therefore the Gamagai 
treated a deed as proper and good relative only to the context of its 
realisation. It is proper and good not to steal from one's own 
clansman or have sex with his wife. It is also good to steal from 
non-clansman and have sex with his wife. But not to get caught.
Socialisation included learning techniques for the successful 
exploration of the behavioural possibilities intrinsic to each of the 
relationship categories. Boys were trained to walk on muddy ground 
without leaving footprints and plan their raids in relation to the 
most conducive weather; they were also taught to discover ways of 
disposing of stolen items and pigs , to find ways of attracting women 
as wives, and to exercise the power of their numan to increase
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their resourcefulness and wit so they would be competent to fend for 
themselves in confrontational situations (Kints, Numdi, Ruminj).
The procedures for assessing transgressions were different 
relative to the basis of the relationships, i.e. whether the 
relationships were inside or outside the clan. The former were 
intrinsic, beyond manipulation and opportunism; the latter were to 
be "worked out" through one's own wits and resourcefulness.
Conflict inside the clan was resolved through debating, probing, 
discussing; outside the clan, in the form of the threat of 
confrontation. The Village Court dealt exclusively with the latter 
conflicts, since the "inside the clan" problems were sorted out by 
the clansmen themselves. However, while dealing with confrontational 
situations the Court applied the conflict resolving procedure 
characteristic of the "inside the clan" conflict resolution, i.e. 
using probing, debating, inviting admissions of guilt, etc.
This technique gave a false impression that the conflict was 
dealt with in the clan-like situation. But ideology of unity, which 
constituted the intra-clan relationships was not present where 
"outside the clan" parties were involved. Showing guilt on the skin, 
admission through behavioural postures, developing sickness etc. made 
sense only within the clan but not in "outside the clan situations". 
In the latter, all body signs were subjected to conscious 
manipulation. The more successful a tribal big man (wu kopong), was 
the greater his command of his reactions and self-presentation. The 
situation would differ if the conflict developed within the special
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relationship category because then all conflict resolution would 
follow the logic of intra-clan relationships.
There were exceptions to this code of behaviour. Spontaneous, 
uncontrollable behaviour in the outside-the-clan domain could occur 
due to traumatic or exuberant experiences. This happened if a 
spontaneously reacting person had some sinister intention which in 
turn created the ensuing experience. For example, if somebody had 
conspired to kill a man who just died such a person was believed not 
to be able to restrict or conceal their joy at the death even though 
a manifestation of joy risked attracting attention and likely 
retributions. Likewise, if somebody was visibly upset at the time 
other clansmen were rejoicing, then this was taken as a sign that he 
failed in his plans to harm those who were rejoicing. In each case a 
confrontation would follow and demands for compensation be made.
Only the most powerful purwa wu men with strong numan could 
have controlled the spontaneity of the behaviour described above.
Such men, however, would never be able to control the spontaneity of 
a man's behaviour within the clan. On the contrary, their strong 
numan would effect a violent reaction, although such strength would 
protect them from falling victim to the tipokit and hence violating 
clan behavioural norms.
The court cases discussed below should be viewed as conflicts 
arising from explorations in and the creation of behavioural 
possibilities intrinsic to the two types of relationship,
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i. intra-Gamagai tribal relationships (the first Wag 
decoration case; aphrodisiacs) and
ii. relationships with the Melpa tribes (aphrodisiacs, 
second Wag case, Neka) .
These were evident through observation of the kind of 
accusations brought against some groups but never against some other 
groups. From the vantage point of the Gamagai Roglambo, who could be 
accused of theft, murder, adultery or deceit, the accusations 
followed the logic of the moral structuring of the social 
relationships. This logic was evident in every litigation case.
In the entire history of the Rulna Village Court (1976-1982) 
there was not a single case of a murder or attempted murder 
(poisoning, direct physical assault with intention to kill) within 
the Gamagai tribe. This was so because "such murders could not have 
happened," given the very definition (Ch.6) of intra Gamagai tribe 
relationships (Numdi). Neither had there ever been any accusation of 
sorcery put forward in the Rulna court. Sorcery could not have 
happened in relationships either among the Gamagai tribes(wo)men or 
in dealings between the Melpa speaking tribes. Aphrodisiacs were 
considered possible but illicit technique of forging relationships 
but never magic or sorcery. The Rulna court had not heard cases 
involving Jimi tribes and only in relationship with the Jimi people 
could sorcery, magic and cannibalism have taken place.
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The court activities also shed light on the changing character 
of relationships between the sexes, as well as the frequency and kind 
of litigation carried on between men and women. The Village Court 
dealt with menstrual blood poisoning cases, meting out fines on the 
women accused of poisoning and on their clans. The number of such 
accusations, however, was declining together with the frequency of 
this kind of poisoning.
12.2.1 Wag's troubles with self-decoration in the intra- 
tribal context
Wag, a lonely, good hearted bachelor in his late 30s, was the 
only survivor of his clan. Women refused to marry him because he was 
believed to be permanently plagued by tipokit spirits who swore 
vengeance on Wag after his father successfully outwitted a tipokit, 
or so they said. Wag had a penchant for decorating himself in the 
plumage of birds of paradise and painting his body in a festive 
manner so as to brighten his life. This habit occasionally got him 
into dire trouble. If his celebratory mood coincided with somebody's 
calamity or misfortune, Wag was suspected of rejoicing in it. Even 
if he denied the existence of any connection between his decoration 
and somebody's else misfortune, of which he was not aware when he 
decided to decorate himself, he, nevertheless, was considered guilty 
in accordance with traditional reasoning. Furthermore, he was 
considered guilty by the Rulna Court which judged against him .
In the period of 1979 - 1982 he was twice in trouble, once from 
the Roglombo clansmen and once from the Tibugga tribesmen. In the
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first case he was accused at "rejoicing" after a theft in which the 
Roglombo lost a valuable transistor radio, and in the second he was 
accused of poisoning a Tibugga tribesman.
Wag insisted that the decoration in which he came to Rulna in 
April 1979 had no ulterior meaning to it. However, the night before 
thieves stole a transistor radio and some tin fish from a small store 
run by Tip of the Roglombo clan. Wag was taken to court for 
rejoicing at Tip's loss. This actually meant that he masterminded 
the theft even if no evidence, or circumstances, were against Wag.
He could not give any reason why he had decorated himself. The 
court ordered Wag to pay a pig and twenty kina in compensation (Wag, 
Numdi).
This experience did not teach him a lesson and in May 1981 Wag 
found himself in similar trouble. He arrived at the Rulna common 
compound decorated with the yellow plumage of bird of paradise. He 
also wore a wide bark belt and his best woven groin apron. It was not 
a Sunday, and there was no apparent reason for celebration. Wag 
stayed in Rulna for the whole day. In the afternoon, a Tibugga man 
called Nering died in the adjacent Lutheran Village. Nering was in 
his late thirties, in the prime of his life, and had been ill for 
only a couple of days. He complained of acute headache and loss of 
strength. He vomited, lost consciousness and died. He was not taken 
to the clinic and no local healer performed an analysis of his 
excrement in search of clues indicating poison.
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The Tibugga men connected Nering's death with Wag's 
inexplicably elevated mood and festive decoration on the same day.
An angry mob of Tibugga men approached Wag, who continued to 
socialise around the grocery shop in Rulna, oblivious to Nering's 
death. Wag was beaten up and dragged off by enraged kinsmen of the 
dead man. He was rescued by other Gamagai and by Pana and Koipa, the 
local police officers. The Tibugga men then proceeded to file a 
complaint in the Village Court against Wag, accusing him of 
poisoning. The case was heard three days after Nering's funeral. The 
only basis for she accusation was that Wag had decorated himself on 
the day of Nering's death and that he could not explain the reason 
for his festive mood. During procedures in the Court, the Tibugga 
men stated that Wag's paternal aunt, Wenta, was married to Nering's 
paternal uncle. She had died young. Wag's father, Nema, had 
suspicions that she had been poisoned by Tibugga men. The charges 
and request for compensation had not been pressed by the Gamagai, who 
were then preoccupied with their war against the Kawelkas. The 
Tibugga argued in court that Wag's poisoning was a retaliation for 
the alleged poisoning of Wenta.
Wag, who had not known Wenta himself, denied all accusations, 
claiming that he had "just felt like dressing himself up on this 
particular day, without any reason". The Tibugga argued that what 
Wag perceived as an unmotivated "whim" was actually the mood of 
rejoicing sent by his father Nema who was pleased that retaliation 
for the death of his sister had finally taken place. After a day­
long debate the Village Court found Wag guilty of poisoning and 
ordered him to pay ten pigs and five hundred kina as compensation.
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Wag did not have ten pigs and if he paid the compensation he would 
have to be helped by other Gamagai. The Gamagai threatened to burn 
the Lutheran Village and refused to pay the compensation. After 
prolonged haggling, Wag eventually paid three pigs as compensation.
12.2.2_____ The Mensli dog court case____
The third big trial in the Rulna Village Court involved Numdi 
and Gabriel Key. Fr. Joseph personally intervened in this trial, but 
was rebuffed. It was this case which prompted a re-examination of 
the logic used when deciding verdicts. The grass roots Kints 
movement gained much momentum from the criticisms of this court 
decision.
Gabriel Key was employed as a storekeeper in the Rulna general 
store. He ran the shop for the mission and later, when the store was 
transferred to the Gamagai, he remained in this position. He had an 
impeccable reputation as an efficient and honest man. He was seen by 
the mission as the man who could set an example for a new way of 
economic thinking in the area. He was eager to respond to various 
economic initiatives sponsored by the mission and run by the Austrian 
Overseas Developmental Agency with which the Rulna mission 
cooperated. Gabriel kept money from his salary in a bank account 
and used it to make economic investments as suggested by the Agency.
In 1978 he bought two hundred chickens, made an enclosure for 
them and set aside money to provide for chicken feed to be bought in 
Mt.Hagen and transported to Rulna. The project was subsidised by the
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Agency and the economic gains could be seen within six months. Other 
Gamagai bought small numbers of chickens and waited for the results 
of Gabriel's experiment. There were no chickens running freely in 
Rulna because they were stolen by "rascals" as soon as they were 
ready for consumption (Numdi, Dokta). Before Gabriel's chickens 
reached the required maturity, they too were stolen . The Rogombo 
informants said that it was "rascals" who had stolen them, but 
traces of the erstwhile chickens in the form of white chicken 
feathers could be seen all over Rulna in Gamagai head-dresses 
(Dokta).
Fr. Joseph was angry at this dismal failure and personally 
asked every owner of chicken feathers how he had come across this 
item in his head decoration. He was defeated by the people's adamant 
statements that they got the feathers "from friends" (Dokta) .
Gabriel belonged to the Pwentimbo and it was only the Pwentimbo 
clansmen who did not put the chicken feathers in their decorations 
for some time. According to the informants, it was mainly Gamagai 
men who had helped themselves to Gabriel's chickens. The explanation 
was that only the Pwentimbo or those who were in a special 
relationship with them or with Gabriel personally, would refrain from 
stealing. For the rest of the Gamagai there was no moral restriction 
against taking chickens from Gabriel, a Pwentimbo. Gabriel's peanut 
plantation was defeated in a similar way. All the crop was stolen 
just before harvest was due. No culprit was found.
In January 1982 Gabriel was walking along the Rulna road in the 
late evening when he was attacked by Numdi's dog, Mensli. Gabriel
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hit the dog with the blunt end of his axe in self-defence. The dog 
died a week later. Numdi took Gabriel to court, accusing him of 
killing his dog. The Rulna Village Court found Gabriel guilty and 
ordered him to pay Numdi three pigs and three hundred kina in 
compensation. In the court, Numdi argued his case forcefully, 
pointing out the great value the dog had for him during his hunting 
expeditions. Gabriel seemed defeated by yet another set-back. Fr. 
Joseph saw the verdict as a blatant example of the sort of extortion 
which threatened any money-earning Gamagai . He promised to help 
Gabriel in court and persuaded him to appeal.
On hearing the appeal, the Rulna Village Court re-confirmed the 
first verdict. At this stage, Fr. Joseph spoke angrily against the 
verdict, accusing the court magistrates of illegal practices and 
extortion. He was treated rudely by the magistrates who asked him in 
a stern manner to leave the court premises since he was not a Gamagai 
and therefore did not have any right to be present during this 
Gamagai court procedure. The court was comprised of three 
magistrates: the Gamagai, Pri, the Tibugga, Moka and the Willi, Mel.
Later, Pri tried to distance himself from what quickly developed into 
a Gamagai-Mission confrontation over the 'Mensli dog' affair.
Fr. Joseph was suffering from fatigue due to several years of 
work in the alien cultural and social environment of Rulna and used 
his humiliation in court as a pretext for pressing Bishop Bernarding 
to allow him to transfer away from Rulna to somewhere nearer 
Mt.Hagen. He saw the verdict as not only a blatant abuse of 
Christian moral norms and a display of autocratic arrogance by the
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Village Court, but also an instance of an indigenous sense of justice 
in which such verdicts were possible. Fr. Joseph began to doubt 
whether he was having any impact at all in his attempts to instil in 
Rulna people a sense of Christian morality which would transcend the 
traditional boundaries of the clan social framework (Fr. Joseph).
After the incident in court, Fr. Joseph delivered a scathing 
attack on the magistrates and quoted the Polish proverb "a fish 
starts rotting at its head". He implied that the officials had a 
special responsibility to set a good example to the rest of the 
population. Fr. Joseph's plans to leave Rulna were under way when 
the Gamagai intervened with the Bishop in Mt.Hagen, urging him to 
prevent Fr. Joseph's departure from Rulna. The Mensli dog incident 
also caused a reaction from Benjamin Kui, the university educated 
Gamagai from Mt. Hagen. He was scared of losing an able and 
experienced storekeeper who was disillusioned with his work 
prospects, the fruits of which were repeatedly stolen from him.
Benjamin Kui warned that the store venture would collapse and 
that all the neighbouring tribes would jeer at their failure unless 
they changed their way of thinking. He urged the magistrates to 
adopt Western-style law and a legal procedure which, according to 
Benjamin, was based on Christian teachings. The Christian 
condemnation of stealing, adulterous relationships and so on should 
also be adopted as the basis for all Gamagai relationships. Without 
such measures, no economic venture would ever succeed in Rulna, 
because you could not spend your time fighting the courts instead of 
working, and you could not guard your crops day and night either
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(Benjamin Kui, Fr. Joseph). People seemed to listen to these speeches 
carefully. The argument that the Gamagai would be outstripped by 
stronger, more modern neighbours made a strong point.
12.2.3____ The Maga aphrodisiac trial
Puri, a Tibugga, was the wife of Te, a Gamagai from Kankalembo 
clan. She and Maga , a Gamagai from Roglombo clan, had an illicit 
sexual relationship. Tei took the case to court and demanded 
compensation from both Maga and his wife, Puri. She and her clan of 
origin, Tibugga, refused to pay any compensation, accusing Maga of 
inducing Puri's decision to have sexual relationships with him by 
applying aphrodisiac. While visiting Rulna, Puri's clansmen had 
stayed in Numdi's house in which Maga also stayed for a night. They 
reported in court that they had seen Maga changing his sleeping 
position at night several times. It was believed that if a man saw a 
woman in his dreams and immediately after the dream changed the 
direction of his body so that his feet were in the place where his 
head was, then the woman in his dream would fall in love with him 
and desire him physically. The Tibugga visitors alleged that they 
had observed Maga moving about like this in his sleep at about the 
time the illicit relationship between him and Puri was conducted.
They alleged that Maga saw Puri in his dreams. Maga remained silent 
during the court procedure and did not speak in his own defence. The 
court took this to be admission of guilt and ordered Maga to pay a 
pig and a hundred kina to Tei and a hundred kina in court expenses, 
as well as fifty kina compensation to the Tibugga clan for the
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illicit use of aphrodisiac technique, a practice forbidden by the 
Gamagai. Maga did not protest.
12.2.4____Approaching a funeral____
The Gamagai recognized the validity of the belief that a guilty 
party would not be able to disguise its satisfaction at the death of 
somebody in whose death it was implicated. This was seen in the care 
with which they approached funerals, observing correct behaviour 
lest they be accused of rejoicing in the death. The following 
account of the Rogombo clansmen is behaviour is followed by a report 
on the "Neka poisoning trial", a major event in Rulna which led to 
the Palge-Tibugga war and caused the Mabuge migration to Ruti.
During the period 1981 - 1982 my Rogombo informants attended 
three funerals amongst the neighbouring tribes. It was thought by the 
Rogombo that at least a few of their clan members should attend the 
funeral of any big man who died in case his own clansmen were 
suspicious about the cause of death. If the death was not 
satisfactorily accounted for, the dead man's clansmen were inclined 
to search for the source of the poisoning which they believed had 
killed the big man. Any clan which had any links with him, but which 
had not sent their representatives to the funeral, was considered a 
potential target for suspicion.
When Palem, the Manimbi big man, died five Rogombo men went to 
Tigi to attend his funeral. During the car journey to Tigi the 
Gamagai passengers who were on their way to the funeral displayed
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their normal level of joviality and casualness. However, when the 
car approached the dead man's house they asked me to stop it at a 
distance about two kilometres short of the destination. They made the 
last part of the journey on foot crying aloud and pulling their hair. 
They continued their display of sorrow and bereavement in an 
ostentatious manner for some time after arriving at the deceased 
man's house. After a couple of hours the Gamagai mourners returned to 
their car in a calm but sombre mood. As soon as the car took off and 
was outside visual range of the deceased man's house, the Gamagai 
returned to their normal jovial mood, played cards, laughed aloud and 
joked. When queried about these mood changes, they explained that 
they did not have "pigs to give in compensation" (Numdi, Ruminj, 
Dokta, Puga, Moka).
What this explanation meant was that they could not risk being 
accused of causing the big man's death. In Wag's case, these sorts of 
accusations were made because the body language did not comply with 
indigenous notions of sorrow and empathy with the deceased man's 
clansmen. A court case showed that these precautions were justified.
A woman called Neka was accused of poisoning two Tibugga women 
because she did not display sorrow at the news of their death.
12.2.5 The Neka case
In February 1982 two young Tibugga women, Noa and her sister 
Monge, died suddenly within one week of each other. Noa was married 
to a Gamagai man called Kei and Monge was living with them in Rulna. 
Noa died at night, after complaining of a strong headache. At this
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time Monge was visiting her Mabuge boyfriend in Moga. When Kei went 
to Moga to inform her about her sister's death, he found her 
suffering from recurrent vomiting and high temperature. She died 
five days after her sister Noa's death. The bodies of both women 
were kept for a few days in Rulna. Grief was mixed with an 
inquisitive mood about the reason for their deaths. The Tibugga 
clansmen kept vigil, together with the Gamagai, around the women's 
bodies. During this vigil, one of the Tibugga men, called Kumbugi, 
noticed a young woman, Neka, walking across the open space of the 
school grounds in a dance-like motion.
She lifted her hands upwards, combed her hair with her fingers 
and appeared to be laughing at her own thoughts. She was apprehended 
and soon after charged with poisoning the two women. Neka was 
married to Opa, a Paige big man. Neka came from the Tibugga-Orimbo 
sub-tribe which had feuded in the past with the Tibugga-Kendike sub­
tribe from which the dead women came. Neka quickly admitted to the 
poisoning and implicated her husband Opa as the one who had provided 
her with 'battery acid'. She claimed that she had laced the deceased 
women's meal with it. After this admission, the resident village 
policeman Pana punched her in the side of the head, damaging her ear. 
A Tibugga-Kendike man dealt a blow to her husband and broke several 
of his front teeth. At that moment two pigs strayed into the place 
of court hearing. An enraged Tibugga-Kendike man jumped from the 
audience and struck them with his axe. The animals were mortally 
wounded. They collapsed onto the ground, squealing horribly while 
their blood sprayed over Neka and several other court participants.
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During the subsequent court hearing, which lasted three weeks, 
Neka implicated several Paige and Tibugga-Orimbo big men and 
succeeded in triggering off a war between the Paige and the Tibugga- 
Kendike, the sub-tribe of dead women. The latter demanded three 
thousand pigs and twenty thousand kina compensation for the death of 
the two women. All the Paige big men, Opa included, denied any 
complicity. They charged Neka's sub-tribe, Tibugga-Orimbo, with 
duplicity. The Rulna court verdict directed Paige to pay the 
compensation demanded; the verdict was based solely on Neka's 
testimony and the fact that she had been seen enjoying herself, 
dancing and laughing, while the womens' bodies lay in a nearby house. 
In the ensuing rage the Tibugga-Kendike warriors destroyed three 
Paige shops, cut down banana and coffee trees and killed several 
pigs. The Mabuge clans which sided with the Paige tribe were forced 
to move from Rulna because the Tibugga-Kendike started making claims 
for compensation against them too. The Gamagai saw an opportunity to 
push the Mabuge tribe out of the Rulna parish, and joined the fray, 
demanding compensation from them for the dead women, one of whom was 
married to a Gamagai man.
The conflict lasted for several months and was finally settled 
when the Paige agreed to give two hundred pigs to the Tibugga- 
Kendike. They also made a claim against the Tibugga-Kendike for two 
thousand kina as compensation for damage sustained to their property. 
The agreement was reached because Tibugga-Orimbo joined the contest 
by threatening to attack Tibugga-Kendike. No compensation was paid 
to the Gamagai, although one dead woman was a wife of a Gamagai man, 
William Key. He, for his part, wanted to ask the Tibugga-Kendike,
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the tribe from which his dead wife originated, to return the bride 
price he had paid for her. In the meantime, Neka, the main culprit, 
was kidnapped by Tibugga-Kendike and spent five months imprisoned 
while the whole Rulna area was in turmoil. She was released after 
agreement was reached, without any punishment from either of the 
parties involved, and returned to live with her husband Opa.
12.2.6____ Relationships between the Melpa tribes and aphrodisiac
trials
The reasoning behind the Village Court verdicts became more 
apparent when the so-called 'aphrodisiac cases' were tried.
There were three trials for aphrodisiac offences between 
November 1981 and May 1982. Each case involved complaints by the 
clansmen of young women who had come to Rulna to live with Gamagai 
men as their wives. According to the local custom concerning a woman 
who chose a husband by a "fait accompli" without the initial marriage 
negotiations between the respective clans, the woman's clan received 
a lower bride price than if the marriage were first negotiated 
between the respective clans. The Gamagai offered less than the 
expected bride prices for Konga, Dokta's wife, and Monga, Kopun's 
wife. Konga was a Kawelka and Monga was a Manimbi. The Kawelka and 
Manimbi clans accused Dokta and Kopun of using aphrodisiacs to lure 
the women to their houses and make them resolve to stay there as 
their wives.
It was claimed that different aphrodisiac methods had been 
used in each case. These trials and the ideas deployed to argue the
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cases were a reflection of the logic which underlay the Gamagai sense 
of justice.
12.2.6.1 Dokta's aphrodisiac
Konga came to live with Dokta soon after a moka ceremony held 
in Tigi in November 1981. She was to become his first wife. His 
clan, Rogombo, offered ten pigs and five hundred kina as a bride 
price to Konga's Kawelka clan. This amount fell short of the value 
of the usual bride price in the area, which was twenty pigs and two 
thousand kina. Konga refused to leave Dokta, regardless of the 
results of the bride price negotiations between her clan and her 
husband's Rogombo clan. However, she did admit that her resolution 
might have sprung from the fact that while attending the Tigi moka 
ceremony, just before meeting Dokta, she had seen a brightly glowing 
flower.
Konga's clan alleged that the flower was an aphrodisiac flower 
called amb konga de wenga kenambr which Dokta had placed in Konga's 
path in order to gain her favour. The Kawelka clan argued that it 
was this flower which had limited her numan, the power of mind, to 
such an extent that she had become insensitive to the interests of 
her own clan. This claim that her power of numan had been 
manipulated by secret methods was the basis of the accusation. The 
Kawelka demanded a compensation of ten pigs for the offence, plus the 
full bride price if Konga and Dokta wished to continue living as 
husband and wife. Dokta chose not to deny the accusation.
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He admitted in court to placing the amb konga de wenga kenamb 
flower on Konga's path. However, he argued against compensation, 
pointing out a fact known to all Gamagai, namely, that the flower was
effective as an aphrodisiac only if found accidentally without any a
priori intention. An additional condition for potency was that the 
flower could only be used on a woman whom one already intended to
marry. Dokta claimed that he had found the flower while wandering in
the Jimi forest in search of birds of paradise. He had been 
collecting plumage for a head decoration he was preparing for the 
Tigi moka ceremony. When he found the flower, he took it to Tigi and 
placed it in Konga's path. He had never met Konga before, and his 
decision to court her as his wife had come to him on the spur of a 
moment.
The court issued a compromise verdict. Dokta was to give two 
pigs to the Kawelka clan as compensation for his breaching the local 
law which prohibited the use of aphrodisiacs. On the other hand, the 
court considered the amount of the bride price offered for Konga as 
adequate under the circumstances.
12.2.6.2 The Peter Kopun aphrodisiac trial
Kopun had met Monga, a young Manimbi woman, during the Tigi 
moka exchange ceremony, the same one in which Dokta had met his 
future wife Konga. Monga and Konga arrived in Rulna together and 
lived with their respective husbands in newly built houses one beside 
the other. Kopon was accused by the Manimbi clan of using
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aphrodisiacs against Monga. It was alleged that Kopon had either 
placed one of his pubic hairs in the cigarette he rolled for Monga, 
or that he had placed a vine called ambu konga nonimb di across the 
path where she walked. These actions, they said, were the cause of 
Monga's sudden loss of awareness of her clan's interests which had 
resulted in her moving into Kopun's house in Rulna without the bride 
price first being negotiated between her native clan and Kopun's 
clan .
Kopun denied all accusations. In court he stated clearly that 
although he had met Monga in Tigi, he had neither subjected her to 
any kind of love magic nor suggested to her that she come to Rulna in 
order to live with him as his wife. He offered to eat mi: plant as 
confirmation of the truthfulness of his testimony. It was believed 
that mi: would kill him if he made a false statement. This offer
proved unnecessary. The court dismissed the allegation in the face 
of strong denials offered publicly by Kopun.
12.2.7____The Decorated Car Case .
The controversial practice of using traditional criteria for 
guilt and innocence in the contemporary situation is exemplified in 
the decorated car incident. This was a strongly contested case which 
gave the Gamagai an insight into the dangers of their manipulative 
attitude applied in relationships with other Hageners. In November 
1981, there was a court case dealing with an accusation by Willi 
tribesmen against a Rogombo Gamagai man. The case was subsequently 
referred to as the "Decorated Car Case" since the decoration of the
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car used by the Rogombo men led to litigation and the ensuing 
trouble.
In the first week of November 1981 the Gamagai were in a 
jubilant mood. They had collected together two thousand kina and 
were going to buy a 4WD, second-hand car. Benjamin Kui, the Gamagai 
man who had worked in the Mt.Hagen bank, had arranged a loan to 
purchase the car. Raimar, the Gamagai driver employed by the 
Mt.Hagen airport in Kagamuga, took a car which had been earmarked for 
sale for a test drive . He arrived in Rulna and took a load of about 
twenty passengers on a ride to Kotna. There was an exultant mood 
among the passengers. They stopped the car just after leaving Rulna 
and decorated it with green leaves and flowers. They also put leaves 
and flowers into their hair and sang aloud while driving along the 
Rulna-Kotna road. They arrived in Kotna without incident, drank some 
beer in the local club, and embarked on the return journey soon 
after dark. They were stopped by members of the Willi tribe who 
lived along the Rulna road, near Mt.Yappa. The Willi tribesmen 
accused the Gamagai of murder because soon after they had passed 
through Mt.Yappa earlier that day, a Willi big man had died suddenly.
The Willi tribesmen had associated his death with the fact that 
the joyfully decorated Gamagai had passed through the area at about 
the time the big man had died in unexplained circumstances. The 
Gamagai were accused of poisoning the big man and their festive mood 
was interpreted as rejoicing over a successful killing. The Gamagai 
denied all accusations. The case was heard by the Rulna Village 
Court, comprised of three magistrates, from the Gamagai, Tibugga and
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Mabuge tribes. The court found the Gamagai guilty, and ordered them 
to pay two hundred pigs in compensation to the Willi tribesmen. The 
Gamagai objected and threatened war. The case went to the District 
court and was sent back to Rulna for further consideration. The 
Gamagai who travelled in the decorated car were from the Rogombo and 
Roglombo clans. The members of the other Gamagai clans supported 
them and threatened to join them in a confrontation with the Willis. 
The Gamagai magistrate Pri supported the Gamagai stance. After 
protracted negotiations the Gamagai agreed to pay thirty pigs 
compensation in return for the Willis paying one thousand kina 
compensation to the Gamagai, since the car they were going to buy had 
been sold to somebody else and they had lost it.
The guilty verdict was based on the assumption in clan law that 
both shame and joy would "show on your skin" and one's actions could 
not be disguised. This case was similar to the case of Wag heard in 
May of the same year. But unlike him, who got into trouble twice, 
the Gamagai subsequently became ultra cautious. Each time they would 
go on a car trip with me they inspected the car with meticulous 
attention to make sure there were no suspicious items which could be 
taken against them.
12.3 Rogombo informants' views on the court cases discussed above
The above court cases provoked the Gamagai to think about the 
relationship between their traditional sense of responsibility and 
ways of ascertaining guilt or innocence, and the traditional 
structuring of the moral universe and its implications for the
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resolution of conflicts in the modern situation. A predominant 
feeling was that traditional notions of guilt and innocence got 
confused in the Village Court litigation process and, additionally, 
had not been adaptec to modern day reality. This view was shared by 
Fr. Joseph and Benjamin Kui.
Two issues of concern emerged: one, that in Village Court 
procedures the condition of intra-clan relationship were confused 
with outside-the-clan relationships and, two, that the existence and 
frequency of intra-Camagai tribal conflict would discourage the 
mission and make it abandon Rulna.
Indirectly the Court compensation policy forced on Gamagai a 
tribal identity by imposing fines on individuals which could only be 
met, if at all, by ehe effort of the whole tribe. What traditionally 
was an obligation cf the clan to provide a support for each of its 
members by defending him in conflicts with outsiders and collectively 
providing a bride price, which individually he would never be able to 
come up with, in the court rulings became a matter of the whole 
tribe defined as an organisational and economical unit expected to 
stand behind each cf its members.
But while the clan had its ideology of unity and mutual 
support for any clansman in distress, there was no such ideology for 
the whole tribe. On the contrary, relationships among Gamagai 
tribesmen were seen as manipulative and confrontational in times of 
conflict, as articulated in the behavioural ethos of the tribal big 
man, wu kopong (Ch.7) .
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The argument used by the magistrates in their verdict of guilt 
in the cases of Wag and Maga was seen as an opportunistic 
manipulation of clan-based notions in the social environment of the 
intra-Gamagar tribe relationships where those notions were not 
applicable. Wag was sentenced because he displayed an 
uncontrollable joy allegedly in relationship to the misfortunes of 
another Gamagai, Tei, the member of a different clan.
In another case, Maga had been found guilty of the offence he 
was accused :f because he was silent and displayed a distraught body 
posture when confronted with an allegation. The court should not 
have taken Maga's body signals as a proof of his guilt it was now 
reasoned because an uncontrollable, bodily admission of guilt would 
have happened only if the case was between members of the same clan, 
which Maga and Puri's husband, Tei, were not (Kints).
All that could be said about Maga's behaviour in court was that 
he lacked a sufficiently strong numan to argue forcefully and 
convincingly the innocence which he privately proclaimed. Maga's 
case was contrasted with the Numdi-Gabriel Key case in the Mensli dog 
trial in which Numdi argued forcefully to his advantage. Even though 
the question of Key's legitimate self defence against the dog's 
attack was met with understanding, the court could not help being be- 
spelled by Numdi's forceful personality and self-presentation. It 
was suggested that the magistrates favoured Numdi over Key by seeing 
in the former a burgeoning tribal big man with whom they wished to 
side (Dokta, Numdi).
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A spontaneous rejoicing or grief was recognized as behaviour 
which, like empathy sickness (see Ch.11.3.2) or joy based recovery 
(see Ch.11.3.3), was "something the clansmen practiced, something 
which bestowed itself upon them" within the confinement of their clan 
lands and the clan ceremonial house but never on the other clan's 
territory (Koi, Kints). In such a condition the clan could have 
rejoiced in the death of their enemies.
Only very rarely could an incident happen in which a clansman 
with a weak numan or suddenly possessed by the tipokit spirit 
could succumb to a joyful mood in lands outside the clan territory. 
The Rogombo clansmen's effusive display of sadness at the funeral, 
crying and pulling their hair, was protecting them against any 
possibilities of the tipokit spirit suddenly taking control of 
them, causing them to laugh as if they rejoiced at the death they had 
actually not caused (see above).
Whether Neka suffered from this infliction and was suddenly 
possessed by the tipokit or whether her weak numan made her 
rejoice at the womens' deaths on the public Rulna grounds, was not 
obvious to my informants (Numdi, Dokta). Neka's behaviour was 
contrasted with the behaviour of her husband Opa, a Paige big man who 
consistently denied any involvement although he had been implicated 
by Neka. The question of where Neka could have obtained battery acid 
was not of concern to my informants (Numdi, Dokta).8
8 An important insight into the ambiguous position of women in 
the ideology of the Gamagai clan structure could have been drawn from 
the .Neka poisoning trial. Although one of the two dead women was a 
wife of a Gamagai and the other, her sister, was a resident among
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They were concerned with the false accusations against them by 
the Willis in the decorated car incident. They denied any 
involvement. The carload of able, strong men could have never been 
suddenly possessed by the tipokit spirit so that they would display 
a genuine rejoicing at their homicidal success in a public place 
(Kints, Numdi). It was a cynical attempt to use an incongruent 
argument in order to extract a compensation. Formerly it could have 
never happened because the clansmen were not free to travel in groups 
through the other tribes' territories. Now, when such travel is 
possible, various groups sometimes use bits and pieces of traditional 
behavioural precepts to their advantage. The magistrates should have 
never allowed themselves to be manipulated to accept them as evidence 
(Numdi, Dokta).
There was a particular concern that in daily contact in Rulna, 
where the Gamagai started to build their houses without regard for 
the clan territorial segregation, tribes(wo)men's behaviour would be 
susceptible to opportunistic accusations. After the Wag court case 
people stopped dressing in a traditional festive way for Sunday 
church, opting instead for shabby second hand clothing which, they 
thought , would not provoke any suspicions (Ruminj, Numdi, Kuk).
However, the magistrate Pri, himself a Gamagai, thought that 
while the car decoration incident was fabricated Wag's decoration 
formed a genuine case. He said that he "felt very strongly" that
the Gamagai, it was the Tibugga-Kendike, their clan of origin, which 
claimed compensation for their death and went to war with Paige over 
the .issue while the Gamagai played the role of the observers.
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Wag's seif-decoration had something to do with the Tip losses. Pri 
thought that Wag spontaneously felt that the demise of Tip's shop was 
good for Tip and all other Gamagai because the shop was taking 
business out of the all Gamagai stores. Although Pri understood the 
likely reason behind Wag's spontaneous feelings he, nevertheless, 
imposed a fine on Wag (magistrate Pri) .
Pri proposed an interesting suggestion that the reaction, 
hitherto restricted to the clan only, was now at work throughout the 
Gamagai tribe since today it formed relationships closer than ever 
before. As they now know each other's faces and noses in a manner 
they had known before only within their individual clans, they were 
beginning to display in intra-tribal relationships the spontaneous 
behaviour of clansmen (Pri). Pri felt strongly that Maga's body 
language was communicating guilt in the face of all allegations as 
if the whole incident had been happening inside a single clan.
This postulate was listened to by other Gamagai and was 
augmented by oratorical pleas that the whole Gamagai tribe must adopt 
the behavioural standards operative inside the clan. The orators 
used the " mission law" as the basis for the new conduct within the 
tribe. As an exemple of behaviour governed by the "mission law" the 
orators referred to the first year of the mission presence in Rulna. 
During this time all Gamagai, as well as Mabuge, Paige and Tibugga- 
Kenike, worked together building roads, airfields, and mission 
compartments. This time was remembered as free from any conflict, 
when all four tribes lived as if they formed one big special 
relationship, free from theft, adultery, murder (Kints, Rumba, Kult).
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Embracing all four tribes within one moral category on a 
permanent basis seemed to be beyond imagination, yet inclusion of all 
Gamagai tribes(wo)men into such a category was being talked about at 
the meetings centred around Kints. Freedom from opportunistic 
accusations within the tribe as well as devising ways of not falling 
victim to false accusations by outsiders, who attempted to materially 
debilitate the whole Gamagai tribe through unmitigated demands for 
compensation, were discussed. The whole tribe was seen at this 
incipient moment of integration as a "basic Christian community" 
governed by the mission law. When such intentions were communicated 
in 1981 to the visiting Benjamin Kui he saw in it a chance for the 
economical development of the Gamagai in terms of an organisation of 
production based on the whole tribe. There was hope for the store to 
be run without losses (Benjamin Kui).
Fr. Joseph also welcomed these good intentions, seeing in them 
evidence that his pastoral efforts were coming to fruition and 
evidence of the work of the Holy Spirit.
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CHAPTER 13
FROM A HOAX TO A "BASIC CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY" AND SHOP 
MORALITY
13.1 Introduction: the "red box" cult in Rulna
It was believed that the mcral component of special 
relationships was present even in most temporary relationships. 
This was true even of those which the Gamagai later realized 
should not have been accorded the status of special 
relationships in the first place. This was the case with the 
"red box" cult in Rulna in the early 1950s.
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In the sixties the Western Highlands were swept by a 
financial hoax scheme called the "red box" cult 
(A.Strathern,1979;1979-80). Rulna experienced its own version 
of this cult. A Mabuge man called Peter Kapul arrived in Rulna. 
For the last couple of years he had been working on a coconut 
plantation, and his return home became an event in Rulna. The 
Gamagai informants remembered his appearance. He had police- 
style shorts and shire and wore white knee-length socks and 
black shoes. He said that he had a lot of money and he was 
going to tell everybody else how to get money, too (Wag, Numdi). 
He had with him a metal money box painted red. He opened the 
box and placed some bank notes in it. He locked the box and 
gave the keys to a Gamagai man, suggesting that these were the 
only keys to the box. He set a date for the next appointment 
with the Gamagai men. When they all gathered the next time, 
Peter asked for the box to be opened. In the box was more money 
than on the first occasion. The operation was repeated several 
times and each time there was more money in the box.
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Peter told the Gamagai that the same operation could be 
performed for their own benefit.The conditions were: (i.) they
had to purchase a red box which was available in different sizes 
in Mt.Hagen; (ii.) they had to build a house in Moga where the 
box could be stored; (iii.) they had to make a feast for him 
and all those who put money into his scheme. After a couple of 
months, the money initially put into the red box would triple. 
Then they could either take it or leave it for another period.
Many Gamagai men thought this was a good idea. They 
purchased the biggest wooden box available in Mt.Hagen, the one 
used in offices and warehouses to keep sand as an anti-fire 
precaution. Several hundred dollars were collected from many 
Gamagai. It took a week to construct a house. It was in the 
haus kol (Tok Pisin, 'cold house') style on poles, without a 
fireplace inside, like the ones favoured by the Australian 
patrol officers. Peter, who asked to be addressed as "masta 
Peter" (Tok Pisin,master) supervised the construction. Later 
there was a feast. Peter provided one pig and the Gamagai three 
or four pigs (Wag). They filled the box with bank notes and 
left it with Peter.
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The Gamagai investors had their doubts. Peter placed some 
of his own money into the box and suggested that by placing his 
own cash into it he was showing his confidence in the efficacy 
of the red box scheme. He also gained people's confidence by 
insisting that through eating and working together they had 
entered into the kongon tenta etep/ryng tenta nomp 
relationship, a special relationship analogous to the clan moral 
relationship. Those who were involved in such a relationship 
were under a moral obligation not to cheat or wrong each other.
The Gamagai doubted whether this was indeed the case, 
since Peter was a Mabuge, a member of a different tribe. The 
eating and working special relationships were valid only within 
the Gamagai tribe. Adherence to the conditions of special 
relationships of this kind were overseen by the Gamagai clan 
ghosts and it was they who would punish the transgressors with 
sickness and death. In the case of outsiders, the special 
relationship was valid only for affinal relationships and for 
exchange relationships for the duration of a moka.
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They started to think that Peter had tricked them by persuading 
them to extend the validity of the working-eating relationship 
beyond the normal tribal limits. A week or so later, the 
worried investors went to Peter demanding their money back. He 
refused to return the money, claiming that it was dangerous to 
open the box until a specified number of months had elapsed. He 
asked them to try to lift the box. The box was evidently 
heavier than it had been when they left it with Peter. The same 
request was repeated several times, but to no avail. When the 
Gamagai investors stormed Peter's house three months later, he 
fled into the forest. Inside the box they found some stones but 
no money.
In the eighties, the Gamagai informants were aware that 
Peter had gained their confidence through two different means: 
(i.) their trust in the efficacy of 'special relationships' and 
a belief that the clan spirits would ensure that the 
participants would behave in the prescribed manner; (ii.) the 
moral authority of the "mastas",i.e. white administrators and 
missionaries. They also trusted the power of their own numan; . 
They had made a mistake in their assessment and they laughed 
at those who had urged others to invest in the scheme. It was 
remembered that Kints had not invested any money in the scheme 
and pointed out the inconsistency in Peter's claims. Wag, by 
contrast, invested a lot.
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The number taken in by this confidence trick was 
sufficiently large that it was referred to as "the red box 
movement", "kundr bokis depa tenta" (Wag, Numdi), similarly to 
the "Kints depa tenta". The analogy follows from the fact that 
both movements had certain similarities, such as the popular 
character and the enthusiastic, large-scale mobilisation of 
interest at the beginning. It was this similarity of form, 
rather than substance, which led to these two social events 
being described in equivalent terms.
The Gamagai perceived social reality in terms of a 
compartmentalized series of social relationships. Each 
compartment constituted a moral category which defined the 
relationship, provided it with meaning and laid down guide-lines 
for behaviour within that category. In the red box hoax the 
Gamagai explained their own gullibility and Peter's tactics in 
terms of these moral categories used as ready-made thinking 
compartments which defined relationship in terms of either 
friendliness and trust or potential animosity and openness to 
violence.
13.2 Pol Poia, the Gamagai tipokai/sent (good tribal 
ghost/saint)
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The real predecessor for the Kints movement was the 
exemplary work of Pol Poia. He was a strongly build Gamagai man 
in his mid thirties when he died prematurely in 1978. He was a 
church leader who commanded a great respect from both the 
Gamagai people and the missionaries. He set standards of 
conduct for a church leader which were never to be met again by 
anyone after him. It was said that he visited people in their 
mountain houses inquiring whether they were all right since he 
had not seen them in church last Sunday.
The Gamagai parishioners remembered him with great 
fondness. They liked Pol Poia's forceful approach, which helped 
him to propagate the mission customs among them (Dokta, Puga). 
Dokta likened Pol Poia to the Lutheran mission bells which 
summoned the people to church for prayers three times a day and 
could not be ignored. Without the compelling incentives 
provided by bells and Pol Poia's urging people to fulfil the 
mission custom, Dokta often missed Sunday church service.
By traditional standards Pol Poia and his fellow church 
leaders were not considered very important big men. They were 
not purwa wu, but wu kopong. Through his energetic involvement 
in mission works, initiating and organising communal works for 
which he managed to secure mission cooperation, and his sudden 
death, Pol Poia achieved a special position in peoples' 
memories. He was a "bossman of all the Gamagai people" and a 
"bossman of the mission" I was told by informants. This 
designation was only rhetorical in character since there was no 
recognized leadership in the Gamagai tribe. And yet, Pol Poia 
was a charismatic figure who had managed to organise all the
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Gamagai clans to a concerted effort, firstly around mission 
projects and later at a communal level, to develop the 
infrastructure in Gamagai territory.
No project was too difficult for Pol Poia (Fr Joseph) . If 
he had been alive the church and the medical clinic would have 
been completed in six months time. He built the new school, 
with modern living conditions for the teachers to entice the 
best of them to come to Rulna. He was busy drawing plans for a 
water system designed to bring water from the mountain streams 
to every Gamagai house by bamboo piping. He wanted to introduce 
a new type of housing with chimneys so that people would stop 
getting emphysema. He wanted to run a piggery and a big grocery 
shop. He wanted those projects to be owned and run by all 
Gamagais, organised on the basis of the "basic Christian 
community" (Fr Joseph, Dokta, Numdi).
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13.2.1 The reaction to Pol Poia's death
Pol Poia got sick and died three days later in the 
Mt.Hagen hospital. The official diagnosis was cerebral malaria. 
Fr Joseph was aware of Pol Poia's popularity among the Gamagai, 
and anticipated correctly that the news about his death would 
cause great distress in Rulna and would give rise to 
accusations of poisoning. Soon after the news of Pol Poia's 
death reached the Gamagai, suspicion over his death was directed 
against the Mabuge.
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Pol Poia was a Rogombo clansman. The same day the bad 
news reached Rulna, the Gamagai armed themselves with bows and 
arrows, axes and spears and rushed towards the Mabuge dwellings 
in Moga. Moga was situated about an hour's walk from Rulna. 
There was a kunai grass clearing between Rulna and Moga and it 
was here that the Gamagai warring party encountered Koipa, the 
Mabuge village policeman. Koipa was a "peace officer" according 
to the official badge he wore on his shirt. His district was 
the territory occupied by the Mabuge, the Paige and the Gamagai. 
Most of the time, Koipa stayed in Rulna among the Gamagai. He 
was still the policeman in the eighties, and could often be seen 
playing cards or talking to people near the shop. He enjoyed a 
cordial relationship with the Gamagai and my Gamagai informants 
unanimously described him as a fine policeman and a pleasant man 
(Ruminj, Numdi). None of the Rogombo men was in a special 
relationship with him, but it was understood that such a 
relationship did exist between Koipa and some Pwentimbo 
clansmen. It was with them that Koipa ate and spent most of his 
time when in Rulna. A similar relationship existed between 
Koipa and the Gamagai at the time of Pol Poia's death.
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On the afternoon of the day the news of Pol Poia's death 
reached Rulna, Koipa was on his way between Moga and Rulna. He 
had also heard the bad news, and had painted his body in gray 
mud and ashes and headed towards Rulna to "cry" (Koipa). He was 
in the middle of the kunai clearing when he heard the "war cry" 
from the direction of Rulna. Before he realised what was 
happening, he saw Gamagai warriors rushing across the kunai 
grass patch directly towards him. Their faces were painted 
black and they had steel axes on long handles in their hands. 
When Koipa realised that the war party was hostile towards him, 
he tried to escape. But there was no cover, and soon he heard 
arrows flying near him. He ducked into high grass and heard the 
Gamagai saying nearby that he was a Mabuge and they were going 
to kill him together with many other Mabuge to avenge the death 
of Pol Poia. Koipa managed to survive by rolling down into a 
gully and hiding behind a rock.
One Gamagai warrior managed to wound a man called Kaip by 
throwing a spear at him. The warriors then withdrew, fearing 
that they might give enough time for the Mabuge in Moga to 
escape with all the women and pigs. This was indeed the case. 
When the warriors reached Moga, they found empty houses. They 
set them on fire and returned to Rulna. While passing the 
health clinic, they remembered that one of the male nurses 
there, the dokta boi (Tok Pisin, 'medical orderly1) Peter, was a 
Mabuge. They entered the clinic with the intention of killing 
Peter.
He was saved by Erna, the Italian volunteer nurse 
stationed in Rulna at the time. She managed to stop the
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warriors at the entrance, claiming that it was strictly against 
the rules to bring any weapons into the clinic. She pointed to 
the poster displayed at the clinic entrance where these rules 
were clearly stated. The warriors obliged by leaving the weapons 
outside the clinic, but searched the premises with the intention 
of dragging Peter outside the clinic and killing him (Ruminj, 
Numdi, Dokta). In the meantime Peter left the clinic via the 
back window and found refuge in the mission house. The warriors 
did not pursue him there. The next day the Mabuge sent a 
message that they wanted to talk about Pol Poia's death and that 
they wanted to come to Rulna to "cry". Two Mabuge big men, 
Palinge and Moka, came to the funeral. After the funeral,
Peter and Koipa returned to their duties in Rulna and continued 
to work for the benefit of the Gamagai.
The Rogombo informants who took part in the hostile 
expedition against the Mabuge, Ruminj and Numdi, claimed that:
i. they were very distressed at the news of Pol 
Poia's death;
ii. it was only Kints who had sufficiently strong numan to 
resist the impulse to go and avenge the death of Pol Poia, 
although he also thought that it was the Mabuge who were to 
be blamed;
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iii. they had tried to kill Koipa and Peter because 
both of them were not in the " good man" (wamp kai) 
category;
iv. they would not chase Peter into the mission because 
the Rogombo were in a wamp kai relationship with the 
mission. All the Gamagai were in this 
relationship with the mission and it was an imperative not 
fight with the people in this relationship.
Certainly they would have been sorry to kill the men who 
had often helped to cure malaria in the clinic, but when they 
were distressed that day "their minds were not strong" (numan 
rukrung kit) . The momentary weakness of their minds did not 
prevent them from contextualizing their social relation in terms 
of their moral categories, however,the existence of "face to 
face" relationships between the Rogombo clansmen and Koipa and 
Peter (who were Mabuge) did not prove a strong enough barrier to 
prevent them from resorting to homicide when under strong 
emotional stress. This behaviour was seen as regrettable, but 
understandable.
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13.2.2 Becoming a tipokai/sent
The hostilities which had followed Pol Poia's death 
resulted in twelve men (nine Gamagais and three Mabuge) being 
arrested and jailed for a couple of months. After returning to 
Rulna, two Gamagai, Ruk and Moka, died soon after. Both Ruk and 
Moka were active church leaders before their arrests. Together 
with Pol Poia, they were buried in a separate place never used 
before as a cemetery. Their graves were near the main Rulna 
road, not far from the mission grounds. Much of Gamagai life 
was carried on along this road and people passed the three 
graves daily often placing flowers there. This was a new 
approach to graveyards which traditionally were treated with awe 
and apprehension.
It was the Gamagai who had the idea of creating a 
cemetery at that place. Before the mission arrived in 1965, the 
land along the road had not been claimed by any of the clans. 
Since then, it was understood that the land belonged to all 
Gamagai and that anybody who wished to do so could have built 
his second house on these grounds. Pol Poia's grave was 
situated in the vicinity of the newly built settlements. The 
argument for burying Pol Poia in this place was "that he will 
have his grave on the land which belongs to all Gamagai, since 
his mission work was for the benefit of all Gamagai, not only 
his clansmen." He was buried in grounds called Gamagai kona, 
('Gamagai ground') . This was distinct from misin kona (mission 
grounds) and the grounds belonging individually to each of the 
seven Rulna Gamagai clans.
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The Gamagai commitment to the memory of Pol Poia was 
occasionally tested by his mother Konga, who was a good public 
orator with a strong and forceful manner who claimed that she 
was still in close contact with her son through her dreams. In 
April 1981 she announced that her son had told her to pass on 
information to all Gamagais that he wished to have a bigger 
grave, covered by corrugated iron. Pol Poia's wish was 
fulfilled some time after this. Later the mother informed the 
Gamagai that her son had asked for fires to be lit on his grave 
on the eve of Catholic festivals like Christmas, Easter and All 
Saints Day on 1 November.
This idea of a fire on the grave most likely came from an 
episode well remembered by the Gamagai which took place soon 
after Pol Poia's death. On the 1st of November, on the Catholic 
festival dedicated to all deceased Catholic people believed to 
have died without a mortal sin, Fr. Joseph lit candles on Pol 
Poia's grave in accordance to a custom requiring candles to be 
placed in the cemetery on that day. The Gamagai people were not 
familiar with such a custom and thought it to be a "welcoming 
party organised by other ghosts for Pol Poia" (Numdi). By the 
early 80s he and his two fellow church leaders Ruk and Moka had 
become universally recognized among the Gamagai as the "all- 
Gamagai tipokai/sent".
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13.2.3 The formation of the "basic Christian community" ideology
The "basic Christian community" was promoted as a form of 
wamp kai/teninga kunta kunta ('good man' relationship/ 'being 
together strongly') by Pol Poia, who, in this regard, was a 
precursor of Kints and his movement. The idea of a "basic 
Christian community" came from the mission and entailed a vision 
of a community centred around religious activities which would 
simultaneously run its own economic and political activities as 
well. Pol Poia saw it as the Rulna mission-based "basic 
Christian community". He negotiated with Fr. Joseph to acquire 
control over the well developed general goods store already run 
by the mission, and Fr. Joseph agreed to the idea (Fr. Joseph,
Br. Paul).
Pol Poia saw himself as a religious leader and organiser 
of all economic activities. His sudden death terminated all 
those plans. Some Gamagai informants later told me (Numdi, 
Ruminj) that Pol Poia's ideas about the "basic Christian 
community" were not viable because they included Mabuge 
Catholics as well. They said that if only the Gamagai were 
members of that community, it would have been a good idea 
because it would have made the Gamagais stronger than the 
Mabuge and Paige, their two immediate neighbours, and it would 
have been a good business company.
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The Kints movement had redefined the moral boundaries 
between kai ("good", of the same substance, body flesh as mine) 
and kit ( "bad", alien, different substance, different body from 
mine). The kai substance was defined with reference to one's 
own body and by reference to muglamp (power, the overall power 
residing in a given clan). Anybody in whom the clan's muglamp 
power resided was defined as good. Entering into a special 
relationship created the condition for sharing muglamp power. 
Hence, the relationship established a framework for being good 
(kai) in reference to the participants' common substance, which 
was located in individuals' bodies and was referred to 
metaphorically as the common body, common substance, the 
muglamp.
In the early 1980s, during the Kints movement, there was a 
tendency was to imbue the tribal social organisation with 
Christian social and moral values as they were understood by 
the Gamagai. These values, accentuating close, non 
confrontational relationships within the tribe (no stealing, no 
adultery, no physical violence) were referred to by the Gamagai 
as "the new times" when they realised that all the members of 
the tribe should treat each other like the members of one clan.
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This realisation was encapsulated in the often and 
soberly repeated affirmations in Tok Pisin that -."mipela nau i 
gat niupela lo;nau mipela mas i tanim bei bilong mipela na lukim 
olgeta Gamagai man na meri olsem bilong wanpela haus man" (we 
have now a new law; we must now change our bellies i.e. change 
our feelings and view all Gamagai men and women as belonging to 
single man’s house [ clan]). "The new law" of "Christian love" 
expressed by the Gamagai as "wanpela Gamagai mas i givim bei 
long narapela Gamagai man," (one Gamagai man must trust another 
Gamagai man).
This seemed an attractive proposition for the 
Gamagai since they thought that this newly announced all- 
Gamagai, clan- like solidarity would open to them a new 
dimension of strength and prosperity. Fr. Joseph tried to 
emphasise that according to his teaching all of the Gamagai 
known social world, including the neighbouring Hagen tribes and 
even the Jimi dwellers, should be considered to be the 
beneficiaries of the new law. But he seemed to be satisfied for 
the time being with the limited understanding of Christian 
"love" as restricted to the Gamagai tribe alone. He embraced 
the tribe as a Christianity-based social formation, a "basic 
Christian community", although the leadership and process by 
which this structure actually started to evolve was entirely 
independent from the mission's control. But after Pol Poia’s 
death there was not a single Gamagai man who could have held the 
cultural discourse between the mission and the traditional 
society.
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Having been introduced to the "new law" of "Christian 
love", the Gamagai tribe embarked under Kints leadership on a 
gradual process of increasing the cohesion of the tribe. This 
was expressed in the often reiterated belief in Gamagai 
superiority over their neighbours. The drive towards social 
cohesion and permanency of the tribal bond was articulated in 
terms of personal benefits for each of the Gamagai, springing 
from their greater commitment to a common future.
13.3 The Kints movement
Kints depa tenta/teninga kunta kunta ('Kints together 
doing') became visible at the end of 1981. It became active in 
April/May 1982 after the construction of the chapel dedicated to 
Pol Poia. However, it was well-known that Kints' informal 
association with the mission went back to the first arrival of 
the mission among the Gamagai in the early '50s. Long before 
the movement became visible in the early '80s, Kints must have 
supported the cultural process by which moral conduct prescribed 
for relationships within the clan was extended and insisted 
upon as the basis of relationships within the whole Gamagai 
tribe.
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Informants said that the Kints movement had commenced its
activities at the same time as permanent settlement of the 
mission in Rulna in 1965 and the associated disappearance of 
wild life from Rulna was pointed out. The expressions tipokai 
and tipokit with their Christian connotation seemed to have 
appeared later. However, the division of the Gamagai territory 
into good and bad, the kai kona and the kit kona (the lands of 
the tipokit and the lands of Gamagai), can in fact be traced 
back to 1965, the year the construction of the mission station 
began in Rulna. The early eighties only saw an intensification 
of this process.
The movement was animated by the following concerns:
i. a widespread feeling that not all Catholics took their 
vows with the necessary degree of seriousness. This might 
be because they had joined the church at a very young age 
when they were baptised, or because they were "not very 
clear" of what was expected of them;
ii\. the feeling that many Gamagai were not members of 
the Catholic Church, and therefore not all Gamagai had 
entered into the mission special relationships and 
consequently were not subject to the moral expectations 
arising from this membership;
iii\. the feeling that all the Gamagai should be baptised 
and join the mission.
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The movement was also a response to concern by the Gamagai 
that the mission did not emphasize strongly enough the negative 
consequences for anyone who transgressed against mission teaching.
In the clan moral system, any transgression was avenged by the clan 
ghosts, but there were no clear signals from the mission that a 
similar punishment awaited those who transgressed the mission law or 
behavioural regulations set down as norms for the mission special 
relationships. The response of the Kints movement to this problem 
was the adoption of the new concept of tipokai spirits, a category 
of all-Gamagai ancestors cum-Catholic saints. By analogy with the 
localised 'clan ghosts' who had moral jurisdiction only over their 
own clansmen, the all-Gamagai tipokai had jurisdiction over all 
members of the Kints special relationships movement. According to 
my informants, all the Gamagai belonged to this movement by the end 
of 1982 and understood the consequences of being members.
13.3.1 The ideology of the Kints movement as evidenced from the 
members' activities
The Kints movement became an all-Gamagai forum where informal 
court cases and current political issues were discussed on an ad hoc 
basis. It attracted both baptised and unbaptised people, and both 
men and women participated in it. The movement was at the zenith of 
its popularity in the last quarter of 1982,
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when meetings were held twice a week and attracted between eighty and 
a hundred adults, about twice the number for the average Sunday 
church congregation. The meetings were often held in an open space 
either in front of Hints' house, in front of the court house opposite 
the grocery shop, or in the school yard near the old church.
Meetings were also were held in and around the Pol Poia chapel which 
was large enough to seat twenty to thirty people. The exhilarating 
atmosphere of these meetings was reminiscent of the religious 
meetings called "fellowships", popular among Christians in the Wahgi 
Valley. "Fellowships" were sanctioned, although not organised by 
the Catholic Church in the Highlands, and featured dynamic forms of 
religious expression including loud singing, music playing and body 
movements. As such, they were more attractive forms of religious 
practice than the contemplative, placid and largely passive forms of 
Catholic religious ritual.
The official Catholic ritual was reminiscent of church 
practices in Europe, America and Australia, from where most of the 
missionaries had come. No concessions were made to the local 
spiritual tradition where active physical expression was an integral 
part of religious ceremonies, e.g. funeral ceremonies, "Ambu Kur" 
ceremonies, etc. The "fellowships" were conducted by the 
parishioners themselves with an occasional formal blessing by the 
local Catholic priest. They were the
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Catholic answer to the tendency of parishioners to desert the 
Catholic denomination in order to take up membership in the 
fundamentalist churches which grew ever popular in 70s and '80s in 
the Highlands (Fr. Jan Bartoszek, stationed in Wurup parish near 
Mt.Hagen; Fr Bisson in Mun near Kotna ). The "fellowship" movements 
in the Wahgi Valley, and especially the series of charismatic sermons 
and meetings organised by the Catholic Mt.Hagen Dioceses early in 
1982, may have served as an inspiration for Kints movement, but there 
were significant differences between the two.
The meetings were a forum where people did not feel inhibited by an 
official church ritual and spoke unselfconsciously about how they 
understood their relation to Christian teaching. This was evident in 
the speeches addressed to the meetings and the loud extemporized 
declarations made from a sitting position in the gathering
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This practice of making public declarations was 
inspired by similar sessions conducted during the Catholic 
ceremony. In each of the Sunday Masses Fr. Joseph retreated to 
a corner of the church, sat down and paused for ten to fifteen 
minutes. During this time, between three and six members of the 
congregation would speak aloud, one after another. The speakers 
were both men and women. They would invoke God while seated, 
commencing with the words: "Oh God, thank you for being so good 
to me and giving me ...". The invocation was made in Melpa. A 
similar form of worship was introduced in the Kints meetings, 
though the content of the invocations was more personal and 
wider than the ones in the Catholic church (Dokta).
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The invocations were directed either to the tipokai 
spirits or to God, who was addressed as either God or Purwa, as 
in the church services. The Purwa tipokai form of address was 
ambiguous in meaning since it might refer to both God and the 
tipokai spirits together or it might mean "Honourable tipokai". 
At a meeting in July 1982, for example Rank asked Purwa tipokai 
to intervene on his behalf. He claimed to be a Catholic, 
married to a woman called Mepa and said he was thinking about 
taking another wife. He was concerned that since Mepa had been 
given contraceptive pills by the clinic, she had refused to have 
sexual relations with him. She claimed that sexual abstinence 
was part of the prescribed program for taking contraceptive 
pills. Rank claimed that any arguments with his wife did not 
bring results and she had got very angry when he had threatened 
to take another wife. Rank asked Purwa tipokai to intervene 
with both his wife and the clinic workers who distributed the 
pills .
At another meeting in August 1982, Ruminj asked Purwa 
tipokai to intervene on his behalf. His wife Pink was often 
neglectful in preparing evening meals, he said. He had once 
lost his patience with her and beaten her. Subsequently she had 
taken him to court and he had been forced to pay her sixty kina 
compensation. Her behaviour towards him had not improved since 
then. Ruminj suspected that perhaps somebody among the Gamagais 
was using an aphrodisiac amb konga to attract his wife and draw 
her attention away from his welfare (Ruminj).
In the same meeting, Markus Puga announced that his radio
had been stolen. He asked Purwa tipokai during the same meeting
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whether it was a Gamagai who had stolen it. Both Puga and 
Ruminj asked Purwa tipokai to send sickness or death on the 
offenders, in the same way that the clan ghosts would have 
punished transgressors within the clan relationships.
These complaints from the floor reflected disenchantment 
with the officially-sanctioned village Court whose 
pronouncements and penalties were far-removed from the local 
sense of justice and fair penalties. By publicly venting their 
grievances without taking the cases to Court, the plaintiffs 
aimed at creating a mood of sympathy for the wronged person as 
well as shaming the person against whom the complaint was being 
made. These speeches delivered in public from a platform made 
of an oil drum, gave voice to all of the concerns and 
expectations of the Gamagai. The prominent speakers were the 
church leaders from Tigi, Alus and Manga as well as Konga and 
Kult from Rulna. The speeches highlighted Gamagai satisfaction 
with the number of pigs and baby boys born in the Gamagai tribe. 
Speakers stressed the abundance of food produced by the gardens 
and the number of visitors who came to Rulna, allegedly wishing 
to enter into a special relationships with the Gamagai tribe.
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Kints was present at the meetings but he seldom spoke 
publicly. He instructed the speakers that they should keep 
complaints to the first part of the meetings and thank Purwa 
tipokai for benefits in the second part of the meetings. This 
resulted in the custom of reiterating the same issues twice 
during the same meetings, once at the beginning of the meeting 
in the form of complaint, and a plea for intervention, then 
again at the end, thanking Purwa tipokai for his anticipated 
intervention. Kints himself spoke about the need to avoid being 
angry with other Gamagai and to treat all the Gamagai as one's 
own clansmen. He reminded them on several occasions that new 
times had arrived in Rulna and that now all the Gamagai should 
form one wamp kai depa tenta (good men special relationships).
The Gamagai also called this movement "Kints wamp 
kandrum ", "Kints initiative towards some end, with
vision ". This had optimistic and joyous overtones, by 
analogy with moka wamp kabura an expression used to denote the 
whole process of preparing and carrying out the moka pig 
exchange, from the moment of its being conceived by a big man to 
the moment of its completion when the pigs were presented.
Kints deliberately chose this expression for his movement 
claiming that death and the life hereafter should never be 
considered sad events (Kints's oration in front of Pol Poia's 
chapel in May 1982) . He claimed that this opinion was based on 
dreams his deceased father had sent him. He also cited the 
Catholic teaching and its notion of Heaven.
According to Kints, Heaven was the place where clan ghosts 
lived. In his vision of the universe, which found an eager
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following among the Gamagai (Dokta, Kewa, Thomas Kangal), the 
clan ghosts conducted life in a manner familiar to every Gamagai 
in a place neither like Rulna nor Mt.Hagen but rather, 
resembling Kotna, a small town half way between Jimi Valley and 
Mt.Hagen in the Wahgi Valley. The "ghosts' place" was situated 
at the bottom of a mountain lake near Mt.Kiluwa. There, 
according to Hints, all the dead Gamagai men, women and children 
lived together in harmony. If any of the living Gamagai were 
distressed or sick, s/he should look to the Gamagai ghosts for 
help or an explanation for his sickness. This was because 
his/her illness or suffering might have been caused by any 
tipokai and not just the ghosts (kur) of his/her own clan, as 
was traditionally thought.
This applied not only to Gamagai men but also to the women 
married to them and to the men from different tribes who had 
been accepted into a Gamagai clan on the basis of their promise 
to be loyal clansmen. According to Hints, these others should 
also look for protection and explanation for their sicknesses to 
the ghosts of the deceased Gamagai tribesmen, the tipokai.
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The popular demand for Purwa tipokai to punish 
transgressions within the Gamagai tribe in the same manner as 
the clan ghosts punished transgressions within the clan had an 
effect on the diagnoses made by Kowa, the healer. He was an 
active participant in the movement and exercised special powers. 
Kowa used his power to strengthen claims by the Kints movement 
that a new situation had developed and that from now on, all 
the Gamagai should treat one another as the clansmen had done 
previously.
Kints stipulated that the Pol Poia chapel ( "tipokai manga 
rapa"), should always be decorated with flowers and red 
pandanus leaves. Guitar music and singing should be performed 
there, especially during funerals of Gamagai men and women.
Kints asked the people to make a promise that at his own funeral 
everybody, especially his own clansmen, would decorate 
themselves with flowers and would sing and play guitars. He 
said that the mission was right in saying that one did not die 
after death but lived for ever. This was partly a reaction to 
the Neka court case (Ch.12.2.5), as well as other prolonged 
court cases which Kints himself thought not to be good.
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Ripa1s funeral was the first Gamagai funeral since the 
rise of the Kints movement in Rulna, and it became the show-case 
for Kints' vision of a new mortuary ceremony. The coffin was 
decorated with flowers. The mourners played guitars and 
decorated themselves with red pandanus leaves and painted red 
lines on their faces. This was a striking contrast to previous 
funerary practice. Not long before, such funeral behaviour 
would have attracted accusations of poisoning, and would 
probably have led to court litigation and possible wars. In 
1984 Fr. Joseph sent me photographs of and description of 
Kints' own funeral. His coffin was also decorated with red 
flowers, and the "mourners", themselves, lavishly decorated with 
plumes, yellow and red flowers, played guitars and sang, 
supposedly, full of joy.
13.3.2 Decorative forms in the chapel
Pig offerings dedicated to Pol Poia and other tipokai 
spirits were often made inside the chapel, which was decorated 
with red pandanus leaves and the calendar illustrations 
depicting Bible stories. The calendar had once been displayed 
in the church, but it was later thought appropriate to shift it 
to the chapel. There was a cross with Pol Poia's beret and net 
apron. In the far corner, some round stones called Gamagai ku 
(Gamagai stones), Ambu Kur ku (fertility female spirit stones) 
or tipokai ku (Ghosts/good spirits stones) were placed. These 
were the tribal equivalents of clan and personal stones.
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A new development was that anthropomorphic stone figurines 
were now displayed as well. The informants called these El 
Mundanda tipokai ku (female spirit of war alliance, good spirits 
stones;Numdi), a reference to the El Mundanda stone also called 
"tribal stone" which the Gamagai had donated to the Mabuge, 
their erstwhile allies in the war with the Dekapukai. The El 
Mundanda stone had been kept ever since by the Mabuge. It was 
this object or spirit which bestowed prosperity on the Mabuge 
people.
The stones in the chapel had better-defined humanoid 
feature than the El Mundanda stone, which I saw in the Mabuge 
territory. Yet, the Gamagai always emphasised that this very 
stone had completely humanoid shape and feature. It was said 
that one of the stones had been brought to the chapel by Ripa, 
an unobtrusive old man living in relative seclusion on the 
mountain who rarely came down to Rulna. He claimed to have had 
the stone for a long time and that it had "come to him". Now he 
thought the stone would "give power" to all the Gamagai. Ripa's 
stone figurine, forty centimetres long, carved in hard basalt, 
looked very old.
Two other figurines, carved in softer sandstone, looked 
relatively new. They had been brought by Noki and Mel, both 
young men in their twenties. My informants did not know 
anything about the origins of Ripa’s stone but claimed that Noki 
and Mel had carved their stones around the time of the Ambu Kur 
ceremonies. It was their creative response to the excitement 
aroused by Ambu Kur, described as a sexually inciting,
"beautiful woman" who had turned herself into a stone in front
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of Malta, the man she had picked out specially (see Ch.6.4.3.2). 
Ncki and Mel's carvings must have been fantasy responses to 
their expectations that the Ambu Kur would turn into stone in 
front of them. This would have meant great kudos for young men 
like them. It was later announced and believed by others that 
Anbu Kur had actually chosen Malta, a man who at that time 
erjoyed greater prestige than Nokei or Mel. Accordingly, the 
ycung men hid their carvings away, fearing ridicule (Numdi).
But later they thought that it would be a good idea to bring the 
Ccrvings to the chapel and make them into "all-Gamagai stones".*
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footnote: In 1982 there appeared numerous humanoid stone 
figurines in the Melpa speaking areas. At the time I talked to 
A.Strathern in Mt.Hagen and he told me that in all his years of 
fieldwork he had neither seen nor heard about such humanoid 
stones, and he was puzzled as to what their sudden appearance 
meant. I suggest that during the spread of the original Ambu 
Kur into the northern Melpa area many men, like Nokei and Mel, 
must have made them to claim prestige for themselves, given the 
significance of the direct encounters with the beautiful 
fertility spirit. Having then been not incorporated into the 
Ambu Kur cult, possibly due to the fact that the stones actually 
used were not humanoid but mainly ovoid and phallic, they were 
disregarded. In the '80s they became relevant, perhaps due to 
cultural currents similar to Hints movement.
The old "Gamagai stones" in the chapel were different 
from the personal stones used by the clan-based big men.
The former were considered to be the power stones of the whole 
tribe , while personal stones were a medium of personal power 
related to individual numan. The Gamagai insisted strongly that 
they were not magic stones in the sense of "magic" as they 
understood it, as human actions like chanting and dancing ("Jimi 
magic") which would influence people and events through the 
power of the chant or dance.
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Kints was now asked to perform a number of functions for 
the benefit of the whole tribe. Previously, he had performed 
them solely for the benefit of his clan: (i.) protection
against tipokit attacks; (ii.) protection against the Tei (sky 
spirit) assaults; (iii.) protection against human assassins. 
In each of these functions, Kints utilized his personal stones.
13.3.3 Protection against tipokit (wild/bad spirits) 
assault
Between April and July 1982, all four paths leading from 
Rulna to the Jimi forest were barred by tipokit mi: signs (see 
Ch.10.5.1.1). This was organized and led by Kints. Many 
spectators participated, most of whom were members of the 
movement. New borders were marked out between the Gamagai 
territory, inhabited by the Gamagai and their allied tipokai 
spirits and the hostile territory inhabited by the unfriendly 
tipokit wild spirit with whom the Gamagai were in constant 
conflict (Ch.10.5.1).
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The tipokit mi: signs were initially built by the joint 
efforts of several Gamagai men who were members of the Kints 
movement. Each was constructed in the form of an arch 
stretching across the path, tied up at the tops, and decorated 
with red leaves and pig jaws. When they were completed, Kints 
was left alone on the spot. His task was to provide the 
construction with sufficient power to be able to resist the 
attempts of the tipokit to force their way into Rulna. This 
power, it was explained, derived directly from the strength of 
the clan-based big man's numan. It was necessary for a purwa wu 
big man to keep vigil for the greater part of the night in the 
vicinity of the construction. During this vigil, Kints watched 
the stones. In a similar manner Kints provided protection 
against two other menaces: assaults by the sky spirit Tei and 
human assassins.
13.3.4 Protection against Tei (sky spirits) assaults
At one stage in 1982, lightning killed three pigs 
sheltering in a sty, but did not set the sty on fire. The 
incident took place at a site near the mission station on the 
ground that was traditionally considered the territory of 
Gamagai tribe without belonging specifically to any one of the 
Gamagai clans. It was thought appropriate to call in Kints to 
erect a Tei komba ripa mi: effigy to prevent the sky spirit Tei 
from damaging Gamagai property in the future.
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As with tipokit mi: markers, the building of the Tei komba 
ripa mi: (Tei fight with bow and arrows; defensive) effigy was
initially a communal activity. Many people assisted in 
preparing a thin pole about five to six metres long. At the 
upper end of the post, a bow was attached. The bowstring was 
stretched into a position where it was ready to fire an arrow. 
Three arrows were tied to the post. The post was erected and 
fixed in the ground with the bow and arrows ready to shoot, 
pointing towards the sky. It was believed that lightning 
represented sexual intercourse between the male sky spirit Tei 
and the female spirit of the ground, Ga.
After erecting the monument, Kints delivered a verbal 
warning to the Tei spirit. He said aloud that if Tei wanted to 
rape Ga, he should do it somewhere else, not on Gamagai land. 
Now the Gamagai had become strong, he said, and they would not 
tolerate further misbehaviour by Tei, as they had in the past 
when they were divided into separate clans. The bow and arrows 
were to indicate that they would all fight Tei if he dared to 
challenge them again. After this invocation, Kints was left 
alone for a couple of hours to imbue the Tei komba ripa mi: 
monument/effigy with ku stone/power. There was confidence 
among the informants that the Tei spirit attacks would not be 
repeated.
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13.3.5 The effigy against human assassins
Members of the Kints movement spent several months 
building an effigy to protect the Gamagai against murder 
attempts. This was prompted by the death of the two young women 
allegedly poisoned by Neka (see Ch.12.2.5) . The konga mon mi: 
was an elaborate construction built of wooden posts, clay and 
empty beer bottles. There were three poles, erected one next to 
another, reminiscent of stylized Golgotha crosses, although 
there was no verbal reference made to this image. The poles 
were four to five metres high, and reguired four men each to 
carry them from the upper parts of the Wunimb Valley to the 
grounds adjacent to the Paige lands near the mission station.
The poles were fixed in the ground and supported by a clay 
construction which formed a kind of plinth with its base in the 
ground around the poles and the top part reaching a metre above 
the ground. The beer bottles formed the border to a small 
garden surrounding the pole monument. Cordyline shrub, and 
wildflowers were planted around the poles inside the bottle 
garden. There was a message written in Pidgin on a piece of 
corrugated iron placed on top of the clay plinth that read: "Yu
no ken kilim mipela. Tambu tru" ("You can not kill us. It is 
prohibited".)
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Kints took part in the construction, though his main role 
started at the point of completion of the effigy. Unless he 
imbued it with ku power, it would simply remain a memorial for 
the two poisoned women, Noa and Monge (Dokta, Ruminj).
After Kints watched the stones and spent some time 
alone near the effigy, it became a potent defence against future 
murder attempts. The relationships between the protecting power 
and the murder attempts was to be understood in literal terms.
As with protection against the wild spirits (tipokit), and Tei 
spirit assaults, it was the ku power which would disarm and 
counteract the aggression at the moment when an enemy intended 
it. It worked not like a shield (ripa) against arrows but was 
believed to neutralise or disarm the potential attackers as soon 
as hostile ideas germinated in their heads (Numdi, Kints). 
According to informants, what happened was that assassins on 
their visit to Rulna become, unbeknown to them, affected by the 
konga mon effigy and the ku power it possessed, and they forgot 
their murderous intentions. These failed assassins would then 
wander towards the Gamagai houses, friendly and unthreatening.
It was only later that the Gamagai would learn from other 
sources that these men had left for Rulna with nefarious 
intentions (Numdi, Ruminj).
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13.4 The red pigs and the lakeside sacrifice
In 1982, the Gamagai, led by the Kints movement, decided to 
stage a pig sacrifice for the tipokai ('good spirits'). This 
followed after many instances of sickness caused by tipokai, bad 
tipokit spirits disguised as victims' wives and lovers, and the 
growing destruction of gardens by the tipokai's red pigs. Events 
leading to the sacrifice had unfolded as follows.
About the time Kowa brought home the tipokit and its nest from the 
Jimi forest (see Ch.10.5.2.3), lightning killed three pigs belonging 
to Pol Nokei. The pigs died in an ominous manner because the grass 
pig sty in which they were locked was left untouched. The wet 
ground in the sty must have conducted a lethal charge of electricity 
after lightning struck some object in the vicinity of the sty. Soon 
after the accident, Kints went to inspect the spot and then erected 
there the Tei kompa ripa mi: (see above). The sty in which the pigs 
were killed was situated not far from the Pol Poia chapel on grounds 
adjacent to the mission lands. The fact that the pigs were killed 
but no person was injured, nor any house set on fire, was interpreted 
as Pol Poia's warning to the Gamagai. It was assumed that Pol Poia 
was dissatisfied primarily with the tipokit nest initially brought 
into the chapel and, secondly, became no pig offering had been made 
after the chapel was built.
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The Gamagai decided to make pig offerings to Pol 
Poia's tipokai and other Gamagai sents. During the ensuing 
discussions, it transpired that many people had recently sighted 
red pigs (kung kundr) roaming through the Gamagai lands. Since 
they did not belong to the Gamagai, these pigs had been chased 
away. They disappeared into a mountain lake near Mt.Kiluwa. 
These pigs were understood to belong to all-Gamagai tipokai, 
and their appearance was interpreted as a sign from the tipokai 
that the Gamagai had neglected them and had not staged any big 
pig sacrifice. Kints proposed that the Gamagai should stage a 
big pig sacrifice on the mountain lakeside.
This proposal was accepted, and the Gamagai started to 
prepare the pig offering for the tipokai, the "tipokai moka".
It was the first such all- Gamagai event offered to the all- 
Gamagai tipokai. It took half a year to prepare the sacrifice, 
which took place in December 1982. Initially the ceremony was 
planned for after Christmas or during the Christmas period, but 
reports that red pigs were destroying gardens (Kult, Koi) and 
that they might easily be confused with normal pigs and shot by 
the garden owners, prompted the Gamagai to bring forward the 
date to the end of November. The prospect of killing the red 
pigs by accident and inviting the tipokai's anger was a 
daunting prospect.
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The timing of the sacrifice was influenced by the Catholic 
calendar. The choice of the lake at Mt. Kiluwa was not 
dictated only by the fact that people had reported seeing the 
red pigs disappearing into the waters of this lake, it had been 
believed for a long time that the lake was the place where the 
clan ghosts resided during the day-time. There was an account 
by an eye witness who described how he had suddenly found 
himself among the clan ghosts in the lake (see Ch.4.4.2). This 
account was treated seriously. Most importantly, the lake, had 
become known as the site of Heaven, as disclosed to Kints by his 
deceased father Moka in a dream vision (see above).
The lake had dried up for several years in the fifties 
which was also considered a proof that the clan spirits lived 
there. In the fifties, the Rogombo clansmen of the Gamagai 
tribe ambushed a party of Dekapukai men near the lake and killed 
about a dozen of them. Among the victims was a Rogombo affine, 
the father of Kints's brother's wife. Although he had been 
killed in error, the Rogombo ghosts were nonetheless angry at 
such a breach of the affinal special relationships. After the 
bodies were thrown into the lake, the water disappeared for 
several years. This was interpreted as a sign of the ghosts' 
anger. In the eighties, the lake filled up again and it was 
considered the site of all Gamagai tipokai ghosts and not just 
the Rogombo clan ghosts.
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The Gamagai from both Rulna and Tigi participated in the 
sacrifice. Altogether, eighty-six pigs were sacrificed by the 
lakeside. The speeches stressed the importance of the discovery that 
all the Gamagai "are cared for by all the Gamagai tipokai." The 
orators said that although they already felt strong, they would be 
even stronger once helped and assisted by all the tipokai. The mood 
was self-congratulatory and there was an assertion of tribal strength 
and the hope of prosperity which, it was believed, would overshadow 
that of all the neighbouring tribes.
13.5 Economic aspirations and cultural change among the Gamagai
An atmosphere of social and economic optimism prevailed among 
the Gamagai during the early eighties. This mood of cultural self- 
confidence was undoubtedly one of the psychological factors which 
made possible the bold cultural moves of the period. It was 
impossible not to notice this mood of optimism as the Gamagai 
continually dwelt on several areas where they felt they had recently 
been more successful than their neighbours. They believed their 
neighbours were jealous of them and they were scared that others 
would attempt to "learn the secrets of their success".
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This conviction lay at core of the behavioural 
prescriptions with which the young Gamagai were indoctrinated. 
The Gamagai tried to stop their neighbours from sharing the 
success of their lives by being very watchful with all visitors 
who arrived in Rulna. Each visitor was accompanied by one of 
the Gamagai men in order to prevent the newcomer from kung kang 
kandrom, "seeing how boys and pigs grew in Rulna." Likewise 
they tried to shield mission workers and other foreign visitors 
from contact with their Melpa-speaking neighbours, because they 
feared that they might become a source of information on the 
origins of the Gamagai success .
Some visitors were treated roughly and denied hospitality 
if it was suspected they were trying to enter into a food 
relationships (oka tenta nomp ) with any of the Gamagai in 
order to claim from their hosts the right of special 
relationships, which would entail imparting secrets.
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Young Gamagai men were instructed not to indulge in pre­
marital sexual contacts with women from the neighbouring tribes 
because "they "should not throw around Gamagai semen in vain." 
It was assumed that the people from the neighbouring tribes 
would welcome the opportunity to have their wives and daughters 
impregnated by Gamagai men because this would provide them with 
excellent male offsprings. The young Gamagai men’s boasting, 
despite official discouragement of such practices, about the 
ease with which they achieved sexual conquests in the 
neighbourhood reinforced opinions about the complicity of the 
neighbouring tribesmen (Anys, Markus Puga). They had every 
good reason to be jealous of and dislike the Gamagai.
The preferred marriages for both males and females were 
with the Tigi Gamagai. The Tigi were incorporated into the pan- 
Gamagai ideology of success . Although Kints movement was 
largely limited to the Rulna Gamagai, the Tigi were allowed to 
participate in all of the meetings and to enter into the Pol 
Poia chapel, a right denied to strangers. It was reputed that 
Gamagai young women readily gave birth to male offspring. The 
names of several Gamagai women who had recently married into 
neighbouring tribes were cited by the Gamagai as proof of these 
claims (Numdi). So, all further marriages were to be between 
the Tigi and Rulna Gamagai.
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When Dokta and Kopon married a Kawelka and a Manimbi 
woman respectively, they were denied full tribal support in 
brideprices on the grounds that there were good Gamagai girls of 
marriageable age among the Tigi (Dokta, Kopon). These two 
marriages were only able to go ahead as planned because the 
women in question liked the two men and refused to go back after 
they arrived in Rulna. Their clansmen were forced to accept ten 
pigs and a thousand kina in brideprice, half the normal amount 
in the early eighties. Puga and Nokei were two other men who 
married during the 1981-1982 period and they chose Tigi Gamagai 
brides.
The Rulna Gamagai success can be partially explained by 
their favourable ecological conditions. Situated between '800 m 
and 2000 m they were able to grow a whole range of agricultural 
products, from tropical fruits and vegetables like bananas, paw 
paw, pineapples, lemons, oranges, coconuts, coffee, cocoa, 
marita pandanus, betel nuts and tobacco, to European vegetables 
like tomatoes, potatoes and cabbages. The European vegetables, 
the red pandanus and betel nuts were occasionally sold at the 
Mt.Hagen market. The mission was a buyer of European vegetables 
as well as sweet potatoes used for pig fodder. Coffee beans and 
chilli pods were a source of cash twice a year.
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I devised a survey of shop spending carried out in 
November 1981 and again in May and October 1982 to gauge the 
relative affluence, in monetary terms, of the Gamagai and the 
customers from neighbouring tribes. The customers were divided 
into the six groups which most frequently made purchases in the 
local grocery shop: the Rulna Gamagai, the Tigi Gamagai, the
Mabuge, Paige, Tibugga and others. In the survey, each purchase 
was listed in one of these six categories. A comparison was 
made between the value of purchases made by ten random customers 
in each category. Comparing results within sets of ten rather 
than the overall amount of money spent by each of the tribal 
groups selected in the survey eliminated the obvious bias in 
favour of the Rulna Gamagai. They formed the most numerous 
group of customers due to the fact that the shop was on their 
territory. The survey period lasted several days each time it 
was conducted and showed that the Rulna Gamagai were the most 
frequent buyers and the biggest spenders.
Apart from being the biggest producers of marketable fruit 
and vegetables, the Rulna Gamagai coffee gardens were 
conveniently situated along the Rulna road, thus facilitating 
easy access to the coffee markets in contrast to most other 
neighbouring producers who had to carry coffee bags long 
distances to Rulna.
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The Gamagai conviction that they were better off than 
their neighbours had predated the emergence of Kints's movement. 
By their own account the secret they were trying to keep from 
their competitors was the practice of Catholicism and the 
staging of the Ambu Kur ritual. In everyday life they were 
concerned however that the mission might abandon them. If this 
happened, they would not only lose their edge over their 
neighbours in economic and infrastructural terms but they would 
also lose misin muglamp, a special power which they felt they 
were gaining through the mission's presence in Rulna. This term 
was formed on analogy with muglamp, the impersonal power which 
was the basis of clan solidarity and strength.
The misin muglamp was explained as an energising power 
derived by the whole tribe from its relationships with the 
mission; the permanent presence in Rulna of the mission was 
considered a good thing for tribal solidarity and identity 
(Kints, Kult). One aspect of Kints movement can be seen as an 
attempt to avert the possibility of the mission deserting them. 
The Gamagai leaders called for moral restructuring in terms of 
the new economic prosperity: "before you steal something or 
behave like a humbug think how you would feel if the mission 
deserted us and all our neighbours laughed at us, saying: "they
were so full of misin muglamp (full of 'mission power') and now 
what ? They are like discarded coffee husks without a coffee 
bean inside" (speech by Rumba).
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13.5.1 The Rulna grocery shop as an all Gamagai economic venture
The Gamagai thought that access to such modern goods as cars, 
coffee beans processing machines, radios and money could only be 
achieved by a concerted effort of all the Gamagais united under a 
trusted leadership. It was Benjamin Kui, who was trusted in 
financial matters and, consequently, entrusted with the money 
collected by all the Gamagai to run a shop and a car transport 
company. Simultaneously, the process of developing a bigger social 
base for economic production was accompanied by a drive to modify the 
character of relationships among the tribesmen.
The general store in Rulna was owned and run by the Catholic 
mission. Profit from the shop was the main source of mission income. 
The mission was not subsidised by the Catholic Church organisation. 
The policy of Bishop Bernarding, the head of the Western Highlands 
Catholic Diocese, was to make the missionaries rely on the support of 
local parishioners in the same way that Catholic priests operate in 
Europe, Australia or America (Bishop Bernarding's address to the 
missionaries in Rabamul at Mt.Hagen). The local support was to 
consist of money and locally-grown food provided voluntarily for the 
missionaries' consumption. The money was to come from the Sunday 
Mass collections.
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There were two collections each Sunday, the first for the 
support of Rulna mission and the second for the support of the 
Western Highlands Diocese. A survey of the amounts of money 
collected yielded the following results :
November 1981 : average per Sunday over four weeks : 3.60 
kina for the mission : 1 kina 20 for the Bishop;
May 1982 :average over 5 weeks: 6.70 kina for the
mission ; 90 toe for the Bishop;
October 1982 :average over 4 weeks : 4.'50 kina for the 
mission ; 1.1 kina for the Bishop
There were two main reasons why donations for the mission 
were more generous than for the Diocese. The local mission 
"whose face we know" (Numdi, Dokta) was more important for the 
Gamagai than the Bishop in Mt.Hagen. Also, while the collection 
for the mission was the first collection of the day, the 
collection for the Bishop had always occurred towards the end of 
the Mass. Many people donated all the money they had during the 
first round of collections (Numdi).
The parishioners queued in two rows to give their coins 
and express support for both the mission and the Church 
hierarchy in Mt.Hagen. Women and children queued beside the 
pews on the left side of the church, the men on the right side. 
Fr. Joseph himself conducted the collection standing next to the 
altar, facing the queue with the plate in his hand. There was 
a practice of taking change from one's donation to the plate . 
The act of giving money and extracting change was a prolonged 
and solemn demonstration of the parishioners' supportive 
attitude, although the money collected at the end did not form a 
substantive amount.
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The shop’s average monthly turn-over for the last quarter 
of 1981 was five hundred, and sixty-four kina per week. The shop 
traded in tinned food, soft drinks, rice and kerosene, as well 
as various clothing items the mission obtained as donations.
Fr. Joseph strongly opposed the custom of distributing clothing 
items for free as a form of support from rich parishes overseas. 
As with his prohibition on paying wages to the church builders, 
he did not want the free clothing handouts to induce people to 
start joining and participating in church activities for 
pragmatic motives. But he was not pleased about associating the 
mission with secular activities like running the shop either.
In the last quarter of 1981 the shop provided the mission with 
an average of one hundred and thirty kina per week. The shop 
had a twenty percent profit margin on goods purchased and 
transported from Mt.Hagen. All takings from the sale of 
clothing was counted as income. The shop assistant's salary 
amounting to eight kina a day, was paid from the pool of the 
shop income. The shop was situated on the main Rulna road in 
front of the of the Village Court House, on the way to the 
mission and the church. Its income derived not only from 
individual customers but also from bulk purchases made in the 
shop by petty shop operators from all around the area.
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In the middle of 1981, the Rulna mission reached an 
agreement with the Provincial Government about supervising the 
construction and supplying the building materials for the health 
clinic in Rulna. The Government was to pay for the services 
provided by the mission. Fr. Joseph used this arrangement as an 
opportunity to withdraw from the shop-running venture. He 
decided to hand over the shop and the task of managing it to the 
Gamagai tribe. To this end he held a meeting with Benjamin Kui 
who lived permanently in Mt.Hagen.
In the last quarter of 1981, the shop was run jointly 
by the mission and the Gamagai management to demonstrate the 
shop's financial potential. The financial figures quoted above 
came from the reports compiled separately by both parties. The 
agreement signed between the mission and Benjamin Kui on behalf 
of all the Gamagai stipulated that the shop was donated by the 
mission free of charge. The new owners were to pay for the 
transport of goods to the amount of twenty-five kina per car 
load until they had bought their own car. The mission left two 
thousand kina worth of stock.
The agreement was followed by a meeting of all the Gamagai 
with Benjamin Kui, who asked the gathering whether they wished 
to profit from this venture. There was a unanimous positive 
agreement to the proposal. The profit was to be based on the 
amount of initial investment. A bigger profit was promised on 
the condition of a bigger investment, though no specific 
percentage was suggested.
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Benjamin Kui delivered a short lecture on modern economic 
dealings. He asked a rhetorical question: "Did they want to get
rich like the other tribes around Mt.Hagen, or did they wish to 
remain 'bush kanakas' (Tok Pisin, forest dwelling, uncultured 
natives) as they had been until now ?" The gathering expressed 
its choice of the first option when several individual voices 
shouted "Mt.Hagen wamp raluwa !", ("we want to be like Mt.Hagen 
tribes") . Benjamin was pleased with the answer and praised it 
as good thinking. He warned that the second option would mean 
the Gamagai tribe will be diminished and may even face complete 
decline since all the other tribes around them will take the 
"new road" to power and riches.
There was, however, a cost for taking up the "new 
road" to modern day financial success. Benjamin claimed that 
they would have to abandon their old way of thinking. They 
would have to go through the process of a second conversion.
This meant :
i. no free goods from the shop to the clansmen;
ii. no demands made on the shopkeeper for any favours 
free of charge;
iii . all Gamagai are equal in the eyes of the shopkeeper;
iv. no stealing or cheating while handling goods or 
money;
v. the shop was owned jointly by all the Gamagai and 
all of them should guard it against theft or 
mishandling done by the strangers.
The meeting agreed to these regulations.
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This list of regulations was for many Gamagais not only a 
formulation for sound commercial behaviour but a manifesto for 
change which had to be remembered by heart. Some potential 
investors (Wag, Nui) were reluctant to put their money into the 
venture, claiming that they could not join since they were not 
able to memorise all those good points made by Benjamin Kui on 
behalf of all investors. (Wag never became baptised for the 
same reasons:he could not memorize "the mission law".)
The shop and the conditions stipulated by Benjamin for 
its success constituted the first all-Gamagai financial venture. 
In subsequent months the Gamagai orators referred to the code of 
behaviour as one whose validity and importance extended far 
beyond the scope of shop interests into everyday life (Kints, 
Ruminj, Moka). They highlighted the fact that all the Gamagai 
should now consider themselves bound by the "food 
relationships", the oka ryng tenta , since they all bought and 
ate food from the same source, the shop. This amounted to 
eating together, and that in turn required adopting a special 
relationships between members of the group. Breaches of clan 
like relationships between those in the food relationships 
would bring sickness and possible death on the transgressors 
(Kints, Ruminj, Kult).
This "shop morality"' was referred to as "lo bilong stua" 
( the shop law) or "lo bilong Kui" (Benjamin Kui's law).
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CHAPTER 14
TO KEEP ON MAKING THEIR OWN WORLD: AN ON-GOING DIALECTICS OF
GAMAGAI CULTURE
14.1 Introduction
When Fr. Joseph realised that Rulna parishioners likened 
their deceased relatives to the Devil, Satan or "Tasan" 
(Ch.10.2.1) he became very concerned. He called for a meeting 
in order to clarify the confusions. He did not realise that 
by that time there was already an elaborate conceptual 
construction assimilating the Devil and Satan into Gamagai 
culture. The Devil and Satan in this elaboration were thought 
to be tipokit (bad spirits of the wild) and were accordingly 
relegated to the Jimi forest. The essence of this elaboration 
was in concord with the Christian notion of irreconcilable 
differences between Christ and Satan and hence the Christian 
obligation to maintain vigilance and be ready to resist Satan's 
plans to assault the body and mind. This practice was in fact 
conveyed by Fr. Joseph in his sermons, where he warned his 
congregation to be on the alert against the temptations and 
traps laid by Satan.
Although my subsequent interviews with those present at 
Sunday Masses indicated that the church-goers did not listen at 
all carefully to the detailed message contained in each of the 
sermons, it appeared that they had a good general grasp of the 
implicit dualism in Christian teachings. They understood that 
the Devil, being an adversary of God and goodness, was not to
be worshipped. The Gamagai adopted a position leaning even more
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towards the dichotomous polarisation of good and evil than was 
intended and presented by Fr. Joseph (see Ch.10.5.1) . This 
dichotomy, represented by the tipokai and tipokit, was
accentuated by the division into good and bad land, the kai 
kona and the kit kona.
14.1.1_____The Gamagai reaction to Fr. Joseph's pronouncements
The meeting was held in the church and attended by about 
twenty men. Virtually no women turned up at the meeting. The 
congregation remained passive during Fr. Joseph's lecture, 
translated on the spot by catechist Kaip. During the lecture 
Fr. Joseph explicitly endorsed the practice of evoking the 
souls of deceased kinsmen and kinswomen in order to secure their 
assistance in human earthly spiritual endeavours. He said that 
those kinsmen who had died before the mission arrived in Rulna 
did not have an opportunity to be baptised. Hence they would be 
viewed by God with respect according to the kind of life they 
had led, irrespective of whether they had been baptised or not. 
Pleading with them for help in earthly struggles against the 
"temptations of Satan" would help people overcome these 
temptations.
By no means should one think of those souls as "Satan" or 
"Devil" since they were just the opposite. They were people's 
allies who could be enlisted to help in the human struggle 
against the "Evil spirit". Fr. Joseph quoted a Polish proverb: 
"przez ludzi do ludzi przez swietych do Nieba" ("you reach the 
people through the people and Heaven through the saints"), 
suggesting the existence of a chain of relationships stretching
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the whole way to Heaven. This kind of thinking was in line with 
traditional Gamagai notions of forging special relationshipss or 
alliances in order to forward a clan's interests (cf. A Line of 
Power,A. Strathern, 1984) .
The church leader, Ohra, spoke after Fr. Joseph. She said 
that invoking deceased kinsmen was like praying to God. She and 
her family, she said, "pray to God and to the saints" before 
each meal. This practice kept them always healthy and 
prosperous since disease afflicted only those who did not obey 
God's laws. She thanked Fr. Joseph for the good talk he gave. 
The same opinion was expressed after the meeting by many Gamagai 
who claimed that "Pater Joseph tok tru"(Fr. Joseph spoke 
truth); ’em tokirr. stret em no tok bokis, em tok tru stret" ("he 
spoke straight; he did not speak metaphorically, he spoke 
straight truth").
14.2 Further consequences of the meeting
Fr. Joseph welcomed the traditional relationships with 
deceased clansmen as compatible with Roman Catholicism. This 
was, he said, a gesture of compassion towards those 
parishioners who, he feared, confused the notion of clan 
ghosts with the Christian notion of Satan and could therefore 
suffer guilt and anguish or even fear. In endorsing the notion 
he did not fully realise its cultural implications, namely the 
complex moral consequences and the subsequent ramifications on 
issues of health and sickness, sense of justice, notions of 
personal value, the moral structuring of the social universe, 
and the potentiality for cultural dynamism.
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However, his willingness to be open and to react to the 
cultural conditions of his parishioners, as well as his 
professional training in cultural anthropology, predisposed him 
to unwittingly facilitate the cultural translation of Christian 
moral notions into the system of indigenous moral notions. The 
mission took no active role in this translation, which was 
entirely left to Gamagai ingenuity.
Fr. Joseph was understood by the Gamagai to be endorsing 
their relationships with their deceased clanswo/men and placing 
this relationships within Christian lore. Consequently, his 
pronouncements at the meeting were well received among the 
Gamagai. Meanwhile, the Kints movement had independently from 
the mission, achieved a synthesis between traditional practices 
and beliefs in regard to deceased clans(wo)men. Hence the 
mission's endorsement of the acceptance of clan ghosts into 
Christian lore removed some of the lingering doubts of some 
Gamagai Christians about the compatibility of the old beliefs 
with the new Christian ones.
One example was Hints' son Moka, who confided that before 
he got baptised he used to think about the clan ghosts before 
planting a new garden. He had ceased the practice, he claimed, 
after his baptism because "he was afraid that other Christians 
would take him to Court if they knew about the practice" (Moka) . 
Incompatibilities, however, remained. There was still a 
lingering confusion, for example, over whether Kowa's healing 
services should be viewed as subverting the Christian faith.
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My survey of medical assistance sought by patients in 
November 1981 and in May and October 1982 showed that the 
majority of those seeking traditional healers' help were 
worried about whether such practices were sinful in Christian 
terms and should therefore perhaps be confessed before accepting 
Holy Communion. Doubt remained about Kowa since he was not 
baptised. It was considered that healers who had been baptised 
(e.g. Konga, Mak) should be called first because the patients 
could then not be accused of compromising their Christian 
beliefs .
In the early '80s the Christian Gamagai rejected the 
services of a Tibugga healer called Rung, who allegedly used a 
live python and a human skull as paraphernalia for his 
profession (Numdi, Hints, Kewa) . The Gamagai accorded to Rung's 
medical practices the same status as the Jimi's magical 
practices of rain making based on dances and spells. They were 
alien constructions rejected on the basis of both Christian 
beliefs and traditional values. The prevailing opinion was that 
only silly people would ever seek Rung's medical services since 
he was a medical charlatan who used tricks in his practice, not 
true knowledge.
But Rung was in fact a straw man constructed by the 
Gamagai themselves, since he had never come to practice among 
them. They only heard about him, and their criticism entirely 
served their own sense of propriety, including the chief local 
healer, Kowa, whose practices were seen as being based on true 
knowledge, readily confirmed by the success of so many of his 
healing procedures (Dokta, Numdi, Hints). Kowa was thus
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affirmed by his people, while the kind of criticism they feared 
from the mission they themselves levelled against such fringe 
people as Rung and the Jimi.
Fr. Joseph also endorsed Kowa's medical practices on 
condition that he did not evoke the name of Satan during his 
healing procedures and that the patients simultaneously sought 
the assistance of the Rulna health clinic. The latter wish was 
not often respected by the patients, who continued to treat the 
clinic as a last resort after exhausting all traditional methods 
of healing. This probably accounted for the high mortality rate 
in the clinic which gave it a bad reputation, and this in turn 
further diminished trust in the efficacy of modern medicine.
Fr. Joseph's attitude was not merely a significant 
contribution to the legitimacy of claims made by the Kints 
movement. It also made my Gamagai informants understand that 
Fr. Joseph and the mission sided with their political ambitions 
in the Rulna area.
14.2.1_____The political implication of Fr.Joseph's endorsement
Fr. Joseph and his Catholic mission had in fact attempted 
to distance themselves from Gamagai political ambitions in the 
Rulna area. The first missionary in Rulna, Fr Jan Bartoszek 
forged a close personal relationships with the Paige big man 
Wai. To this day Wai has never accepted baptism from either 
the Catholics or Lutherans. The two men often visited each 
other and Wai was Fr Jan's main consultant on local culture
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(Bartoszek, 1976) . The latter also spent a lot of time among 
the Mabuge in the Moga area.
His successors, Fr. Joseph, and the lay missionary 
Br.Paul, forged strong and almost exclusive bonds with the 
Gamagai. This situation was accentuated after the Mabuge, 
hitherto co-parishioners, withdrew from Rulna and from the 
parish after the Palge-Tibugga war in the aftermath of the Neka 
court case (February 1982; Ch.12.2.5) . The mission's 
relationships with Wai from the Paige tribe did not survive the 
transfer of Fr. Jan from Rulna. Wai's place was taken by Hints, 
who enjoyed the respect of the new missionary. In the second 
half of 1982 the Catholic Rulna parish consisted of all Gamagai 
Catholic with the exception of eight Tibugga-Kenike people who 
lived in Rulna near the Gamagai lands. The all-Gamagai mission 
status was nurtured and emphasized by the Gamagai as being 
advantageous and the Gamagai orators made public announcements 
which emphasized time and again their exclusive status with the 
mission. During the mourning ceremony for a Tibugga man,
Timbi, in December 1981 and later in May 1982, during the 
mortuary ceremony in Tigi after the death of a Manimbi man,
Raia, the Gamagai tirelessly belaboured their exclusive 
association with the mission, naming it "our mission" ("misin 
teninga") . For instance, councillor Kuk said that the mission 
and the Gamagai were like one institution, the best in the area, 
"namba wan kompani", and that the missionaries and the Gamagai 
were going to be "buried in the same grave". To be buried in 
the same grave was used to indicate the existence of a special 
relationships. At the time of forging a special relationships
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the parties would say "we will live like clansmen and be buried 
in the same grave."
Needless to say, this image of partiality was vigorously 
denied on the same occasions by the missionaries, who attempted 
to portray their work as directed to all the inhabitants of 
Rulna. They emphasized that their presence at the funerals held 
in the Rulna area and contributions to the mortuary feasts were 
done in their own name and not at the behest of the Gamagai.
(Br.Paul's speeches at Tibugga and Manimbi funerals).
By saying "our mission" the Gamagai did not consider the 
mission to be their institution but a separate entity with whom 
they had an "eating and working" relationships. The informants 
referred to the mission relationships as "two birds sitting in 
one (Rulna) nest". By contrast the pan-Gamagai Kints movement 
was called the "Gamagai bone", something integral to the tribe 
itself. A special relationships was considered to be possible 
between "two birds" and with those of "one's own bones" but they 
were different (Kewa, Kints).
By way of illustration informants claimed that "before the 
Kints movement the Gamagai tribe had been the nest for seven 
birds, seven Gamagai clans, who had promised to live together". 
Since the Kints movement had gained momentum the Gamagai were 
"one bird" and the mission was "another bird". As birds in one 
nest are of the same feather and the same flesh though different 
birds, so were the Gamagai and the mission. "Eating Holy 
Communion" formed the basis for the special relationships and
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made them of the same body: muglamp tenta, sharing the same 
muglamp power.
The role the mission played among the Gamagai became 
culturally fully integrated into the intra-tribal political and 
cultural scene through the advent of the hints movement. It 
was emphasized during meetings that the movement as a whole was 
in a special relationships with the mission. One Saturday in 
June 1982 the meeting of the members of the movement went on 
until late and ended with a promise that all its members would 
go to Communion the next day at Sunday Mass because "they should 
eat the Communion together with the missionaries to make the 
special relationships between them and the movement strong" 
(hints) .
In the view of members of the hints movement the bilateral 
relationships with the mission bestowed on the movement an aura 
of partnership and authenticity. The Gamagai-mission 
relationships was called the "hints-Fr. Joseph relationships." 
The relationships with the mission consolidated the claims of 
the movement to represent the whole of the Gamagai. It also 
explained and justified the ideology of moral convergence 
between the mission and the clan, especially since the mission 
originally introduced the notionof a "basic Christian 
community". In the "community" the Gamagai claimed to live as 
clansmen, wamp manga rapa.
The convergence of the moral standards of the mission and 
the Gamagai clan also required an intellectual effort to provide 
a translation between Christian and clan-based concepts and
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ritual forms. This translation was done entirely on their own 
by the Gamagai without ever engaging the mission in the process. 
But a significant part of this process during movement meetings 
was played by a former medical orderly, Mikel Kewa.
14.3 The levels of Michel Kewa's cultural translations
The impulse to provide translations of Christian moral 
notions and terminology can be seen as originating in the 
following considerations:
i. adoption of Christian terminology to furnish 
traditional moral notions operational within the clan structure 
with modern, mission legitimisation;
ii. referring this terminology eg.love, to the terminology 
valid within clan kinship in order to furnish Christian 
terminology with a sense of meaning deriving from Gamagai lived 
experience of intra clan relationships;
iii. providing the translations with an uncritical 
interpretation whereby a replacement of the Biblical and Western 
cultural-social background of Christianity was made through a 
wholesale application of sometimes ingenious and sometimes 
simple analogies.
The latter forms (iii) could be divided into :
i. Pictorial forms depicting Biblical stories in the 
context of a Melanesian physical and social environment;
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ii. forms suggesting moral evaluation of traditional 
activities and cultural traits in terms of Christian 
terminology;
iii. forms providing Melpa terminology as a translation for 
Christian moral issues, so that catechists could engage in a 
direct interpretation into local vernacular of Sunday 
sermons delivered by missionaries in Pidgin.
All of these forms of interpretations, which should be 
seen as literal sign-to-sign like translations, were finding 
their way into Gamagai culture concurrently with Mikel Kewa's 
work. There were' fundamentalist Christian publications 
marketed in the Christian Bookshop in Mt.Hagen. In such case 
the translation was primarily made outside the Gamagai cultural 
milieu and found its way to Rulna without the Catholic mission's 
assistance. Those publications were welcomed by the Gamagai who 
gladly displayed them on church walls and subsequently on Pol 
Poia's chapel walls. Such material triggered a secondary 
response in which the Melanesian reality of Christianity was 
further adapted to specific Rulna conditions. This adaptation 
was then later opened to Gamagai scrutiny and assimilation, 
articulated further in dreams and stories visibly influenced by 
the primary visual translation of the Bible done outside the 
Gamagai cultural milieu. (See Appendix D).
14.3.1 The calendar biblical scenes and Gamagai responses
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A colourful, glossy calendar depicting Biblical scenes, 
published by the Publication Department of The Evangelical 
Brotherhood Church, Lae, was hung in the Rulna church by the 
church leader Ohra. In May 1982 part of the calendar was moved 
to Pol Poia's chapel. The pages depicted :
i. The expulsion from Eden;
ii. The Cain and Abel sacrifices;
iii. The Flood and the Ark;
iv. Moses receiving the Ten Commandments;
v. Abraham offering his son to God;
vi. Jesus turning water into wine in Galilee, and
vii. Jesus raising Lazarus from the dead.
The Catholic mission in Rulna did not teach the Old 
Testament but concentrated exclusively on the New Testament.
The calendar had twelve pictures: seven depicting scenes from 
the Old Testament and five depicting scenes from the New 
Testament. The Gamagai made a selection by taking seven 
pictures to the chapel and leaving the rest in the Rulna church. 
The Gamagai choice leaned even more towards the Old Testament 
than the selection of the calendar's publishers. The Old 
Testament was represented by five out of seven pictures while 
the New Testament was represented by two pictures.
A free interpretation of Biblical stories in terms of 
Gamagai concerns found its way into popular fire-side 
conversations in the evenings. These stories were told with 
confidence and listened to with credulity. There was no 
vocabulary distinction in the Gamagai language between the
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concepts of knowing and the concept of belief in relation to 
biblical stories. An historical and factual perspective on the 
depicted scenes seemed not to be developed among the Gamagai.
Fr. Joseph was asked whether those pictures depicting Biblical 
scenes were made by photographic camera and whether he himself 
had lived through the scenes shown on the pictures.
When the mission hosted a traveller from Israel named 
Szymon, he jokingly mentioned to the Gamagai that "he was from 
the tribe who killed Jesus Christ". Soon after this flippant 
remark a crowd of people arrived to quizz Szymon for further 
details. The gathering wanted to know whether it was his father 
who had killed Jesus, why he had done it, did his father see 
Jesus' face when he had Killed Him, etc. The gathering was 
inquisitive, not hostile, but betraying total lack of a Western 
historical perspective or any sense of distance from biblical 
times.
In the adaptation of biblical scenes to the Gamagai 
reality the perspective used was four generations from the story 
teller. Mikel Kewa distinguished himself as a biblical story 
teller. Kewa was in his early thirties. He claimed that the 
stories he was telling had happened to Hints' father. The 
genealogy of the clan ghosts and tipokai went back two 
generations from the living clans (wo)man while the founding 
ancestors of the tribe were believed to be four generations 
back. The biblical stories four generations removed from the 
narrator were meant to create an impression of historical 
timelessness, though in terms of Gamagai historical memory this 
spanned about eighty to one hundred years.
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The issues raised and developed by the hints movement were 
fuelling an imagination which prompted narrators to see scenes 
in the light of current issues. The content of the stories 
recounted was in a sense a cultural hermeneutic. An 
interpretation of an alien religious truth from the position of 
the lived reality of the interpreter rather than the historical 
reality of the biblical event provided dynamism to the act of 
story telling. According to Kewa the picture depicting male and 
female figures with Melanesian physical features (Adam and Eve) 
scarcely clad in fig leaves and being herded out of the Garden 
by an angel brandishing a sword meant:
The angel was angry that the couple were worshipping 
tipokit (bad spirits). He told them, "if you prefer to 
have Satan as your father rather than me you must go 
away". The place they stayed (the Garden) was near Kotna 
and the angel cast them out to the Jimi forest. He said 
there was no place in Kotna for them (Michael Kewa).
The picture depicting the murder of Cain gave rise to the 
following story :
There were two men who gave offerings to Purwa. One 
of the men offered a big sow and the other offered some 
vegetables. So Purwa got angry about the man who offered 
vegetables and said to him: "I was giving you something
good, I was fighting the tipokit spirit for you. Why do 
you offer me a rubbish offering?" But Purwa had said to 
the other man: "I enjoyed your offering of a pig. I will 
make you strong because you are a good man and know how to 
behave and you are giving me a pig." So this first man 
named Cain was angry with the man called Abel, whom Purwa 
liked. He killed Abel. Purwa was very cross and asked 
Cain why he killed Abel. Was Abel from another tribe or 
what? It was a bad thing to kill Abel because they two 
were of the same "body", they ate and worked together. So 
Purwa called the man Cain a bad man and promised not to 
send the mission to him. You will live like a wild man a 
kopon. Now all the people are good and clever like the 
man Abel or stupid and wild and magic makers and drunkards 
like the man Cain (Kewa) .
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The picture about the Flood and the Ark was told in this
f orm :
Once all New Guinea people spoke the same language 
and were one people, like one big clan. They never fought 
and never killed each other. But then a big rain came and 
flooded all the valleys leaving only the tops of the hills 
dry. People all moved to the hills and soon lost contact 
with each other. The Gamagai went to Mt.Kiluwa. The 
Paige went to Mt.Moga and Mabuge to M t .Onara.Those three 
groups could call each other from the tops of the 
mountains so they did not forget the language and now they 
speak the same language. Other groups were far away and 
they forgot the Melpa language and now they speak some 
other language which the Gamagai do not understand. Not 
all the Gamagai stayed on the same hill. They stayed on 
three hills: the Rogombo ana Pakanimbo on one hill, the 
Pwentimbo, Rolombo and Kaner.bo on the second one and 
Kankelembo and Marakei on the third hill. Then a good 
man called Noa came by boat and brought all the Gamagai to 
one hill. Noa said that it was not good that they were 
separated by water and lived like different tribes. Noa 
was sent by Purwa to put all she Gamagai clans on one 
hill. Since then Rogombo ar.d Pakanimbo call each other 
"twin birds" and they organise moka or make gardens 
together.
The picture depicting Moses an Mt.Sinai was told in this
form :
Before the mission came the people did not have law. 
They were running like wild pigs, they were beating each 
other up, they"were making rain magic, they brewed 
intoxicating drinks and were often drunk. So God was 
upset about it and sent the mission. Then God gave Fr 
Ross some power to go and help all the Gamagai people. He 
gave him some stones. This is the reason why now the 
Gamagai call the power and the stones by the same word the 
ku fPunk) .
The picture of Abraham about to offer his son to God was 
understood as:
One old man ran out of pigs. He wanted to offer 
something to tipokai but did not want to offer vegetables 
because he remembered how angry tipokai was when the man 
called Cain tried to offer vegetables. So he thought of 
offering and killing his son. Purwa was very angry and 
said : "Old man, are you drunk to consider doing such
things? You cannot kill your clansman. Never. If you do 
not have pigs to offer you are a rubbish man but if you 
try to kill your clansman you are mad and you will die 
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About the picture with Jesus turning water into wine, Kewa
told the following story:
Jesus went to some people and asked the hosts where 
the water they were drinking came from. The host answered 
that he did not know.Jesus was angry and said he was not 
going to drink water when he did not now where it had been 
taken from. It could have been bad water to drink. So he 
changed this water into wine. He said that the wine was 
like his blood and they should drink it in very small 
sips and only during the Masses. Otherwise they should 
drink water from the streams which do not flow near any 
households (Kewa).
About the picture of Jesus raising Lazarus from the dead, 
Kewa explained:
Jesus returned to his household after being away for 
some time. He was told that His clansman called Lazarus 
had died. Jesus was angry and complained that nobody had 
called Him when Lazarus was about to die. Jesus said that 
Lazarus could not die without His presence, that all 
clansmen had to be around the dying clansman’s body 
because they had to learn in whose body the dying man 
would deposit his part of the all clan's power, muglamp. 
So Jesus ordered Lazarus to return to his body and die 
again in His presence (Kewa).
The chapel was decorated by another publication of the 
Evangelical Brotherhood Church brought by one of the Gamagai 
from Mt.Hagen. The glossy picture presented a Melanesian man 
with a big oversized heart painted black. Outside the heart was 
a shiny edition of the "Gut nius" (The Good News) on one side of 
the man’s head and a shiny fire on the other side of his head. 
Inside the heart there were pictures of a bird of paradise, a 
rat, a dog, a snake, a pig, a cassowary and a frog. Next to him 
was a figure of a Devil with horns and wings holding a trident 
and dressed only in a red string apron.
The successive pictures illustrated the process of 
conversion to Christianity. There were two men whose hearts
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were similarly embued with native values, symbolised by 
animals. One man, however, received the 'Gut nius' Bible into 
his heart and thus exorcised all the animal creatures from 
himself. The other man did not allow the Bible to enter his 
heart. Another picture story showed the former smiling and 
rejoicing at his death which took place in a hygenic, modern 
kol haus. His head was on a soft pillow, his body on a woven 
mat, the holy book in his hands, a white skinned angel was 
softly leading his spirit away. The second man, who never 
received the Bible, was dying in despair, while all the animal 
creatures in his heart were busy tearing his body to pieces, 
until the fires of Hell consumed him.
This picture, unlike the others illustrating biblical 
stories, was (perhaps fortunately) difficult to interpret in 
local terms. Kewa thought that it might have been dealing with 
the problems of some other tribes but not the Gamagai. He could 
not fathom the meaning of the images of the bird of paradise, 
the dog and the pig. He said that it must be some metaphor, tok 
bokis, but that it would need Fr. Joseph to decipher its 
meaning. Whether understood or not, the pictures adorned the 
walls as an expression of their general idea, not entirely 
absorbed by the Gamagai, of what they used to call mission 
customs (Kewa, Dokta).
"Mission customs", most Gamagai believed, could not be 
comprehended by individual Catholics. Rather they constituted a 
form of tok bokis (metaphorical) communication understood only 
by specific tribes or by people in the mission hierarchy. My 
questions about some aspects of Christian lore which were
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recounted every Sunday by Fr. Joseph but which obviously 
remained obscure for the congregation were explained away. The 
given message was not necessarily to be understood by them 
because it would be understood by the catechists. Some other 
passages were believed not to be understood by the catechists 
either, but these could be understood by Br.Paul. Or if not 
Br.Paul then Fr. Joseph, and so on to the Bishop. According to 
the Gamagai the hierarchical power of the church corresponded 
with the ability to interpret the metaphorical expressions of 
the Bible and mission customs.
None of the Gamagai had ever seen a lamb and thus did not 
understand the incantation repeated ceremonially during the 
Mass, "sip sip biiong God yu kisim pekato bilong yumi", "Lamb of 
God take away the sins of the world." Mikel Kewa and Punk, who 
had at one stage gone through the preparation course for future 
Lutheran catechists in a school at Kotna made sense of it by 
connecting lamb offerings to the Gamagai offering of pigs. They 
also thought that Fr. Joseph's translation of the notion of 
"God's love" into Tok Pisin "givim bei" (giving stomach; in 
Melpa "amb/wu tetem”) was somehow inappropriate. The 
vernacular amb tetem was the literal translation of the Pidgin 
words and this meant "making pregnant". Only Kewa and Punk 
among the whole congregation thought that there could be a 
better wording found in the Melpa language than that implying 
that God makes you pregnant. The catechist Kaip like the rest 
of his congregation remained passive in the face of translations 
which often did not have, even upon reflection, an easily 
decipherable meaning.
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There were Gamagai whc had problems with these ambiguities 
of the Christian massage ana they remined unbaptised. The 
single main reason they gave was that they feared they would 
fail in the knowledge test to which new devotees were subjected 
after six months of religious preparation. Among them was Wag, 
who, as a young man had beer, the church leader and a mission 
supporter. He never got baptised because he could not 
understand the supposed metaphorical talk used by the 
catechists. Wag was one of the main figures in the Kints 
movement. He said that he hoped that through taking part in all 
the meetings he would understand mission custom. The prominence 
and popularity of Mikel Kewa grew partly out of his ability to 
find some relevance in the mission customs to Gamagai reality.
That Fr. Joseph and the catechists could not be approached 
for explanations was tacticly understood, in the same way that 
it was accepted that true understanding came about through the 
power of one's numan. Questioning was considered to reveal 
one's inadequacies and was therefore not practised. If one's 
mind was not on the right level to understand metaphorical talk 
then there was no point in revealing one's position (Kints, 
Dokta). This was consistent with the Gamagai concept of 
knowledge acquisition in general (see Ch.3).
14.4 Faith as the power providing immunity against illnesses
Although on many occasions informants stressed the 
differences between mission diseases and Gamagai clan or tribal 
diseases this differentiation was fraught with inconsistencies. 
There became more prevalent as the categorical differences
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between the mission and the Gamagai basic Christian community 
became blurred through the adoption of a moral terminology which 
was operational in both categories. One such term was faith. 
Faith was held to be a quantitive entity possessed by 
individuals. The amount of a person's faith could be gleaned 
through observation of his behaviour and the behaviour of those 
reputed to be endowed with it.
Among the Catholic Gamagai strong faith characterised big 
men. The men without big reputation were seen to have small, 
weak faith. As with the individually held power of numan, the 
power of faith protected an individual from the assaults of 
tipokit spirits and sc from ailments. The great test of the 
strength of one's faich was a visit to the Jimi forest where 
one risked exposure to attacks by tipokit. Fr. Joseph's 
prestige was consequently boosted among the Gamagai whenever he 
returned from his pastoral trips to the Jimi area without 
contracting any illnesses. The reason for this was cited as 
being due to his faith. Likewise, possession of Christian faith 
could provide the Gamagais with the same sort of protection.
The June 1982 pastoral trip to the Jimi area was a typical 
trip, one which Fr. Joseph undertook every three months. On 
this particular trip he was accompanied by Ruminj, Dokta and 
Kult as well as four Kopon men sent to Rulna as guides by the 
Kopon people. For Fr. Joseph, mustering Gamagai volunteers for 
his trips was never an easy task. A week before the planned 
departure three men who earlier agreed to do the trip, Kar, Kewa 
and Rot, withdrew claiming that they did not feel that they had
sufficiently strong faith to take part in the trip. This faith
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was believed to be enhanced by regular attendance at Sunday 
Masses and taking Holy Communion. Kar, Kewa and Rot claimed 
that their attendance at Mass had diminished and they now feared 
the consequences of their negligence if they went to the Jimi 
forests. Ruming, Kuk and Dokta took their places.
At the first bivouac in the forest the Gamagai assistants 
refused to sleep. They kept vigil around the fire all night, 
claiming that when they slept their faith lost attentiveness and 
made them vulnerable to the assaults of the tipokit (Dokta, 
Ruminj). They used the term "faith" in a manner analogous to 
numan which was used in the context of clan life. Fr. Joseph's 
willingness to sleep and his composure in the face of what they 
considered to be real and imminent danger earned him the credit 
of having strong faith sufficient to protect him even during his 
sleep. The next night the Gamagai men slept in turns. The dog 
barking at the darkness of night was for them confirmation that 
they were being watched by the invisible eyes of the tipokit 
spirits.
Once among the Kopon and Maring people the danger of 
tipokit assault decreased. Fr. Joseph began his round of sermon 
deliveries and daily Mass celebrations, attended by all three 
Gamagai. Then, two weeks later, on the day of departure they 
received the Holy Communion in order, they said, to boost the 
power of their faith. The chloroquin tablets dispensed by Fr. 
Joseph as an extra precaution was not thought much of. The 
tablets, they gleaned from past experiences, were an unreliable 
protection. Instead they claimed to place their trust in the 
two weeks of intensive church participation and Holy Communion
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to fend off the challenge of the tipokits. Additionally the 
trip back was considered somewhat safer since the tipokit 
already knew their smell and this familiarity was believed to 
work to their advantage.
The reality of the existence of tipokit in the area was 
tangible to these Gamagai. Upon the sodden appearance of a 
lonely Kopon hunter in the evening at the first camp site they 
were convinced that he was a tipokit. They were anxious that 
Fr. Joseph offer him neither cigarettes nor food lest, they 
explained later, the Gamagai should enter into a special 
relationships with the Devil. The disappearance of the hunter 
into the darkness was greeted with relief. Dokta developed a 
high temperature and this was blamed on the meeting in the 
forest; the trip was delayed by one day.
At each camp the Gamagai men had been very careful not to 
leave any traces, even choosing to start a fire by the difficult 
traditional method of rubbing a piece of wood with a vine over a 
patch of dry grass, in order, they explained, to avoid the 
sulphuric smell of burning matches. All leftovers of food and 
tins were thrown into the river. All defecation and urination 
was done in the river as well. Dokta later was able to explain 
why he got sick rather than Ruminj or Kuk. While among the 
Kopons, he said, he had tried some intoxicating brew prepared by 
means of boiling a vine. Though it was a very small dosage he 
had felt dizzy that night. Dokta thought that even such a minor 
indulgence must have weakened his faith, exposing him to tipokit 
assaults more than others who had not tried the brew.
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This reasoning reflected the suspicious attitude towards 
intoxicants and aphrodisiacs. Both practices were forbidden by 
traditional culture on the pragmatic grounds that they 
diminished the power of a man's individual numan if he got 
either voluntarily intoxicated or was exposed unknowingly to 
aphrodisiac charms.
14,4.1_____ The soul in terms of Gamagai moral consciousness and
practice
The Gamagai refered to Communion as "food for the soul" 
according to an analogy with food and bodily vigour and 
strength. The well-fed, strong soul was able to fight off the 
assaults of the Devil (Dokta) . The Gamagai came to believe that 
God and tipokai fought with Satan and tip ok it spirits for 
control over the human soul.
In Dokta's case this was powerfully manifested in his 
dreams (see Ch.8 and 11). They clearly indicate his inner 
divisivness and tension as well as his impetus to seek the good 
in a critical situation. He had to make the right choice 
without knowing its outcome in advance. All his dreams have 
the same basic pattern. From an initial situation (eg. his own 
death, see Ch.11.3.3.1) he advances along a path and comes to the 
point of division. This is the critical moment. Significantly 
there is always a pair of contrasting beings (a white and black 
man, Ch.8.5.3; a man and a boy, Ch.11.3.3.1/ or an old man and a 
big dog, 8.7.1) . Dokta is quizzed and has to choose the right 
path. One is into Hell and other Heaven. In all his dreams he 
chooses the right one and "wins".
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Within the clan it was the practice of watching (kandrom 
ka:nt ) which would build up the intention (min tipam) for any 
successful action. Min was an individualised animating force 
present in each human being and animal. It manifested itself by 
breathing. Tipam was an impulse, a movement of air which 
provided the agitating nudge setting the min on its course of 
action. Thus it came about that the proper intention, i.e. to 
side one's forces with Christian lore, was considered to be 
enough for God and tipokai to win over one's soul.
In the light of this reasoning it was considered important 
for the strength of the Kints movement that all baptised Gamagai 
attend Sunday Masses and accept Holy Communion. It was also 
said that by doing so the Gamagai would create "love" which 
would be good for the tribe. Dokta told me that one Sunday he 
had not attended the morning Mass because it was a long way for 
him to walk to church, and he had no watch to know the time, nor 
did he hear the church bell. However, he added that he had had 
the min tipam to go to the church and this could have been 
considered almost as good as actually attending the service. He 
said that he had "watched" (kandrom ka:nt) Holy Communion the 
Sunday before and this must have made min tipam, his intention, 
strong. Dokta told me that although he did not actually receive 
Communion, by his act of "watching" he effectively had done so. 
He offered an explanation that watching kept the strength of his 
faith in an alert state. While this activity could be 
insufficient to protect him in the Jimi forest from tipokit 
assaults, for he had also drank the intoxicant, it was, he
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assured me, enough for him to be considered a contributor to the 
strength of Gamagai "love" as the outcome of the Holy Communion.
In the light of the foregoing, Dokta's situation and the 
cultural implications of his dreams can be more fully 
understood. They entirely articulate the traditional view of 
the relationships between the power of numan and the person. 
Numan does not grow unless one makes it so. Thus the personal 
intention to work on one's own numan is culturally presupposed. 
The dreams are a testimony of Dokta's inner life. His min, to 
which dream experiences are due, had the intention of wanting 
good rather than bad because of Dokta's strong numan. The 
dreams also clearly show the Gamagai view that one can not be in 
a passive relation with external agencies, be they tipokai or 
tipokit, whether in dreams or wakefulness.
This is also why the Gamagai saw sickness as a personal 
moral responsibility. But by the same token there is no formula 
to secure the outcome of the original intention which directs 
one to work on his numan. This is ultimately itself 
indeterminate, or better, determined by whims. Accordingly 
Dokta or any Gamagai is absolved of his failures to achieve a 
strong numan, faith, or love. As dreams indicate, there is no 
way to predetermine the critical choice. One can win but one 
can also lose. This suggests that the ultimate whimsical 
determination of intention, the choice of oneself, is relative 
to chance outcomes. Therefore one is ultimately a sinner, an 
ill person or sufferer, by chance not by choice.
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14.4.2 Removal of the catechist Miti and the rise of Mikel
Kewa
As part of the move towards awareness within the 
Christian community, there arose a demand to remove catechist 
Miti from his duty. Fr. Joseph agreed. Catechist Miti had gone 
to the party of Councillor Palinge with a box of beer. He had 
proceeded to sell the beer to party goers at a profit. In the 
meantime he consumed a few bottles himself. One of the guests 
was Ruminj who objected to Miti's behaviour on the grounds that 
he was profiteering on beer which had been bought with money 
received for services as a catechist in the Rulna church and 
that he himself had become drunk. Consequently Ruminj sued Miti 
in the Village Court and was awarded compensation from Miti for 
both offences. The Court magistrates agreed with Ruminj that 
Miti's drunkenness had violated the standards of big manship 
required from a catechist.
Mikel Kewa had become the main mediator of Christian ideas 
and practices. He "talked well", "he did not talk lies, he 
talked truth; Kewa did not talk metaphorically, he talked 
straight". Apart from interpreting biblical stories, Kewa 
advanced the notion that Christian "love" was the clan-based 
notion of muglamp power. He reiterated beliefs that muglamp 
was a power shared by all clan members and that muglamp could 
not be taken away from the clan. Neither did it die with a 
clansman; nor could it be taken by him into the world of the 
dead. Muglamp grew through individual efforts with the growth 
of the numan and, furthermore, could be shared with allies with 
whom a special relationships had been forged.
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Creation of the basic Christian community in effect 
facilitated the merger of all individualised clan muglamp 
powers, creating one big, strong muglamp pool. Additionally 
this pool of power was enhanced by the mission muglamp power 
through the Gamagai's special relationships with the mission.
If the Gamagai kept ail mission commandments, if they led life 
as if they were all members of the same clan, God himself would 
forge a special relationships with them and they would have 
more power than any tribe or former war alliance had ever had in 
the whole area (Kewa).
Kewa suggested that one way to distribute muglamp power 
among members of the alliance was through a ceremonial feast of 
a sacrificed pig's liver mixed with herbs. He said that the 
Holy Communion was just such a feast and all Gamagai should 
partake. It was also, he assured them, the meal in which God 
participated, a notion which further strengthened the idea of a 
special relationships, a covenant between the Gamagai and God. 
This sharing of the muglamp powers with God was called, 
according to Kewa, "God's Love". Another form of such a 
ceremonial meal was the the pig sacrifice to tipokai conducted 
at the mountain lakeside.
In the second half of 1982 there was was strongly 
increased support for the relationships with the mission.
Studies of both church and Communion attendance show increased 
numbers. In October 1982 thirteen out of twenty-one unbaptised 
people declared their wish to get baptised. The mission was 
still unaware of the Kints movement, which had led to the
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revitalisation of the pro mission mood. Such enthusiastic 
support for the mission had not been felt since the early days 
of the mission's first permanent presence in Rulna in the years 
1965-68 .
The missionaries suspected that the Pope's projected visit 
to Mt.Hagen might have provided an incentive for tanim bei, 
"turning one's stomach upside down", i.e. conversion to 
Christianity. Upon checking this, however, it became clear to 
me that the Gamagai had not heard about the imminent visit 
(Numdi, Kewa). They had their own local, powerful 
preoccupations and considerations, independent and oblivious of 
any Vatican plans. Their Christianity looked neither towards 
the Vatican nor towards the mission itself for direct guidance 
and approval.
Such is the story of how Catholicism, called in Rulna the 
"mission law" or "the mission custom", provided the Gamagais 
with inspiration. It is a chronicle of their indigenous 
imaginative and creative response.
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CHAPTER 15
CONCLUSION
15.1 Introduction
The Gamagai relationship with the mission was characterised 
by a high degree of tribal cultural autonomy. The mission 
presence in Rulna and Christian teaching served as a catalyst 
for cultural changes animated and carried out by indigenous 
agencies. The cultural transformations which came as a result 
of the social process perpetrated by the Kints movement were 
syncretic. The Gamagai incorporated elements of Christian lore 
and moral teaching, fusing these into their hitherto constructed 
social structure and its ascription of differentiated, 
stereotyped behaviour to various existing social categories. 
The Gamagai clan was a centre and starting point for this 
process of differentiation of the social universe. In this 
thesis I have referred to this process as one of moral 
generalization and moral categorisation.
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The crux of cultural changes among the Gamagai came with 
the realisation that mission teaching and values represented 
categorical similarities with the basic values and practices 
already carried on within the clan. The indigenous recognition 
of these similarities resulted in a gradual translation of 
Christian concepts into local ones. Hence Catholic Christianity 
as preached by the mission became both accessible and meaningful 
to the Gamagai. The translation made Gamagai tribes(wo)men 
associated with the Kints movement realised that a true 
translation implied a broadening of the social base to which 
Christianity addressed itself i.e. a going beyond the clan.
This broadened social base in which Christian terminology 
realised its meaning in terms of traditional moral criteria, 
hitherto operationalexclusively within the clan, came to 
embrace the entire Gamagai tribe. It fulfilled the mission's 
quest for a community based on its teaching, the so called 
"basic Christian community".
This cultural change resulted in a convergence of clan- 
based values and meanings with the mission's values, and an 
expansion of this meaning to include the social category of the 
Gamagai tribe as a whole. This convergence was facilitated by 
the following factors:
i. successful translation and assimilation of mission 
ideology into the indigenous cultural modes;
ii. placing both the mission and cultural translations 
within the indigenous matrix of meaning characterised by 
moral considerations;
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iii. placing the relationship with the mission in an 
indigenously familiar cultural mode, characterised by 
viewing reality in terms of the dynamic process of 
contrasts and mediation formation.
The formulation of contrasts and working towards 
mediation was not traditionally understood in terms of a 
categorical good/evil opposition. For example, the category of 
clan ghosts, kur manga rapa, was not traditionally seen as a 
unified category of good. The ghosts were seen as the source 
of both abundance and prosperity on the one hand and the givers 
of suffering and death on the ether. Their propensity for 
erratic actions formed an ambiguous factor within this 
category, making it impossible for clansmen to decide whether 
the ghosts were unequivocally good or bad .
Traditionally, clansmen did not attempt to arrive at any 
judgement about whether the clan ghosts were good or bad. They 
simply referred to the ghosts by the clan name and individual 
names, e.g. the Rogombo kur manga rapa and the Mak kur or 
Warna kur, to name Kints's parents ghosts. Similarly, the wild 
spirits, the sources of many diseases, were not considered to 
be unconditionally bad. Though believed to be a parasite on a 
sick person's body, once removed by the healer they were 
customarily released rather than destroyed.
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Both categories of spirits, though well-defined, were not 
explicitly dichotomised in relationship to each other. This 
attitude was also objectified in territorial symbolism. The 
clan lands believed to be inhabited by the kur manga rapa 
ghosts were located within the lands believed to be inhabited by 
the wild spirits. Likewise the identity of the clan was both 
based on internal ethos and values and in relationship to others 
with whom the clan formed special relationship associations.
The cultural transformation among the Gamagai which took 
place in the late seventies and early eighties developed this 
traditional dualistic notion into a stronger differentiation of 
contrarieties than was hitherto the case. The introduction of 
the new categories of tipokai (good spirits) and kai kona 
(good lands) became contrasted by attaching "good" to the above 
mentioned categories. Similarly were formed tipokit (bad 
spirits) and kit kona (bad lands).
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The radicalisation of categorical differentiation 
observable in the late seventies and the early eighties could 
have been a characteristic feature of the Gamagai tribal life 
before this time, but this pre-dates my two years of fieldwork. 
The Gamagai enforced migration in the late '40s early '50s into 
the Jimi Valley, and their division into the Tigi and Rulna 
groups invite a cautious and tentative approach to this issue. 
The mood of success characteristic among the Gamagai in the late 
'70s and early '80s encouraged confidence and a radicalisation 
of categorisations with the emphasis shifting as the basic 
social unit of identification. In the case of the Gamagai the 
shift in basic social identity from the clan to the tribe was a 
gradual transition which preserved the values of the clan and 
extended them over the unit of the tribe.
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This was rendered feasible by borrowing from the mission 
the moral ideology which was perceived to be equivalent to the 
ideology obtaining within the clan, but was also capacious 
enough to accommodate the social formation of the tribe. As a 
result the formation arrived at, "the basic Christian 
community", was in fact the tribe bonded with the clan-like 
ethos of behaviour and leadership. The characteristic feature 
of this development was that the radicalisation of category and 
the strengthening of tribal bonds carried the ideology of 
restraint and moral consideration inspired by both clan-like and 
Christian-like principles of interpersonal relationships. 
However, this was susceptible to change, and the newly acquired 
sense of confidence and strength could still be intercepted or 
disrupted by a mode of aggressive competition with neighbours 
and political leadership of a tribal kind characterised by 
direct, assertive display of power and domination.
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A further impetus to the assimilation and translation of 
Christian notions into local cultural idioms came from changing 
economic conditions. The acquisition of control over the Rulna 
grocery shop required an accumulation of combined capital which
had been hitherto held in individual Gamagai hands. It was
economically imperative that for economic cooperation a
homogeneous social base existed to create financial trust in
enterprise management. In other words, tribal affiliations were 
an essential basis for economic activity. But formal
affiliation based on tentative political alliances which were in 
turn based on promises did not necessarily bring the ethical 
focus of the shareholders to the subject of their economic 
activity .
The Kints movement, with its insistence on nev; moral 
relationships for the whole Gamagai (a relationship which was 
both rooted in the traditional model of the clan and in the 
modern model of basic Christian community), in fact created a 
moral framework for economic activity. It could be seen that 
the requirement of not cheating or stealing, sanctioned by 
repercussions in the form of sickness and death, was "good for 
business".
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The tendency toward extending the borders of clan-based 
morality to the whole tribe in turn created pressure on the old 
notions of justice. The old notion of justice pervaded Village 
Court verdicts and created tension and feelings of inadequacy 
vis a vis the new developments, embodied and articulated by the 
Kints movement. This pressure was to change the content of 
verdicts so that they could represent the new social and moral 
organisation based on the basic Christian community principles.
15.2 The metaphoric and the metonymic forms of cultural 
differentiation
The theoretical analysis of the cultural process based on 
the interplay of oppositions anc their mediations has been 
articulated by Levi Strauss (1968), Murphy (1971), Wagner (1975) 
and, specifically in relation to Western Highlands societies, by 
M. Strathern (1982). Changes within Gamagai society can be 
also understood by means of M. Strathern's theoretical 
differentiation between metaphoric and metonymic forms of 
person/wealth symbolic constitution (see also A. Strathern, 
1984:43). She identifies the former as being characteristic of 
Wiru society in the Southern Highlands Province and the latter 
as a characteristic of the Melpa, Western Highlands societies. 
This can be further extended to other aspects of Melpa-Gamagai 
culture.
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The metaphoric type of leadership is one based on the 
moral authority of the leader, the deliverance of ritual 
services and contributions to group cohesion. The metonymic 
form of leadership is based on a direct display of power, a 
system of coercive ways of ensuring support and notions of 
expansion of the basis of power rather than preservation of 
intra-group cohesion. It can be argued that Gamagai culture 
was characterised by its tendency to organise social and 
cultural life as an interplay of metaphoric and metonymic 
perspectives on social organisation, political divisions and 
relationships with the mission. This interplay can also be seen 
as an interaction between an understanding based both on direct 
recognition of the literal, i.e. the sign, and on an 
understanding derived from a cognitive manipulation which 
assimilates new forms and concepts through an indirect, image­
like operation, seeking metaphorical, hidden relationships 
within cultural forms already present in the society.
Both metonymic and metaphoric forms of understanding 
and assimilating were operative in the Gamagai's relation to 
the mission and Christianity. The literal, metonymic mode of 
comprehension of Christian iconography (calendar, moralizing 
pictures in the Pol Poia chapel) was inter-meshed with elaborate 
forms of translation of the Christian moral message in 
reference to a clan-based morality (eg. 'love' to numan) . The 
overall meaning derived from such a double bonding, the 
metonymic way, and the metaphoric way created a powerful effect 
borne out of both understanding and sentiment.
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15.2.1 The metaphoric and metonymic elements in Gamagai
society
The basic social division used by the Gamagai was based on 
the notion of the difference between being of one planting 
stock (wu kai teninga) and not being of the same stock (wu 
kit kemp rondr) . This division represents respectively the 
difference between one's own clan and other people's clans. 
It is in fact the basis for the post-colonial distinction 
between good (kai) and bad (kit) . It can be said that this 
distinction also implies the metaphoric and metonymic forms of 
the constitution of the total social field. This is reflected 
in the clearly intelligible symbolism used to characterise the 
values, language and forms of leadership associated with each 
one of these two categories. The basic division was realised by 
the differentiation between the clan and the tribe. The clan- 
based bigman (purwa wu) was likened to still waters, or the 
mountain lake water (nu kidekai) , while the tribe-based big 
man (wu kopong) was habitually likened to fast flowing 
streams, occasionally mighty but without lasting effect.
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Accordingly, the orations of the purwa wu were considered to 
be characterised by metaphoric veiled speech, ik ek, (tok 
bokis) not readily accessible to ordinary people. The ik ek 
was believed to come directly from his numan, and only those 
with equally powerful numan could comprehend its meaning. 
Once uttered such a speech had an influence on listeners without 
their cognitively realising it. It enhanced the overall power 
of his group muglamp power, which would then be demonstrated 
through successful actions. Participation in Sunday church 
sermons came to be seen in these terms. It was not necessary to 
understand the sermons in order to benefit from them (Kewa, 
Kints, Numdi) . This was contrasted with the oration of the 
tribe-based big men ( wu kopong) whose speeches were compared 
to running water. It was considered that not much residual 
value remained once such a speech ( like running water) had 
passed you by.
Relationships within the clan were based on the ideology of 
muglamp as a given, inalienable reality which members 
participated in. Its metaphoric character is implied by the 
fact that it was deeply felt and it had experential 
manifestations, eg. sacrifice, intervention of clan ghosts 
around issues of health, success, calamities and so on. It was 
not finally articulatable and not amenable to the questioning 
"why ?" . It was within this category that guilt showed on the 
skin and truth could not be disguised by words. Within this 
category authority was based on the directly inaccessible power 
of the numan. This power had to manifest itself in speeches, 
deeds and judgements and as such was open to interpretation and 
assessment.
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Furthermore, the development of this power was believed 
to be based on individual observances of "watching" (panam) 
of physical objects, stones and the sun. The relationship 
between the process of watching and its effects on numan was 
mysterious and fundamental, and not of a directly explicit 
nature. It was understood by means of further metaphors. The 
efficacy of watching -was understood as an act of poising, 
reflecting, concentrating in much the same way as the watching 
of the arrow before releasing it was a precondition for a 
successful aiming. As a poised hesitation of an arrow shot 
upwards into the sky was seen to be a precondition for the arrow 
returning back to the ground, rather than "mindlessly" 
disappearing into the clcuds, so watching the stones and the 
sun provided practitioners with skills of detection which 
otherwise would be hidden from them (Numdi, Kints, Kewa). 
Metaphoric understanding overlapped with the intuitive 
perceptions of the seif and was as elusive as was the intimation 
of one's own personhood to oneself.
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By contrast the realm of the "other", the category of the 
tribe and its characteristics, seemed to be intelligible and 
malleable, i.e. could be "made" (k o n g o n ) by a person. The big 
man was the one who could mould reality to suit his interests. 
In this realm the big man could be made ( k o n g o n ) in the same way 
as gardens were made. Thus, the conscious elevation of the 
trouble makers, Pri and Ruminj, to magistrate and committee 
positions transformed them, as it was intended, from aggressive 
individuals into tribal big men, albeit those holding government 
positions. Later on, by popular whim, they were denied the 
coveted position of Councillor in the Rulna election, and the 
position was given to an unobtrusive young man called Pig, just 
for the fun of exercising the power of making the oig man 
(Numdi, Dokta) . Partly too, it was because of his quietness and 
seeming thoughtfulness that he resembled the image of the clan- 
based big man without actually being one (Dokta).
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The power stones called tribal stones (Ambu Kur, El
Mundanda) were functionally different from the personal stones 
employed in the process of watching. Both Ambu Kur and El 
Mundanda were believed to have a direct effect on Gamagai life 
similar to the effect that tribal big men had on the tribe. 
They were not regarded as media for individual development as 
were the clan stones. Rather, they were the direct causative 
powers behind the changes. For that reason they were not 
really considered to be stones at all but in fact living 
persons who chose for the time of the ceremony to appear in a 
stone form without renouncing anything of their actual human 
quality. They were partners with the tribal big men, "married 
to them" for the duration of the ceremony but, unlike actual 
wives of flesh and blood, superior so them in the political 
affairs of the tribe.
The differentiation into social realms based on 
metaphorical and metonymical relationships was also mediated 
through the institutions of special relationships. In this 
mediation the metaphoric interpretation was gaining ground in 
the resultant social formation. The likely reason for this 
outcome was that the metaphorical formation appealed because of 
a sentiment of communal harmony, sharing, and the comforts of 
abundance (Modjeska, 1982).
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The still water metaphor of the clan-based big man was 
powerfully mixed with the mission notion of the font , the holy 
water vessel used for baptism . The holy water from the font 
was beetled during Easter to bless gardens and pigs. The 
lakeside pig sacrifice was both associated with the notion of 
the clan-based bigmanship and the notion of baptism, fertility 
and abundance. Since the tipokai ghosts were located in the 
mountain lake water, this detail further enhanced the effect of 
the symbolism. The transformation, like the moral 
categc r i zat ion, took place from the perspective of the clan. 
The case I have dealt with in this thesis was from the vantage 
point : f the Rogombo clan led by Kints. The mission was never 
absorbed into the new cultural category called the basic 
Christian community; in the same way, the category of the clan 
by no means ceased to exist once it became coextensive with the 
category of the tribe.
It was through accentuating similarities and differences 
between clan and mission that the cultural process inspired by 
Kints progressed. It was also due to the recognisable presence 
of the metonymic and metaphoric attitude toward the mission 
and its teachings that the Kints movement appealed to its 
Gamagai followers. The metonymic attitude was the one in 
which the mission and its role in Rulna were seen as creating 
openings for opportunistic manipulation.
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The mission presence provided an opportunity for the Gamagai to 
advance their position in relation to their neighbours. The 
mission's assistance in developmental projects, its donation of 
the grocery shop and assistance in attracting government 
funding for road improvements and clinic facilities were 
examples of the benefits the Gamagai derived from the mission 
presence.
In declaring their unswerving support for the mission the 
Gamagai emphasised that it would be a shame for all the Gamagai 
if the mission left Rulna. Losing the mission was perceived by 
the Gamagai as a political disaster, since "everybody 
would laugh at us and say that we could not make the mission 
stay" (Ruminj) . This dependant view of the mission was an 
indication that its position among the Gamagai was sufficiently 
strongly established to have entered into a common culture, a 
system of shared beliefs, practices and signs that told the 
tribesmen how to perceive the situation that beset them.
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Alternatively, this attitude could be explained as a form 
of cultural complacency. However, this attitude can be 
contrasted by the other approach, the metaphoric approach to 
the mission. Within this approach, Christian teaching and the 
mission itself had the power to incite imagination to the point 
that it stimulated cultural changes in which traditional 
meanings and structures were re-examined in view of Christian 
teaching and these, in turn, were themselves transformed. 
Cultural developments were not occurring solely as a response to 
the messages contained in mission wording. This teaching was 
experienced in association with the challenges of new, modern 
requirements like running the shop and modifying the law to suit 
the contemporary pattern of intra-clan and intra-tribal 
encounters.
Mission teaching was not seen in abstraction but as a 
behavioural blueprint provided for the Gamagai in order to 
accommodate the modern way of living. This blueprint was seen 
by the Gamagai as pertaining to meanings familiar from the 
moral environment of the clan. It was through this recognition 
of familiarity that the Gamagai were able to respond with 
understanding to mission teaching and come up with translations 
of cultural categories for social action.
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Post scriptum:
I left Rulna before Christmas 1982. The construction of 
the new church was completed a year later. In 1984 Kints died.
I learned from Fr. Joseph and from Dr Paul Gorecki, a 
prehistorian who visited Rulna at the time, that Kints' funeral 
was staged in the way Kints had wished, 'with music, flowers and 
self-decorat ion. In 1985 Fr Joseph left Rulna and PNG, settled 
down in Australia, resigned from the priesthood and has been 
working ever since as a prison councillor. He married a young 
Japanese pianist and has children.
After Fr. Joseph no missionary was sent to Rulna.There is a 
shortage of Catholic missionaries in PNG and many of them work 
in parishes with populations of several thousands of people.
The Rulna mission catered to the needs of about 200 Catholics.
In this situation the Church administration closed Rulna as a 
permanent mission station and reduced it to the status of an 
outstation visited once a month by a missionary from Mun, near 
Mt.Hagen. Br. Paul, though he loved Rulna, was sent to the 
coastal area because his heart condition made it unsafe for him 
to stay at the station alone. Nimu, the nurse, left Rulna as 
well. The clinic was manned by the medical orderlies alone.
From time to time a European nurse would come and man the 
clinic, staying only for a couple of days each time. In 1985 
the PNG and Australian press published a release about the 
gang rape of a nurse on duty in a "remote mission station in 
Rulna,WHP." The place was then blacklisted for medical visits, 
and as far as I know, the ban has not yet been lifted. The
school had been long since closed.
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My son Jan Golski who visited Rulna in 1986 reported that 
one year after hints' death his eldest son, Moka, died suddenly 
while attending a beer party with the Manimbi at Tigi. The 
Gamagai suspected poisoning and evanged Moka's death by killing 
two Manimbi men. This started a bitter war which lasted until 
the end of 1989 and took a heavy toll on the lives of both 
Manimbi and Gamagai. According to a Manimbi man William Timbil 
whom I met in 1988 in Canberra, the Gamagai made up for their 
smaller numbers by instigating ruthless attacks without any 
precedent in Manimbi history. The most devastating one was when 
they surreptitiously surrounded and burned to the ground the 
Manimbi Catholic church in which women, children and 
conscientious objectors against the war had sought refuge. The 
latter included several young men who refused to participate in 
the war on the grounds that they were Christians. Reputedly, 
anybody who attempted to esape from the burning building was 
either shot or clubbed or axed to death.
My teenage children who visted Rulna in 1989 reported a 
sense of isolation and despondance among the Gamagai.The mission 
facilities, the stone houses, the clinic made of precious wood, 
once the pride of the Gamagai, were now being progressively 
reclaimed by the Jimi forest.
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AINDIGENOUS PRAXIS OF MORAL CATEGORIZATION 
special relationships
1 relationship of particular food
2 rel* ,lori*hip of eating b g th tr
3 ^ 4  relationship of working togttfw
4 f •*»] a/final relationship
5 E 3  nioka relationship
A A A relationship eageriy forged (oommon 
pcacsca among tha Gamagai)
A  A relationship forged sporadically
V  dan  based big man ‘purwaru’
▼ tribal big man Vu kopong*
d an
Gamagai tribe
neighbour Melpa speaking tribe 
^Ir™ thbes/Maring, kopon
spedal relationship
------ - relationship amicable
------relationship tentative
/ v >  00 formal relationship friendly gestures,
rare relationship (2 cases during 1970-80) _ _ _ neighbourly assistance mission outstations there; 3-4 times 
a  year visits
FIG 4.Indigenous Praxis of Moral Categorization.
INDIGENOUS PRAXIS OF MORAL CATEGORIZATION 
The danger» awaiting an Ego informant from hi» social contacts
The Ego relationship 
the dan
the Gamagai tribe 
the Mel pa neighbours 
the Jimi tribes 
the mission
A -  within a d a n
B -  thefts, adultery, false testimony 
C “  (B). food poisoning 
D -  (C), soroery and cannibalism 
E -  no danger
FIG 5. Indigenous Praxis of Moral Categorization. Dangers awaiting an Ego 
from social contacts.
Moral categorization conceived by the Gamagai in the aftermath of the Vint» movement
A - n o  danger 
B -n o  danger
C -  theft, adultery, false testimony, food poisoning 
D -  (C), sorcery and cannibalism 
E -  no danger
1________________________________________________
FIG 6.Moral Categorization conceived by the Gamagai in aftermath of *Kints 
Movement’.
TABLE A
[• ....  - Num ber of times a given term  was used by
Fr Joseph (Tok PisLn).____________ _______________
1) 4 SUNDAYS 
JUNE - JULY 
1981
2) 4 SUNDAYS 
JA N -FEB 
1982
3) 4 SUNDAYS 
AUG - SEPT 
1982
GOD (GOD) 8 ' 8 7
JISUS KRAIST 
(IESUS CHRIST)
12 2 4
HOLI SPIRIT 
(HOLY SPIRIT) 1 0
i
SATAN (SATAN) 8 5 6
OLGETA SOLS IN 
HEVEN (DECEASED 
GAMAGAI 
KINSWOMAN /  MAN 
'ALL SAINTS"); SOULS 
BLESSED IN HEAVEN.
6 3" 0
MAMA BELONG 
KRAIST (MOTHER OF 
CHRIST)
3 0 1
np » t> t r  Number of times a given term was used by a catechist,, Kaip,
l  a d l e  D  in his verbatum translations from Tok Pisin to Melpa. — •
1) 4 SUNDAYS 
JUNE-JULY 
1981
2) 4 SUNDAYS 
JAN-FEB A 
m - i 9
3) 4 SUNDAYS 
A AUG-SEPT 
AA 1982 /  ■
GOD 6 • 5 . A':' g
PURWA 7 3 ‘  •/■•'■■ 2
JISUS KRAIST 
((IESUS CHRIST) 8 ; y - " 2  ■
KURWAG 2 0 0
TIPORAMI 0 ' 0
SATAN 7
KUR 9 1 0 ~ '
TIP 0 : £ 1 A-:: 0  • -
SENTS (SAINTS) 1 0 ‘
AMB MERI • 
(VIRGIN MARY)
3 ' j - .
TIPOKTT 1 muwna ß  n > s .
TIPOKAI
\
TABLE A i  Changes in translations of Christian terms 1981-82.
TABLE : C T A  I S L E  : f j
Kinds of diseases among the Rogombo clansinen.
1981
January
to
June
1981
July
to
December
1982
January
to
June
1982
July
to
November
Sickness sent by 'Kur Manga 
Rapa' ghosts. 5 6 2 7
Sickness caused by 'Aipokit 
spirits directly invading 
the body.
3 5 1 2
Menstrual blood poisoning. 2 2 1 0
Poisoning by 'Masalai meri' 
(Tok Pisin). 0 0 1 0
Poisoning by the HagenßfS 0 0 0 •> 0
TABLE : E>
Number of illnesses among the Rulna Gamagai. 
men attributed to polluting propensity of women.
1981
January
to
June
1981
July
to
December
1982
January
to
June
1982
July
to
November
1. Amount of poisoning 
attributed to women/ 
menstrual blood poisoning/
5 2 l 0
2. Amount of poisoning 
attributed to the 'tipokit' in 
the womens disguise /  . 
masalai meri, Tok Pisin/
0 3 4 1
TABLE : E
Average number of patients per day in Rulna Clinic.
1981 .
January 
to 
June
1981
July
to
December
1982
January
to
June
1982
July
to
November
MEN 3 6 2 5
WOMEN AND 
CHILDREN 12 25 18 14
-
TABLE : F
Number of Kowa's medical interventions 
among the Rulna Gamagai.
-
1981
January
to
June
1981
July
to
December
1982
January
to
June
1982
July
to
November
MEN 8 17 5 7
WOMEN 2 3 1 2
CHILDREN 3 2 1 0
* Only serious and persistent diseases required Kowa's intervention. 
Sickness not reported to Kowa was hard to monitor.
TABLE F - Number of Kowa’s medical interventions among Gamegai.
TABLE
1982 RULNA COUNCILLOR ELECTIONS; VOTING STATISTICS
I\.name of the clan
II\.name of the candidate
III\.number of homestead belonging to each clan
IV\.number of people voting in each of the clans
V\. number of votes for the candidate
1 1
i
i \ .  i n \ .  i m \ .a a
--------------------- T-----------------1
a 2
I V \ .  j v \ .
1 11 1• a
• I
P a k a n i m b o  | P r i  | 91 1 ________________
1 1• a
a a
6 8  | 4 2
1 1
i 1a •
a «
P a k a n i m b o  j P i g  j. . _ .... . . 1 . ___ . 1
j a
2 2a a
1 7 2  j_1 Ji i
• 2
i 2
R o g o m b o  j T i m b i  ; 9_ 1 1
1 a
; ;
4 5  j 5
i . . . . •1 1• I
• a
R o g o m b o  j R u m i n j  j
_____ 1 1
( 1a a
a a
• •
: :i i1 1a a
2 a
M a r a k e i  ; K a i p  j 1I a ........
1 a
: :a a
2  ! 1 i1 11 Ia a
a a
R o l o m b o  | W a m p  j 3
1 ... 1 -J
1 1 a a
a a
1 3  j 2 0  i
J 11 1a a
• a
P w e n t i m b o  | K u t i  | 8
1 1 .....
i i
2 0  j 2 2
i . . . . __  a1 1a a
i :
Kankelbo ;   j 3| 1
a aa a
a a
7 : :a l1 Ia a
• a
Kenembo ; --- ; 8
i 1 _ . !
ON
!........
a 1
a 2
•
a 2
1_  L _
1 •a J
a J
a J
! i
TABLE G - Rulna Councillor Elections voting statistics.
mtf#
-  -
C
ai
n 
an
d 
A
be
l o
ff
er
in
g 
th
ei
r p
ro
du
ce
 to
 G
od
2.Cain killing Abel.
2 ttvrmlsion from the  Garden of Eden.
/  \  -
4.The flood.
DO YOU HAVE THESE PROBLEMS
I
..... M YOUR VILLAGE?
ILLAGE COURTS HELP PREVENT THEM
5.Poster from Rulna Village Court.
W
al
l 
ha
ng
in
g 
di
sp
la
ye
d 
in
 P
ol
 P
oi
a 
ch
ap
el
.

DO YOU HAVE THESE PROBLEMS
...... IN Y O U R  VR.LAGE?




N
um
di
.
7.B
achelor W
ag, decorated, joking w
ith M
aga.
N
üm
di
, K
at
hy
 a
nd
 K
in
ts 
pr
ep
ar
in
g 
po
rk
.

10
. ■ 
D
ok
ta
 a
nd
 W
oj
te
k.
11.Stone figurine in Pol Poia’s Chapel, front view.
12.Stone figurine in Pol Poia’s Chapel, rear view.
13 Carved objects from soft stone
